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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Clinical Decision Sciences 

Clinkal decision sciences iR a field of research that aims to analyse and support clinical 

decision making for individual patients. Three important aspects of clinical decbion 

making are diagnosis, t.herapy planning and prognosis. In brief, diagnosis is concerned 

with finding all explanat.ion for an observed set of symptoms and clinical findings in 

tenmi of diagnostic categories, In therapy planning, the focus is on comparing the 

benefits and risks of various treatment modalities t.o arrive at a t.herapy choice t.hat is 

optimal in view of the ullcertainties involved. Prognosis is concerned with assessing the 

likelihood of possible outcomes that may occur during a disease process, such as mor

tality and morbidity. Cent.ral to the field of clinical decision making is reasoning under 

uncertainty and reasoning about preferences. For this purpose, in clinical decision sci

ences variolls techniques are available. An overview of general decision analytic tech

niques can be fonnd in [Von \Vint.erfeldt & Edwards, 1986, RaiH'a & Schlaifel', 1961, 

Keeney & RaiHu, 1976, Chernoff & Moses, 1959]; techniques tailored to clinical deci

sion problems are discussed in [\Veinstein & Fineberg, 1980, Pauker & Kassirel', 1980, 

Sox et al., 19S5, Habbema & Hilden, 1979, Habbema et. al., 19S1, Habbema et al., 

1900]. 

In prognosis and diagnosis, reasoning with uncertainty plays an important role. 

1b support the prognostic and diagnostic ta~k, in classical decision analysis, regression 

techniqties are used. They provide, for an individual patient, a quantitative assessment 

of the probability of the outcome under consideration. Regression techniques establish 

frol11 data the relation bet.ween a clinically relevant outcome measure, such as one year 

mortality as a result of a specific disease, and a set of determinants. The result.ing re

gression model gives, for an individual pat.ient, the probability of the outcome by filling 
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in the appropriate values of the determinants. Examples of regression techniques arc 

probit analysis and logistic regression analysis [Hosmer & LeJllC'show, '1989J. In a pl'Obit 
analysis, the linear predictor, which is a Illultilinear combination of the determinants. 

ullder consideration, is assumed to obey a normal probability distribut.ion. Under this 

assmnpt.ioll, t.he unknown paramctenl in the functional relation between this linear 

predictor and the probability of the outcome are established from data. In a logistic 

regression analysis, the unknown parameters relating the determinants to the out.come 

arc established in a similar way, this time under the assnmption that, conditional on 

t,he values of the determinants included, the outcome satisfies a binomial dist.ribution. 

Both probit and logistk regression analysis focus on the occurrence of a specific event. 

However also the time uutil the OCCllrrence of an event may be of interest, The st.atis

t.ical technique establishing the relation between the time until occurrence of an event 

and a set of determinants is called a s1lrvival analysis [Lawless, 1982], Two examples of 

regression methods in survival analysis are Co:/: regression and Poisson regression, For 

details on the underlying assumptions of both types of analysis and their appropriate 

tlse, we refer to [Kalbfteisch & Prentice, 1980) and [Breslow & Day, 1987), 

In therapy planning, t.he two 'classical' techniques for supporting decision mak

ing under uncertainty are the threshold model and the decision tree. In a t.hreshold 

analysis, various probabilities of disease are established that divide the probabilit.y 

range iuto intervals where a specific action, be it. t.reatment, furt.her testing, or neit.her 

of the t.wo, is considered to be optimal [Pauker & Kassirer, 1980J. For example, the 

treat.ment t.hreshold probability of disease is the probability at. whkh a physician is 

indifferent between giving t.reatment. and withholding t.reatment. If, for a specific pa

tient., the probability of disease exceeds the treatment threshold probability, then t.his 

physician will decide to treat. the patient as if the disease were known t.o be present 

with certainty. Alternatively, the physician will wit.hhold treat.ment from the patient.. 

In addition, various t.hreshold probabilit.ies for t.esting may be established. The various 

threshold probabilities of disease may be obtained frolll a physician. In establishing 

the thresholds, t.he physician will carefully weigh the (expected) benefits of treatment 

or t.esting and t.he rish; involved. In t.he assessments for the threshold probabilities, 

the utilities or preference values of all possible outcomes are implicitly incorporated. 

The resulting t.hreshold model may snpport an attending physician to decide upon 

treatment or test.ing based upon the probabilit.y of disease for a specific patient. untier 
consideration. 

The decision tree is the best. knowIl, and probably most lIsed, analytic t.ool for 

supporting decision making under uncertainty. A decision tree provides for displaying 

the temporal sequence of decision moments and events in a clinical decision problem. 

Its forlll reveals the decision alternatives that are available to t.he decision maker or 

physician, t.he events t.hat may follow from each alternative and t.hat hence may af

fect. t.he decisioll, and t.he outcomes t.hat are associated with each possible scenario of 
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decision alternatives and conseqnences. A decision t.ree is built from left to right.. Usu

ally, its first branching point, at the extreme left, is a decision node. A decision nocle, 

indicat.ed by a sqnare, represents a decision moment at which one of various decision 

alternatives can be selected. Each alternative b associated with a branch emanat.ing 

frolll the decision lIocle. Depending on t.he alternat.ive chosen at the first. decision nodc, 

a seqnence of future decisions and uncertain events may follow, Each uncertain event 

is represented by a stochastic variable, whose corresponding node is depicted as a cir

cle in the decision tree. The possible values a stochastic variable can take are again 

explicitly depicted by the branches emanating from its (lssociat.ed node. The leaves, at 

the extreme right, of a decision tree represent the ultimate oukome to the patient. of 

fullowing a specific path consisting of decision alt.ernat.ives and valnes for chance events 

from left. t.o right in the t.ree. 

The structure of t.he decision tree, as described above, is supplemented with comli

t.ional probabilities and utilities. These are called the parameters of the decision t.ree. 

For every stochastic variable, t.he probabilities of its values conditional on the path 

in the decision tree to t.he left of the associated node are required. For all possible 

outcomes, furt.hermore, (l preference value, called utility, should be established. The 

conditional probabilities in a decision t.ree can be provided by one or more physicians 

- these are called subjective probabilit.y estimat.es - or they can be estimated from 

data. To obtain a patient-specific probability from data often logistic regression mod

els or ot.her regression models are used. In t.hat. case, prediction models developed fol' a 

specific patient. population provide t.he input. for a decision tree describing t.he clinical 

decision problem for an individual patient.. The ut.ilities in a decision tree are usually 

provided by plwsicians, but they can also be assessed by patients t.o whom t.he decision 

problem is relevant. (Jansen el al.) 1998]. For probability and utility elidtatioll, varions 

techniques afC available [Keene)' &. RaiHa, 1976, Stiggelbon(., 1995J. 

A quantified decision tree is evaluat.ed by averaging out and folding back t.he t.ree. 

Averaging out is the process of removing stochast.ic nodes from right to left ill the de

cision t.ree by muIt,iplying t.he probabilities of each branch emanating from a stochastic 

node by the utility attached to it and summing t.he resulting valnes of all branches at 

t.he lIode. Folding hack refers t.o pruning all but the most preferred branch at. a deci

siun node and assigning the value that is attached to t.his branch to the dedsion node. 

Averaging out and folding back is described in detail in [\Veinst.ein & Fineberg, 1980j. 

As a result of this sequential process of averaging out. and folding back along the 

branches of t.he decision t.ree, t.he preferred decision alternative at t.he first. decision 

node is obtained. This preferred decision alternative, fol' the patient under considera

tion, maximises expected nWit.y. 

Constructing a decision tree for a decision problem gives insight. int.o t.he structure of 

t.he problem and t.he preferences of the decision maker, that is, the persoll supplying the 

ut.ility estimates. To obtain more detailed insight into the variolls aspects of the prob-
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1cm and its rcpre~entation, additional techniques for analytdng a decision tree are avail

able, A sensUivity analysis, for example, provides insight into the efrect. of varying olle 

or more parameters, that is probability or utility est,imates, on the decision alternative 

wit.h maximum expected utility [\Veinst.ein & Fineberg, 1980, Habbema et al., lOgO]. 

It reveals the sensitivity of t.he preferred decision alternative to parameter variation, 

anu, as such, gives an indication of the robust, ness of the preferred decision. rdoreover, 

it reveals which parameters upon variation have a large effect on the preferred deci

sion alternat.ive and should therefore be assessed with care. An uncertainly analysis, 
also called a prohabilistic or stochastic sensitivity analysis, shows the impact of un

certainty in the parameters in the decision t.ree on the preferred decision alternative 

[Morgan & Henrion, 1990, Habbema et aZ., 1990J. Instead of taking a fixed value for 

each parameter ~n the tree, for each paramet.er a value is drawn from a distributioll, for 

example t.he lognormal dhitribllt.ion. For a set of drawn values for all parameters in the 

t.ree t.he preferred decision alt.ernative is computed. This is repeated a large number 

of times to obtain an empirical probability dist.ribution over the decision alt.ernat,ives 

available. The results of an uncertainty analysis show t.he joint effect of uncertainty in 

all parameter estimates on the preferred decision alternative. 

Two other insight.ful analyses of a decision tree are t.he computation of the e:qJected 
value of pelfect information, or EVPI j and the ej;pected value of perfect control, 01' EVPC. 

The EVPI is a measure of the importance of knowing the value of an, either observable or 

unobservable, stochastic variable. It is computed as t.he expected differellce in maximum 

expect.ed utilit.y with and wit-hout. knowing the value of this variable. The EVPI provides 

an upper bOllnd for the value of additional testing, before t.his test is actually carried 

out.. The EVPC is closely related to t.he EVPI. It. is a measure of t.he importance of 

cont.rolling; the value of a stochastic variable. The EVPC thus provide::; an upper bound 

for the gain in expected ut.ility t.hat can be achieved from improving tests or treat.ments. 

For example, by computing the expected value of having an operation mortality of 0%, 

we obtain insight. in the maximum gain thai can be expected from trying to decrease 

operation mortalit.y. 

Decision-theoretic Networks 

From t.he discussion above, it. will be clear that there is a wealth of decision-analyt.ic 

techniques available fol' analysing and solving decision problems in medical practise. 

They forlll the t.hemet.ical basis of the art of clinical decision analysis as practised to

day. However, the techniques described also have variolls shortcomings. A regression 

model for prognosis, for example, has a relatively simple st.ructure in which complicated 

interactions among; determinants or between determinants and the outcome under con

sideration cannot be captured. Alt.hough t.he values of the regression coefficients often 

have an intuitive interpretation in terms of t.he mechanism t.hat relates t.he determi-
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nants to the outcome, there is no detailed model of the underlying disease. A decision 

tree, although insightful for small problems, may rapidly become 'bushy' for compli

cated problems in which many decision moments and chance events are taken into 
account. For complicated problems, the decision tree may give rise to confusion rather 

than giving in~ight in the structure of the problem. Therefore! during the past two 
decades, there has been an increasing int.erest to supplement cla::;sical decision-analytic 

techniques with methods of the field of computer science and from artificial intelligence 
in particular. Especially, the area of knowledge-based systems has received a lot of at

t.ention. The t.erm knowledge-based system refers to an information system in which 
human knowledge is represented symbolically and is applied to give advice concern

ing a specific problem at a level comparable to that of an expert in the salpe field. 
Knowledge-based systems t.hat are tailored to reasoning and decision making nowa

days often build upon the framework of decision-theoretic networks. Decision-theoretic 
networks combine a graphical representat.ion of relations between st.ochastic variables, 
decision variables and a utility variable wit.h t.he use of probability theory and ut.ilit.y 

theory. Two types of decision- theoretic net,,;rork -can be discerned; t.he belief network 

and the influence diagram. 

A belief network, basically, is a representation of a joint. probability distribution on 
a set of stochastic variables. It consists of a qualitative part and an associated quant.i
tative part, The qualitative part of a belief network takes the form of a directed graph 

consisting of nodes and arCR. The nodes represents the stochastic variables t.hat. are im
pOl'tant in t.he problem under study and the arcs represent the influential relationsllips 

between the variables. The direct.ion of the arcs is often interpreted as having a causal 
meaning; t.he variable at t.he head of t.he arc is designated as the effect of the calise at 
the tail of the arc. This notion of causality should, however, be interpreted broadly. 

Absence of an arc between t.wo variables indicates that t.here is no direct. relation be
t.ween t.he two variables; t.he variableR are conditionally independent. The quantitat.ive 
part. of a belief net\york consists of a set of conditional probabilities. These conditional 

probabilit.ies quant.ify the st.renghts of the influential relationships among t.he variables. 
For each node in the network, the probabilit.ies of its values conditional on every pos

sible combination of values for the direct predecessors in the graph is specified. The 
condit.ional probabilities of a belief network are termed the parameters of the network. 
The qualitative and quantitative part. of a belief net.work toget.her allow for comput.ing 

any prior or posterior probability from the network. For t.his purpose, several algo
rithms have been developed that exploit t.he independence relations represented in the 

qualitative part of the network [Pearl, 1988, Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988[, 

An influence diagram is a concise representation of a decision problem involving 
uncertainty. Its qualitative part consists of various types of node and arc. The nodes 

not. only represent stochastic variables but decision variables and a ut.ilit.y variable as 
well [Howard & Matheson, 1981, Shachter, 1986J, As in a decision tree, the decision 
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variables represent. the various moments of choice for the decision maker and t.he ut.ility 

node represents the possible outcollles and their associated preference values. The arcs 
bet.ween the stochast.ic variables in an influence diagram have the same meaning as 

in a belief network, Arcs pointing from a st.ochastic variable into a decision node 

indicate that. the valu,cs of the varia hies at the tail of t.he arcs should be observed 

before a decision can be made. The nodes at the tail of the arcs pointing int.o the 

utility node represent the variables that diredly afrect utility. The quantitative part 
of an influence diagram consists of a set of conditional probabilities for the stochastic 

variables in the diagram and a set of utilities encoding the desirability of the different. 

outcome scenarios represented by the utility node. Note t.hat. influcncc diagrams and 

belief networks are closely rclatcdj in fact, an influence diagram that. contains only 

stochastic variables is a belief network. To compute from an influence diagram the 

decision alternat.ive with maximum expected utility, variolls algorithms are available 

[Shachter, 1986, Cooper, 19881. 

Since a belief network provides for the computation of the posterior prohability 

of an outcome of interest given a set. of observations for a pat.ient under considera

tion, its envisaged use is comparable to t.hat. of regression models in prognosis and 

diagnosis. Likewise, the ohjective of cOllstructing an influence diagram is the same as 

of building a decision tree: t.o obtain insight in and support for a decision problem. 

Although different graphical reprf'sentations of a decision problem, an influence dia

gram and a decision t.ree are based on the same underlying mathemat.ical model. In 

fact, any influence diagram can, in principle, be t.ranslat.ed into a decision tree and 

vice versa [Owens et al., 1997, Nease & Owens, 1997]. However, there are considerable 

differences between influence diagrams and decision t.rees. Influence diagrams repre

sent. t.he struct.ure of a decision problem more compactly t.han decision t.rees do. In 

an influence diagram the relat.ionships between the stochastic variables of importance 

are depicted wit.hout explicitly enumerat.ing their values; in a decision t.ree, 011 t.he 

other hand, all possible scenarios, consisting of combinat.ions of values for stochastic 

variables and decision nodes, are represented explicitly. For large and complex prob

lems, decision trees may rapidly become messy and incomprehensible. An influence 

diagram may then give a more t.ransparent image of the decision problelll and may, 

moreover, facilitat.e t.he communication between t.he decision analyst and physician. 

This is act.ually what we experienced when building bot.h a decision tree and an in

fluence diagram for therapeutic planning in children wit.h a ventricular septal defect.. 

During const.ruction, the decision t.ree grew so complex t.hat. it. was hard to get. in

sight. into the decision problem. Building t.he influence diagram was more successful, 

as will be shown in Chapter 3 of t.his thesis. Influence diagrams, however, have also 

limitations compared t.o decision t.rees. In a decision t.ree asymmet.ries ill tlle decision 

problem under study t.hat. is, different chance events or decision moments following 

two different decision alt.el'llat.ives - are easily indentified from the graphical st.rllcture. 
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In an influence diagram, aSYllllllet.ries are hidden in the probability estimates for t.he 

chance nodes, 

Between belief networks and regression models many differences exist. A belief 

net,work's graphical st.rudure provides a picture of the represented disease process. 

It allows for easily understanding how observations for a specific patient influence 

intermediate, unobservable variables and lllay lead t.o a specific outcome. Regression 

models in this sense are black boxes. Furthermore, in a belief net.work all possible, 

synergistic effects bet.ween t.he st.ochast.ic variables that have an arc into the same 

node are taken into acconnt. In a regression ,model, usually, only synergistic effeds 

between two 01' maximally three variables are considered. Another difference is that, in 

comput.ing t.he probability of t.he out.come from a belief network any available patient 

information can be taken iuto aCl:Oullt. \\fhen pat,ient information is lacking, the belief 

network is st.ill capable of providing an estimate of the outcome. The ullcertaint.y about 

the lacking information is automatically incorporat.ed in the probability of the outcome. 

Regression models are not. flexible in that sense. In principle, for all determinants in 

the model observations should be available. Furt.hermore, regression models are based 

on patient. data, whereas belief net.works l:aIl be quantified with expert estimat.es. In 

problem domains where there is too little data to build a regression model but where 

expert. knowledge is available, it. is t.hus still possible to model the problem using a 

belief network. On the ot.her hand, it is easier to have an impression of the correctness 

of t.he results from a regression model than of a belief network. As regression models 

are fitted OIl data, automatically a first validation is carried out in {.he form of the 

goodness of fit. of the model. 

As we see from the similarities and differences bet.ween belief networks and influ

ence diagrams on t.he olle hand and regression models and decision trees 011 t.he ot.her 

hand, decision-t.heoretic networks appear t.o have the ability to become a useful com

plement t.o exif;ting decision-analytic techniques. They solve some of the short.comings 

of decision t.rees and regressioll lHodels t.hat. were discussed earlier. By now, various 

medical applicat.ions based on decision-theoretic net.works are reported in the lit.erat.ure. 

Applications t.hat build on t.he framework of belief net.works for knowledge represen

tation and inference are described in for example [Andreassen et at., 19S7, Hcckerman 

& Nat.hwani, 1992, Heckerman et al., 1992, Korver & Lucas, 1993, Shwe et at., 1991, 

Peek & OU,enkamp, 1997, Van del' Gaag ~l al., 1999]. Applkat.ions using influence 

diagrams are found in for example [Andreassell et at., 1901, Quaglini et at., 1994]. 

Although various applications of t.he framework of decision-theoretic networks have 

been developed, until now, no applications are known to have been implemented 

in clinical practice. Probably, the main reason for t.his is t,hat building a decision

t.heoret.ic network for a complex problem is a difficult and time-consuming task. Be

lief networks and influence diagrams arc usually const.ructed with the help of expert.s 

in t.he field of application. Two closely relat.ed t.asks can be discerned: the con-
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St.ruct.iOll of the qualit.ative part of the network and its subsequent. quantificat.ion. 

Building the qualitative part has parallels to designing a model for a more tradi~ 

tional knowledge-based system [Henrion, 19S9, Goldman & Charniak, 1003J. There

fore, well-known knowledge-engineering techniques can be employed to a large extent. 

[Schreiber e/. ai., 1994, McGraw & Harbison-llriggs, 1989, Studer et ai., 1998J. Detailed 

met.hodologies for handling specific problems enconnt.ered when building decision

t.heoretic networks arc being developed [Peek & Ottenkamp, 1997]. Although building 

the qnalitative part of a decision-theoretic network may require considerable effort, 

generally t.his t.ask is considered to be doable. Unfortunately, t.his docs not hold with 

regard t.o t.he quant.itat.ive part. of a decision-theoretic net.work. Quantifying a network 

is, in general, considered a hard task. 

To quantify a belief net.work 01' an influence diagram, a local conditional proba

bility distribution for each stochastic variable in t.he network is to be assessed. For 

an influence diagram also a set. of utilitil's is to be est.ablished. To assess the utili

ties in an iufluence diagram, oft.en outcome scenarios have to be evaluat.ed with which 

the assessor is not. acquainted, This is generally considered to be hard. Moreover, 

evaluating the calibration of utility assessments is very difficult, if not practically im

possible. To quantify t.he st.ochastic variables in a decision-theoretic Betwork, oft.en a 

very large Humber of condit.ional probabilities have t.o be assessed. The probability 

dist.ribution of a stochast.ic variable ill the net.work is couditioned on its predecessors 

in t.he qualit.ative part.; the Humber of conditional probabilities to be assessed t.hus 

grows exponentially in t.he number of predecessors. For most applicat.ions abundant. 

probabilistic information is available from literature or from statistical data. How

ever, it. often turllS out that. tJlis information is not. directly amenable to encoding in 

a decisioll-theoretk network [Druzdzel & Van der Gaag, 1995, Jensen, 1995]. j'v1edical 

literat.ure, for example, often reports conditional probabilit.ies of t.he presence of symp

toms given a disease, but not always t.he probabilities of t.hese symptoms OCCUlTing 

in t.he absence of disease. Furthermore, a substantial number of net.work variables 

may represent unobservable intermediate disease states for which empirical probabilis

tic information is difficult, or impossible to obtain. The majority of t.he probabilit.ies 

requin~d ·will therefore have to be assessed by domain experts. Suhjective probability 

aRsessments, however, are known to suffer from several types of bias and lUay not. be 

properly calibrated [Kahnelllan et al., 1982J. Alt.hough various elicitation t.echniques 

have been designed t.o avert. these problems t.o at least some ext.ent., t.he large Humber of 

probabilHies required for a deciRioll-theoret.ie network often prohibits the URe of t.hese 

rather time-consuming met.hods. 

In [Van del' Gaag et al., 1999]' experience with t.he elicitation of probabilities for a 

belief net,work for oesophageal carcinoma is described. The experience of t.he aut.hors 

confirms the above-mentioned observat.ions. Initially, the ant.hors st.art.ed with t.he elic

itation of t.he t.hree thousand probabilit.iell pertaining t.o fourt.,)' net.work nodes Ilsing 
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t.he well-known methods of the probability scale for marking estimates, the frequency 

method and ioi.terieR (l'vIOl'gall & Henrion, 1990]. Driven by the serioHs biases ohserved 

and the t.ime required for these methods, t.hey developed a new elicitation technique. 

Their techniqlle is based OIl the idea of presenting conditional probabilities as fragments 

of text and providing a scale for marking estimates with both numerical and verbal 

anchors. In quantifying the network for ventricular sept.al defects, described in Chap

ter 3, we encountered similar obstacles as d('scribed in [Van del' Gaag et at., 1990]. In 

particular, we experienced the limited valne of available dat.a and medical lit.erat.ure, 
Furthermore, establishing the probability estimates from the physician involved was a 

time-consuming t.ask. 

The problems encount.ered in t.he <-:ullstruct.ion and quantificat.ion of a belief net.work 

or influence diagram partly accord wit.h t.hose come across in building a decision t.ree. 

Building the st.ructure of eit.her an infiuen<-:e diagram or a decision {,ree requires t.he 

ident.ification of the variables and decision moment.s relevant to t.he decision problem 

and t.heir influential relaUons. Likwise, both for an influen<-:e diagram and a decision 

tree, utilities have to be assessed by experts. The Illain difference lies in t.he scale, 01' 

level of detail, at. which a decision problem is modeled. In general, the probabilistic 

part of an influence diagram contains fa!' more stochastic variables and, heu<-:e, far more 

probabilities t.han a decision t.ree. Also, usually, far more different. out.come scenarios 

arc being represent.ed in an influence diagramj a larger amount. of utilities t.hus have 

to be assessed. :~vIoreover, alt.hough over t.he years a large number of t.echniques have 

been developed fol' supportiug the analysis of decision problems using decision t.rees, 

for building influence diagrams or belief networb such met.hods are as yet. lacking. The 

research present.ed in this thesis is motivated by t.his observation. 

1.2 Rationale for this thesis 

To enhance the applicability of decision-theoret.ic networks for clinical decision making, 

techniques to assist. in t,heir const.ruction and evaluation should be designed. Acknowl

edging this, t.he objectives of this t.hesis are: 

• The development. of efficient met.hods for sensitivit.y analysis of decision-t.heoretic 

net.works; 

• Exploring the use of sensitivity analysis in huilding decision-t.heoret.ic networks. 

As indicated before, in buikliug decision-t.heoret.ic net.works generally a large nmll

her of paramet.ers, t.hat is, conditional probabilities and ut.i1ities, have to be assessed, 

These assessments inevitably are inaccurate. To evaluat.e t.he possible efrect of inac

curacies in a network's assessments, a sensitivit.y analysis cau be performed. For a 

decision-theoretic network, sensitivity analysis amounts t.o varying t.he assessment.s for 
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one or more parameters of t.he network's qnant.itative part. simultaneously and investi

gating the effects on a probability of interest, on a diagnosis or on a decision computed 

from the network [Laskey, 1995, Castillo et at., 1997b]. Upon such an analysis, some 

parameters will show a considerable effect, while others will hardly reveal any influence. 

Performing sensitivity analysis of a decision-theoretic net,work in a straightforward 

way, unfortunat.ely, is highly time-consuming. The parameters under st.udy are varied 

stepwise and iI~ a ll,Ystcmat.ic way. The effed of these variations on the output of the 

network are evaluated by using any st.andard cvaillat,ion algorithm. Even for rather 

small decision-theoretic net.works, t.he computat.ional burden of this met.hod of per

forming sensitivit.y analysis is considerable. In fact, it. is prohibitive when sensit.ivity 

analysis is to be used for verifying t.he effect, of inacl:U1'acies in, for example, daily med

ical pract.ice. To be of practical nse, t.herefore, more efficient met.hods for sensitivity 

analysis of decision-theoretic nehvorks are indispensable. In this thesis, Illore efficient 

met.hods for sensitivity analysis of both belief networks and infinenl:e diagrams are 

presented. 

Apart from stUdying t.he efled of inaccuracies on the network's output, sensitivity 

analysis can also be a useful tool in quant.ifying decision-theoretic networks. Sensi

t.ivit.y analysis reveals t.he conditional probabilities and utilities in a decision-theoretil: 

net.work t.hat. independently or joint.ly have a large effect OIl the outcome of t.he net

work. As such, it can be used to facilitate the quantificat.ion of a probabilistic net.work 

by focusing on the most. influential assessments. In this t.hesis, t.he role of sensitivity 

analysis in quantifying belief net.works is also invest.igated. 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis l:onsists of fonl' different parts. Part I is a general introduction, Part. II 

focusses on sensitivity analysis of belief net.works, Part III ext.ends some of t.he methods 

int.roduced in part II to influence diagrams, and in Part IV a general discussion and 

sUlllmary of the results presented in t.his thesis is given. 

In Chapter 2 of Part. II, it is invest.igated how scnsitivit.y analysis can be used in 

making the process of quantifying a belief network more cffective. \Ve propose a pro

cedure of iteratively performing sensitivity analyses of an init.ially roughly quantified 

network. The results from t.he semlitivity analyses reveal the influential conditional 

probabilit.ies in the network upon which subsequent refinement. eO'orts can be focussed. 

In Chapter 3, subsequent.ly, this iterat.ive procedure is tested. For the st.udy, a belief 

network describing t.he pat.hophysiology of t.he congenital heart disease ventricular sep

tal defect [Peck & Ottenkamp, 1997J is used. Chapter 4 describes an efficient method 

for performing one-way sensitivity analysis of a belief net.work. The met.hod exploits 

the qualit.ative part. of the net.work to identify conditional probabilities that cannot 
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influence t.he net.work's output. given a Rpecific set. of observed variables. Furthermore, 

the method builds npon t.he propert.y of a belief net:work that the network's output. can 

be expressed as a quotient of two functions t.hat, are linear in a conditional probability 

under st.udy in a sensitivit.y analysis. The observed characteristics of belief networks 

allow to reduce the computational burden of a sensitivit.y analysis considerably. In 

Chapter 5, t.he last chapt.er of part. II, the method for one-way sensitivity analysis 
presented in Chapter 4 is extended to sensitivity analysis with respect. to an arbit.rary 

Hnmber of probability assessments in t.he network. "Te propose in this chapter to adapt. 

an existing evaluation algorithm for belief networks such that the functional relation 

expressing t.he net.work's out.put. in t.erms of a subset of conditional probabilities is 

easily and efficiently obtained. 

In Part III, t.he met.hod for sensitivity of belief networks presented in Chapter 4 is 

extended to include decision making under uncertainty. First, in Chapter 6 decision 

making with belief networks by llsing t.he threshold model [Pauker & Kassirer, 1980] 

is considered. The foctls is on the comput.at.ion of bounds between which a network's 

probability assessment. can be varied without inducing a change in recommended deci

sion. The minimum deviation in a probabilit.y assessment. nnder study that docs induce 

a Lhange in the Lurrently recommended derision is taken as a lIleasure of the network's 

robm,t.ness. In Chapt.er 7, sensitivity analysis of influence diagrams is considered. Sim

ilar functional relations as presented in Chapter 4 are present.ed. In general, expected 

utility in an influence diagram can be expressed as a quotient of two fUllctions t.hat. are 

linear in eit.her a conditional probabilit.y or a nt.ility in the diagram. These relations 

allow for easily computing the minimum deviation in a single probabilit.y assessment 

(or set of assessments) t,hat. would induce a change inl'ecommended decision. 

The thesis ends with Part IV. In Part IV, consisting of Chapter 8, t.he theoretical 

results presented in the thesis are summarized and compared wit.h relat.ed research. 

Furthermore, relevant experience with respect t.o IIsing sensitivity analysis in building 

belief networks is discllssed as well as some ideas for furt.her research. 
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Chapter 2 

Sensitivity analysis: an aid for 

belief-network quantification 

Abstract 

"'hen building a Bayesian belief network, usnally a large number of probabilitie~ have 
to be assessed by experts in t.he domain uf applicat.ion, Experience Ilhows t.hat. experts 

often arc reluctant. t.o assess all probabilit.ies required, feeling that. t.hey are unable 

to give assessments wit.h a high level of accuracy. \Ve argue t.hat the elicit.ation of 

probabilities from experts can be supported to a large extent. by iteratively performing 

sensitivity analyses of t.he belief network in t.he making, starting wit.h rough, initial as

sessments. Since it gives insight into which probabilities require a high level of accuracy 

and which do not, performing a sensitivity analysis allows for focusing further elici
tation efforts. \\Te propose an elicitation procedure in which, altel'llatingly, sensitivity 

analyses are performed and probabilit.y assessments are refined, unW satisfactory be

haviour of t.he belief net.work is obtained, nnW t.he costs of further elicitation out.weigh 

t.he benefits of higher accuracy, or unt.il higher accuracy can no loilger be at.t.ained due 

to lark of knowledge. 

2.1 Introduction 

Bayesian belief networks are widely accepted in artificial-intelligence research as int.u

itively appealing, valuable represent.atioIls of knowledge, t.ailored to domains in which 

uncert.ainty is predominant [Pearl, 1988]. A Bayesian belief net.work basically is a con

cise represcntation of a joint. probability distribution, consisting of a qualitative part 

and an associated quantitative part,. The qualitative part. of t.he network cncodes the 

variables of importance in t.he domain that. is being represented, along with their in

fluential interrelat.ionships. The st.rengths of the relationships between t.he variablcs 

arc quantified by conditional probabilit.ies. These probabilities constit.ute t.he quanti-
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tative part of the network. An increasing number of knowledgc-ba~ed ~ystems nowa

days builds on the framework of Bayesian belief networks for knowledge representation 

and inference, thereby demonstrating the usefulness of belief networks for address

ing real-life problem domains; applications range from medical diagnosis, prognosis, 

and treat.ment planning, t.o probabilistic information retrieval [Andreassen et ai., 1987, 

Heckcl'man & Nat.invani, 1992, Bruza & Van dcr Gaag, 199,1]. 

Bayesian belief networks arc usually const.ruct.cd with the help of domain e:rpel'ts, 
Experience shows that, although it. may require considerable effort, building the qual

itative part of a belief net.work is quite pract.icable. III fact, building the qualitative 

part has parallels to designing a domain model for a more tradit.ional knowledge-based 

syst.em. To a large extent., therefore, well-known knowledge-engineering t.echniques can 

be employed for thh; purpose [i'vIcGraw & Harbison-Briggs, 1989, Studer et af., 1998]. 

Unfort.unately, similar observations do not. hold with regard to the qnantit.ative part. of 

a Bayesian bclief network. Const.ructing the quantitative part is generally considered 

a far harder task, not. in the least becanse it, tcnds to consume milch more time. It. 

amounts to assessing various conditional probabilities for the variables represented in 

the belief network's qualitative part. Alt.hough for most domains of applicat.ion abun

dant probabilistic information is available from literature or from statistical data, it 

often turns out t.hat. t.his information is not. directly amenable t.o encoding in a he

lief nct.work [Druzdzel & Van del' Gaag, 1995, Jensen, 1995]. i\·Iedical literature, for 

example, often reports conditional probabilities of t.1lC presence of sympt.oms given a 

disease, but not. always the probabilities of these symptoms occurring in the absence 

of disease; moreover, conditional probabilit.ies for ullobservable intermediat.e disease 

st.ates are nsually lacking in the lit.erat.ure. The majority of t.he probabilities required 

will t.herefore have to be assessed by domain experts. The problems encountered when 

eliciting probabilities from experts are widely known [Kahnemall et al., 1982]; all ex

pert's assessments may for ,example retied varions biases and Illay not be properly 

calibrated. Acknowledging these problems, ill the field of decision analysis various dif

fel'Cnt techniques have been developed for the elicitation of well-calibrated probabilities 

from expert.s [VOII \Vinterfeldt & Edwards, 1986]. These techniques, however, tend to 

be quite time-consuming. As for a belief network generally a large number of prob

abilit.ies is required, employing these t.echniques may not be feasible. For probability 

elicitation for Bayesian belief net.works, therefore, snpplementary techniques are being 

songht. [Drnzdzel & Van del' Gaag, 1995, Van det' Gaag ct af., 1999]. 

Experience with eliciting probabilities from domain experts for a Bayesian belief 

net.work shows t.hat. experts often are reluctant to assess all condit.ional probabilities 

required [Van del' Gaag et af., 1999J. At least part of their uneasiness stems from their 

feeling that t.hey are compelled to give exact. numbers having a high level of accuracy 

while they kllow they are unable to. In general, however, not. every probabilit.y assess

ment will require the same level of accuracy to arrive at satisfactory behaviour of t.he 
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knowledge-based system that is being dcyclopcdj some prohabilities have more impact 

on the system)s behaviour than ot.hers. For gaining detailed imdght into t.he level of 

accuracy t.hat is required for t,he "adam; conditional probabilities of a Bayesian belief 

net.work, a sensUivit.lI analysis can be performed (;,vlorgan & Henrion, 1090j. 

The basic idea of performing a sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief ndwork is 

t.o syst.ematically vary initial al:iSl'SSlllcnts for the net.work's conditional probabilities 

OVC1' a plausible int.erval and study the effects Oll the behaviour of the system being 

developed. Some probabilities are likely to show a considerable effect, while others 

will hardly reyeal any influence, For the less influential probabilities, t.he initial assess

ments may suffice. For t.he more influential probabilities, however, refinement. of the 

initial assessments may be wort,hwhile. For these probabilities, for example, elaborate 

elicitation techniques may be applied t.o obtain a more ac<..:uratc assessment. Given 

t.he limited and costly time of experts, attention can thus be focllsed on t.he proba

bilities to which the system's behaviour shows the highest. sensitivit.y. As assessments 

are refined, t,he belief network under const.ruction may again show variolls different. 

sensitivities. To gain insight in t.hese, possibly new, sensitivities, t.he network can 

once again be subjected to a sensitivity analysis. Based upon these observations, we 

propose a procedure for eliciting probabilities that builds upon the idea of stepwise 

refining probability assessments. The procedure sets ont with the elicitation of initial, 

probably highly uncert.ain, assessments for all conditional probabilities required for the 

belief network under construction. St.arting with these initial ass('ssments, a sensitivity 

analysis of the net.work is performed, upon which the assessments for the most, influ

ential probabilities arc refined. Iteratively performing sensitivity analyses and refining 

probabilities is pursued until satisfact.ory behaviour of the belief net.work is obtained, 

unW the costs of furt.her elicitation outweigh t.he benefits of higher accurH<..:Y, or until 

higher accuracy can no longer be at.t.ained due to lack of knowledge. 

\Ve would like t.o note that, when performed st.raightforwardly, a sensitivit.y analysis 

of a Bayesian belief net.work may require considerable computational effort. The com

putational burden involved, however, can be reduced to a large ext.ent. by exploiting 

the prohabilistic relat.ionships among the variables t.hat. are represent.ed ill t.he belief 

network under study. These relat.ionships allow for distinguishing bet.ween conditional 

probabilities that may influence the syst.em's behaviour and those that. cannot. In 

addition, t.hese relationships induce simple mat.hematical functions describing t.he net

work's behaviour ill terms of its conditional probabilities (see Chapt.er 4), Nevertheless, 

iteratively performing sensitivity analyses of a Bayesian belief network wit.h respect to 

all pot.entially inHuential probabilities will remain computationally expensive, Consid

ering that. these analyses are performed only when constructing and validating a belief 

net.work, t.heir computational burden is well outweighed by t.heir benefit.s in probability 

elicitation. 

In t.his chapt.er, we ontline sensitivity analysis of Bayesian belief networks and dis-
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cuss its use in prohabilit.y elicitation. In Section 2.2, we introduce the formalism of 

Bayesian belieflletworks. \Ve address the construction of a belief network in Section 2.3. 

In Section 2.4, we illustrate the technique of sensitivit,y analysis. In Section 2.5, we de

t.ail our elicitation pror.edme exploiting sensitivity analysis as an aid for belief-network 

quantification. In Section 2.6, we address t.he comput.ational issues involved in per

forming a sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network. The chapter ends with 

SOIlle conclusions and directions for furt.her research in Section 2.7. 

2.2 Bayesian belief networks 

Informally speaking, a Bayesian belief network is a representation of domain knowledge. 

It, consists of a qualitative part and an associated quantitative part. The network's 

qualitative part t.akes t.he form of an acyclic directed graph, or digraph, for short. 

Each node in this digraph represents a domain variable that takes its value from a 

fiuite set of discrete values. In this chapter we will rest.rict. t.he discllssion t.o binary 

variables, taking one of t.he values true and false; our results, however, are generalised 

straight.forwardly to account for variables taking t.heir value from larger discret.e sets. 

If a variable 11 has the value trite, we will write v; the notatioll -,v is mied to indicate 

that 11 = false. The arcs in the network's digraph represent. influential relationships 

among the represented variables. The tail of an arc indicates the cause of the effect. 

at the head of the arc. Absence of an arc bet.ween t.wo variables means t.hat. t.hese 

variables do not influence each other directly. 

For our running example we consider the following fragment of (fictitious and in

complete) medical information, adapted from [Cooper, 1984]; the example is meant for 

illustrative purposes only. 

"Consider a primary tumour with an uncertain prognosis in an arbitrary 

patient. It. is known that the cancer can spread to the brain and to other 

sites. \Ve are interest.ed in t.he course of t.he cancel' within t.he next three 

years, especially wit.h regard t.o t.he development of a brain tumour and 

its associated problems. The probabilit.y of a metastatic cancer devel

oping from t.he primary tumour is estimated to be 0.2. The probability 

t.hat the metastatic cancer will be in t.he brain is also est.imated at 0.2. 

Also in t.he absencc of metastatic cancer, t.here is a small probability of 

development. of a (primary) brain tumour; this probability is assessed 

to be 0.05. 

i\'fetastatic cancer may be detected by an increased level of serum calcium. 

In fact, serum calcium will be increased wit.h probahility 0.8 in t.he pres

ence of met.astat.ic canccl' and only with probability 0.2 in the absence 
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of metastatic cancer. It is estimated that a patient will fall into a coma 
within the next three years with probabilit.y 0.8 in t.he case that a brain 

tumour is present and/or the level of serum calcium is increased. Ot.h

erwise, there is only a probability of 0.05 of falling into a coma. Severe 
headaches are likely t.o develop both with a brain tumour, with proba
bility 0.8, and without a brain tumour, with probability 0.6,11 

In this fragment of information, five variables are identified: t,he presence or absence 

of metastatic cancer in a patient (indicated by Ale), the presence or absence of a 
brain t.ulllour {B}, an increased level of serum calcium (ISC) , a pat.ient falling into a 

coma wit.hin t.he next. t.hree years (C), and t.he presence or absence of tlevere headaches 
(8H), The relationships among these variables are encoded in t.he digraph depicted in 

Figure 2,1. The graph for example reflects, by means of t.he arc B --t 8H, that the 
presence of a brain tumour is a possible cause of severe headaches, 

MC 

5H C 

Fignre 2,1: The digraph of an example Bayesian belief net.work, encoding itlformatioll 
concerning the presence of a brain tumour and its associated problems in an arbit.rary 

patient (the meanings of t.he variables are given in the text), 

The absence of the arc Ale --t C in the digraph shown ill Figure 2,1 indicates that 

t.he presence or absence of met.astat.ic cancer does not directly influence whether or not 

a patient will fall into a coma within the next three years, i\'Ietastatic cancel' influences 
coma only indirectly, t.hrough brain tumonr and increased total serum calcium, Once 

the presence or absence of a brain tumour and the level of serum calcium have been 
established in a patient, the presence or absence of metast.atic cancer no longer influ

ences the probability of t.his patient falling into a coma. Metastatic cancer and coma 
therefore are conditionally independent given brain t.umour and increased total serum 

calcium. For further det ails on the independencetl that are read from a belief net.work 's 

qualitative part, we refer the reader to [Pearl, 19881. 
The influential relat.ionships that are represented in the qualitative part of a Bayesian 

belief network generally are probabilistic in nature. To describe the (strengt.hs' of these 

relationships, several condit.ional probabilit.ies are provided. 1:<or each node in the net.

work's digraph, the probabilit.ies of its values are specified, conditional Oll the variolls 
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possible comhinations of values for its immediat.e predecessors in the graph. For 0111' 

running example, we have the following probabilities: 

p(mc) = 0.20 p(e 1 b,ise) = 0.80 

p(e 1 ,b,ise) = 0.80 

p(b 1 me) = 0.20 p(e 1 b"ise) = 0.80 

p(b 1 ,me) = 0.05 p( e 1 ,b, ,ise) = 0.05 

p(ise 1 me) = 0.80 p(shlb)= 0.80 

p(ise 1 ,me) = 0.20 p(sh 1 ,b) = 0.60 

From the condit.ional probabilities specified for node ISC, it is readily seen that know

ing whether or not metastatic cancer is present has a considerable influence on the , 
probability of an increased level of serum calcium in an arbitrary patient: the relation-

ship between metastatic cancer and increased t.otal serum calcium is a fairly strong 

dependence. On the other han~) severe headaches are expressed as being quit.e com

mall in both patients with and without a brain tumour; severe headaches therefore 

have a low predictive value for the presence 01' absence of a brain tumour. From t.he 

conditional probabilit,ies specified for node C, we see that in the absence of both a 

brain tumour and an increased level of serum calcium, there is only a very small prob

ability of a patient falling into a coma. The presence of eit.her one of t.hese causes in 

an arbitrary patient, however, suffices to render t.he probability of this patient falling 

into a coma in t.he near futnre quite high. Note that the tv..'O causes do not contribute 

to t.his probability independently: if olle of the causes is present, then t.he presence of 

t.he other cause has no further influence on the probability of a patient falling into a 

coma, The two causes are said to exhibit. a (negative) synergistic influence on t.heir 

COIllmon effect. 

The probabilities associated with t.he qualitative part of a Bayesian belief network 

constitute the network's quantitative part. An important propert.y of the belief-network 

formalism is that a net.work's quantitative part defines a unique joint probability distri

bution that. respects the independences that are port.rayed by the network's qualitative 

part. (Pearl, 1988]. In our examples, we will write PI' to denote the probabilit.y dis

t.ribution t.hat. is defined by a belief network. To explicitly distinguish between the 

probabilities that are derived from the dist.ribution and the conditional probabilities 

t.hat. are specified in the network's quantitative part., we will ""rite p to denote t.he latt.er 
probabilities. 

So far we have treated t.he probability assessments of a Bayesian belief network 

as exact point. probabilities. For most applications, however, the initially obtained 

assessment.s will be quite uncertain. To capt.ure t.his uncertaint.y, each probability as

sessment is supplemented with a plat/sible interval that. defines a range of values in 
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which the 'true' probability lies with reasonable certainty. For our example belief net

work, for instance, we assume the plausible interval (0.75 - 0.85) for t.he assessment. 

1'( ise 1 me) = 0.80 for the probability of an increased level of serUlIl calcium in the 

presence of metastatic cancel', indicating that 0.75 ::; p(isc I me) :::; 0.85 with reason

able certainty. In t.he sequel, we will use t.he following plausible intervals for the various 

assessments of our example net.work: 

p(mc) : 

p(blmc): 
p(b 1 ,me) : 

pUsc 1 me) : 
prise 1 ,me) : 

(0.1 - 0.35) 

(0.05 - 0.5) 

(0 - 0.25) 

(0,75 - 0.85) 

(0.15 - 0.3) 

p(c 1 b,ise): 
p( e 1 ,b, ise) : 

p(e 1 b"ise): 
p( e 1 ,b, ,ise) : 

p(shlb): 
p(sh 1 ,b) : 

(0.6 - 0.9) 

(0.75 - 0.85) 

(0.65 - 0.85) 

(0 - 0.1) 

(0.65 - 0.9) 

(0.45 - 0.7) 

The plausible intervals for the assessments that are initially obtained for a belief net

work's conditional probabilities call be quite large. Upon refining t.he various assess

ments, as proposed iii the sequel, t.he plausible int.ervals involved typically become 

smaller. 

To conclude, associated wit.h t.he be1ief-network formalism are procedures for com

puting probabilities of interest from a belief network and for processing evidence) t.hat 

is, for ent.ering evidence into the net,work and subsequently comput.ing t.he revised prob

ability distribut.ion given the evidellce [Pearl, 1988, Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988]. 

These proced mes are t.he basic building blocks for reasoning with a Bayesian belief 

network. The details involved are not relevant. for t.he present. chapt.er and Uwrefore 

are 1I0t reviewed here. \Ve would like to note, however, t.hat. t.he belief-network for

malism accommodates for various types of reasoning, among which are diagnostic and 

prognost.ic reasoning. 

2.3 Building a Bayesian belief network 

Building a Bayesian belief network for a domain of application involves variolls tasks. 

First., t.he variahles that are of importance in t.he domain arc identified, along wit.h 

t.heir values. Since a belief network, as any model, necessarily' is a simplificat.ion 

of realit.y, well-founded decisions have to be taken as t.o which variables and values 

should be included ill t.he network and which may be omitted. The important vari

ahles and values are typically identified with t.he help of experts in the domain un

der study. 'Ve would like to emphasise t.hat. t.his task is not reserved for building 

Bayesian belief networks, but instead is quite common in engineering knowledge-based 
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syst.ems in general, for "\vhich purpose several met.hodologies and techniques are avail

able [McGraw & Harbisoll-Briggs, 1989, St.uder et al., 1998J. Qllce t.he variables of im
portance have heen identified, the construction of t.he qualitative part of t.he belief 

network commences. For acquiring the topology of the network's digraph, domain ex

perts are interviewed. In the interviews, the concept. of cau~ality is generally lIsed as 

a heuristk guiding principle. Elicit.ed causalities are expressed in graphical terms by 

taking the direction of causation for directing arcs. I3uilding on t.he concept of causality 

has the advant.age that domain experts may express their knO\vlcdgc in eit.her causal 

or diagnostil: direction. Since t.hey are allowed to exprcss t.heir knowledge in a form 

t.hey feel comfort.able wit.h, the experts' statements and, hence, the qualitat.ive part of 

a belief network, tend to be quite robust, [Drnzdzel & Van del' Gaag, 1995]. The task 

of elicit.ing relationships among variables from domain experts once again has parallels 

wit.h engineering knowledge-based systems in general. 

After t.he qualit.ative part of a Bayesian belief net.work has been const.meted, its 

quantitative part is specified. Quant.ifying a belief network's qualitat.ive part amounts 

to assessing variolls conditional probabilities for t.he represented variables. The assess

ment. of all probabilities required tends to be, if not the hardest, then certainly t.he 

most time-consuming task in building a belief net.work. Although for most. domains 

of applicat.ion abundant probabilistic information is available fwm literat.ure, it rarely 

turns out to be directly amenable to encoding in a helief network [Druzdzel & Van 

der Gaag, 1995]. l'vledical literature, for example,. often reports conditiollf)l probabil

it.ies of t.he prescnce of symptoms given a disease, but. n?t. always the probabilities 

of t.hese sympt.oms occurring in the absence of disease; moreover, conditional proba

bilities for unobservable intermediat.e disease states arc lIsnally lacking. If literat.ure 

does not. provide sufficient and reliable probahility assessments, est.imat.es may be ob

tained from statistical data, Experience shows, however, t.hat. even if comprehensive 

dat.a collections are available, they very seldom contribute to the entire quantification 

task (Jensen, 1995, Korver & Lucas, 1993]. In a medical data collection, for example, 

unobservable int.ermediate pathophysiological stat.es are typically not recorded. As a 

conseqnence, a large number of probabilities remain to be assessed by domain experts. 

The field of decision analysis offers various techniques for the elicitation of judge

mental probabilities from experts (Von \Vinterfeldt & Edwards, 1986, rdorgan & Hen

rion, 1990j. \Ve briefly review t.he t.wo techniques that. are most often used for eliciting 

probabilities for Bayesian belief net.works. The simplest. technique is t.he use of a nu

merical probabilUy scale. A probability scale is a horizontal or vertical line wit.h the 

endpoints denoting a 0% and a 100% chance, respectively, and a few numerical an

chors in betwecn, for example to denot.e a 1)0% chance; Figure 2.2 illust.rates t.he basic 

idea. For each probability required, a domain expert. is asked t.o indicat.e his or her 

assessment on a separate scale. In communicating a probabilit.y t.o be assessed t.o a do

main expert., the -probabilit.y is often transcribed verbally in t.erms of frequencies. The 
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Figure 2.2: A llmnerical scale for probahility elicit.ation. 

expert is asked t.o envisage one hundred cases with a specific context and assess the 

Humber of cases that exhibit a certain characteristic. For our example belief net.work, 

for instance, the domain expert may be asked to envisage a population of one hundred 

arbitrary patients with met.astatic canccl' am} to assess the numoer of patients from 

among t.his population who will show an increased level of serllm calcium lipan exam

ination. Experience shows that the usc of a probability scale along with the frequency 

met.hod provides experts little to go by and may re~mll in highly inaccurat.e probabilit.y 

assessments [Van del' Gaag et ai" 1999]. 

A more elaborate technique for t.he elicitation of judgemental probabilities is the 

use of reference lotteries. A domain expert is presented with a choice between two 

lotteries, one of which pertains t.o a probability to be assessed and the other one serves 

as a reference. The reference lottcry yields a desired reward with probability p and 

a less desired outcome with probability 1 - p. The second lottery yields the same 

desired reward if a specific case exhibits a cert.ain characteristic and the ieRs deRired 

outcome otherwise. For our example belief net.work, t.he domain expert is presented, for 

inRtance, wit.h a choice between a reference lot.tery and t.he lot.tery t.hat. yieldR $10,000 

if a specific patient with metastatic cancer upon examination shows an increased level 

of serum calcium and $1 if the level of serum calcium is not. increased in t.his pat.ient.; 

Figure 2.3 depicts this choice bet.ween lotteries. The domain expert is asked to adjust 

the vallie of p ill the reference lottery until he or she is indifTerent. het.ween t.he t.wo 

lotteries. The resulting value of p then is t.aken to be the conditional probability that. 

had to be assessed. Experience shows that the use of reference iotterieR for eliCiting 

probabilities from domain expertR may avert to at least some extent the problems of 

bias and pOOl' calibration that are typically found in human probabilit.y assessment. 

The use of lotteries, however, t.ends to be quite time-consuming and, in fact, often 

turns out. t.o be infeasible for probability elicitation for belief net.works as a result of 

the large size and complexit.y of a network in the making. 

\Vhile the use of lotteries for probabilit.y elicitation on the one hand tends to be 

infeasible for quant.ifying a Bayesian belief llchvork, the use of a probability scale Oil 

the ot.her hand tends to yield assessments t.hat. are t.oo much inaccurat.e. The use 

of a probabilit.y scale, nonetheless, serves to yield an assesRment., be it. an inaccurate 

one) for every conditional probabilit.y required. III t.he sequel, we will argue t.hat t.hese 

assessments may be used as a starting point. for furt.her refinement.. \Ve will pro

pose an elicitation procedure in which l starting with uncertain assessments I sensitivity 

analyses of a belief network in the making are performed and assessments arc refined 
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Figure 2.3: An example reference lottery, tailored to assessment of the conditional 

probabilit.y of the presence of an illcreased level of serum calcium in a patient with 

meta~tatic cancer. 

ait,ernatingly. Gur elicitation procedure builds upon plausible intervals capturing the 

ullcertainties in the various Rssessments as described in t.he previous section. Variolls 

techniques arc available for acquiring plausible intervals with probability assessments 

[l'vlorgan & Henrioll, 1090]. The simplest technique is t.o elicit the plausible intervals 

directly- with t.he probability aRspssments from domain experts. Au expert is asked t.o 

envisage one hundred cases with a specific context. and provide a lower bound and an 

upper bound on t.he number of cases that. exhibit 1:1 certain characterist.ic; these bounds 

are selected so that. t.he expet't is relatively certain t.hat the tl'lle number of cases ex

hibit.ing t.he characterist.ic lies between t.he bounds. Plausible intervals thus ohtained 

may not be very robust. It is not. clear, for example, whether t.o int.erpret. t.hese intervals 

as 90%, 95%, or 100% confidllIlce int.ervals. To obtain morc rohust. plausible intervals, 

more elaborate techniques are available. These techniques once again t.end to he quite 

timc-consuming and therefore are not reviewed here. 

2.4 Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivitl/ anall/sis is a gcneral technique for st.udying the effects of the uncertainties in 

the paramct.ers of a mathemat.icalmodel on this model's outcome (1vforgan & Henrioll, 

1990, Habbema et al., 1990]. For a Bayesian belief net.work, sensitivity analysis pro

vides for example for st.udying t.he effects of the uncertainties in the assessments for t.he 

network's conditional probabilities on a probabili t,y of intere~t.. There are variolls differ

cnt typE'S of sensit.ivit.y analyses .. For a belief net.work, the simplest t.ype of se~lsit.ivity 

analysis amounts to systematically varying t.he assessmcnt. for one of the network's 

probabilities while keeping all ot.her assessments fixed. 8uch an analysis serves t.o re-
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Figure 2.4: A one-way sensitivity amilysb of t.he example belief network from Fig

ure 2.1. The efTects of varying the assessments for t.he probabilities p(b I me), 
)JUsc I me), and )JUsc I ----me), respectively, on the prior probability Pl'(c) are ShOWllj 

t.he plausihle int.ervals for the assessments arc indicated by shading. 

veal the effect of just the conditional probability whose assessment is being varied, on 

a probability of interest.. A sensitivit.y analysis in which a single assessment is varied, is 

termed a one-way 8cnsitivitYllnalysis. In a two-Wlill sensitivity analysis of a I3ayesian 

belief net-work, two probability assessments are varied simultaneously. In addition to 

t.he separate eH'ects of variation of the two assessments, a two-way sensitivity analysis 

reveals the joint effect of their variation on a probabilit.y of int.erest.. In essence, it is 

also possible to systelllatkally vary more than two probability assessmcnts at the same 

time. The results of such an analysis, however, are often hard to interpret. In this 

chapt.er, we will t.herefore rest.rict the discussioll to onc-way and t.wo-way sensitivit.y 

analyses. 

\Ve illustrate performing a one-way sensiUvily analysis of our example belief net

work. '\Ie begin by taking the probability of falling iuto a coma, Pr(c), for our prob

ability of iutercst. By doing so, we assess the robllstness of the prognosis of falling 

int.o a cmna for an arbit.rary patient with a prill1ary tUlllOur. Such an analysis may be 

useful in predicting, for example, the expected number of patients that will fall into a 

coma within t.he next three years ill a population of patients with primary t.umours. 

'Vc address the one-way analyses with respect to the assessments for the conditional 

probabilities p(b I lIIe), p(ise I lIIe), and p(isc I ,me), respectively. The results of 

these three analyses are shown in Figure 2.4. Fignre 2A(a) shows that systematically 

varying, from 0 t.o I, the assessmcnt. for the probability p(b I me) of t.he presence of 

a brain t.umour given, with cert.ainty, t.hat. a patient. has a metast.atic caneer, has a 

negligible effect, on t.he probability of intcrest Pr(c): the prior probabilit.y of a pat.ient 

falling into a coma within t.he next. t.hree years increases from 0.31 t.o 0.34, approx

imately. Figure 2.4(b) shows that. varying the initial .UiseSSllwnt for the probahility 

p(isc I mc) of an increased level of total serum calcium conditional 011 t.he presence 
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of a met.aRt.at.ic cancer has a somewhat. st.ronger effect. on the probability of illtere,st: 

Pr(c) now ranges from 0.22 to 0.34. From Figure 2.4(c), to conclude, it. is seen that. 

varying t.he assessment. for the probability p(isc I .n!c) of an increased level of total 

serum calcium in the absence of a metast.atic cancer has an eyen stronger effect on 

Pr(c): the prior probability of a coma ranges from 0.21 to 0.78. Note that the three 

analyses reveal a linear relationship bet.ween the probability assessment. t.hat is being 

varied and the probabilit.y of int.erest. 

The three example analyses and t.heir results have so far been discussed without. 

t.aking int.o consideration the plausible interval of t.he probability assessment. that is 

being varied. 'Ib decide whether or not. furt.her elicitation eHorts arc wort.hwhile for the 

t.hree assessments, t.heir plausible range of values needs to be considered, however. By 

including the plausible interval for a probability assessment into a one-way sensitivity 

analysis, a plausible e,f[ect of this assessment on t.he probability of interrst is yielded. 

The sensitivity analysis lllay now show) for example, that a probabilit.y assessment that. 

is not very influent.ial yet is rather uncertain can have a st.ronger effect 011 the probability 

of int.erest. t.han a prohability assessment that is very accnrate and quite inHuential. 

For the three probability assessments under study for our example belief network, 

t.he plausible int.ervals are indicated ill Figure 2.4 by shading. The figure shows that 

plausible variation of the assessment. for t.he conditional probability p(isc I --mlc) has 

the strongest effect. on t.he probability of interest. Pr(c). It may therefore be wort.hwhile 

to try and obtain a more accurate assessment for this conditional probability. Varying 

the assessments for the probabilities p(b I me) and pUse I me), respectively, within 

their plausible intervals results in a rather small eflect. on t.he probability of int.erest 

We recall from Figure 2.4 that the efred. on Pr(e) of varying the assessment for p(b I 
me) from 0 to 1 is smaller than the elreet. of varying p(isc I me) from 0 to 1. By 

t.aking t.he plausible int.ervals int.o consideration, however, variat.ion of t.he assessment 

for p(b I me) has the stronger plansihle effect. Especially since the plausible interval 

for t.his assessment. is quit.e latge, further elicitation efforts may better be directed at 

the probability p(b I me) than at the probability p(isc I me). We \Vill return to t.his 

observat.ion in Section 2.5. 

\Ve now address a two-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief net.work. In 

a t.wo-way sensitivity analysis, t.wo probability assessments are varied simultaneoHsly 

to reveal t.heir joint eft'ed on a prohability of interetlt. \Ve illustrate performing a 

t.wo-way sensitivit.y analysis for our example belief net.work. For our probability of 

interest., we once again t.ake t.he prior probability Pr(c) of an arbitrary patient. wit.h 

a primary tumour falling into a coma wit.hin t.he next. t.hree years. "Te address the 

analysis wit.h respect. to t.he assessments for t.he conditional probabilities p(b I nw) and 

pUsc I me). The retlult. of the analysis, varying the assessments under study from 0 

to 1 simultaneously, is shown in Figure 2.5, The contour lines ill t.he figure connect. 

the combinations of valucs for t.he t.wo probability asscssment.s that. result in the same 
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Figure 2.5: A two-way sensitivity analysis of the example belief network. The joint 

effect of varying the assessments for the conditional probabilities p(b I me) and p(ise I 
me) simultaneously on the prior probability Pr(c) is .shown by contonl' lines. 

value for the probability of interest Pr(c). The distance between two contour lines 
indicates t.he variation necessary ill the t.wo assessments to shift, the probability of 
interest from Olle contour line to another. If t.he contour lines arc vcry close t.o one 

another, then a small variation in t.he l)r~bahility assessments under study suffices t.o 
have a strong effect. on the probability of int.erest.; if, in contrast, the contour lines are 

further apart, then the probability of interest is not very sensitive to variation of the 
t.wo assessments. \Ve observe from Figure 2.5 that the distances bet.ween the contour 

lines diH'cr, indicat.ing t.hat varying t.he assessments for p(b I me) and pUsc I me) 
simultaneously has a joint cHect. 011 t.he probability of interest beyond the efleds of their 
separate variation; this joint effect is due to the synergistic influence of the variables 
Band ISe on the variable C outlined before ill Section 2.2. \Ve further observe that 

the contour lines arc closer t.o one another in the lower left. part of the figure t.han 
in the upper right part.. If the assessments for t.he conditional probabilit.ies p(b I me) 
and p(ise I me) are bot,h quit.e small, therefore, t.heir variation will have a st.ronger 

efIect. on t.he probability of interest t.han if t.he initial assessments have a higher value. 
To variat.ion wit.hin the plausible intervals of t.he assessments p(b I me) = 0.2 and 

p(ise I me) = 0.8, as indicat.ed by shading in Figure 2,5, the probability of interest 
shows a relatively low sensitivity. "'e furt.her observe that the absolut.e effect of t.heir 
joint. variation on Pl'(e) is not. too strong. 

In addition to the analysis discussed before, we address anot.her t.wo-way analysis of 
our example belief net.work, this time pertaining t.o t.he assessments fol' the conditional 

probabilit.ies p(b I me) and p(ise I ,me). The result of t.his analysis b shown in 
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Figure 2.6: A two-,vay sensitivity analysis of the example belief network. The joint 

effect. of varying the assessments for the conditional probabilities p(b! me) and p(isc I 
.me) simultaneously on the prior probability Pr(c) is shown by contolll' linC's. 

Figure 2.6. \Ve observe from the figure t.hat the cont.onr lines, once again indicating 

values for the probabilit.y of interest Pr(c), are equidistant.. Equidistance of contour 
lines indicat.es that simultaneously varying the probability assessments under st.udy 

has no joint effect. on t.he probability of interest beyond t.he effects of their separate 
variation. The two-way analysis therefore does not provide any informat.ion in addition 

to the informat.ion yielded by one-way analyses for t.he separate assessments. 

In t.he sensitivity analyses for our example belief net.work described so far, we have 

taken for t.he probabilit.y of interest. a prior probability. A sensitivity analysis with 
respect. to a prior probability of interest. allows for assessing t.he quality and robustness 

of a Bayesian belief net.work in its reflecting a prior probabilit.y distribution for the 
domain· of application. In the presence of case-specific observations, however, a belief 

network may show very difi'erent sensitivities. To reveal t.hese sensitivities, a sensitivity 
analysis may be performed with respect to a posterior, or conditional, probability. Such 

an analysis allows for validating t.he network's behaviour for specific cases or profiles, 
for example, profiles of typical patient. populations in a medical applicat.ion. 

For o11r example belief net.work, we have once again performed a one-way sensitivity 

analysis, this time taking for the probability of interest the posterior probability Pr(b I 
sit) of the prcllence of a brain t.UIllOlll' ill a patierit who is known to suffer from severe 
headaches. By doing so, we assess t.he robust.ness of the diagnosis of a brain tumour 

for an arbitrary patient, wit.h a primary tumour who is suffering from severe headaches. 
\Ve address the one-way analyses with respect to the assessments for t.he probabilities 
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Figure 2.7: A one-way sensitivity analysis of the example belief network. The effects 

of varying the assessments for the prubabilitics p(mc), p(b I ,me), and p(sh I ,b), 
respectively, on the posterior probability Pr(b ! sit) are shown. 

p(mc), p(b I ,me), and p(sh I ,b), respectively. The results of these analyses are shown 

in Figure 2.7. Note that, in contrast wit.h the one-way analyses discussed before, the 

analyses for the posterior probahility of interest reveal a nOll-lineal' relat.ionship behvccll 

the probability assessment that is being varied and t.he probability of iuterest, 

To conclude, 'we have performed a t.wo-way semiitivity analysis of Ol1r example belief 

net.work with respect to the posterior probability of interest Pl'(b I sit). \Ve address 

the analysis of varying t.he assessments for the conditional prohabilit.ieR p(b I ,me) 
and p(sh I b) simultaneously. The result. of lhiR analysis is shown in Figurc 2.8. Note 

that the contour lines are closest. to one another in thc lowcr right part. of the figurc, 

indicat.ing a high sensitivity of tho posterior probability of interest to high valueR for the 

probability p(b I ,me) and low values fur the probability p(8h I b). For variation, within 

the plallsible intervals of the initial asse"ments p(b I ,me) = 0.05 and p(sh I b) = 0.8, 

as indicat.ed by Rhading in Figure 2.8, hmvevcl', t.he probabilit.y of interest is relat.ively 

slable. 

2.5 Sensitivity analysis and probability refinement 

Sensitivity analysis of a BayeRian helief network provides for studying t.he effects of the 

uncertainties in the various probability assessment.R of t.he network all a probabilit.y of 

interest, as demonstratcd in the previollR section. StUdying these effects can t.o a large 

extent, serve to support the elicitation of probabilities, as it, gives detailed insight. into 

the level of accuracy t.hat. is required for t.he various probabilities of t,he net,work aud 

as a reRIllt. provides for focusing furthcr elicit.ation efforts. \Ve envi:::;age an elicitation 

procedure in \vhich, alternat.ingly! sensit.ivity analyses are performed of a belief network 

in t.he making and probability assessments are refined; Ollr procedure is summarised in 

Figure 2.9. \Ve elaborate on t.he various different. steps of the procedure separately. 
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Figure 2.8: A two-say sensitivity analysis of the example belief network. The effect 

of varying the assessments for the conditional probabilities p(b I ,me) and p(8h I b) 
simultaneously, on the posterior probability Pr(b I sh) is shown by contour lines. 

In the first st.ep of the elicitation procedure, initial assessments are acquired for 

all conditional probabilities for a belief network in the making. As we have argued 

before, for most domains of application, experts will have to provide the majority of 

these initial assessments. Applying an elaborate elicitation techniqne, such as t.he lise 

of reference lotteries, for this purpose may in t.his phase o( the com;truction of the 

belief network be t.oo much time-consuming t.o be practicable; also, it would take much 

more effort. t.han probably necessary, as for several probabilities less accurately obtained 

assessments will suffice. The first. step of t.he elicitation procedure therefore aims at 

acquiring assessments within a short period of lime. To this end, in a limited number 

of interview sessions, experts are asked to assess all probabilities required off the top 

of their heads, for example using a numerical probability scale. In additioIl, they 

are asked to indicate plausible intervals along with their assessments. These intervals 

should be pessimistic rather than optimistic to ensure that. t.he uncertainties ill the 

various different assessments are not underestimat.ed. \Ye would like to not.e that., since 

they are allowed to express the uncertaint.ies in their assessments, experts will t.end to 

be less reluctant. to provide numerical st.atements than when they feel compelled to 

give exact numbers. Inst.ead of elicit.ing all probabilities required from domain experts, 

initial assessments, for at least some of t.hese probabilities, may be obtained from data, 

if available. If the dat.a at. hand is known t.o be imperfect, incomplet.e, or biased, then 

the assessments derived should be snpplemented with fairly large plausible int.ervals to 

capt.nre t.he uncertainties involved. 
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Figure 2,9: A procedure for probability elicitat.ion for Bayesian belief networks. 

The probability assessments obtained in the first step of t.he elicitation procedure 

will in general be highly uncertain, that is, these assessments will and should have 

considerably large plau1:Iiblc intcl'valf;, For some of the probabilities, these initial assess

ments will nonet.heless suffice. Other probabilities, however, will require assessments 

with a higher level of accuracy. The second step of our elicitat.ion procedul'C is aimed at 

uncovering the lat.ter probabilities. For t.his purpose, the belief network in the making 

ill subjected to various sensitivity analyses. In these analyses, every single probability 

assessment for the network is varied, as is every pail' of assessments. The effects of 

varying these assessments within t.heir plausible intervals are studied wit.h respect to 

one 01' more prior prohabilities of interest as well as several posterior probabilities of 

interest.. From these analyses, the probability assessments that induce the largest plau

sible effect.s are ident.ified. \Ve would like to not.e that, if performing all these sensitivity 

analyses tends to be too much time-consuming to be practicable, the analyses can be 

restrict.ed t.o a moderate number of assessments. To this end, experts may be asked 

to indicate the probabilit.y assessments that are the most. likely to affect a probability 

of interest or, alternatively, to indicat.e a number of concept.ually related probability 

assessments. 
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In t.he second st.ep of the elicitation procedure, various probability assessments 

have been identified t.hat. induce a considerably large plausible cffcd. on a probability 

of int.erest. These assessments arc potcntial candidat.es for further refinement. III the 

third st.ep of the procedure, the extent to which t.hese assessments ean actually he 

refined is determined. The extent to which a probability assessment lends itself to 

further refinement depends all the current uncertainty ill t.he assessment, indicat.ed 

by the widt.h of its plausible interval, and on the elicitation t.echniques llsed to arrive 

at the Rsscssment. A probability assessment with a rat.her small plausible int.erval 

obtained from applying elaborate elicit.ation techniques may lIot lend itself to further 

refinement. An assessment that. is not yet very certain, 011 the other hand, may be 

lIlore easily improved lIpOIi. Refinement. of SUl"h an uncertaill assessment, however, 

is only actnally possible if reliable sources of probabilistic informat,ion remain to be 

exploredj examples of such sources of information include furt.her literature search, the 

lIse of a panel of experts, the lise of more elaborate elicitation t.echniquE's, and the 

st.udy of data, for instance collected in a prospective study. From among the potential 

candidates for further refinement., therefore, t.he assrssments are identified that have 

a considerable plausible int.erval and for which yet unexplored somcrs of probabilistic 

information are available. 

The probability assessments that have been selected in t.he t.hird step of the elici

tation procedure are assessments that, can be refined. To actually refine these assess

ments, an investment of time and money is required. Not for every assessment may 

this investment be wort.hwhile, however. In the fourth step of the elicitation procedure, 

t.herefore, it is investigat.ed for each of t.he selected assessments whether refinement is 

cost-effective. The cost.-eH"cctiveness of refining a probability assessment is det.ermined 

by weighing t.he costs in terms of money and t.ime t.o be invested with t.he benefits of 

higher accuracy. The benefits of having all assessment. of higher accuracy in t.he belief 

net.work in t.he making may be a higher accuracy of a computed probabilit.y of inter('st 

and an improved performance more in general. For example, for a belief net.work t.hat, 

is to be used for diagnostic purposes, performance may be measured as t,he percentage 

of correctly diagnosed cases. Refining a probability assessment for this net'ivork would 

only be worthwhile if it would increase the number of correct diagnoses. Once a belief 

network in the making exhibits satisfactory overall behavionr, refining assessments may 

be found to be no longer cost-efl'ect.ive. 

The probability assessments that have been identified in t.he fourth step of the elic

itation procedure arc lmown to induce a considerable plausible effect. on a probabilit.y 

of interest.; moreover, any such assessment. can be cost-effectively refined. For t.hese 

assessments, the entire elicitation procedure is recnrsively repeated. The probabilities 

concerned are assessed anew ill the first. st.ep of the next cycle of the procedure, using 

yet. unexplored sources of probabilistic information. Since the plausible int.ervals of 

the iniUal assessments for these probabilities do not. underestimate the uncertainties 
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illvolved, refinement. is likely t.o result in smaller plausible int.ervals for t.he new as

sessments, In the Bccond step, once again several sensitivity analyses are performed. 

These analyses should not only foells on the new assessments, but. also on previously 

investigated assessments as their effect on a probabilit.y of int.erest upon variat.ion lIlay 

have changed (nl a result of the refinement of the network. In addit.ioll, analyses may be 

performed with respect t.o assessments that have not been investigated before. By re

cursively refining probability assCRsments, the performance of the belief network in the 

making is likely to gradually improve. The elicitation procedure h; stopped as soon as 

the costs of further elicitation out.weigh t.he improvement. in t.he ndwork's performance 

or higher 'accuracy can no longer be attained due to lack of knowledge. 

To conclude, we would like to note t.hat, clllTently, little practical experience with 

t.he elicitation procedure out.lined above is availahle. \Ve have performed a preliminary 

experiment. wit.h the procedure in view of a Bayesian helief network for congenital heart 

dhiease (see Chapt.er 3). Encouraged by the results from this experiment, we are cur

rently implement.ing t.he procedure in the const.l'Uct.ion of a decision-t.heoret.ic network 

for treatment planning for patients with oesophageal cancer [Vall del' Gaag et 01., 1999]. 

2.6 Computational issues 

Straightforwardly performing all sensitivity analyses, as described in Section 2.5, for 

a Bayesian belief network of realistic size can be quite t.ime-consuming. In principle, 

every prohabilit.y assessment in t.he quantitative part. of t.he network is varied system

at.ically as hi every pail' of probability assessments. For every probabilit.y, a number of 

deviations from the initial assessment are investigated, t.went.y values per probability 

not being an exception. FOl' every value 01' pail' of values uuder st,lldy, the prohability of 

interest. is computed from the network. These network calculations arc computationally 

expensive. To give some impression of the nnmber of network computat.ions that may 

be required, we address a one-way sensit.ivity analysis of t.hree small realistic belief net

works. The well-known ALARM-network for patient monit.oring contains 37 nodcs) for 

which 571 (non-redundant) probability assessments are specified [Beinlkh et ai., 1989] 

(see Figurc 4.2). The WILSON-Bct.work is a network for t.he diagnosis of 'Vilson's 

disease; it specifies 21 nodcs and 162 assessments [Korver & Lucas, 1993J. The VSD

network, to conclude, provides for prognostic assessment. of children with a ventricnlar 

septum defect; t.his network comprises 38 nodes for which 807 probabilit.y assossments 

are specified [Peek & Ottcnkamp, 1997] (sec Fignre 3.1). If rach assessment is varied 

from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1, a one-way sensitivity analysis of t.he ALARI· .... [-network re

quires 571 . 11 = 6281 network computatiom;; t.he WILSON- and vSD-networks require 

1782 and 8877 computations, respectively. The compntational hurden of performing 

all sensitivity analyses for a Bayesian belief network, fortunately, can be reduced COll-
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siderably. In general, not every assessment. will be invest.igated in ever}' analysis, as we 

have argued before in the previous section. The computational burden can in addition 

be flll'ther reduced by exploiting the probabilist.ic relationships among the variables 

that are represented in the net.work's digraph. In t.his section, we elaborate on the 

lat.t.er observat.ion. 

The digraph of a Bayesian belief network capt.ures t.he influential relationships 

aillong the represented variables, 01' conversely, the independences alllong t.hese vari

ables. Knowledge of these independence,'; allows for identifying probability assessments 

that upon variation cannot affect. a probability of interest. For example, t.he nOIl

ancestors of a nef,\york's node of interest that are not. observed and do not have any 

observed descendants, cannot exert any diagnostic influence on the probability of in

terest., Varying the probabilit.y assessments for t.hese nodes will therefore not. have any 

eH'ed on t.he probabilit.y of interest. Also, case-specific observations entered into t.he 

net.work may effectively block influences between nodes, In olIr example belief network, 

for instance, ouce the presence or absence of a lIletastat.ic cancel' has been established in 

a patient, varying the probability assessments for t.he node modelling t.he level of serum 

calcium no longer has any influence on t.he probability of a brain tumour. The nodes 

whose assessments upon variation may influence a network's probability of interest 

constit.ute this prohability's sensitivity set., A sensitivity set. depends t.o a large extent 

on t.he case-specific observations that have been ent.ered into t.he network. Since t.he 

probability assessments for the nodes t.hat. are not included in a sensitivit.y set. under 

study cannot influence a net.work's probability of interest upon variat.ion, t.hese assess

ments can be excluded from t.he sensit.ivit.y analysis; the analysis can t.hus be restricted 

to t.he sensitivity set. To give some impression of the size of a sensitivity set, we ad

dress again the AL~\nM-, WILSON-, and VSD-net.wol'ks. If no case-specific observations 

have been ent.ered, t.he ALARr ... l-uetwork reveals only three assessments from alllong its 

t.otal of 571 assessments to be infiucntial; the WILSON- and vSD-networks reveal 6 and 

151 influential probabilit.y assessments, respectivcly. After ent.ering a typical patient 

profile, t.he number of influential assessments increases t.o 54,32, and l191, for t.he three 

net.works, respectively. For further details of t.he sensit.ivit.y set, and its computation, 

t.he reader is referred to [Conpe & Van del' Gaag, 1995]. 

So far, we have exploited t.he independences alllong t.he variables portrayed by t.he 

digraph of a Bayesian belief nctwork to idcntify probabilit.y assessments t.hat upon 

variat.ion cannot. influence the net.work's probabilit.y of int.erest. The indepenciences 

can even bc furt.her exploited as t.hey const.rain the relation between t.he network's 

probabilit.y of interest and an assessment, or pair of assessments, under st.udy t.o a 

simple mathematical function, In a one-\\iay sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief 

net.work, t.hc network's probabilit.y of interest. relates to a probability assessment. under 

study as a qnotient of two functions that arc linear in t.his Hssessment.. "'c reconsider 

Figure 2.7 showing for our example belief network the probabilit.y of int.erest. Pr(b Ish) 
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as a function of the assessments for the probabilities p(17lc), p(b I ,me), and p(sh I ,b), 
respectively; for the assessment :/: = p(b I ,me), for example, this function equals 

Pr(b I sil) = 4'.1: + 0.20 
:c + 3.80 

If a probahility assessment under study pertains .to a node that is un ancestor of the 

node of interest and dors not. have any observed descendants, the fmu.:tioll expressing 

the probability of interest in terms of this assessment reduces to a silllple linear function. 

f..'lore specifically, if the probabilit.y of interest is a prior probability, it relates lincarly to 

any of t.he inlluential assessments. \Ve consider once again Figure 2.4 showing for our 

example belief network the probabili t,y of int.erest Pr( c) all a fUllction of the assessments 

for the conditional probabilities 1'(b I me), p(isc I me), and p(ise I ,me), respectivel)'; 

for t.he assessment :r = p(isc I--me), for example, this fund.ioll equals 

Pr(c) = 0.57·:/: + 0.21 

The properties described above for the functions that are yielded by a one-way .sensi

tivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network, provide for considerably reducing the com

putational burden of the analysis. Systematic variation of a probability assessment. is 

no longer necessary. The constants in the functional relation bet.ween a probability of 

interest and a probabilit.y assessment under study call he determined by computing this 

probability of interest from the network for a small number of deviations from t.he as

sessment and solving the }'rsuiting system of linear equations. For an assessment that. is 

related linearly t.o the probability of interest., t.wo network computations suffice; for all 

other assessments three network computations are required. To give some impression 

of the reduction in computational eHort thus attained, we address once again the three 

belief networks we have st.udied. If no case-specific observations have been ent.ered, the 

ALARM-network reveals only three infiuential probability assessments. The probability 

of interest rGlatcs as a linear function to any of t.hese assessments. To comput.e the 

cOllst.ants in t.hese funct.ions, therefore, 2 . 3 = 6 net.work computatiolls suffice. After 

entering a typical paticnt. profile, t.he network revcals 54 influential probabilit.y assess

ments. To establish t.he mathematical fUllct,ions expressing the probability of interest. 

in terms of any of these assessments, 3· 54 = 162 nct.work computatiolU; arc required. 

Not.e that, t.his number of compntations is just 3% of t.he number of comput.ations that 

wonld have been perforlIlcd in a st.raightforward oue-way sensitivit.y analysis of the 

network. Table 2.1 summarises t.hese results, along with t.he results that. we have ob

tained for t.he WILSON- and VSD-net.works; for the number of comput.ations required, 

the table lists the number of computations for systematic variation of all probability 

assessments from a net.work (vm'iation), t.he number of computations for syst.ematic 

variat.ion of just the assessments pertaining to nodes from t.he sensit.ivity set for a prob

ability .of interest (set), and the number of computations for determining t.he constants 
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in the mathematical functions relating a probabilit.y of interest. to an assessment. HIlder 

st.udy (functions). 

network # influential # computations 

(total # probs) # observations assessments variation set functions 

ALARM 0 3 6281 33 6 

(571) 6 54 6281 594 162 

WILSON 0 6 1782 66 12 

(162) <1 32 1782 352 96 

VSD 0 151 8877 1661 302 

(807) 9 491 8877 5401 1<173 

Table 2.1: The reduction in compntational efTort. obtained for t.hree different realist.ic.: 

belief net"works by using t.he properties of a one-way sensitivity analysis. Note the 

decrease in the number of computations in going from column 4 to column 6 (the 

meanings of t.he numbers are given ill the text). 

For a t.wo-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network similar observations 

hold as for a one-way sensitivity analysis. As a one-way analysis, a t.wo-way sem;itivity 

analysis can be restricted to t.he probability assessments pertaining to the nodes from 

a sensit.ivity set. under st.udy, Also, t.he independences among the variables port.rayed 

hy t.he network's digraph once again constrain t.he relat.ion between t.he probability of 

interest and two assessments t.hat, are being varied to a simple mathematical function, 

The probabilit.y of intClTst relates to two assessments under study as a quotient of two 

functions that are bi-linear in t.hese assessments, "Te reconsider Figure 2,8 showing for 

0111' example belief netwOl'k the probability of interest Pr(b I sh) as a function of t.he 

probability assessments "' = p(b I ,me) and 11 = p(8h I b); t.he fnnet.ion equals 

P (b I I) 
1.10005·", . 'I - 0.00056· ;1' + 0.0559 . 'I - 0.00034 

r S 1 =' , 
:l' . 11 - 0.6268 . "' + 0.0835 . " + 0.7811 

In this function, the terms -0.00056' :1: and -0,6268' a: pert.ain to t.he effect of variation 

ofjllst t.he probability assessment p(b I me); the terIllS 0.0559·y and 0.0835·" pertain to 

t.he assessment. p(isc I me). The terms 1.10005'a:-y ano :r'lI with each other capt.ure the 

interaction effect. of t.he two assessments on the network's probability of int.erest., These 

terms provide information that cannot. be revealed by one-way analyses wit.h respect. 

to the two assessments separat.ely, The mat.hematical funct.ion expressing a network's 

probabilit.y of int.erest. in terms of t.wo assessments reduces to a simple hi-linear function 

for ass€.ssments that pertain to nodes t.hat are ancestors of the node of interest and 

do not have any observed descendants, i\{OI'e specifically, if t.he probability of interest 

is a prior probabilit.y, it. relates bi-linearly to any pair of influential assessments, \\Te 
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consider once again Figure 2.5 showing for our example belief network the probability 

of interest. Pr(c) as a funct.ion of t.hc assessments 1: = p(b I me) and y = p(isc I me); 
the function equal::; 

Pr(e) = -0.15· 1: • Y + 0.15· x + 0.15· Y + 0.194 

From this fUllction it is readily seen that the two probability assessments under study 

upon variation have a negative int.eraction efl'ecL on t.he probability of interest. Not. 

every pail' of probability assessments that arc being varied "ofill have an interaction effect 

on a probability of interest, however. For example, any t,wa probability assessments 

that pertain t.o incompatible probabilit.ies, in the sense of specifying complementary 

values for the same variable, ,vill not. interact. The function expressing the probability 

of interest in terms of two such assessments will lack a product term. \Ve consider once 

again Figure 2.6 showing for our example belief network the probability of interest 

Pl'(e) as a function of the assessments :r = p(b I me) and y = p(ise I ,me); note that 

the two assessments under study pertain to incompatible probabilities. The function 

equals 

Pr(e) = 0.03·:r + 0.57· y + 0.204 

A two-way sensitivity analysis involving assessments for incompatible probabilities does 

not. reveal any unanticipated effects on a prior probability of interest beyond the effects 

shown by one-way sensitivity analyses for the two assessments separately. Any such pair 

of assessments can t.herefore be excluded from t.he analysis. The properties described 

above for the functions that are yielded by a two-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian 

belief network once again allow for considerably reducing t.he computational burden of 

the analysis. The constants in the functions can again be det.ermined by computing the 

network's probability of interest for a small number of deviations from the assessments 

under study and solving the resulting system of equations. The number of network 

computat.ions thus required ranges from foUl' to seven per pair of assessments. For an 

impression of the reductioll in computational effort thus attained, we refer once more 

t.o Table 2.1 and observe that the number of network computations required for a two

way sensitivit.y analysis equals t.he number of computations for a one-way analysis to 

t.he second power, approximately. 

The sensit.ivity analyses of t.he t.hree realistic belief net.works we have studied, shows 

that. the computat.ional burden involved can be reduced considerably by exploiting t.he 

probabilistic relationships portrayed by a network's digraph. This reduction increases 

the practicabilit.y of the procedure suggested in t.he previous section for quantifying 

Bayesian belief networks. 
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2.7 Conclusions and directions for further research 

\Vhen building a Bayesian belief net.work, a large number of probabilities will have to be 

assessed by experts in the domain of application. Experience shows that experts often 
are reluct.ant to assess all probabilities required, fecling that they arc unable to give 

assessments having a high level of accuracy. However, not every probability in a belief 
network in the making needs to be assessed with a high level of accuracy to arrive at. 

satisfactory behaviour of the network. In this chapter, we have addressed performing a 
sensitivity analysis of a belief network to gain insight into which probabilities require a 

higher level of accuracy and which probabilities do not. Insight into which probabilities 
are t.he most. influent.ial allows for careful focusing of elicit.ation efforts. \Ve therefore 

believe sensitivit.y analysis to be a pract.ical aid ill probabilit.y-elicitat.ion for Bayesian 
belief networks. \Ve have proposed an elicitation in which sensitivit.y analysis takes a 

cent.ral role. In the procedure, alternat.ingly, analyses of a belief net.work in t.he making 
are performed and probability assessments are refined, until satisfactory behaviour of 

t.he belief network is obtained, until t.he costs of further elicitation outweigh the benefit.s 
of higher accuracy, or until higher accuracy can no longer be attained due to lack of 

knowledge. 

Sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network allows for assessing the sensitiv

ity of a probability of interest to the various probability assessments specified in the 
net.work. "'hen performed with respect to a prior probability of interest, a sensit.ivity 
analysis serves to assess the network's quality and robustness in its reflecting a prior 

probability distribution. The network's robustness ill modeling a posterior probahil
ity distribution can be assessed by performing a sensitivity analysis with respect to 
a posterior probability of intcrl'st, conditional 011 case-specific observations; snch an 

analysis may be looked upon as yielding a measure of confidence for the probabilit.y of 
interest. computed from the network for a case under consideration. Sensitivity analysis 

t.herefore serves for both general and case-specific validation of a belief network under 
Rtudy. 

A one-way sensit.ivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network reveals the effect of vary
ing a sillgle probability assessment. on a probabilit.y of interest. A t.wo-way sensitivity 

analysis in addition yields insight into the joint effect of varying two probability assess
ments simultaneously. Performing a two-way analysis therefore is particularly useful for 

uncovering and stUdying synergistic influences among probability assessments. \Vith 
a t.wo-way sensitivity analysis, however, it is not. possible to reveal higher-order syner

gist.ic influences involving more than t.wo assessments. For this purpose, a higher-order 
sensitivity analysis would be required. Int.erpreting the results of such an analysis is 

often very hard. To be of practical nse, appropriate tools need t.o be designed for this 
purpose. 

The computational complexity of performing a sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian 
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belief net.work of realistic 1iize is an issue of major concern, In t.his chapter, we have 

briefly presented several properties that allow for redudng the computational burden 

involved to at least some extent. In Chapter 4, we have detailed these and addit.ional 

properties that will allow for practical use of sensitivity analysis. Building on these 

properties, we have implemented a prototype t.ool for performing one-way.and t.wo-way 

sensitivity analyses of belief networks. \Ve are cllrrently experimenting with this t.ool 

in view of variolls real-life Bayesian belief networks. 

To conclude, we would like to note that, currently, we have litt.le practical experience 

wit.h our elicitation procedure. \Ve have performed a preliminary experiment with the 

procedure for a Bayesian belief net.work for congenital heart disease (Chaptcr 3) and are 

currently using the procedurc in t.he (;onstruction of a large decision-theoret.ic network 

for t.reat.ment. planning for patients wit.h oesophageal cancel', The experiences with our 

elicitation procedure so far CllCOlll'age us to pursue this line of research in the future. 





Chapter 3 

U sing sensitivity analysis for 

efficient quantification of a belief 

network 

Abstract 

Sensitivity analysis is a method to investigat.e t.he effects of varying a model's param

eters 011 its predictiolls. It. was previously suggested as a suitable means t.o facili

tate quantifying the joint probability distribution of a Bayesian belief network. This 

chapt.er presents practical experience wit.h performing sensitivity analyses Oil a bc

liefnctwol'k in the Held of medical prognosis and treatment planning. Three network 

quantifications with different. levels of illformedness were const.ructed. Two poOl'ly

informed quantifications were improved by replacing t.he most. influential parameters 

with the corresponding parameter estimates from the well-informed network quan

tification; these influent.ial parameters were fonnd by performing one-way sensitivity 

analyses. Subsequent.ly, t.he results of the replacements were investigated by comparing 

network predictions. It was found that it may be sufficient to gather a limited number 

of highly-informed network paramet.ers to obtain a satisfying network quantification. 

It, is therefore concluded that sensitivity analysis can be used to improve the efficiency 

of quantifying a belief net.work. 

3.1 Introduction 

The framework of Bayesian belief networks was introduced in t.he lat.e 1980s [Pearl, 1988] 

for reasoning wit.h ullcertainty ill a mathematically coned manner. It. owes much of 

its popularity to the use of probability t.heory combined wit.h an appealing graphical 

representation of conditional independence relations, As such, belief net.works allow 

for explicit and declarative modelling of a problem domain, capturing domain know 1-
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edge that. i:') relevant. for Roiving knowledge-intensive problems [Andreassen et at'l 1987, 

Heckennan & Nathwalli, 1992]. 

In building a belief network, t.wo closely related taskR can be discerned; t.he construc

tion of the graphical part of the network, and its subsequent, quantification. Building 
the graphical part of a net,'.vork consist.s of identifying variables in the domain under 

study, and assessing the conditional independence relations that exist between these 
variables; these relations are represent.ed by an acyclic, directed graph. The quantifica

tion of a belief network amounts to assessing a local conditional probability distribution 
for each variable in the network. These local distributions uniquely define a joint prob
ability distribut.ion on t.he variables discerned, t.hat respects t.he independence relations 

port.rayed by t.he graph. A variable's dist.ribut.ion is conditioned on its parents in the 
graph; the nnmber of parameters (conditional probabilities) t.hat need t.o be assessed 

for the dist.ribut.ion grows exponent.ially in the number of parents. The total number of 
paramet.ers that is needed t.o qnantify a belief net.work may t.herefore be considerable. 
Furt.hermore, a substantial number of net·work variables may be hiddcn from direct 

observation; it is then very difficult., if not. impossible, to collect quant.itative data on 
t.hese variables. For t.hese reasons, quantification of a belief net.work is oftCli considered 

a hard task. 

To facilitate the quantificat.ion of belief net.works several methods have Qeen pro

posed in the literat.ure [Jensen, 1005, lvIonti & Carenini, 1005, Druzdzel & Van der 
Gaag, loo5J. In t.he previous chapter, we have described how sensitivity analysis call 
be used to reduce the quantification effort. Sensit.ivity analysis is a method t.o in
vest.igate t.he effects of varying a model's parameters on its predictions. For a belief 

network, it. can reveal which parameters have a large effect on post.erior probabilities, 
and, therefore, on which parameters t.he quant.ification effort should be focused. In 
Chapter 2, we propose a procedure of iterat.ively performing sensitivit.y analyses of an 

initially roughly quantified net\'i'Ork, in order to stepwise refine the quantification. 

This chapter presents an empirical investigat.ion regarding the viabilit.y of t.his pro
cedure. As a case st.udy, we selected a belief network t.hat describes the pathophysiology 

of vent.ricular septal defect (VSD), a frequently occurring congenital cardiac anomaly. 
It. wa::; developed as part of a larger decision-t.heoretic application for t.reat.ment. plan
ning and prognosis in the field of paediatric cardiology [Peek & Ottcllkamp, 19mJ. For 
t.he quantification, we have obtained subjective probabilit.y estimates. The use of sub
jectivc probabilities is indispensable in domains where t.here is a shortage of clinical data 
and many variables cannot. be measured. Unfort.unat.ely, t.his may require a massive 

amount of probabilities to be est.imated by field experts, a difficult and time-consuming 
task. lJ'he main objective of our research is to establish whether it. is possible to re

duce t.he number of parameters that havc to be estimatcd by field experts. That. is, 
we want to obtain a network quantification that gives predictions comparable to an 
expert-quant.ified net.work\ wit.hout. having t.o elicit all the lletwOl'k's parameters from 
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the expert. 

The following procedure was lIsed in the invest.igation. Three network quantifica

tions were obtained, differing in the level of informedness of the estimates, The term 

informeclness l'efen; to t.he knm\,ledge about. t.he problem domain of the person sup

plying the estimates; we assume that accuracy of network predict.ions increases with 

t.he level of informed ness. Extensive sensit.ivit.y analyses were performed on all three 

network quantificatrons, yielding a set of most influential parameters. In t.he two least 

informed quant.ifications, t,he estimates for t.hese influential parameters were replaced, 

stepwise, with the estimates in the quantification of the field expert. The predictions of 

t.he resulting improved quantifications are compared wit.h t.he predictions of a net·work 

t.hat. was completely quantified by t.he field expert. 

Our i'esults show that the procedure contributes to efficient quantification of a 

belief net.work: if, in a poorly-informed quantification, a limited number of highly 

influential parameters arc replaced by more precise est.imates, then t.he network gives 

predictions that are comparable to the network t.hat is complet.ely quant.ified with 

precise estimates. This' means t.hat. we can avoid lengt.hy elicitation procedures, and 

focus t.he quantification effort on parameters to which network predictions are found 

to be most. sensitive when varied. 

The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, we briefly discuss the problem 

of treatment planning for patients with a ventricular septal defect, and present. t.he 

qualitative part. of the VSD network. Section 3.3 gives formal backgrounds of sensit.iv

ity analysis in belief net.wOl'ks, and describes t.he met.hod of invest.igation to test the 

refinement procedure. Then, in Sect.ion 3.4, t.he results of t.he sensit.ivity analyses and 

subsequent. refinements of t.he net.work quantificati9n are presented. Discussion and 

conclusions are given in Sect.ion 3,5. 

3.2 The VSD network 

l'entricllial' septum deject. (VSD) is t.he mosL frequent.ly occurring congenital heart. dis

ease; approximately 2 to 3 out of eadl 1000 infants is bol'll wit.h t.his cardiac anomaly. It. 
is a relat.ively well-understood disorder with many clinical features that arc characteris

tic fOl' congcnital heart. disease ill gcncral. "'e are currently developing an application 

to support t.he management of VSD patients in clinical pract.ice, based on recently 

developed t.echniques from uncertaint.y reasoning and decision theory, Our aim is t.o 

deliver a 'white-box' systcm, in which the USCl' can perceive what. is going on, and can 

interact by proposing alternatives or adjust. admissiblc treat.ment. plans [Peek, 1999]. 

The COl'C of t.he syst.em is formed by a sequence of Bayesian belief net.works that model 

VSD pat.hophysiology and its clinical findings at. different. stages of infant. development. 

HearL, lungs and vessels are subject to· a number of changes during t.he first. years of 
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lifc, which make it impractical to use the same belief network for each development 

stage, Instead, we chose to employ different belief networks for different. stages; there 

is, of course, substantial overlap bet.ween these nctworks. 

In this chapter, we focus on the belief net"work that models VSD pathophysiology 

for patients aged 3 to 6 months. After a VSD has been diagnosed (usually in the first 

weeks of life), the patient is monitored during the subsequent months. The age of 3 to 

6 months is crudal from a clinical perspective, as it provides t.he first opportunity to 

establish the severity of disease. It is t.herefore the point in time where t,he clinician 

will want to assess a preliminary prognosis of the patient's further development, and 

may already want to decide upon the t.reatrnellt plan that is to be followed. 

This section describes the qualitative part of the belief network for VSD patients 

aged 3-6 mont.hs. We take this part to comprise the directed graph that models 

condit.ional independence relations between domain variables, and various types of 

constraint on t.he probability distribution modelled by the network, Before we elaborat.e 

on the network itself, we first, hriefly review the domain under consideration. 

3.2.1 VSD 

A VSD is an abnormal opening ill the ventricular septum, t.he fibromuscular ,vall that 

separat.es the hearVs two vcntrides [Graham & Gut-gesell, 19051, The main pathophys

iological consequenc.:e of the presence of a VSD is blood flow C'shullt.") from the left 

to the right. ventricle due t.o ventricular pressure differences. Left-to-right ventricular 

shunting renders typical murmurs that can be heard by auscultation of the heart, and 

abnormal vibrations of the heart (called a ut.ltrill") that can be felt at the chest. The 

shunt size, Le., t.he alllount of blood flowing through the defect, depends primarily on 

the size of the defect and the pulmonary vascular resistance. The consequence of shunt

ing is that oxygenous blood is recirculated through the lungs, As a result, pulmonary 

vascular pressure will rise, and systemic cardiac Ollt.put will decrease. \Vit.h large de

fects, t.he large shunt size and high pulmonary arterial pressure may lead t.o heart 

failure: t.he heart. is unable to adequately fulfil its primary funct.ion, the circulation 

of blood through t.he body, Heart failure accounts for most of t.he t.ypical sympt.oms 

associated with VSDs, such as shortness of breath, feeding problems, oedema, and 

growt.h arrearage. Severe heart. failure may result in cardiomegaly (enlarged heart.), 

hepatomegaly (enlarged liver), and pulmonary infections. 

About 70% of all VSDs close spontaneously by normal tissue growth, [Krovetz, 1998], 

where small defects are more likely to close spontaneollsly t.han large ones. This devel

opment may take several months or even years, but. it precludes the need for surgical 

intervent.ion. Unfort.unately, continual pulmonary overflow and hypertension may cause 

severe, irreversible damage to the pulmonary art.erioles; t.his is termed Eisenmenger's 

reaction, and represents t.he primary risk to VSD patients, Eisenmenger's reaction is 
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deteded at. early stages by considering t,he ratio of pulmonary and syst.emic vascu

lar resistances; increasing pulmonary vascular resistance is indicative for the reaction. 

However) there exist. no means to measure this resistance in clinical pract.ice; it can 

only be estimated fwm related signs. For this reaSOll) early surgical intervention is 

recommended for patients with large VSDs that are unlikely to close spontaneously. 

The majority of patients wit.h timely repair of uncomplicated VSDs ill infallcy or early 

childhood have an excellent result with no clinical signs or symptoms and apparently 

normal life-expectancy [Moller et al., 1991]. 

For the clinician, the main problem is to decide if and when to submit a patient 

to surgery. Usually, t.he patient,'s condition is monitored without surgical intervention 

during the first year of life. During this period, non-invasive diagnostic tests SUl:h as 
ausl:ultation and echocardiography are conduct.ed repeatedly t.o gain im;ight. int.o t.he 

shunt. size and the pulmonary vascular resistalll:e. \\Then necessary, medical treatment 
is given to reduce heart failure. After the first, year of life, t.he risks associat.ed with 
surgical intervention have dropped, and a decision whet.her surgery is necessary is 

made. In cases of doubt l:oIll:erning the state of the pulmonary arterioles, cardiac 
catheterisation or pulmonary biopsy may be performed prior to t.hat. decision t.o obtai~ 

more information on the severity of disease. Therapy is l:onsidered completed after 
closure of the defect, either spontaneously or by surgical intervent.ion. 

3.2.2 Qualitative part of the VSD network 

A Bayesian belief nctwork represents a joint probability distribution over a set of 
discrete, stochast.ic variables. Each node in t.he graph represents one of t.he domain 
variables, and t.he absence of an arc between two nodes means that thcre exists no 

direct. dependency between the variables represented by these nodes; the variable/) are 
only dependent via int.ermediat.e nodes in t.he graph. In practice, t.he 1Il0St. commonly 
used heurist.ic to assess a net.wOl'kls struct.ure is the concept. of causality: an arc is 

drawn bet.\Veell two nodes if t.here is known to exist. a direct, causal relation bet.ween 
the corresponding variables. This often provides a sound overall representation of 

probabilist.k dependencies in the problem domain. 
For the VSD applicat.ion, a net.work st.ruct.ure was hand-craft.ed with t.he aid of a 

field expert., a senior paediat.l'k cardiologist.. First, a set of variables jointly describing 
the VSD domain was selected, and then the graphical part. of t.he belief net.work was 
assessed, nsing cansalit.y as t.he principle modelling heurist.ic. For a lIlore elaborate 

description of t.his development process, we refer to [Peek & Ot.tenkamp, 1997]. The 
resulting net.work is depicted in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: The VSD network. 
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Once t.he st.ructure of a belief net"work has been established, the next, t.ask is to 

est.imate the parameters for the quantitative part of the network; t.his part encodes a 

joint probability dist,ribution over the netwol'k's variables. For the VSD net.work, which 

consist.s of 38 variables, 1298 parameters are needed to fully quantify the probabilit.y 

distribution. A significant number of variables callnot. be observed in clinical practice, 

making it very difficult to obtain est.imates of the required parameters. In order to 

alleviate the quantification burden for the VSD network, we decided to collect. three 

types of qualitative information on t,he probability dist.ributions prior to the precise 

estimation of parameters: 

1. junctional dependencies, modelling deterministic relations between variables, 

2. consistency constraints, describing which combinations of values caHnot occur, 

and 

3. qualitative influences, expressing the sign of probabilist.ic interactions. 

Each of these information types can be interpreted as expressing a constraint on one 

of t.he local probabilit.y dist.ribut.ions in t.he net.work [Druzdzcl & Van der Gaag, 19951. 

Below, we elaborate on each of them. 

The first type of qualitative information consists of jlmctional dependencies. These 

depcndcncies efl'ectively model deterministic relations, as they express t.hat. a variable 

. will necessarily take a cert.ain value when its conditioning variables (i.e., its parent 

nodes in t.he graph) have a particular configuration of values, For example, in the VSD 

domain, we know t.hat if there is severe aortic regnrgitation (i.e., t.he aort.ic valve is 

very leaky), then cardiac auscult.ation will definitely reveal a typical kind of murmur 

(called a leak murmur) during the diastole, the phase of relaxation in t.he cardiac cycle. 

Formally, we have t.hat. 

p(diast_leak-.lIlurmur = yes I aorLregurg = severe, pUlm...regurg = :r} = 1, 

for any legal value of x for pUlm_regurg, t.he second conditioning variable of diast

_leak-.lIlurmur. Furt.hermore, t.he probabilities of other values for diasLleak--.ll1urmur 

(in this case only t.he value 110) are 0 under these conditions. For the VSD network, 8 

variables were completely described by fUllctional dependencies; 10 additional variables 

were partially described by them. These dependencies, provided by t.he field expert, 

were all assumed to be reliable. 

The second t.ype of qualitative informat.ion on probability distribut.ions consists of 

consistency constraints. These constraints exclude cert.ain combinations of values that 

callnot possibly occur in practice. For inst.ance, once the pulmonary arterioles have 

reached t.heir normal state (6 to 12 weeks after birt.hL then the pulmonary vascular 

resistance cannot exceed 1/4 of t.he systemic vascular resistance. Formally: 

p(resis_ratio > 1 : 41 pulm_art = /lormal) = O. (3.1) 
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For the VSD network, 102 consistcncy const.raints were found, pertaining to 10 different 

variables. Overall, 560 parameters were determined by a functional dependency' or a 

consistency constraint, reducing the number of paramet.ers that need estimation to 738. 

The third ancllast type of qualitative information on probability distril)lltions con~ 

sists of qualitative influences ['Veil man, 1990] A qualitative influence is a sYlllllletric 

property describing the sign of probabilistic interaction between two variables, build

ing on orderings of these variables' value domains. A positive (negative) qualitative 

influence, indicat.ed by attaching the label '+' ('-') t.o an arc in the graph, expresses 

that higher values of the one variable makes higher (lower) valuE's of t.he other more 

likely, and vice versa, For instance, if the amonnt. of hlood that flows through the VSD 

(the shunt. size) grows, then increasing failure of the left vent.ricle becomes more likely, 

This is expressed by a positive qualitative influence bet.ween the variables shunt and 
LV _failure: 

shunt ~ LV_failure 

which induces the following inequalities: 

p(LV_failure = oooe I shunt::> 2 : 1) <: 
p(LV_failure = oone 11 : 1 < shunt < 2: 1) 

p(LV_failure = moderate I shunt::> 2 : 1) 

+p(LVJailure = severe I shunt::> 2: 1) ::> 

p(LV_failure = modemte 11 : 1 < shunt < 2: 1) 

+ p(LVJailure = severe 11 : 1 < shunt < 2 : 1) 

p(LV_failure = severe I shunt::> 2: 1) ::> 

p(LVJailure = seve)'e 11 : 1 < shunt < 2 : 1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

These inequalities constrain the local probability distribution for t.he variable LV_fai

lure, In co-operation ,vit.h the field expert, a tot.al of 24 positive and 5 negative 

qualitative influences was found for the VSD net.work. 

3.3 Quantification and sensitivity analysis 

\Vhen assessing t.he quantit.ative part of a belief network, numerous network paramet.ers 

have to be estimated, eit.her from frequencies fonnd in stat.istical data, or SUbjectively 

by experts in the field of application, But. often such stat.ist.ical data are difficult., 

if not. impossible to obtain, and gat.hering estimat.es from field experts is very timc

consuming, In t.his chapter, we experimentally assess t.he viability of a procedure to 

facilitat.e t.he qnantification task, proposed in Chapter 2, This procedure, which is based 

on performing sensitivity analyses, is reviewed in Sect.ion 3,3,1. For the experimental 

iuvestigation, where t.he VSD net.work is used as a case st.udy, we have collected t.hree 
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quant.ifications that. differ wit.h respect to informeclness of t.he estimates; these are 

de8criberl in Sect.ion 3.3.2. Furthermore, two variables in the network that are indicative 

for its performance, and five case profiles, describing typical patt.erns of observations, 

have been identified; these are described in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3.1 One-way sensitivity analysis of a belief network 

Sensitivity analysis is a tedlIlique to systematically study the cH'rcts of variations in 

the paramet.ers of a mat,hemat.ical model on this lllodeFs predictions. It is widely used 

ill the· fields of decision theory and mathematical modelling, [Habbema ef, at., 1990, 

Morgan & Henrion, 1990, Von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 19861. For a Bayesian belief 

network, sensitivity analysis provides for studying the effects of variations in t.he est.i

mat.es of the net.work's parameters on one or more posterior probabilities of interest. 

As such, sensitivity analysis allows for ident.ifying network paramet.ers t.hat. are highly 

influential) and should thereforc bc estimated wit.h t.he highest. accuracy. For less influ

ential parameters, rough estimates may suffice. Sensit.ivit.y analysis can thm:i bc used 

t.o increase t.he efficiency of quantifying a belief network, as it direct s t,he quantification 

eHort towards crucial parameters. 

The simplest type of sensitivit.y analysis is a one-way sensitivity analysis. In a 

one-way sensitivity analysis of a belief net.work, t,he estimat.es of the net.work's pa

rameters are varied one at. a time, keeping all others fixed. The analysis t.hen reveals 

t.he separate effect of variation of a parameter esHmate on posterior probabilities. In 

this investigatioll, wc used the met.hod for one-way sensitivit.y analysis proposed in 

[Coupe & Van del' Gaag, 19981 (see also Chapter 4). 

Coupe et aL show that in a sensitivit.y analysb of a belief network, it. is not neces

sary to vary all network parameters, given a part.icular post.erior probability of interest. 

Gnlya subset of parametcrs will influcnce the post.erior probabilit.y; t.his subset can be 

derived solely from t.he graphical st.ructure of the net.work. "'e will refer to the sensitiv
Ull set as t.he set, of variables whose paramet.ers may be influential; t.he const.itution of 

this sct depend::; on the evidence entered into the network and the postcrior probabilit.y 

one is interested in. For details concerning the identification of the sensit.ivity sct, we 

refer Chapt.er 4. 

F11l'thcl'morc, Coupe et a1. show that thcre exist fUllctional relatiollships bet.ween 

individual parameters and posterior probabilitic::; in a belief network. Any posterior 

probahilit.y is a rational polynomial over t.he paramet.er under st.udy: 

a' "' + b 
;1.: + (; (3.4) 

where () is the parameter under study, and Q, b, and c are real-valued constants. 

PrO=l'(V = v lOis t.he post.erior probability of t.he value v for the variable V given ev

idcnce E,. \Ve refer to the right hand ::;ide of Eq. 3.4 as a sensitivity function. It is easily 
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secn that. systematic variation of the parameter under study is not necessary to det.er

mine its associated sensitivity fUllction: if we compute the posterior Pro=.r(V = v I ~) 
with three different values for 0, the constants in the functional relationship can be 

determined. These constants are now used to calculate the first. order derivat.ive of the 

sensitivity function: 

a' c- b 

(J: + cJ' (3.5) 

If we apply this derivative function to the original parameter estimat.e) we obtain the 

gradient of the sensitivity function at that point.. This qllanUty gives an impression of 

the influence of (small) variations in the estimate on the posterior Pr(V = v I ()j sec 

Figure 3.2 for illustrations. 

As t.he influences of paramet.er est.imates on posterior probabilities JUay vary with 

t.he evidcnce ~, sensitivity analyses should be performed for several evidence sets. \Ve 

will refer t.o t.hese sets as case profiles; they preferably consist of realistic patterns of 

observations. Furthcrmore, it. should be established which posterior probabilities are 

indicative for t.he performance of the belief netwOl'k. The variables to whkh these 

probabilit.ies pertain will be called the variables of interest. Both realistic case profiles 

and variables of interest depend 011 the envisioned application of the belief network 

under consideration. 

To facilitate the quantification of a belief net.work, Coupe et al. now propose the 

following two-stage procedure. After the graphical part. of t,he network has been as

sessed, a rough quantificat.ion is established. Such a rough quantification can be based, 

for inst.ance, on a small collection of st.atist.ical data, or order-of-magnitude est,imates 

derived from qualitat.ive descript.ions of the relations involved. The second step consists 

of performing one-way sensitivity analyses on t.he network; this requires the identifi

cation of several realist.ic case profiles, and one or more variablrs of int.erest. Finally, 

those parameter estimat.es that turn out to be highly influential are refined. Improved 

estimates are obtained, for instance, by gathering more statistical data on the variables 

involved, or by eliciting them from experts in t.he field. The effort of obt.aining highly 

accurate parameter estimates is thus limited to a subset of network parameters. 

\Ve conclude t.his secUon hy noting t.hat the refinement of inHuential parameters ill 

a given quantificat.ion will generally not reduce the sensitivit.y of posterior probabilities 

t.o parameter variation. A quant.ification solely comprising highly accurate paralllC

tel' estimates will often contain just as much infiucnt.ial parameters as a complet.ely 

random quantification: t.here exist.s no relation between sensitivit.y and 'quality' of a 

quantification. 
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Figure 3.2: Two sample sensitivity functioll8. (a) A Iineur sensit.ivity fUllction (Le.) 
c = 0). The gradient b independent of the actual point estimate. (b) A nonlinear 
sensitivity function. The gradient of the functioll is comput.ed for the point est.imate 

(0.25), providing all indication of the influence of 8mall variations in the parameter 
estimat.e on t.he post.erior probability. 

3.3.2 Three quantifications of the VSD network 

The main question now is: how compares a network quantification obtained by follow
ing the procedure described above to a net·work qnantification that consists completely 
of accurate paramet.er estimates? Furtherlilore, what. is t.he efficiency gain, in terms of 

quantification effort, yielded by the procedure? This chapter presents an experimental 
investigation inio these issues, using the VSD net.work as a case study. 

To be able to answer the questions above, \ye have acquired three different quan
t.ificat.ions of t.he VSD net.work. A total of 738 paramet.ers had to be established. The 
following network quantifications were obtained, listed in order of increasing infol'lIled

ness: 

Q1, consisting of complet.ely uninformative parameter estimates, 

Q2, consisting of paramet.er estimates supplied by a non-expert, on the basis of qual

itative characterisations of the uncertain relations, and 

Q3, consisting of parametel' estimates supplied by a field expert. 

In network quantification Ql, a uniform probabilit.y dist.ribution was used for each vari
able in the network. The assessed determinhitic relations, as described in Section 3.2.2, 

were however preserved in this otherwise uninformative network quantificat.ion. 
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For quantification Q2, the parameter e~timates were provided by a non-medical 

researcher who was involved in the construction of the graphical part, of the network. 
For t.his quantificatioll) the information on qualitative probabilistic influences between 

the variables in the network was used. \Vhere possible, a linear model was assllllled for 
the dependency bet.ween the parameter estimates for a variable and the values of the 

parents of t.hat variable. That is, the difference in probability estimates for sliccessive 

values of the conditioning parents is taken to be equal. In estimating the required prior 

distributions for variables without. ascendants in the graph, both medicalliterat.ure and 

qualitative statements of t.he field expert were used. For the est.imated occurrence of 
different. t.ypeR of VSD, incidence figures found in t.he literat.ure were used; for the 
various complications of disease, statements such as ucommon)), (lrare)) , Bvery rare)), 

given by the field expert. during the elicitation of the qualitat.ive part of t.he network, 

were t.ranslated to probability estimates. Furthermore, as in qnantificat.ion Ql, the 
deterministic relations were also ensllred in quantification Q2. In total, seven hours 
were spent on est.ablishing this quant.ification of t.he VSD network. 

For t.he network quant.ificat.ion Q3, paramet.er estimates were provided by a senior 
paediat.ric cardiologist. For each dist,ribution, t.he cardiologist. was asked to provide 
the expeded number of pat.ients ont. of a hundred with a specific value for the variable 

under consideration, given a configuration of its parents in the graph. Initially, the 
clinician felt reluctant t.o give such preciRe numbers; he was t.herefore asked to provide 

95% and 50% confidence int.ervals in addition t.o t.he point estimat.es. As t.he confidence 
intervals allowed him to express his own uncertaint.y regarding the estimates, he felt 
more comfortable with this procedure. For a more detailed description of the elicitation 

procedure followed, we refer t.he reader to [Coupe et ai" 2000]. The total amount of 
time the cardiologist spent, 011 t.he quantification of the network was approximately 
twenty-five honrs, 

Om objective now was to aSseSR whet.her it is possible to improve quantifications Ql 

and Q2 up to the le~'el of Q3, where the improvemeJlts consist of selective revisions of 
influential parameters, These influential parameters are found by performing one-way 
sensit.ivit.y analyses of t.he network, 

3.3.3 The variables of interest and case profiles under 

consideration 

Two variables of int.erest were indicated by the field expert. to be used in the sensit.ivity 

analyses: the variable shunt and the variable resis_ratio. These arc the two most. 
important variables in the network, in t.he Ilense that the patient's prognosis largely 

depends on their values; a clinician ullually hasps his management decisions on est.imates 
of these variables. \Ve have t.herefore assllllled t.hat the performance of t.he VSD network 

can be measured by testing the accuracy of predict.iolls for these variables. For t.he 
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Evidence profile 1 profile 2 profile 3 profile 4 profile 5 

syst-murmur no shorf-decr holo_band holo_band holo_band 

thrill none none none evident 

diast_flow~urmur no no no yes yes 

paleness yes no no yes 

sweating yes no no yes 

hepatomegaly I/O no yes 

dyspnoea yes no no no yes 

feeding_problems yes no no no yes 

faiLto_thrive yes no no yes 

Table 3.1: The case profiles for the VSD network. A maximum of nine observations 

is available for every case profile; '-' means that the value for that, specific variable 

is unknown. The profiles are ordered according t.o the severity of disease. From left 

t.o right. the VSD size increases and, therefore, also the likelihood of an unfavourable 

outcome. 

variable shunt, we have focused on the value shunt;':: 2 : 1, corresponding to a strongly 

increased pulmonary blood flow, Continual pulmonary overflow increases t.he risk of 

damage to the pulmonary circulation. For the variable resis_ratio, taking one of 

the four values 1:10-1:8, 1:8-1:4, 1:41:2, and >1:2, the value 1:10-1:8 was taken as 

t.he valuc of interest This value reflects normal vascular resistance in t.he pulmonary 

circulat.ion and therefore corresponds to a favourable situation; the remaining values 

for resis_ratio correspond to increasing pulmonary damage. 

In analysing the network quantifications, we t.hus focused on the posterior proba

bilities 

• Pr{shunt 2: 2 : 1 1 profile;) and 

• Pr{1 : 10 <:: resisJatio <:: 1 : 81 profile;), 

and their respective sensitivit.y to paramet.er variations, where profilei st.ands for a 

part.icular case profile (Le., a set of observat.ions). Five case profiles ·were selected in 

cooperation wit.h the field expert; they are shown in Table 3.1. Except for profile 1, 

each of these profiles reflects a realistic pattern of observat.ions found in a part.icular 

type of VSD pat,ient.. Some profiles provide strong, unequivocal evidence towards 

certain predict.iolls and pose no interpret.ation problems to clinicians in the field. For 

instance, profile 2 represents a patient with few, yet. compelling findings, providing 

st.rong evidence for a small VSD. In profile 5, all symptoms related to a VSD are 

present., providing strong evidence for a large defect. For ot.her profiles, t.he prognosis 

is more difficult t.o assess, and therefore more uncertain, Profiles 3 and 4 are less 

evident t.han profiles 2 and 5, and even somewhat contradictory. Typical signs of a 

65 
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VSD are absent, but st.ill a holosystolic murmur is audible, which is symptomatic for 

the disease. In profile 4, moreover, a diastolic How murmur is present, increasing the 

evidence for a large VSD. The profile that is listed first, finally, shows many symptoms 

common for a VSD patient., but necessary findings such as systolic llmnnlll' and thrill 

arc absent; this profile corresponds to a patient. not having a VSD, but sOllle other, 

unknown disease, 

3.4 Results 

For each of t.he network quantifications Ql, Q2, and Q3, the sensitivity of the se

lected post.erior probabilities to variations in the network parameters was analysed. 

Subsequently, quantifications Q1 and Q2 were refined by replacing the probability dis

tributions of the most influent.ial val'iabicil wit.h dillt.ributions from quantificat.ion Q3. 

This section discusses t.he results of the sensitivity analyses, and the effeds of refining 

network quantifications. First, in Section 304.1, we compare the predictions of the three 

net.work quantificat,ions for t.he five case profiles, The results of t.he sensitivity analyses 

are presented in Se<.;tioll 304,2. In Section 304.3, we detail the refinement, procedure, 

and compare the predictions of refined network quantifications to the predictions of 

quantincation Q3. 

3.4.1 Predictions of the three network quantifications 

For each of the net.work qnantifications anti each of the case profiles, the predictions for 

t.he variables shunt and resis_ratio were comput.ed; they are shown in Figures 3,3a 

and 3,3b, respectively. 

Firllt, consider Figure 3,3a, showing t.he results for the variable shunt, \Ve see 

that, all quantifications assign zero probability to a large shunt" given profiles 1 and 2, 

This is due to consistency const.raints encoded in each of the qualltifi<.;atiolls: the lack 

of loud heart murmurs and thrill precludes existence of a large shunt. These profiles 

therefore provide no basis for comparison here, For t.he other profiles, we find that. the 

quant.ifications Ql through Q3 have increasingly more discriminative power; t,his is in 

line wit.h t,he increasing level of infol'mcdllcss of the qUHllt.ifi<.;ations. Quantification Ql 

gives the same prediction for each of these profiles, due to the uniform dist.ributiom; 

lIsed in t.his quantification, The predktions of quantifications Q2 and Q3 are more 

pronouIl<.;ed and they do provide t.he same ranking of profiles. For proHles 4 and 5, t.he 

predictions from Q2 and Q3 agree well, but for profile 3, however, a large difference 

is seen in the predict.ions. This corresponds well to the fact that profile 3 provides 

cont.radicting observations and is t.herefore hard t.o int.erpret.. The field expert. indicated, 

however, t.hat. quant.ificat.ion Q3's prediction was best in line with his intuition for t.his 

profile. 
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Figure 3.3: Predictions for the posterior probabilities (a) Pr(shunt 2 2 : 1 1 profile;) 

and (b) Pr(1 : 10 S; resis_ratio S; 1 : 81 profile,) for each of the case profiles, com

puted from the three network quantifications (0 for Ql, 0 for Q2 and a for Q3). The 

vertical dotted lines separate VSD profiles with typical characteristics. 

Turning to t.he predictions for the variable resis_ratio, shown in Figure 3.3b, we 

sec that for each of t.he quant.ifications the predictions remain more or less constant. 

over the case profiles. HOWCVCl\ the average level of the posteriors difrers consider

ably per quantification: whereas quantification Q1 assigns a low probability of normal 

pulmonary vascular resistance, quant.ifica"tion Q3 is fairly confident about this circum~ 

stance; quantification Q2 is located in between, These differences can be traced back 

to prior (unconditional) distributions for variables without ascendants in t.he graph, 

which are quite different. for t.he t.hree qnant.ifications, In discussing these results, the 

field expert again confirmed the predictions of his own quaut.ification (Q3): at the 

age of three to six months, VSD patients usually have a normal pulmonary vascular 

resistance, regardless of the severity of disease, 

3.4.2 Results of the sensitivity analyses 

A one-way sensitivity analysis of both posterior probabilities Pr( shunt 2 2 : 1 1 pl'Ofile,) 
and Pl'(l : 10 S; resis_ratio S; 1 : 8 1 profile,) was performed for every case profile, for 

each of the three quantifications. From the total of 1298 parameters in the network, 560 

parameters that are det.ermined by a functional relationship or a consh,tency const.raint 

were excluded from the analysis, Table 3,2 shows t.he sensitivity of the posteriors given 
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I Profile Ql Q2 Q3 
1 insensitive 

shunt 2 illscnsi ti YO 

3 0.01172 (87%) 0.01685 (84%) 0.01446 (83%) 

;>2:1 4 0.01222 (83%) 0.00716 (83%) 0.00882 (85%) 

5 0.01256 (82%) 0.00071 (78%) 0.00000 (77%) 

1 0.00703 (70%) 0.01230 (80%) 0.02173 (80%) 

resis_ratio 2 0.00638 (76%) 0.01058 (77%) 0.01202 (82%) 

3 0.00483 (88%) 0.00738 (85%) 0.00857 (85%) 

1: 10 - 1 : 8 4 0.00485 (85%) 0.00726 (83%) 0.00704 (85%) 

5 0.00506 (79%) 0.00715 (79%) 0.00732 (78%) 

Table 3.2: The oensit.ivities of the post.erior probabilities Pr( shunt ::> 2 : 1 I profile;) and 

Pr(l : 10 ~ resis_ratio ::; 1 : 81 profiled to parameter variations, averaged out. over 

the network parameters considered in the analysis. The percentage of uninflucntial 

parameters is givell between parentheses. 

each case profile, averaged ovcr the 738 parameters considered in t.he analysis, Bet.ween 

parentheses, the percentage of llninfluenUal lIetwork parameters is written. The high 

percentages illust.rate that there hi often a considerable number of network parameters 

im;ide t.he sensitivity set, that yet turn out. t.o be uninfillential when varied. In Ta

ble 3.3 the maximum sensitivity found for each case profile and network quantification 

is list.ed. 

I Profile Ql Q2 Q3 
1 0 0 0 

shunt 2 0 0 0 

3 -0.73372 -1.07992 1.51122 

::> 2 : 1 ,1 -0.73372 -0.38576 -2.68748 

5 0.36686 -0.38789 -0.00020 

1 0.48170 -0.55913 -5.19101 

res'is_ratio 2 0.48170 0.53568 0.95637 

3 0.51209 0.49509 0.05812 

1:10-1:8 4 0.51299 0.48988 -0.82572 

5 0.51209 0.50188 -0.82463 

Table 3.3: The maximum sensitivities of the post.erior probabilities Pl'(shunt ~ 2: 1 I 
profile;) and Pr(l : 10 S resisJatio S 1 : 8 I profile;). 
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First, consider the results for t.he variable shunt. \Ve recall from the previous sec

t.ion t.hat for profiles 1 and 2, the posterior PI' (shunt ::> 2 : 1 I profile;) is determined to 

be zero by consist.ency constraints. For this reaSOll, varying parameters estimates will 
not, affect the posterior in any of the network qnantifications; it. is completely insen:si

tivc, given these profiles. \Vo therefore rest.rict. the discussion to profiles 3, 4 and 5. 'Vo 

find t.hat. t.he predictions for shunt in quantifications Q2 and Q3 are sigllificant.ly more 

sensitive to parameter variation for profiles 3 and 4 than for profile 5. An explanation 

for t.his patteru exists in t.he fact t.hat profile 5 provides several independent. pieces of 

evidence indicating a large shunt; varying illdiddual parameters therefore hardly influ

ences that prediction, In cont.rast, profiles 3 and 4 comprise contradicting observations: 

although heart murmurs indicating a large VSD are observed, none of t.he symptoms 

that would then be expected arc present, In t.hese cases, varying a single parameter can 

l:hange the predktion for the shunt variable l:oIlsiderably. The result is not, found for 

t.he uninformed quantification Ql: as this quantification gives the same pl'edidion for 

each case profile, these predict.ions are almost equally sensitive to paramet.er variation, 

For each case prome and eadl quantification, we ident.ified t.he t.hirty parameters 

showing the largest. illfiuenl:e on t.he post.erior Pl'(shunt 2: 2 : 1 I projilei), The variables 

to which they pertain arc listed in Table 3,4, in order of decreasing maximum infiuence 

of their parameters, \Ve note t.hat, t.here exists a substantial overlap in the variables 

to which highly influential parameters pertain, and therefore the number of variables 

is much smaller than thirty, Furthermore, the select.ions of variables per profile are 

roughly the same for all quant.ifications. This indicat.es t.hat. t.he Rt.rnct.ure of the belief 

network considerably affects t.he sensitivity of posteriors t.o paramet.er variation; t.he 

qnant.ification that is IIsed ill t.he analysis is of secondary importance, 

For quant.ification Ql, only the prediction variable itself (shunt), and observed, 

direct, descendants of this variable are seleded.! This iR not. surprisillg~ as t.he uni

fOl'm distributions used in this quantification eliminate all influences through longer 

pathways in the graph when only one paramet.er est.imate is varied at. a t.ime, There

fore, only higher-ordcr sensitivity analyses can reveal the propagation of influences 

through t.he graph for this' quantification. The selections for quantifications Q2 and 

Q3 are supersets of t.he selection for quantification Ql. Notably, they also l:omprise 

variables at a greater distance of t.he shunt variable, and ascendant. variables of shunt 

in the graph, e.g" defect-size and resisJatio. The distributions of these ascendant 

variableR represent prevalences of t.hc disease and its complications, and are t.herefore 

influential on t.he posterior distribution of shunt. "Tel:ollclude that the select.ions for 

qnantifications Q2 and Q3 provide more realist.ic patterns of influential variables. 

IThe variable LV-.iailure is functionally determined br its ohserved descendants lind ('1111 therefore 

itself he regarded as observed, 
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Ql Q2 Q3 

profile 3 LV---.failure syst-.murmur LV---.failure 

diast ..flow JIlurmur systYRv / PLF systYR\'! PLF 

thrill diastJlowJ1lurmur diastJlowJ1lurmur 

syst-.murmur LV..failure systJIlurmur 

shunt thrill pulm_sten 

shunt shunt 
resisJatio defect---.8ize 

PDA 

outlet-pcs 

thrill 

profile 4 LV..failure systYnv / PDV diast..-flOWJIlurmur 

paleness syst-.murmur LV..failure 

diast---.flowJIlurmur diast..flowJIlurmur systYRV/PLF 

sweating paleness systJIlurmur 

syst-.lllurmur sweating pulffi_sten 

shunt LV---.failure shunt 

shunt paleness 
outlet_pes sweating 

pulrn_sten defect-size 

resis.ratio PDA 

outlet_pcs 

profile 5 diast..flow Jllurmur diast_PAP/ PAo diast..flowJIlurmur 

paleness thrill LV---.failure 

sweating systYnv / PLV sweating 

thrill diast-IlowJIlurmur RV..failure 

systJIlurmur s ys t JIlurmur thrill 

LV-Iailure LV...failure systJllurmur 

shunt paleness paleness 

sweating VSD_type 

shunt syst..Pnv I PLF 

outlet_pos pulm_sten 

pulm_sten shunt 

resis--.ratio 

Table 3.4: The variables to which the thirty network parameters pertain that are most 

influential to the posterior Pr( shunt 2' 2 : 1 I profile;}, for profiles 3, 4, and 5. The 

variables are ordered with respect to the maximum influence of t.heir parameters. 
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Consider now the r('sults~ in TaLles 3.2 and 3,3, for t.he variable resis_ratio. For 

this variable, t.he differencE's in average and maximulll sensitivity between the three 

quantifications and five casc profiles arc vcry smalL This illustrates that there is no re~ 

iation between the level of informedness of a net.work quantification and the sensitivity 

for variations in parameter estimates. Furthermore, there exists no distinction between 

the 'contradicting' profiles 3 and 4 and other profiles; this seems to be correct, as these 

contradictions mainly concern the size of the shunt. At t.he age of three to six mont.hs, 

only minot' differenceR bet.ween patients wHh regard to the resistance ratio are to be 

expected. For the posterior Pr(1 : 10 <; resis_ratio <; 1 : 8 I profile;), the variables 

pertaining to t.he t.hirty most influential parameters were abo identified. Due to space 

limit.atiom" these results I:lre not shown here. However, similar ohservations hold as for 

the posterior Pr(shunt 2'. 2 : 1 I projilei), Again, the sele<-:tions of influential variables 

per profile are roughly the same for eadI quantification, Every selection contains the 

variable resis_ratio it.self, as well as its direct. ascendant in the graph, the variable 

pulm_art. The direct descendants diast_PAP/ PAo ann shunt also tUl'll out to be very 

influential. Furthermore, the selected variables at greater distance from resis_ratio 

partially overlap with those variables selected for shunt. 

3.4.3 Predictions of the refined network quantifications 

Using the results of the sensitivity analyses, quant.ifications Ql and Q2 were st.epwise 

refined \vit.h paramet.er estimates from qnantificat.ion Q3. Alt.hough sensitivit.y analysis 

reveals the infiuelll:e of individual paralllctcrs, we chose t.o subst.it.ute, at. every refine

ment. step, all parameter estimat.es pert.aining to a net.work variable. The motivation 

for t.his approach is t.hat. paramet.er estimat.es often have lit.tle meaning in isolation: it. 

is t.heir relation with other parameter estimates from t.he same local distribut.ion t.hat, 

matters. To select. variables whose parameters are eligible for substit.ution, the sets of 

influential variables pel' profile (Table 3.4) were compiled to a single, ordered set; the 

order was determined by averaging t.he positions of the variables in the original sets. 

,,'j t.h respect, t.o t.he shunt variable, the following sets were thus compiled: 

l'Ql (shunt) = {diast---.flow---.murmur, LV -.failure, syst---IDurmur, 

shunt, paleness, thrill, sweating} 

VQ2(shunt) {systYRV/PLV , syst---IDurmur, diast---.flow---IDurmur, 

LV---.failure,shunt,resis~atio,thrill,paleness, 

sweating, outlet_pos, pulm_sten, diastYAP/PAo}' 

"'ith respect, to the variable res is_ratio, we have 

l'QI (resis_ratio) = {resis_ratio, shunt, pulm_art, 

diastYAP/P,o> LV~ailure, PDA} 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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Figure 3.4: The predict.ions 'of (a) quantification Ql and (b) qnantificat.ion Q2 for t.he 

posterior probability Pl'{shunt 2: 2: 1 I projilei), after sHccessive refinement steps. The 
dotted horizontal lines correspond to the predictions of quantification Q3. 

VQ2 (resis_ratio) = {resis...ratio, shunt, pulffi_art, LV Jailure, {3.9} 

diast..PAP/PAol sySLPRV/PLV , syst-.lIlurmur, 

RV_failure,diast_flow-IDurmur,paleness, 

sweating,thrill} 

The variables arc Ib:ted in decreasing order of influence 011 the respective variables. 

The quantifications were stepwise refined by replacing, at. step i, all parameter 

estimates pertaining to t.he jth variable in the above sets by the corresponding es
timates from qnant.ification Q3. SO, to improve t.he prediction for shunt, a total 

of seven and twelve refinement steps were made for Ql and Q2, respectively. For 
resis_ratio, a total of six and t.welve refinement st.eps were made for Q1 and Q2. 

Wit.h each of the refined qnantificat.ions, t.he posteriors Pr(shunt ::> 2 : 1 I ]}mfile;) and 
PI'(l : 10 ::;: resis_ratio .:S 1 : 81 profile;) were computed for t.he various case profile; 

these post.eriors are plot.ted in Figures 3,4 and 3.5. 

First considcr the refinements for the post.erior probability Pr(shunt > 2 : 1 1 

profilei)' The plots indkate that for both quantifications, the postcriors rapidly shift 

towards t.he posteriors of quantification Q3. For quantificat.ion Q1, for example, two 
refincment steps suffice to approach Q3's predktions. For profile 5, even a single refine

ment of quantification Q1 (replacing the estimates of the variable diast_flow---.Ill.urmur) 
is enough to nearly reach Q3's prediction. However, t,he difference between posteriors 
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Fignre 3.5: The predict.ions of (a) quantification Ql and (b) quantification Q2 for the 

posterior probability Pr(l : 10::::; resis_ratio ::; 1 : 8 I Pl'OjiICi), aftcnmccessivc refine

ment st.eps. The dott.ed horizontal lines correspond to the predictions of quantification 

Q3. 

does generally not decrease monot.onically. This is most notable with the refinelllents 

of quantification Q2: t.he posteriors for profiles 3 and <1 show considerable fluctuations 

in the first seven steps. Thereafter, t,hey quickly converge to the desired level. Unfor

tunately, this convergence is not. obtained for quantification Ql: even after replacing 

the distributions of all seven variables wit.h influential parameters, t.he posteriors sWI 
deviate from the posteriors of Q3, 

Now, we t.urn to the refinements for the posterior Pr(1 : 10 :::; resis_ratio :::; 1 : 8 

1 ProjiICi), As before, the posteriors quickly approach t.he posteriors of quantification 

Q3, For both quantification Ql and Q2, t.hree refinement stcps suffice to reduce the 

diHcrcllcc with Q3's predictions considerably, Aft.er t.he maximum of six refinement. 

steps, however, still no convergence is reached for Q1. For quantification Q2, the 

refined posteriors lie very close to the predictions for Q3 after the maximulll of eight. 
steps, 

So far, we have seen t.hat. the results of refinements are encouraging, However, 

these results pertain to the five profiles t,hat were ahm !lsed in the sensitivity analyses. 

In order to investigat.e whet,her the results generalise over more cases, the effects of 

refinements were also tested on clinical data, Thirt.y-six cases were selected from a 

dat.abase of VSD pat.ients collect.ed at the Leiden University rvIedical Centre in The 

Netherlands, These cases correspond t.o patients aged 3-6 months having VSD as their 
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quantification step mean max min 

Ql 0 0.2920 0.6396 0.1178 
2 0.1999 0.8381 0.0002 

4 0.1905 0.8080 0.0000 

6 0.0927 0.3859 0.0001 

Q2 0 0.1313 0.5501 0.0042 
2 0.1497 0.5501 0.0022 

4 0.0686 0.3285 0.0000 

6 0.1032 0.3859 0.0001 

Table 3.5: The mean, maximulIl and minimum difference with Q3 of the refined pre

dict.jom, of Ql and Q2 for the variable shunt, for all cases in the dat.abase whose 

predict,ions arc not determined by a consistency const.raint. 

primary diagnosis. For each casc, the predict.ions of quantifications Ql and Q2 both 

before and after t.he refinements were compared with the predictions of ql1unt.ification 

Q3. The average, maximum and minimum difference between the predictions from Q3 

and both the original and refined.predictiom; frolll Ql and Q2 for t.he t.hirty-six cases 

were comput.ed. In Tables 3.5 and 3.6, these differences for refinement with two, four 

and six variables, respectively, are shown. 

For quantification Ql, the results show that stepwise refining this quantification 

indeed st.eadily reduces the differences with the predictions from quantifkation Q3. 

Note, that we do not claim that the predictions for Q3 are reliable. Since no reliable 

outcome measurements were available for these thirty-six pat.ients no validation of 

t.he various quantifications was performed, Thereforc, we only compare t.he refined 

quantifications with Q3 and aim to obtain a nctwork quant.ification giving similar 

predictions as Q3, without using all parametcr estimates from Q3, 

quantification step mcan max min 

Q1 0 0.5186 0.6058 0.0616 
2 0.2999 0.3527 0.2252 
4 0.0412 0.0868 0.0083 

6 0.0303 0.0697 0.0002 

Q2 0 0.3881 0.7789 0.0410 
2 0.3829 0.7664 0.0223 

4 0.4426 0.9113 0.0024 

6 0.4407 0.8992 0.0035 

Table 3,6: The mean, maximum ancI minimum difference wit.h Q3 of the refined pre

dictions of Q1 and Q2 for the variable resisJatio, fOl' all cases in the datahase whose 

predictions arc not determined by a consist.cncy constraint, 
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Figure 3.6: The efleet of reHning quantification Q2 for (a) a patient for whom tbe 

procedure is effective and (b) a patient for whom the procedure gives large fluctuations. 

For quantification Q2, the results of the refinement procedure arc less clear. For 

the variable shunt, the mean difference between Q3 and both Q2 and refinements 

of Q2 indeed show a decreasing trend, However, the original differences between the 

predictions from Q2 and Q3 are quite small, making drastic changes impossible. For 

resis_ratio, no significant effect, of the refinements can be observed. This is an 

unsatisfying result.; future research will have to uncover its causes. 

As an example, in Figures 3.6a and 13, the detailed results of the refinement proce

dure are given for two patients, one paticnt fOl' whom Q3 predicts a low shunt and one 

patient for whom a high shunt is expected. Figures 3.6a iIlustrateR that the refincment, 

procedure may WOl'k very effectively. After four refinement steps, the predictions from 

Q2 have approached Q3 considerably. Convergence, however, iR reached only after nine 

Rteps. Figures 3.6b shows a patient for whom the refinement procedure originally only 

worsens the predictions. This suggests that in applying the refinement procedure to 

quantify a network efficiently, it may be worthwhile to lise real patient data for t.he 
sensitivity analyses. 

3.5 Discussion and conclusions 

Quantifying a Bayesian belief network is a difficult. and t.ime-consuming task, precluding 

easy application of belief-network technology in practice. However, it has becn claimed 

that, once the graphical part ohhe network correctly models the indcpendence relations 
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in the domain of application, then the behaviour of the network b insonsitive to the 

quality of the majorit.y of quantification parameters, [Pradhan ef, al., 1006]. If this is 

true, then a satisfactory network qnantification can be obtained by only estimating 

a slllall set of highly influential parameters from well-informed sources, and taking 

rough estimates for the others. \Ve have presented an empirical investigation into 

this claim, by comparing t.he predictions of a well-informed quant.ification with pooriy

informed quantifications, in which only influential parameters were reconsidered. These 

influential paramet.ers were identified by performing one-way sensit.ivity analyses, 

The results of our investigation suggest. t.hat. using a t.wo-st.ep procedure of only 

reconsidering influent.ial paramet.ers works: part.ially refined, poorly-inforllled quan

t.ificat.ions give predict.ions t.hat. are comparable t.o a well-informed qnantification. The 

procedure could be repeated several times depending on t.he level of informedlless of the 

quantification at hand. However, t.he procedure shows better results for t.he case pro

files that were used to identify influential paramet.ers, t.han for cases from a real-world, 

dinical dat.abase. \Ve conclude t.hat. it. is preferable t.o use a large set of cases when 

refining a net.work quantification. \Vith respect t.o sensitivity analysis, it was found 

t.hat t.he st.l'Ucture of the belief net.work considerably aHeds the influence of parameter 

variat.ion to posterior probabilities; the quantification t.hat. is used in the analysis is 

of secondary importance. Furt.hermore, our results confirm that there is no relation 

bet.ween sensit.ivity of posteriors to paramet.er variation and the level of infol'llledness 

of the quantification at hand. 

Throughout. the invest.igation, we have assumed t.hat. t.he st.ructure of t.he belief 

network, as elidted from the field expert., is correct; the same assumption was made 

for funct.ional relations and consist.ency constraints on net.work variables t.hat ·were 

identified prior to quantification. \Ve believe t.hat t.hese assumptions have had little 

or no illlpad. on the results t.hat. were found. \Vhen building a real-world applica

tion, however, crit.ical evaluation of these parts of t.he nctwork model is also necessary: 

sensitivity analyses should not, be rest.ricted to llumerical information. Furt.hermore, 

the re-qllantificat.iolls concerned influent.ial paramet.ers that were found by performing 

one-way sensitivity analyses. These analyses measure t.he effects of individual param

eter variat.ions. Therefore, synerget.ic effects of varying multiple parameters are not 

det.ected, alt.hough t.hey may have an important effect on t.he net.work's predict.ions. 

To reveal snch effects, higher-order sensit.ivity analyses are required. 

The method proposed here is not. Iilllited to elicitation of net.work paramet.ers from 

field experts; it. is also applicable to parameter elicitation from ot.hcr sources such as 

clinical data sets or frequencies reported in t.he literat.ure. In fact, we believe t.hat t.he 

usage of objective stat.istical sources is indispensable to obtain a network quantification 

of sufficient qualit.y. Subjective probabilit.y est.imat.es are known t.o sufrer from several 

forIns of calibration and bias, [Kahneman et al., 1982], and t.heir reliabilit.y is therefore 

not. beyond dispute. :~vloreovel', in t.he medical field it is often possible t.o collect. dat.asets 
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of reasollable size. The ba~k procedure investigated, however, applies equally well when 

a combination of quantification sources is employed. 

To conclude, we believe that. sensitivity analysis provides a promising addition to 

t.he met.hods t.hat. exist to facilitate belief nctwork quantification. In future research, 

we plan to investigate more sophisticated procedures t.han the one described here. For 

. instance, instead of making a fillulllctWDl'k quantification Oil the basis of a single sen

sitivity analysis, it b probably better to have a few alternating st.eps of sensit.ivity 

analyses and improvements of the quantification. This approach takes into consid

eration that by each refinement., the set. of highly influential parameters is changed. 

Fu.rthermore, it. may be worthwhile to additionally perform higher-order sensitivity 

analyses, 01' even uncertainty analyses, which investigate t.he joint. effect of varying all 

network parameters simultaneously. And finally, the expected accuracy of parameter 

estimates, as expressed by confidence int.ervals, can be involved in t.he analysis. This is 

accomplished by taking t.he variat.ion of a sensitivit.y function over a confidence inter

val im,t.ead of over t.he whole range as a measure of the parameter's influence. Then, 

parameter estimates wit.h high expected accuracy (Le" having small confidence int.er

vals) will only be reconsidered when the sensitivity function is extremely steep over 

the confidence interval. 
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Chapter 4 

Properties of sensitivity analysis of 

Bayesian belief networks 

Abstract 

The assessments obtained for the various condit.ionar probabilities of a Bayesian belief 

Betwork inevitably are inaccurate. The inaccuracies involved influence the reliability 

of t.he network's output. By subjecting the heHcf network to a sensitivity analysis wit.h 

respect to its conditional probabilit.ies, the reliability of the output can be investigated. 

Unfortnnately, st.raightforward sensitivit.y analysis of a Bayesian heliefnetwork is highly 

time-consuming. In this chapter, we show that, by qualitative considerations, several 

analyses can be ident.ified as being uninformative as the conditional probabilities under 

study canBot affect the network's ontput. In additioll, we shmv that the analyses that 

are informative comply with simple mathematical functions; more specifically, we shmy 

that the network's output. can be expressed as a quotient of two functions that arc linear 

in a conditional probability under study. The constants in t.his fractional function can 

be determined by solving t.he set, of linear equations that results from only a small 

Humber of 'Iletwork computations. These properties allow for considerably reducing 

the computational burden of sensitivity analysis of Bayesian belief networks, as will be 

illustrated by mealls of various examples and experiments. 

4.1 Introduction 

During t.he last. decades much eHort in artificial-int.elligence research has focused on 

modelling and reasoning wit,h uncertaint.y in knowledge-based systems. As the oldest, 

well-founded mathematical theory of uncertainty, probability theory plays a prominent 

role in t.his research effort.. Unfort.unat.ely, st.raight.forward application of probability 

theory ill a knowledge-based system leads to prohibitively high computational costs. 

Over t.he 'years, yarious attempts have beeH made t.o settle this problem, leading, in 
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the lat.e 1980s, to the framework of Bayesian belief networks. Bayesian belief networks 

by now have become widely accepteo as intuitively appealing probabilistic models 

that, arc highly valuable in addressing real-life problems in complex domains. Practical 

applications of the framework of belief net.works arc being developed for varioull problem 

domains, most not.ably in the field of medical diagnosis and prognost.ic assessment. 

[Andre<l.ssen et al., 19S7, Heckerman & Nat.hwani, 1902]. 

A Bayesian belief network basically is a concise representation of a joint. probability 

distribut.ion Oll a set of statistkal variables [Pearl, 19S8]. It consists of a qualitative 

part and an associat.ed quantitative part. The qualitat.ive part of a belief network 

encodes) in a directed graph) the variables under st.udy, along with their probabilistic 

int.errelationships. The nodes ill t.he digraph represent. the statistical variables. The 

digraph's arcs with each other t:;el've to capture the independences alllong these vari

ables: absence of an arc bet.ween t.wo nodet:; indicates that. t.he corresponding variables 

do nut influence each other directly and) hence) are (conditionally) independent. The 

quant.itat.ive part of the belief network is a set, of conditional probabilities that describe 

the strengths of t.he dependences between the variables representeel in t.he qnalitat,ive 

part.: with each node are associated cOll(litional probabilities describing the joint. influ

ence of values of the node's Pl'cticc('ssors on the probabilities of the values of t.he node 

itself. A belief llcbvork)s qualitative and quant.itative part with cach ot.hel' provide 

enough informat.ion to uniquely define a joint probability dist.ribution on the statistical 

variables under study.' A Bayesian belief net.work t.hm; allows for computing any (prior 

or posterior) probability of interest [Pearl, 19881. 

Bayesian belief networks are generally constructed with the help of experts from the 

domain of application, Experience shows t.hat) alt.hough it may require considerable 

effort.) building t.he qualitative part. of a belief network is quite practicable, In fact, as 

it. has parallels t.o designing a domain model for a more t.radit.ional knowledge-based 

system) well-known knowledge-engineering t.echniques can be employed. Assessing t.he 

conditional probabilities for the quant.itat.ive part. of a Bayesian belief network, however, 

is generally found to be a much harder task) not, in t.he least. because of t.he large 

number of assessments required [Drnzdzel & Van del' Gaag, 1995]. In general, various 

diHerent sources of information can be exploited for probability assessment) ranging 

from databases and literat.ure to human experts, The assessments obtained frorn t.hese 

sources, however) are inevitably inaccurat.e, due to incompleteness of data and partial 

knowledge of t.he problem under study. Part.icularly assessments obtained from experts 

are known to be highly inaccurate [Kahneman ef, ai" 1 982], 

The inaccuracies in t,he probability assessments for a Bayesian belief network in

fluence the reliability of the lletwork)s out.put.. In a medical application) for example) 

erroneous diagnoses or non-opt.imal t.reat.ment. recommendations may result froUl build

ing upon inaccurate assessments, The reliability of the ontput. of a belief network can 

be investigated by studying its robllst,ness, Robustness pertains to the extent to which 
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t.he network1s conditional probabilities influence the out.put. whell deviat.ions from the 

specified assessments are assumed. For gaining detailed' insight in output. robm;t,ness, a 

Bayesian belief network can be subjected to a sensitivity analysis. In general, sensitivity 
analysis of a mat,hemat.ical model amounts to invest.igating t.he effect:;; of t.he inaccu~ 

racies in the model's parameters on its output; to t.his end, the valuC's of the modcPs 

parameters are varied systemat.ically [l\·Iorgall & Henrion, 1990, Hahbema et. al., 1990]. 
For a helief network, semiitivity analysis amounts to varying the assessments for one or 

more conditional probabilities of the network's quantitative part simllit.uncolIsly and 
investigating the effects on a probability of int.erest or, for example, on a diagnosis or 

decision based upon this probability of interest [Laskey, 1995) (see also Chapter 2). 

Upon such an analysis, some conditional probabilities will show a cOll8iderable effect, 

while others will hardly reveal any influence. 

Straightforward sensitivity ,-~mllyt:;is of a Bayesian belief network, unfortunately, is 

highly time-consuming. In t.he simplest type of sensitivity analysis, for example, for 

every single conditional probability of the network's quantitative part., a Humber of 

deviations from t.he specified assessment. are investigated. For every value under study, 

t.he probability of inlerest. is computed from the network. Even for a rat.her small belief 

network, the alia lysis t.hu8 easily requires t.ens of t.housands of net.work computat.ions. 

By rest.ricting the sensitivit.y analysis t.o t.he conditional probabilities t.hat are expected 

to be influent.ial, as indicated for example by a domain expert., t.he computational 

effort. required can be reduced. The computational burden st.ill remains considerable, 

however, and, in fact., is prohibit.ive when sensitivit.y analysis is t.o be Ilsed for verifying 

the robust.ness of a network's outpnt. in, for example, daily medical pract.~ce. To be of 

pract.ical usc, t.herefore, more efficient. met.hods for sensitivity analysis of belief networks 

are indispensable. 

In this chapter! we present. an efficient. method for sensit.ivit.y analysis of Bayesian 

belief net.works t.hat requires considerably less computat.ional effort. t.han st.raightfor

ward variation of condit.ional probabilit.ies. Our method builds t.o a large ext.ent. on 

the qualitat.ive part. of a belief net.work. As t.he digraph of a network represents the 

independences among t.he stat.ist.ical variables involved, it. allows for ident.ifying con

dit.ional probabilit.ies t.hat upon variat.ion cannot. influence t.he probability of interest. 

Analyses wit.h respect. to these condit.ional probabilities are uninformat.ive and can 

t.herefore be excluded from t.he overall analysis. Experiment.s on randomly generated 

belief net.works indicate that. t.he number of analyses t.hat. can be thus excluded may 

be considerable. III addition, we show t.hat t.he analyses that. are informative comply 

with simple mat.hematical functions. rdore in specific, we show t.hat t.he probabilit.y 

of int.erest. of a belief net·work can be expressed as a quotient of two funct.ions t.hat 

arc linear in a condit.ional probability under st.udy. The const.ants in t.his fractional 

funct.ion determine t.he sensitivity of the probabilit.y of int.erest. to the conditional prob

ability concerned. \Ve show t.hat. computing t.he l:onstants from t.he net.work requires 
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just a small number of network computat.ions. These properties with each other allow 

for considerably reducing the computational burden and tllUs for improving upon the 

practicability of sensit.ivit.y analysis of Bayesian belief networks. 

The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2 we briefly review the frame

work of Bayesian belief net.works and detail some of t.he concepts t.hat. will be used 

thronghout t.he chapter. \Ve then present. the variolls properties of sensitivity analy

sis of belief networks outlined above, In doing so, we focus on a onc-way sensitivit.y 

analysis, that is, an analysis in which a net.work's condit.ional probabilities are invest.i

gated one at a time. In Section 4.3, we discuss the identification of a belief network's 

conditional probabilities that upon variation cannot influence the probability of inter

est. In Section 4.'1, we detail the functional relation that holds between a network's 

probability of interest and a single condit.ional probabilit.y under st.udy. In Section 4.5, 

we comment. on results obtained from experiments wit.h one-way sensitivity analysis 

of randomly generated belief net.works, In Section 4,6, we compare our results with 

previous work on sensitivit.y analysis of Bayesian belief networks, The chapter ends 

with our conclusions and directions for further research ill Section 4,7, 

4.2 The belief-network framework 

A Bayesian belief net.work basically is a concise represent.ation of 11 joint probability 

distribution 011 a set. of stat.istical variables, In a belief net.work, information about the 

illdependences holding among the variables is explicitly separated from t.he numerical 

quantities involved in t.he distribution, To t.his end, t.he network comprises a qualita

tive part. and an associat.ed qnant.itative part., In t.his section, we briefly review the 

formalism of belief networks; for further details, we refer t.he reader to [Pearl, 1988). 

The qualit.ative part. of a Bayesian belief net.work is a graphical representation of the 

independcllces holding alllong the variables ill the probability dist.ribution t.hat. is being 

represent.ed, It t.akes the form of an (leyeli!; directed graph, or digraph, for short. In 

t.his digraph G, each node represents a statistical variable t.hat. can take one of a finite 

set. of values, Informally speaking, t.he digraph's arcs model t.he dependences amung 

the represented variables, An arc l~ 4 l0 to is interpreted as a direct. influential or 

causal relationship bet.wecn t.he variables l~ and l'i; t.he arc's direct.ion designates 10 
as t.he effect. or consequence of t.he cause l~. 1\'lore precisely, t.he absent arcs represent. 

independencies, Absence of an arc bet"ween t.wo nodes Illeans t.hat. t.he corresponding 

variables do not influence each ot.her directJy and, hence, are (conditionally) indcpen

dent., In the sequel, we will usc 1fG(l~) to denute t.hc set. of (immediat.e) predecessors, 

or causes, of node l~ in G and use 1f;;(1~) to denot.e t.he set. of nodes composed uf l~ 

and all its ancestors; we will use aG(\~) to denute the set of (immediatc) successors, or 

effects, of node l~· in G and usc aG(l~) tu denote t.he set of nodes composed of \~ and 
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all its descendants. The following definitions review the probabilistic meaning that is 

assigned to the digraph of a Bayesian helief network more formally. 

Definition 4.2.1 Let G = (V(G), A(G)) be an acyclic digraph and let s be a chain in 
G between the nodes 11; and 1~. We say that s is blocked by the set of nodes Y C;; V( G), 
if either 11; 01' '0 is included in Y, Ot S cOl1{ains three consecutive nodes Xl, X 2, X 31 

for which one of the following conditions holds: 

In reviewing the concept of a blocked chain, we have distinguished between three 

conditions. Figure 4.1 serves as a reference for these conditions; in the two chains 

representing the conditions 1 and 2, node X 2 is drawn with shading t.o indicate that it 

it:; comprised in the blocking set Y for the chain at hand. 

,Condition 1 . 

Condition 2. ....... ~ .. 

Condition S. 

Figure 4.1: The three conditions for chain blocking, 

Building upon t.he concept of blocking, we review the well-known d-sepamtion cri
terion for sets of chains, 

Definition 4.2.2 Let G = (V(G), A(G)) be an acyclic digraph and let X, Y, Z C;; 

V(G), The set. of nodes Y is said to d·,eparate the sets of nodes X and Z in G, 
denoted (X I Y I Z)~, if for each node 11; E X and each node 1~ E Z, every chain from 
11; to Vj in G is blocked by Y. 

The following definition relates the d-separation crit.erion to the (;oncept of indepen

dence. 

Definition 4.2.3 Let G = (V(G), A(O)) be an acyclic digraph and let PI' be a joint 
probability dislribnt.ion on V(G). Thea, G is called aa I·map (independence map) for 
PI' if for all sets of variables X, Y, Z C;; V(G), we have: if (X I Y I Z)~, then X and Z 
are conditionally independent given Y in PI'. 
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The cl-scparation criterioH t.hus provides for reading independeIll:€S from a belief net

work's digraph wit.hout. having t.o resort. to probabilhitil: computations. 'Ve would like 

to note that the criterion of d-separation generally is defined for mutually exclusive 

sets of noeles only. "'e have extended the definition to apply to overlapping set of 

nodes as well, to provide for reading from a digraph independellces for instantiat.ed 

(observed) nodes. \Ve take an instantiated node to be d-separat.ed from any other 

node. Our extemdon has been inspired by previolls work on informational indepen

dence [Van del' Gaag & Meyer, 1998]. 

Associated with the qualitative part of a Bayesian belief network are numerical 

quantities t.hat. df'scribe t.he st.rengths of the dependcnces among the represented vari

ables. 'YUh each node ,~ of the nctwork's digraph G is associat.ed a set. of condit.ional 

probabilities p(\~ I1TG(\~)) describing the joint iufluence of t.he variolls values for the 

node's (immediate) predecessors 1TG(1~) on the probabilit.ies of the values of 1~ itself. 

These probabilities with each other constitute the quallt.it.ative part of the belief net.

work. 

\Ye review the concept of Bayesian belief network more formally. 

Definition 4.2.4 A Bayesian belief network is a tuple B = (G, P) where 

• G = (\I(G), A(G)) is an acyeiic digraph with nodes 17(G) = {Vt, ... , Vn }, n 2: 1, 
and arcs A(G); 

• P is a sel. of conditional probabilities p(\'; l1fa(\';)), for all I'; E 17(G). 

\Ve illustrate the concept of Bayesian belief net.work by means of an example that. will 

be used for our running example throughout the chapler. 

Example 4.2.5 We consider the well-known ALARM-network [Beinlieh et 01., 1989]. 

ALAR\'vf, which slands for A Logical Alarm Reduction ivIechanislll,simulates an anesthe

sia monitor. The digraph of t.he net.work is reproduced in Figure 4.2; for the examples 

in t.he remainder of the chapter, we have indicated the node of int.erest., LV failure (left 

vent.ricular failure), by a double circle and the network's observable Bodes by shading. 

From the network't; digraph, various independences are read. For example, the variable 

LV failure is independent of the variable Insuff anest, if no information is available yet; 

the t.wo variables .become dependent, however, when, for example, the value of the 

variable Blood press becomes available. The variables Pu1m emb and Heart rate, on 

t.he other hand, are dependent, bllt become independent once a value for SaC02 is 

observed. Associated wit.h t.he nodes of t.he net.work are conditional probabilities. For 

example, for the node Stroke vol, t.he following conditional probabilities are specified: 

p(Stl'Oke lIot = low I Hypovolemia = false II LV jailure = false) 0.05 

p(Stl'Oke uot = IIormall HYPoliolemia = false II LV failure = folse) 0.90 

p(Stroke vol = high I Hypovolemia = false II LV failure = false) 0.05 
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c\,p 

ArJ3phyla.:d~ O-->-(}--+--"'i:<-e----==O 

Error low 

lilt UP HR E[(G HR SAT Art C02 Exp 02 

Figure 4.2: The digraph of the ALARivI belief network. 

p(Stroke vol = low I Hypovolemia = true 1\ LV failure = false) 0.5 

p(Stroke vol = normal I Hypovolemia = true 1\ LV failure = false) 0.49 
p(Stroke vol = hiUh I Hypovolemia = trae 1\ ['V failure = false) 0.Q1 

p(Stroke vol = low I Hypovolemia = false 1\ [,V failure = true) 0.95 

p(Strake vol = normal I Hypovolemia = false 1\ LV failure = trae) 0.04 
p(Stroke vol = high I Hypovolemia = false 1\ LV fuilure = true) 0.01 

p(Stroke vol = low I Hypovolemiu = true 1\ LV failure = true) 0.9S 

p(Strake vol = normal I H!IllOvolemia = t",w 1\ LV fuilare = trae) 0.01 
p(Stmke vol = hiyh I Hypovolemia = true 1\ LV !<lilare = trae) 0.01 

As for t.his chapter, the specific H~sessments for t.he various conditional probabilities 

arc not of int.errst, we refrain from further detailing thelll, 'D 

The following proposition states that t.he conditional probabilities of a BaYf'sian belief 

network provide all information necessary for uniquely defining a joint probability 

dist.ribution on the variables dhicerned t.hat. respects the independences port.rayed by t.he 

network\:; qualitative part; henceforth, we will call this distribution the joint probability 

distribution defined by the llet\vork. 

Proposition 4.2.6 Let B = (G, P) be a Bayesian belief network. Then, 

Pr(V(G)) = II 1'(1'; 11fc(I,;)) 
V;EV(G) 

defines a joint probability distribution Pr on V(G) such that G is an I-map fm' PI'. 
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Since the digraph of a Bayesian belief net.work and its associat.ed conditiollal proba

bilities with each other definc a unique joint probability distribution on the variables 

discerned, any (prior or posterior) probabilit.y of interest can be computed from the 

network, For this purpose various algorithms are available [Pearl, 1988, Lauritzen & 

Spiegelhalter, 1988J. 

4.3 Uninfluential probabilities III a sensitivity 

analysis 

Sensit.ivity analysis is a general t.echnique for studying the effects of the inaccuracies 

in the parameters of a mathematical model on this lllodePs output [Habbema et ai., 
1090, j\'lorgan & Henrion, 1900). Sensitivity analysis basically amounts t.o systemat.

ically varying the values of the paramet.ers of the model under study. In a one-way 

sensit.ivity analysis, the values of t.he parameters are varied one at a time while keeping 

the values of all other parameters fixed. For a Bayesian belief network, a one-way sen

sitivity analysis amounts t.o varying the assessment. for a single cOllditional probability 

of t.he network's quantitative part.. As discussed in Chapt.er 2, the analysis provides 

for stUdying the eH'ects of t.he inaccuracy in t.he specified assessment. on a probabilit.y 

of interest. 

In essence, in a one-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network, the sensi

tivit.y of t.he net.work's probability of interest is investigated with respect. to every single 

conditional probahility. Various conditional probabilities of a belief network, however, 

are known beforehand not to affect, the probability of interest upon variation, for ex

ample becanse this probability of int.erest is shielded from t.heir influence by available 

observations. These uninfluential probabilities can be readily ident.ified by inspection 

of t.he network's digraph, t.hat. is, wit.hout any probabilistic computations. \Ve say that. 

t.he probability of interest is algebraically independent. of t.hese uninfluential conditional 

probabilities. For abbreviation, we will writ.e p r,(.J q to denote that. t.he probabilit.y p is 

algebraically independent. of t.he probability q. We would like to note t.hat the phrase 

algebraic independence is llsed to refer t.o t.he absence of any effect of varying the assess

ment for a conditional probabilit.y under study on a probability of int.erest, as induced 
by fhe network's digraph. Also nole t.hat the phrase applies to probabilities whereas 

t.he phrase prohabilistic independence pert.ains to variables. Now, in a one-way sensi

tivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network, for a conditiollal probability of which t.he 

network's probabilit.y of interest. is algebraically independent, no furt.her investigation 

is required. The sensit.ivity analytds of t.he network call therefore be restrict.ed t.o the 

conditional probabilities of which t.he probability of int.erest is algebraically dependent. 
The nodes to which these condit.ional probabilities refer constitute the sensitivity set 
for the node of interest. 
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\Yc define the concept. of sensitivity set more formally. 

Definition 4.3.1 Let B be a Ballesian belief network with the digraph 

G = (V(G), A(G)). Let 1~. E V(G) be the network's node of interest and let 0 c;: V(G) 
be the set of observed nodes in G, Now, lel G* be lhe digraph that is constructed from G 

by adding an Qu:r;iliary predecessor Xi to every node l'; E V(G). Then, fhe sensit.ivit.y 

set for F, given 0, denoled Sen(1~, 0), is the sci of all nodes 11; E V(G) for which 

.({X;} 1 01 {V, ) )~ .. 

From t,he previolls definition we have that {,he sensit.ivity set for a node of interest. '~. 

is computed from the digraph of a belief network under consideration by adding an 

auxiliary predecessor Xi to every node l'; and t.hereupon exploiting the d-sepal'atioll 

criterion. The auxiliary predecessor Xi of node V; can be looked upon as capturing 

t.he pn'sence of inacclIl'ftcy in the probability assessments for '~. If t.he prC'sence of 
inaccuracy in '~'s assC'ssments is not. d-separated from t.he node of interest Of, in ot.her 

words, if lIr is not shielded from the inaccuracy by the available evidence, then varying 

the assessments for '~'s conditional probabilit.ies may influence the probabilities of t.he 

values of l~ .. '~is therefore included ill l~.'s sensitivity set. \Ve wonld like to note 

that. t.he basic idea of capturing t.he presence of inaccuracy· by llleans of auxiliary nodes 

has been exploited before [Spiegelhalter, 19891. We further note that we capture the 
presence of inaccuracy rat.her t.han t.he inaccnracy itself by auxiliary nodes. 

The following e;-::ample illustrates OUl' concept of sensitivity set,. 

Exmnple 4.3.2 \Ve consider once again t.he ALARlvi-network, t.he digraph of which 

is shown in Figure 4.2. \Ve are interested in t.he diagnostic variable LV failure; Ollr 

probability of interest is the probability that LV failure = true. \Ve consider the 

sensitivity set for the'node LV failure given various different sets of observed nodes. 

If t.he set of ohserved nodes is empty, t.hat. is, when no patient observations are 

available, the sensitivity Ilct for the node LV failure equals 

Sen(LV fail"re, 0) = {LV f"il"re, Hislorll} 

Upon performing a one-way sensitivit.y analysis of t.he a priori belief network, only 

t.he conditional probabilities of t.hese t.wo nodes need be investigat.ed; the conditional 

probabilities of all ot.her nodes in the network upon variation cannot influence the 

probability of interest.. 
Now, suppose that we would like to evaluate the sensitivity of t.he network's prob

abilit.y of int.erest. in view of observations for t.he nodes in the set 0 1 = {Hislory, CliP, 
TPR, Blood press, CO}. The scnsit.ivity set. for LV jailure given 0 1 equals 

Sen(LV failure, 0 1) = {LV failure, Hypovolemia, LVED, CVP, Stroke vol, 

CO, Insllff, anest, Galeclwlamine, Heart rate, 
Art C02, SoC02, PA SAT, Fi02, Vent alv, Shunt, 

bdubation, Pulm emb} 
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From the 37 nodes included in the belief network, the conditional probabilities of only 

17 nodes need be invest.igat.ed in t.he analysis. 'Vo would like to note that, in general, 

a sensitivit.y set docs not coincide with the set of non-d-separat.ed nodes for t.he node 

of interest. From t.he sensitivity set for the node LV failure given 0 11 for example, it is 
readily seen that a sensitivity set can include bot.h non-d-separatcd Hodes (such as t.he 

node Stroke vol) and d-separatcd Hodes (such as the Hode CO); also, the set of nodes 

that. arc not comprised in the sensitivit.y Ret. can include non-d-scparated nodes (such 

as the node PCWP) as well as d-separated nodes (such as Blood press). 

Now, if in addition t.o observations for the nodes in the set 0 1 an observation 

is assumed for the node SaC02, yielding O2 for the new set of observed nodes, the 

sensitivity set. fol' LV failure reduces in size from 17 nodes to 10 nodes: 

Sen(LV jailure, O2 ) = {LV jai/ure, Hypovolemia, LVED, CVP, Stroke vol, 

CO, Insllfj'anest, Catecholamine, Heart rate, 
Art C02} 

Not.e that, when a value for the node of interest. LV failure is available, every JH?de in 

the auxiliary network for determining the sensitivity set is d-separat.ed from LV failure. 
The sensitivity set then is empty. 0 

In order to prove the claims we have made so far wit.h respect to a sensitivity set, we 

will partition a belief network's set of nodes that are not. included in a sensitivit.y set 

under study into three mutually exclusive set.s of nodes. "'e will then show that, for 

various different. reasons, t.he conditional probabilities for the nodes included in these 

sets upon variation have no effect on t.he net.work's probahilit.y of interest. 

Definition 4.3.3 Let B be a Bayesian belief network with the digraph G, let 1~. be tlte 

network's node of interest, and let 0 the set of observed nodes, as beforp-. lYe define 
the sets of nodes insenj (1~" 0), [nsen2(1~·, 0), and Insen3(1~'J 0), respectively, as 

• jar every node 11; E "1,(\1,), ij(({II;} U"G(II;)) I ° I (V,})~. lit en 
11; E Insen, (\I" 0); 

• for every node 11; E V(G) \ "1,(\1,), if (({I;'} U "(1(1;')) I ° I (l~·})1; and a(1(1;') 
n 0# 0. then 11; E Illsm,(1~., 0); 

• JOI'eveI'l! node 1;' E V(G)\7f(;(I~.), ija(;(I;,)nO=0, Ihen 11; E InseIl3(1~,0). 

The sets Insenl (1~., 0), Insen2(Vr, 0), and insen3(VrJ 0) include HodeR t.o whose con

ditional probabilit.ies a belief net.,vol'k's probability of interest is insensitive. Before 

illust.rat.ing the three sets of nodes for our running example, we informally address 

t.heir meaning. In doing so, we begin by considering the ancestors Vi of t.he node of 
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interest Fr. \Ve observe that any unblocked chain from \~ to Vn be it a direct chain or a 

chain via a predecessor of \';, provides for conveying an influence from l~'s probability 

assessments to Fr. If no snch chain is present, t.herefore, varying the assessments for 

node \'; can have no influence on the probability of interest. The set Insenl(1~·,O) 

now includes all ancest.ors 1'; of lIr slIch t.hat. V;. is d-separated by t.he available obser

vations from both \'; and 1';'8 predecessors. \Ve now consider the 1l011-all~cstors of t.he 

node of interest. \Ve observe t.hat. t.he probability assessments for a non-ancest.or Vi of 

1~. canHot influence the probability of interest if there are no observations available. 

Only an observed descendant. of l~ that induces an influcnce on l~. through l~, can 

l:aUtle varying l~·'s probability assessments to affect t.he probability of interetlt. The 

set Jnsen3(l~., 0) lIOW includes all nOll-ancestors of V;. that do not have any observed 

detlcendants. The set Insen2(Vn 0), to conclude, includes t.he non-ancestors of \lr that 

happen to have observed descendants yet whosc influence is tlhielded from l~. by t.he 

available observations: the set includes all non-anceston; l~ of \lr with at least one 

observed descendant. stich t.hat. l~. is d-scparatcd from both Vi and l~'s predecessors. 

\Ve illustrate the variolls sets of nodes defined above by means of our running 

example. 

Exalnple 4.3.4 "Te consider again the ALARr..'i-network, the digraph of which is shown 

ill Figure 4.2. \Ve are once more interested in t,he variable LV fail-ure; for our prob

ahility of interest., \ve take the probability that LV failurc is truc. "'e recall from 

Example 4.3.2 that, if the set of observed nodes is empty, the sensitivity set for the 

node of interest LV jailure equals Seu(LV jailure, 0) = {LV jailure, History}. The set 

of all remaining node:), that is, the tlet of all nodes, LV failure and History excluded, 

is partitioned int.o three set.s as defined above. Of these, the sets blSC1l1 (LV failure, 0) 

and Insen,(LV jailure, 0) are empty; the set Insen3(LV failure, 0) includes allY node 

that. is not. comprised in t.he sensit.ivity set. \Vc consider, as an example, t.he node Stroke 

vol. From Figure 4.2, we sec that Stroke vol is not an ancestor of the node of interest LV 
failure; furt.hermore, it does not have any observed descendants. From Definition 4.3.3, 

we conclude that the node Stroke vol belongs to the set Insen3(LV jailure, 0). Infor

mally speaking, as the node St.roke vol is not. observed and does not. have any observed 

descendants) it cannot exert nor pas:) Oil any diagnostic influence on the probabilities for 

LV failure. The probability of interest Pr(LV jailure = true) therefore is algebraically 

independent of the conditional probabilities for Stroke vol. A similar observation ap

plies to any other node from t.he set. Insen3(LV failure, 0). 
\Ve now assume t.hat observations arc obtained for the uodes in the set 0 1 = 

{His/Dry, CVP, TPR, Blood press, CO}. The sets Iusenl (LV jailure, 0.), 
Insen2(LV jailure,OI), and Iusen3(LV jailure,OI) equal 

Insenl(LV jaiil,re,O.) 

Iusen,(LV jailure, 0 1) 

{History} 

{Blood press, TPR, Anaphylaxis} 
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{PGWP,Error low,HR BP,HR EKG,IfR SAT, 

Error' cntl', E:t:p 02, i1-fin vol, Vent hW[J) Pressure, 

Vent tube, Kinked tube, Disconnection, 

Vent machine,l\1achine vol, PAP} 

\Ve COil sider, as an example, t.he node History. This node is a predecessor of the node of 

interest LV failure. It is d-separated from LV failure and does not have any immediate 

predecessors that are not d-separated from LV failure. From Definit.ion 4,3.3, therefore, 

we have that. History is included in the set, insell1 (LV failure, Od. Informally speaking, 

as a value for the node History is available, its prior probabilities are irrelevant to the 

probabilities for its successor LV failure. The probahilit.y of L1' failure = true given 

the available observations for Ot therefore is algebraically independent of the prior 

probabilities for t.he node History. To conclude our example, we consider the node 

TPR. From Figure 4.2, we observe that. TPR is not an ancestor of the node of interest 

LV failure. The node TPR itself as well as its immediate predecessor Anaphyicu;is 
are d-separated from LV failure given t.he available observations. Furthermore, the 

descendant Blood press of TPR is observed. By definition, we have that. t.he node TPR 
is included in t.he set Inse~12(LV failure, 0 1). Informally speaking, from TPR and its 

predecessor Anaphylm;is being d-separated from the node of int.erest LV failure, we 

find that any diagnostic influence originating from TPR is shielded from LV failure 
by the available observat.ions. Therefore, t.he probability of interest. is algebraically 

independent of the conditional probabilities for the node 'l'PR. A similar observat.ion 

applies to any other node from the set. Insen2(LV failure, ot). 0 

\Ve would like t.o not.e that for a node of interest. \~ and any set. of observed nodes 0, 

the t.hree sets Insenl(Vr, 0), InSel12(Vn 0), and [nsen3(1~., 0), and the sensitivity set 

Sen(Vr, O) are nmt.ually exclusive and collectively exhaustive; for a formal proof of this 

propert.y, t.he reader is referred to the appendix. 

In the remainder of this section, we will show t.hat the probability of interest of a 

Bayesian belief net.work is indeed algebraically independent of t.he conditional prohabil

ities of any node that is not included in the sensitivity set Sen(l~., 0) under st.udy. To 

this end, we investigate t.he three sets [nsenl (1~., 0), Insen2(Vn 0), and Inse71.1(Vn 0) 
separately and provide for each of t.hese sets a lemma stating algebraic independence 

of the probability of interest for the conditional probabilit.ies of the nodes in t.he set at 

hand. Our main result. is t.hen st.ated in Proposition ,1.3.11, building upon these lem

mas. The proofs of the three lemmas, although not complicat.ed, arc rat.her elaborate; 

t.he full proofs therefore are deferred t.o t.he appendix. 

In the first lenuna, we st.ate that a belief network's probability of interest. for a 

Hode Vr given observat.ions for nodes 0 is algebraically independent. of the conditional 

probabilities of any node from t.he set 11lsen3(1~., 0). 
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Lemma 4.3.5 Let B be a Bayesian belief aetwork and let Pr be the joint probability 
dist1'ibution defined by B. Let 0 be Ihe set of observed aodes and let 0 denole Ihe 
corresponding observations. Let Vr be the network's node of interest. Then, for any 

valae v, ofl~., we have that Pr(v,. 10) cO 1'(11; 11f(11;)) for eve1'Y node \1; E Insea3(l~., 0). 

Proof (Sketch). The probability of interest Pr(v, 10) for the belief network B equals 

I' (. I ) _ Pr( v, 1\ 0) 
r Vr a - ---;~--;-~ 

Pr(o) 

\Ve re~all from Section 4.2 t.hat t.he joint probability distribution Pr that is defined 
by B, can be written as a product of the net.work's conditional probabilities. From 

the basic propert.y of marginalisation, we now have t.hat both the numerator and t.he 
denominator can be written as a sum of products of conditional probabilities. In 

these sums, for every unobserved leaf node, there appear as many products as t.here 
are values for this node that differ in t.his node's probability only. Summing over 
these products amounts to summing out the leaf node by marginalisation. The Rame 

argument applies recursively to all unobserved non-ancestors of 1~. t.hat. do not have 
any observed descendants, that. is, the argument applies to every node fwm t.he set 

Insen3(1~., 0). \Ve conclude that. t.he probability of int.erest is algebraically independent 
of t.he conditional probabilities of any node from t.his set. 0 

\Ve illustrate the property stated in the previous lemma by means of an example. 

Exmnple 4.3.6 \Ve consider t.he belief network from Figure 4.3, which is a small 

LV failure 

, , 
pew? ' 

Figure 4.3: An example belief network, iIlmlt.rating the propert.y stated in Lemma 

4.3.5 for the node of interest LF failure and the empt.y set of observed nodes; the set. 
1Ilsell,,(LV fail"re, 0) consists of the nodes LVED, OVF, and POIVP. 

fragment of the ALAR~'1-net.work. The possible values of the node LV failure are fail 
and no fail; the possible values for eat'h of t.he nodes LFED, CVP, and PCIVP are low, 
normal, and high. Om node of int.erest once again is the node LV failure, indicat.ed in 
the figure by a double circle. \Ve now address t.he situation where no observatiolls are 
available yet and investigate the probabilit.y of interest Pr(Jail). From Definition 4.3.3, 
we find that the set. 11lse1l3(LV jail"re, 0) consists of the t.hree nodes LVED, OVP, alld 
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PCWP. For the probahility of interest, we find that 

Pr(/ail) ~ 

I: p(PCWP I LVED) ·p(CVP I LVED). p(LVED I jail) .p(fail) 
{Ll'ED,OIlP, 

POWP} 

I: (1'(/011> PCWP I LVED) + p(a0111",1 pelVp I LVED) + 
{LVED,CVP} 

+ p("i9" PCWP I LVED)) . p(CVI' I LVED) .p(LVED Ifail) ·p(/ail) 

I: p( CVP I LVED) . p(LVED I fail)· p(fail) 
{J,vED,CI'I'} 

~ I: (1'(/011> CVP I LVED) + p(llom",1 CVP I LVED) + p("ig" CVP I LVED)) . 
{£VED} 

. p(LVED I fail) . p(fail) 

~ I: p(LVED I fail)· p(fail) 
{LVED} 

~ (1'(/011> LVED I fail) + p(llormal LVED I fail) + 1'(lIi9" LVED I fail)) . 1'(/ail) 

~ 1'(/ail) 

From this derivation, it is readily seen t,hat t.he probability of iuterest Pr(Jail) is al

gebraically independent of the conditional probabilities of the three nodes included in 

the set ]1I8e1l3(£V jailltre, 0). 

\Ve now address the sitllat,ioll where the valne hiUh is observed for the node PC1VP. 
This situation is depicted in Figure 4.4, where the node pel-VP is drawn with shading 
to indicate that its valne has been observed. The set Insen3(Ll' failure, {peW?}) is 

]1I"e1l3(£V jail~:'e, J!~'WP}) 

CVP , , , , 

LV jui/ure 

LFED 

PClVp 

Figure 4.4: An example belief nctwork, illustrat.ing the property st.ated in Lemma 

4.3.5 for the node of interest LV jailu,.e and the set. of observed nodes (PCWP); the 

set ]nsen.,(£V jailu,.e, (peWP}) consists of the single node evp. 
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composed of t.he node ClfP Dilly. FOl' our probability of interest Pr(Jaill high PCWP), 

we now find that 

Pr(f '11/' II PCll'P) ~ Pr(fail 11 IIigil PCWP) 
a! IIg Pr(high PCWP) 

The numerator in this equation eqnals 

Pr(failll high PCWP) ~ 

I: 1'( CVP I LVED) . p(M.'!" PCWP I LVED) . p(LVED I fail}· p(/ail) 
{LVED,CVP} 

~ I: (1'(101/) CVP I LVED) + p(aormol CVP I LVED) + p(hi9h CVP I LVED)) . 
{~VED} 

. p(IIigll PCWP I LVED) . p(LVED I fail)· p(/ail) 

~ I: p(lIigil PCIVP I LVED) . p(LVED I fail} . p(/ail) 
{[,vIm} 

The denominat.or equals 

Pr(high PCWP) ~ 

I: p(CVl' I LVED). p(lIigll PC WI' I LVED). p(LVED I LV failare)· 
{LV failure, 

LVED, CF?} ,])(LV failure) 

I: (]J(lOI/) cVP I LVED) + 1'(1101 mal CVl' I LVED) + p(lllgh CVP I LVED)). 
{Ll' !az[wc, 

WED) . p(lIi.'!h PCWP I LVED). p(LVED I LVfailare)· p(LVfaiiare) 

I: p(lIigil PClVP I LVED) . p(LVED I LV foilare) . p(LV failare) 
{LV failure, 

LVED} 

\Ve conclude that the probability of interest equals 

Pr(faill lIi.'!1I PCWP) ~ 

I: p(higll PCWP I LVED) . p(LVED I fail) . p(fail) 
{M'ED} 

I: p(lIigll PCWP I LVED) . p(LVED II,V Jailare)· p(LV failare) 
{LV fai/ure, 

LVED} 
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From this derivation, it is readily seen that the probability of interest 
Pr(Jaii I high PCWP) is algebraically independent of the conditional probabilities of 

CVP, the only norle inclnded in the set. 1nsen3(LV jailure, {PCWP}). 0 

So far, we have shown that a belief, network's probabilit.y of interest for a node 1~. given 
observations for nodes 0 is algebraically independent of the conditional probabilities of 

any node from the set Insen3(1~" 0). 'Ve now proceed by observing that this probability 
of interest is also algebraically independent of the conditional probabilities of the nodes 

from t.he set 1ns"",,(\!,., 0). 

Lemma 4,3.7 Lei. B be a Bayesian be/iej network and let Pr be its join I. probability 

distribution. Let 0 be fhe sel of observed noder; with observations 0, as before. LeI. 

'~. be the network'::; node of interest. Then, for any value VI' of '~., we have that 
Pr(v,. I 0) "" 1'(1'; 11f(I';)) jar every node 1'; E [vsw,(\!,., 0). 

Proof (Sketch). The probability of interest. Pr(v,. I 0) for t.he belief net.work B equals 

.(. I ) _ Pr( v,. 1\ 0) 
PI v,. 0 - ( ) 

PI' a 

Bot.h t.he llumerator and the denominator of this equation can be written as a sum 

of products of conditional probabilities from the network. From Definition 4.3.3, ,ye 

know t.hat the node,s from the set 11Isen2n~·, 0) as well as their immediate preder,essors 

are d-separat.ed from the node of interest V;. by the available observations; more in 

specific, we know that a predecessor of any node from Insen'2(Vr1 0) either belongs t.o 

Insen2(VrI0) itself or is an observed node. In both the numerator and the denominator 

of t.he above equatioll, therefore, a terlll can be isolat.ed that includes all the nocles from 

Insen2(Vr, 0) and no ot.her nodes that. are not observed. As this terlIl appears in the 

numerator as well as in the denominator, it. cancels out.. The conditional probabiliUes 

of the nodes from in,5'e112(V,., 0) upon variation therefore do not affect. t.he probability 

of int.erest, 0 

\Ve illustrate the property stated in Lemma 4.3.7 by means of an example. 

EXaInple 4.3.8 \Ve consider t.he belief network from Figure' l1.5, whkh again is a small 
fragment of the ALAR1.f-netwol'k. The possible values of t.he node LV failure are fail 
and no fail; t.he possible values for each of the other nodes are low) normal, and high. 
Our node of interest once again is the node LV failure. \Ve now address t.he sit.uation 
where the value low has been observed for bot.h the nodes CO and Blood press, and 
investigate the probability of interest. Pr(Jail I low CO 1\ low Blood press). From 
Definition 4.3.3, we have that the set 11lser1J2(LV failure) {CO, Blood press}) cOlllprises 

the node Blood press only. Note that 1vsen3(LV jailure, {CO, Blood press}) = 0. For 
the probability of int.erest.) we find that 

. Pr(failll low CO 1\ low Blood press) 
Pr(fall I low CO 1\ low Blood press) = P (I C'O I HI I ) r ow /\ ow ooc press 
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LF failure 

Stroke lIol 

CO 
Insen2(LV fml"re, {CO, Blood pres:,V __ - - - - __ _ 

Blood prc~s", 

Figure 4.5: An example belief network, illust.rating the property stated in Lemma 4.3,7 

for t.he node of interest LV failure and the set. of observed nocles {CO) Blood press}; 
the set Insen,(LV fai/"re, {CO, Blood press}) consists of the node Blood press ouly. 

The IlUlIlerator ill thill equation equals 

Pr{jail /\ low CO /\ low Blood press) = 

L p(/ow Blood press I low CO)· p(/ow CO I Slmke 1101)· 

. p(Stroke 11011 fail) . pUail) 

= p(IOUI Blood press I low CO), 

. ( L 1'(/011' CO I Siroke vol) . p(Stroke 1101 I fail) . p(fail)) 
{Stroke vol} 

The denominator in t.he eqnation equals 

Pl'( low CO /\ low Blood press) = 

L p(/ow Blood press 11010 CO) . p(/ow CO I Siroke 1101) . 
{L\' failUre, 
Stroke t'ol} . p(Sfl'Oke vall LV failure), p(LV failure} 

= p(/ow Blood press I low CO) . 

. [ L p(/ow CO I Siroke 1101) . p(Sll'Oke vall LV failure) . p(LV failure) 
{TN failure, 

Stroke t'ol} 
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\Ye now conclude t,hat. the probability of interest, equals 

Pr(fail I low CO A low Blood press) = 

I: p(/ow CO I Siroke vol)· p(Slroke vall jail) . p{fail) 
(Stroke ~'OI} 

I: p(/ow CO I Siroke vol) . p(Stroke vall LV jailure) . p(LV jailure) 
{I.V f(liltlre, 
Stroke tlol} 

From t.his derivation, it. is readily seen t.hat the probability of interest is algebraically in

dependent of the conditional probabilities of Blood press, the only node t.hat. is included 

in the set Insen,(LV failure, {CO, Blood pre,,}). 0 

So far, we have shown t.hat. a belief network's probability of int.erest. for a node Vr given 

observations for nodes 0 is algebraically independent. of t.he conditional probabilities 

of any node from t.he sets 11I8en3n~·, 0) and Jnsen2(1~·, 0). To conclude, we now state 
that this probability of interest b also algebraically independent. of the conditional 

probabilit.ies of t.he nodes from the set Irlsenl (lIr' 0). 

Lemma 4.3.9 Let B be a Bayesian belief ne/.work and let PI' be ils joint probability 
distribution, Let 0 be the sct of observed nodes with observations 0, as before, Let 

V;, be the network's node oj interest, Then, Jor anJj value Vr oj \In we have that 

Pr(v, 10) "" p(1'; 17f(1';)) for every node 1~ E InsenJ1~.,O). 

Proof (Sketch). The probability of interest Pr(v,. 10) for the belief network B once 

again equals 

P ·(- I ) - Pr(v,i\o) 
1 VI' 0 -

Pr(o) 

As before, both the llumerator and the denominator of this equation can be written 

as a sum of products of condit.ional prohabilities from the net.work. The proof hi now 

based on canceling out. terms from the numerat.or and t.he denominator as in t.he proof 

of t.he previous lemma. From Definition 4.3,3, we know that the nodes from the set 

Insenl (lin 0) as well as t.heir immediate predecessors are d-separat.ed from t.he node of 

interest. Vr by the available observations; more in specific, we know that a preclecf'ssor 

of any node from Insen} n~, 0) eit.her belongs to Insenl(FI"O) itself or is an observed 

noue, In bot.h t.he numerator and the denominator of the above equation, therefore, 

a term can be isolated that includes all t.he nodes from [w-lent O~., 0) and no ot.her 

nodes t.hat. are not. observed, As this term appears in t.he numerator as well as in the 

denominat.or, it. once again cancels out. The conditional probabilit.ies of the nodes from 

In8ent(1~·, 0) upon variation t.herefore do not affect the probability of interest, 0 

\Ve iIlust.rate the property stated in the previous lemma by meallS of an example. 
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Exanlple 4.3.10 \Ve cOllsider the belief network from Figure 4.6, which again is a 
small fragment of t.he ALARiI.'I-network. The possible values of the node LV failure 

. .', ~::;" History ",,/ I1Ise1l, (LV fallnre, {History})'" , _ _ _ _ _ -' __ -

LV failure 

Figure -1.6: An example belief network, illustrating the property stated in Lemma 4.3,9 

for the node of interest LV failure and the set of observed nodes {History}; the set 
[1Ise1lI(LIl failure, {History}) consists of just the node History. 

once more are fail and no fail; the values of t.he node History are history and no 
history. Our node of interest again is the node LV failure. \Vc now address t.he 
situation where the value history is observed for the node History and investigate 
the probability of interest Pr(fail J hi8tory). From Definition 4.3.3, we have that the 
set In.m,,(LV failnre, {History)) consists of the node History only. Note that both 
[nsen,(LV failure, {History)) and Insen3(L1' failure, {History)) are empty. For the 
probability of interefll, we find that 

Pr(faill history) ~ 

Pr(fail II history) 
Pr(history) 

p(fail I history)· 1'(history) 

L p(LI' jail"re I history)· p(history) 
{f,V failure} 

p(foill histOl'Y) . p(history) 

. p(history) 

p(foilJ history) + 1'(no /oilJ history)) . p(history) 

~ pUail1 history) 

From this derivation, it is readily seen that. the probability of interest Pr(failJ history) 

is algebraically independent of the prior probabilities of History, the only node that is 

included in the set [nsenl(LV fail"re, {History)). 0 

Building upon the three preceding lemmas, we now state our main result. 

Proposition 4.3.11 Let B be a Bayesian belief network and let PI' be its joint proba
bility distribution. Let. 0 be the set of observed nodes with lhe observations 0, as beforc. 
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Let 11; be the network's node of interest and let Sen(1~., 0) be the seasitivity set for 1~. 
given O. Then, for any valve v, of1~., we have that Pr(1I, 10) "" 1'(1'; 17f(1';)) fO/' every 
node 1'; <t Sen(1~., 0). 

Proposition 4.3.11 states that. a belief nebVDl'k's probability of interest. is algebraically 

independent of the cOllditional probabilities of any node that is not. included in the 

sem>itivity set under st.udy. From this property, we have t.hat. sensitivity analyses with 

respect..to t.hese conditional probabilities are uninformative as they will reveal no effect 

whatsoever on the probability of interest, These sensitivit.y analyses, therefore, are to 

no avail and can be excluded from the overall analysis. The number of analyses that 

can be thus excluded lllay be considerable, as will be demonst.rated in Section 4,5. 

4.4 Functional relations in a sensitivity analysis 

In t.he previolls sectioIl, we have argued t,hat. a sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief 

network can be restricted t.o the conditional probabilities of the nodes in a sensitivit.y 

set, uncler study: we know that the conditional probabilities of any other node do not 

contribute to the probabilit.y of interest and upon variat.ion will not. shuw any cHcct 
on t.his probability. To gain insight into the sensitivit.y of the probability of interest to 

the various conditional probabilities of the nodes that are included in the sensitivity 

set, furt.her analysis is required. In essence, for every such conditional probability, 

the effect on the probability of interest can be studied by investigating a Humber of 

deviations from the specified assessment. Now, the curve yieldcd by such an analyshi is 

not arbitrarily shaped) but instead is strongly constrained by the inclepcndences t.hat 

are portrayed by the digraph of t.he net.work. In fact., the network's probability of 

interest relates as a qnotient of two linear functions to a conditional probahility under 

study. As we will argue presently, knowledge of this mathematical function renders 

systematic variation of conditional probabilities in a sensit.ivity analysis unnecessary. 

Proposition 4.4.1 Let B be a Bayesian belief network with the digraph 
0= (11(0), A(O)) and let PI' be the joint. probabilit.!/ dist.ribation defined by B. Let 0 <;; 
V{G) be the set of observed nodes in G and let 0 denote fhe corresponding observations. 
Let V;. be fhe network's node of interest and let. Sen(Vn 0) be the sensitivii.y set fa!' '~. 

given O. Then, for any value Vr of Vn we have that 

P( I) 
a·x+b 

r V o-
r - c.:r+d 

for every conditional probability." = p(v, 17f') of every node V, E Sen(1~., 0), where a, 
b, c, and d are constants that are dependent upon the values 'Us of V~ and Jr' of JrG(1~). 
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Proof (Sketch). The probability of interest Pr(v, 10) for the belief network B equals 

P .( I ) - Pr( v, i\ 0) 
I V, 0 - ( ) Pr 0 

\Ve recall that the joint. probability distribution Pr, that. is defined by t.he network, 
can be written as a product of the network's conditional probabilities. From the basic 

property of marginalisatioll, we furt.her have t.hat. bot.h the numerator and t.he denom

inator can be written as a Sllm of products of conditional probabilities. By separating, 

in these sums, the terms that. specify the conditional probability x under st.udy and 

t.hose that do not, it is readily seen that Pr(vr /\ 0) as well as Pr(o) relate linearly to 
:t:.D 

\Ve illustrate the property stated in Proposition 4.4.1 by means of an example, 

Example 4.4.2 \Ve consider the Bayesian beliefnetwol'k from Figmc 4,7, which again 
is a small fragment of the ALARl',·{-network. The possible values of the node Shunt are 
normal and high; t.he possible values of t.he node Pulm emb are pulm emb ancl no pulm 
emb, and t.he possible values of thc Hade PAP arc low, normal, and high. Our node 
of interest. is the node Shunt, indicated ill the figure by a double circle. \Ve addrcss 

Figurc 4.7: An example belief net.\vork, illust.rat.ing t.he propert.y st.at.ed in Proposi
tion 4.4.1 for the probability of interest Pr(normal Shunt. I high PAP) and the condi

t.ional probability under study p(high PAP I no p"lm ernb). 

t.he situation ,,,here the value high has been observed for t.he node PAP, indicated by 
shading, and consider I.he probability of int.erest Pr(nonnal Shunt. I high PAP). From 
Definition 4.3.1, we have t.hat the sensitivity sct Scn(Shurd, (PAP}) comprises all 
three nodes from the network. \Ve now investigate the functional relation betwccn t.he 
probability of interest and the conditional probability J; = p(high PAP I no palm cmb) 
for the node PAP E Se"(Sh,,nl., (PAP}). For our probabilit.y of interest, we find that 

P:( I Sh til' h PAP) _ Pr(nor,"al Shant /\ high PAP) 
I norma WI Ill! - Pr(high PAP) 
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The numerator ill t.his equation equals 

Pr(nomlal Shunt II hi,qh PAP) ~ 

~ L: p(high PAP I Pilim em b) . p(notmal Shunt I Pul1ll emb) 'p(Plllm emb) 
{Pulfll cmb} 

]>(high PAP I no pulm emb) . p(normal ShulIt I no ]111(111 emb)· p(no pUl111 em b) 

+ p(hi,qh PAP I pulm emb), p(nomwl ShUllt I pufm emb)· p(pulm em b) 

= a ':l!+b 

where ({ eqnals 

a = p(nol'mal Shunt Ilw pulm emb), p{no pulm em b) 

and b equals 

b = p(hi,qh PAP I Jlulm cmb)· p(nomwl Shunt I flulm emb) . p(pufm cmb) 

The denominator of the probability of intcrest. equals 

Pr(high PAP) ~ 

L: p(high PAP I Pulm emb) . p(Slllwt Ipnlm emb) . p(Pulm emb) 
{Shunt, 

Pulm cmb} 

L: p(high PAP I Pulm emb)· ]i(Plllm emb) 
{Fulfil emb} 

~ ]i(higit PAP I no pilim em b) ,p(no pulm emb) + 

+ ]i(high PAP I pilim emil)' p(pulm emb) 

=c·x+d 

where c equals 

c = p(rlO pulm cmb) 

and d equals 

d ~ ]i(h;qit PAP I pilim emb) . p(pulm emb) 
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F:rom the previous derivations, it, is readily seen that both t.he nHnH~rat.or 
Pr{normal Shullt II high PAP) and the denominator Pr{high PAP) of the probability 
of interest Pr{llormal Shunt I high PAP) relate linearly to the conditional probability 
p{high PAP I no pulm emo). The probability of interest therefore relates as a qnotient 
of two lineal' functions to this conditional probability. The sensitivity of t.he probability 
of interest. with regard to t.he conditional probability Huder st.udy is now uniquely 
det.ermined by the valnes of the constants ll, b, c, and d, These values arc computed 
from the assessments for the appropriate conditional probabilities in the network: 

p{high PAP I pulm emb) 0.8 
p(high PAP I 110 pulm emb) 0.05 

p(rlOrrnalShunt IlJUlm emil) 0.096 
p(norma[Shunt I no pulm emu) 0.905 

p(pulm emb) O.U1 

We find that 

a ~ 0.S96 

o ~ 0.00076 

c ~ 0.99 

d ~ O.OOS 

The mathemat.ical function relating the probability of iuterest Pr(normal Shunt I 
high PAP) to the conditional probability .7.' ~ p{high PAP I 110 pul", cmb) therefore 
equals 

( I 81 I I . I 1)0 ~~.S:;o96;,-'.::c:c-,+-,O~.O~O~07",6 PI' norma I1Wt Ilq I Pi P =-
. . 0.99· '" + O.OOS 

The function is depict.ed ill Figure 4.8. Not.e that, thc probability of interest shows a 

high sensitivity for the conditional probability under 'study at. t.he specified assessmcnt 

0.05. 0 

So far, we have shown that. a belief network's probability of interest relates as a quo

tient of two lineal' functions to a conditional probability under study. For a condiUonal 

probability that pertains t.o a node from the sensit.ivit.y set. t.hat does not have any ob

served descendants, this functional relation reduces to a linear' function. The following 

proposition states this propert.y more formally. 

Proposition 4.4.3 Let B be a B(Jye::;i(m belief network and let Pr be its joint probabil

ity distribution. Let 0 be the set of observed nodes with the corresponding observations 
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Figure 4.8: The function relating the probability of interest Pr(norma1 Shunt 
high PAP) to the conditional probability under st.udy p(high PAP I no pUlm emb). 

0, as before. Let 1~. be Ihe network's node of interest and lei. Sen (V" 0) be the sensitiv
ity set for 1-;' given O. Let V, E Sen(V" 0) wilh (T'(V,) n 0 = 0. Then, for any value 
Vr of Vr ) we have that 

Pr(v,·1 0) =o·:>:+b 

Jar every conditional probability x = p( Vs In') of v~, where a and b are constants that 
are dependent upon the values VB of v~ awl 'if' oj 1To(l~). 

Proof (Sketch). The probability of interest. Pr(v, I 0) for the belief network B once 

more equals 

P ·( I ) - Pr(v,.Ao) 
1 lI, 0 - Pr(o) 

From the proof of Proposition 4.4.1, we have that the numerator Pr(vl' !\ 0) in this 
equation relates linearly to the conditional probability x under study, Now, with regard 

to the probability Pl'(o), we recall from the previous Rection that, if 110 ohservations are 
available for descendants of a nOll-ancestor, the probability of interest is algebraically 
independent of the conditional probabilities of t.his node. Likewise, the probability of a 

combination of observations is algebraically independent of the comli tional probabilities 
of any nOll-ancestor without observed descendants. From this property, we have that 
t.he probability Pr( 0) is algebraically independent. of the conditional probability :1' nnder 

study, \Ve conclude that Pr(o) is a constant with respect. to :c. 0 

\Ve illustrat.e the property stat.ed in the previous proposition by means of an example. 

EXalnple 4.4.4 \Ve consider again the belief network from Figure 4,7, Once marc, \ve 
address the situation where the value high has becn observed for the node PAP, and 
consider t.he probabilit.y of interest Pr(normal Shuat I high PAP). As ment.ioned in 
Example 4.4.2, the sensit.ivit.y set. Sen(Shuat, {PAP}) comprises all three nodes from 
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the network. \Ve now investigate the functional relation between the probability of 
interest and the conditional probability p(nonnol Shnnt. I pulm emb) for the node 
Shunt E Sen(S"un!, (PAP)). Nole t.hat the node Shunt docs not have any observed 
descendants. For our probability of int.erest, we once again find that 

P·.( . I Sh I h' h P"'P) _ Pr(nol'mal Shunt /I high PAP) 
1 n01 rna un! 19 .l:i - Pr(hi,q/t PAP) 

The nlImerator in t.his eqnation equals 

Pr(normol Shunt /I high PAP) ~ 

L p(hi,qh PAP I Pulm em b) . p(nol'mal Shunt I Pulm emb)· p(Pulm em b) 
{Pulm emit} 

~ p(high PAP I plllm emb) . p(llOl'mal Shunt I pulm emb) . p(1'ulm emb) + 

+ p(hi,qh PAP I no pu.lm emb)· p(normol Shullt Ina ]llllm cmb)· 1'(no pulm emb) 

=a"{l:+f/ 

where a' equals 

a' ~ p(high PAP I pulm emb) . p(pulm em b) 

and b' equals 

b' = p(high PAP I no pulm emb) . p(rwrmal Shl/Ilt 1110 Jlulm emb)· p{rlO pulm emb) 

The denominator of the probabilit.y of interest. equals 

Pr(high PAP) ~ 

L p(high PAP I Pulm emb) . p(Shunt I Pul", emb) . p(Pulm emb) 
{Shunt, 

Pulm emit} 

L p(hi,qh PAP I Pulm emb) . 1'(Pulm emb) 
{Pulm emit} 

p(high PAP I 1'ulm eml<) . 1'(p"lm emb)+ 

+ 1'(high PAP I "01',,1,,, emb)· p(no pulm em b) ~ 
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The previous derivations show that the denomiuator Pr(high PAP) of the probability of 
interest does not depend OIl the condit.ional probabilit.y under study p(normal Shunt I 
pulm emb). The numerator Pr(nom",1 Shunt II high PAP) relates linearly to this 
conditional probability. \Ve conclude that our probability of interest. relates linearly to 
t.he conditional probabilit.y ullder study: 

a'· 'r:+b' 
Pr{normal Shunt I high PAP) ~ . , ~ a· x + b 

c 
The sensitivity of the probability of interest with regard to the conditional probabil
ity under study is now uniquely determined by t.he values of the const.ants a and b. 
These values again arc computed from t.he assessments for the appropriate conditional 
probabilities in the network, as specified ill Example 4.4.2. \Ve find that 

a ~ 0.139 

b ~ 0.779 

The linear function relatiug the probability of interest Pr(normal Shunt I high PAP) 
to the conditional probability p{normal Shunt J plilm emb), denoted by a:, therefore 
equals 

Pr{normal Shunt I Myh PAP) ~ 0.139· x + 0.779 

The function is depicted in Figure 4,9. 0 

ij, 
E 

§ 
0.6 

Ii 0.4 

1 0.2 
I[ 

o '-~~~~~--" 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

p(normal Shunt I pu!m emb) 

Figure 4,0: The function relating t.he probability of interest Pr{normal Shunt 

high PAP) to the condit.ional probability under study p(normal Shunt I pulm emb). 

\Ve would like to not.e t.hat., in the spccial case where none of t.he nodes in a Bayesian 

belief network are obscrved, Proposition 4.'1.3 implies t.hat, t.he network's probability 
of int.erest relates linearly t.o every condit.ional probabilit.y of every node from t.he 
sensitivity set under study, 

Corollary 4.4.5 Let B be a Bayesian belief network and let Pr be its joint probability 

distribution. Let Vr be the network's node of interest and let Sen(VrJ 0) be the 8en8i
tivity set for 1~. given the empty set of observed nodes. Let 11, E Sen(1~., 0). Then, for 

any value Vr oj Vn we have that 

Pr(v, I 0) ~o·:e+b 
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for every conditional probability ;/: = p( Us I n') of V~J where a awl bare constunts that 
are dependent upon the values lis of V~ and 'if' of 1fG(V~). 

In t.he foregoing, we have argued that. a helief nctwol'k1s probability of interest relates t.o 

a conditional probability ullder study by a simple mat.hematical fUlll:tion. Knowledge 

of this function allows for considerably reducing the computational burden of a one-way 

sensitivity analysis of a BayC'sian belief network as only the constants in the function 

need be known, These constants can be determined by compnting {,he probability of 

int.erest. from the network for a small number of values for a conditional probability 

under study and solving the resulting system of equations; systemat.ic variation of 

the conditional probability is t.hen no longer necessary. For a conditional probability 

that is relat.ed linearly to the probabilit.y of interetlt, two network computations suffice; 

for all other l:onditional prohabilities, three network comput.ations are required. The 

following example illustratetl the basic idea. 

Exalnple 4.4.6 "TC l:onsider again t.he belief network from Figme 4.7. As in Ex

ample 4.4.2, we investigate t.he functional relation bet.ween t.he probability of interest 

Pr(nonnal Shunt I hi,qh PAP) and the condit.ional probability :/: ~ p(high PAP I 
no pulm emb). \Ve recall that this function equals 

(!. ·r.+b 
Pr(norma! Shant I high PAP) ~ -<-'-! 

c· x + ( 

In Example 4.4.2, we have det.ermincd the values of t.he constants a, b, c, and d by 

expressing every constant. in t.erms of l:onditional probabilities from the net.work and 

subsequently filling in t.he appropriate assessments. The fund-ional relat.ion can be 

determined more efficiently, however, by computing the probability of int.erest. from 

the net.work for t.hree different values of t.he conditional probabilit.y limier study. Note 

that. t.hree net.work computations suffice since the constant. c can be eliminated from 

t,he above cquation, yielding 

ll"x+b' 
Pr(llorma[ Shunt I hialt PAP) = ) 

:J:+t 

Using the three values :1: = 0.2, :1: = 0.4, and ;1: = 0.6 'for the conditional probabilit.y 

uncler tltudy and t.he assessments for the other condit.ional probabilities as specified in 

Example 4.4.2, we find by l:omputing the probabilit.y of iuterest. Pr(normal Shunt I 
high PAP) from t.he network) the values 

Pr(normal Shunt I high PAP),=o<2 
Pr(nonna[ Shullt I hit/It PAPh=oA 

Pr(norma! Shunl I high PAP).,=o.G 

0.87356 

0.88897 

0.89424 
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From t.hese values, we now obtain the t.hree lineal' equations 

0.2· a' + b' ~ 0.87356 '* 0.2. a' + b' _ 0.87356 . c' - 0.2· 0.87356 ~ 0 
0.2 + c' 

04· '+ b' . a ~ 0.88897 '* 0.4. a' + b' - 0.88897 . c' - 0.4 . 0.88897 ~ 0 
0.4 + c' 

0.6 . a' + b' ~ 0.89424 '* 0.6. a' + b' _ 0.89424 . (J - 0.6 . 0.89424 =' 0 
O.G + c' 

Solving t.his system of linear equations gives 

a' = 0.905 

b' ~ 0.00061 

c' ~ 0.00789 

It is readily verified, by dividing the values of the constants Q, b, and d specified in 

Example 4.4.2 by t.he value of t.he constant c, that the mat.hematical function yielded 

coincides with the function found in Example 4.'1.2. 0 

4.5 Experimental results 

In the previolls sections, we have detailed "adom; properties that allow for reducing the 

computat,ional bnrde"n of a one-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network. In 

Section 4.3, we have argued that a belief net.work's probability of interest is algebraically 

independent of the conditional probabilities of any node that is not included in the 

sensitivity set under study. As sensit.ivity analyses with respect to these conditional 

probabilities are uninformative, they can be excluded from the overall analysis. In 

Sedion 4.'1, we have argued that for any conditional probability, that pertains to a node 

that is included in the sellsitivity set, a small number of network computat.ions suffice 

to determine the sensitivity of the probability of interest with regard to a conditional 

probabilit.y under st.udy. Systematic variation of conditional probabilities then is no 

longer necessary. Now, to gain insight into t.he effect of cxploiting these properties, we 

have conduded several experiments on randomly generated Bayesian belief networks. 

In t.hese experiments, we have investigated, for various different. sets of networks, t.he 

number of nodes in the sensitivity set nnder st.udy and the numbcr of nodes whose 

conditional probabilities are related linearly to t.he probabilit.y of interest, as t.hese 

numbers reHect the computational burden of a network's sensitivity analysis. 

In each experiment, we have generated a set of one thousand connect.eo acyclic 

digraphs; for details of the graph-generator used, we refer the reader to [Van del' Gaag, 

1994]. \Ve have generated various sets of digraphs wit.h fifty nodes each, comprisillg 

fifty, seventy five, one hundred, one hundred and fift.y, two hundred, and two hundred 

and fifty arcs, respectively. As our investigations are conccl'1led with t.he digraph of a 
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Bayesian belief net.work only, we have refrained from quantifying the generated digraphs 

wit.h conditional probabilities. For each digraph from every set, we have randomly 

selected a single node of int.erest and k observed nodes, where, for the various sets of 

digraphs, k is varied from zero to thirty by steps of two nodes. 

To study the behaviour of our method on Bayesian belief networks that have been 

developed for different types of application, we have also generated variolls sets of 

digraphs for which a diagnostic and a prognostic bias, respectively, have been IIsed 

in the selection of the node of interest and of the observed nodes. For diagnostic 

applications, we have assumed t.hat. a helief network's node of interest tends to be 

located in the upper part of the digraph, whereas the observed nodes are likely to be 

situated in its lower part.. For prognostic applications, on the other hand, we have 

assumed that t.he node of intcrest tcnds to be locat.ed in the lower part of the digraph 

and the observed nodes in the upper part.. The two biases have beell realised as a two

stage selection. The selection of a node of int.erest in the lower part of a digraph, for 

example, starts with selecting a single auxiliary node in a random fashion. The node 

of interest is then selected from among t.he nodes that are assigned a lower Ilumber 

in a topological ordering of the digraph than the auxiliary node. For computat.ional 

reasons, t.he maximulll number of observed nodes considered wit.h the diagnostic and 

prognostic biases, respectively, has beell limited t.o sixteen nodes. 

In each experiment, we have determined, for every digraph, t.he number of nodes in 

t.he sensitivity set. for t.he selected node of int.erest given the set of observed nodes under 

study, and t.he number of nodes whose conditional probabilit.ies are related linearly to 

t.he probabilit.y of interest. The results are summarised in Figure 4.10. Figure 11.10(a) 

and Figure 4.10(b) pertain to the digraphs for which no bias has been used ill the 

selection of the node of interest and of the obscrved nodes. Fignre 4.10(a) shows the 

average number of nodes in the sensitivity set, plot.ted against the number of observed 

nodcs; the six CUl'ves pertain to the sets of digraphs with different numbers of arcs. 

Figure 4.10(b) shows the average number of nodes, from t.he sensitivity set, whose con

ditional probabilities are related linearly to the probability of interest. Figure 4.10(c) 

and Figure 4.10(d) depict. the same information for the digraphs for which a diagnostic 

bias has been lIsed in the selection of the node of interest. and of the observed nodes; 

Figure 4.10(e) and Figure 4.10(f) show t.he informat.ion for the digraphs for which a 

prognostic bias has been used. 

To discuss the results obtained from our experimcnts, we start by considering the 

average number of nodes in the sensitivity set for digraphs for which the node of inter

est and the set of observed nodes have been selected randomly. From Figure 4.10(a), 

we see that. t.he average number of nodes in the sensitivity set increases at. first, with 

an increasing number of observed nodes. This propert.y is readily explained by ob

serving that, initially, only observations for ancestors of the node of interest., that is, 

only observations for nodes from the sensitivity set., allow for diminishing the set's 
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Figlll'e 4,10: The average number of nodes ill t.he sensitivity set ulltier study and the 

average number of linearly related nodes, for various sets of net.works without. allY bias 

(figures (a) and (b)), with a diagnostic bias (figures (e) and (d)), and wit.h a prognost.ic 

bias (figures (e) and (f)), respect.ively. 
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size. For all ot.hel' nodes in t.he digraph, an observat.ion will either have no effect or 

increase the size of the sensitivity set. In the digraphs under consideration, the node 

of interest will, all average, be located in 'the middle' of the digraph. The llumbeF of 

ancest.ors of this node will, on average, be smaller than its Humber of nOll-ancestors. 

The tendency of additional observations for the ancestors of the node of interest to 

decrease the size of t.he sensit.ivity set will therefore be outweighed by the tendency 

of additional observations for its nOll-ancestors to increase the sensitivit.y set's size. 

Now, for a sWl furt.her increasing number of observed nodes, the increase in size of 

the sensitivity set diminishes. In fact, when roughly eighteen observed nodes have 

been selected, additional observat.ions cause t.he sensitivity set to decrease in size. This 

property is explained by observing that a new node can only be inserted into the sen

sitivity set if one of its descendanls is selected as an observed node where it. had no 

observed descendants before. The more observed nodes have been selected, however, 

the fewer nodes remain without. observed descendants, On t.he ot.her hand, addit.ional 

observations for nodes from t.he sensitivity set will serve to decrease the set's size. For 

larger numbers of observed nodes, t.he sensitivit.y set. will be qnite large and the laUer 

tendency will t.herefore outweigh the forlllel', resulting in an overall decrease in the 

size of the sensitivity set. Figure 4.10(a) further reveals that. a larger number of arcs 

in a belief network's digraph will result, in a larger sensitivity set.. This propert.y is 

explained by observing that, ill a digraph with more arcs, the node of int.erest is likely 

to have more ancestors, resulting in a larger sensit.ivity set. to begin wit.h, l\'loreover, 

a larger number of arcs will, on average, result in a larger Humber of chains bet.ween 

a node under consideration and the node of interest. 1b block the influence of this 

no dc's conditional probabilities on the probability of interest., that is, t.o exclude the 

node from t.he sensitivity set, on avcrage, a larger number of observations is required. 

For a fixed number of observed nodes, therefore, an increase in the nnmber of arcs 

leads to an increase in size of the sensitivity set.. 

\Ve now consider t.he average number of nodes, from a sensitivity !let under study, 

whose conditional probabilities are related linearly to the selected probability of in

terest. From Figure 4.10(b), we see t.hat. this number diminishes with an increasing 

number of observed nodes. This property is readily explained by observing that only 

t.he conditional probabilities of ancestors of the node of interest. that do not have any 

observed descendants, are related linearly to the probability of interest. The more 

observed nodes have been selected, the fewer ancestors of the node of interest remain 

without observed descendant.s and, hence, the smaller t.he Humber of 1I0des whose con

ditional probabilities are related linearly to the probability of interest. Figure 4.10(b) 

further shows that, for a fixed number of observed nodes, t.he numher of linearly relat.ed 

nodes increases with an increasing number of arcs, which conforms ·with t.he tendency 

of t.he number of ancestors of the node of interest to increase wit.h the number of arcs. 

\Ve proceed with addressing t.he results from our experiments with digraphs for 
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which a diagnostic bias has been lIsed in the selectioll of t.he node of int.erest and of 

the set of observed nodes. From Figure 4.10(c) and Figure 4.10(d), we see that these 
digraphs show tendencies similar to those shown by digraphs for which no bias has 

been llsed. The initial increase in t.he size of the sensitivity set wit.h an increasing 

Humber of observed nodes, however, is st.ronger and reaches a higher maximnm for 

the digraphs with a diagnostic bias than for t.he digraphs for which no bias has been 

used. This property is readily explained by once more observing that, initially, only 

observations for ancestors of t.he node of iuterest. allow for diminishing the size of the 

sensitivity set. Since t.he node of interest. in digraphs with a diagnostic bias is, on 

average, situated higher in t.he digraph t.han in unbiased digraphs, its ratio of the 

Humber of ancest.ors t.o t.he number of non-ancestors will, on average, be smaller. As 

a result, t.he tendency of additional observations for non-ancest.ors t.o increase the si~e 

of t.he sensitivit.y set is even more dominant. in digraphs for which a diagnostic bias 

has been llsed than in digraphs wit.hout. any bias. The smaller Humber of ancest.ors 

further accounts for the st.ronger decrease of the Humber of nodes from t.he sensit.ivity 

set whose conditional probabilities are related linearly to t.he probabilit,y of int.erest, as 

revealed in Figure 4.lO(d). 

\Ve now consider t.he results from onl' experiments wit.h digraphs for which a prog

nostic hias has been lIsed in the selection of t.he node of interest. and of t.he set of 

observed nodes. Figure 4.10(e) snggests t.hat. the si~e of t.he seu!)itivit.y set for t.hese di

graphs remains reasonably constant wit.h an increasing number of observed nodes. The 

tendency of additional observat.ions for t.he ancest.ors of t.he node of interest. to ciecrea!)e 

t.he si~e of the sensitivity set. is therefore balanced, in these digraphs, by the tendency 

of obsel'vat.ioll~ for its non-ancestors to increase the ~eHsitivity set's size. \Ve feel that 

this property is the coincidental result, of t.he 'degree' of prognost.ic bias we have used. 

\Ve expect. t.hat. a more ext.reme location of the node of int.erest. and of t.he observed 

nodes in t.he digraphs under study, t.hat. is, a larger rat.io of the Humher of ancest.ors 

t.o the number of nOll-ancestors, will lead t.o a decrease in the size of t.he sensitivity 

set. wit.h an increasing number of observations. In fact, further experiments, using a 

t.hree-stage selection for a prognostic bias, have met. t.his expectat.ion. Figure 4.10(e) 

further shows that the size of the sen~itivit.y set increase~ with an increa!)ing Humber 

of arC's, as we have seen before for t.he digraphs wit.hout. any bias as well as for t.he 

digraphs for which a diagnostic bias has been used. Similar t.endencies as for unbiased 

and fol' diagnostic digraphs are also seen in Figure 4.10(0 wit.h respect. to t.he number 

of nodes from t.he sensit.ivity set. whose conditional probabilities are relat.ed linearly to 

the probabilit.y of interest. 
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4.6 Previous work 

Sensitivity analysis is a general, well-known technique for studying the effects of the 

inaccurades in" the paramet.ers of a mat.hematical model on the model's output; it 

is widely used in mathcmatkal modelling in various different domains of application 

[Morgan & Henrion, 1990, Habbema et al., 1990, Dippel et al., 1992, Helton, 1993, 

Doubilet et. ai., 19S5]. As more and more Bayesian belief networks are heing developed 

for real-life applications, int.erest. in sensitivity analysis of belief networks is increasing. 

In t.his sect.ion, we review previous work on sensitivity analysis of belief networks, In 

doing so, we do not intend t.o give an exhaustive overview of the Iltate of the art.. \Ve 

merely disclIss t.he results from related work and compare it. wit.h t.he results t.hat. we 

have pret:iented in t.his chapt.er. 

In her work OIl sensitivity analysis of Bayesian belief net.works, J(, Blackmond 

Lat:ikey has been motivat.ed, as in fact. we have been, by t.he obscrvation t.hat. st.raightfor

ward, systematic variation of the assessments of a net.work's conditional probabilities is 

t.OO much t.ime-consuming t.o he of practical usc, She has dcvcloped an efficient met.hod 

for analyt.ically comput.ing first.-order approximations of exact. analyses (Laskey, 19~51, 

Her method sets out. hy ident.ifying, in a belief nct.work under st.udy, condit.ional proba

bilities t.hat. upon variation have no effect on a probabilit.y of interest Laskey suggests 

two procedures for t.his purpose, She suggests that. t.he assessment. of every single 

conditional probabilit.y be varied over a small number of valnes, serving t.o reveal all 

conditional probabilit.ies t.hat. have no influence Oil t.he probability of interest. For an 

alternat.ive procedure, she obseI'ves t.hat. some uninfluential probabilities can be ident.i

fied using graphical considerat.ions. For this purpose, she int.roduces a concept. similar 

to ollr sensitivity set.; in fact, our notion of sensitivity t:iet has been inspired to a large 

extent. by her concept.. Laskey's method excludes t.he ident.ified llninHllcntial cOll(li

t.ional probabilities from furt.hcr analyt;is, For t.he remaiuing condit.ional probabilitiet:i1 
t.hc eft'ect of variat.ion on the network1s probabilit.y of int.erest is measured by a so-called 

sensit.ivity value, A sensitivity value is the partial derivative of the probability of in

terest with respect to a conditional probabilit.y under st.udy. A sensitivit.y valuc t.hus 

provides an approximation of the effect of slllall deviat.ions from t.he probability's as

sessment on the probability of interest. Laskey presentfl t.wo procedures for analyt.ically 

computing sensitivity values; t.hese procedures build upon t.he propagat.ion algorit.hm 

by Lauritzcn and Spiegelhalt.er and Ilpon rdont.e Carlo sampling, respectively, Com

pared to straight.forward variation of conditional probabilities in a sent:iitivit.y analysis, 

Laskey's method requires considerably less computat.ional effort.. 

In her met.hod} Laskey has introduced a powerful concept upon which we have 

built our concept of sensitivity set" She suggests, as we do, to construct, from a 

belief net.work's digraph, an auxil.iary digraph in which a predecessor Xi is added t.o 

every node \~. She proceeds by observing t.hat., if t.he auxiliary predecessor Xi of 
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a node Vi is d-separated from t.he llu1:ilial'Y predecessor Xr of t.he node of interest 
Vr, t.hen scmiitivity analyses wit.h respect. t.o t.he conditional probabilit.ies for node ,~ 

are tluinfonnative as these probabilitie~ cannot influence the probabilit.y of interest 

UPOII variation. Her observation, unfortunat.ely, is incorrect, as it can declare several 

conditional probabilit.ies to be not influential while in fact they arc. For example, from 
her observation, we would conclude t.hat., if no observat.ions are available as yet, t,he 

conditional prohabilities of all ancestors of the node of interest 1~. are uninflnelltial, 
since ({X;} ! 0 ! {X,})d for all 11; E 71"'(1',) \ {V,}. To show that this conclusion 

is incorrect, we give an example from the ALARl'vl-network. \Ve arc interest.ed in the 
probability that the node LV failure t.akes t.he value true when no observations are 

available as yet" For the probability of interest, we have that 

PrUai/) = 1'Uail! history) . 1'(hi8tory) + pUail! ao history) . 1'(ao hi.,{ory) 

which reveals that t.he probability of interest is algebraically dependent. npon the prob

abiliUes of the nodes History and LV failure. Since, in t.he absence of observations, 
the auxiliary predecessor of the node History is d-separated from t.he auxiliary prede

cessor of LV failw'e, building IIpon Laskey's observation would incorrectly declare t.he 
prior probabilities of the node History t.o be uninfluent.ial. \Vit.h the various lemmas 
presented in Sect.ion 4.3 of this chapter, we have shown that OUI' concept. of sensitivity 

set. provides for corrcctly ident.ifying IIninfiuent.ial nodes. 
As mentioned before, Laskey's method of computing sensitivit.y values requires 

considerably less computat.ional effort. than st.raightforward variation of probability as
sessments for studying sensitivity. The met.hod, however, provides insight in the effect. 

of small deviations from a probability's assessment only: as Laskey indicat.es, when 
larger deviations are considered, t.he qualit.y of t.he approximation may break down 
rapidly. For the ALARI\I-lletwork, Figure 4.8 illust.rat.es how an approximation may 

fail to reveal t.he ext.ent of the sensitivity of a probability of interest t.o a conditional 
probabilit.y under st.udy. The figure shows t.he effect. of variation of t.he assessment for 

the conditional probability p(high PllP ! ao p"lrn elllb) on the probability of interest 

Pr(normal Shaat ! high PAP). The assessment specified for the conditional proba

bility under consideration is 0.05. For variat.ion of t.his assessment to higher values, 
the derivative of t.he sensitivity function does not change rapidly. The derivative at. 

t.he specified assessment therefore provides a good approximation of the eff'cct. on the 
probability of interest for larger valu('s. However, even a slight. shift in the specified 
assessment tq a smaller value has a very large effect on the derivative of t.he sensitivity 

function. The approximation t.herefore does not. suffice. \Ve feel t.hat exact sensitivity 
analysis of a Bayesian belief net\vork is to be preferred to approximate analysis. 

\Ve briefly review two ot.her met.hods for sensitivit.y analysis of Bayesian belief net
works that take a difl"erent approach than our method. In [Chang &; Fung, 1995] and 

[Cast.illo et al., 1907b], t.he idea of symbolic propagation in belief networks is exploited 
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for studying sensitivity. Instead of yielding a single number as the st.andard propaga

tion algorithms do, a symbolic propagation algorithm yields an algebraic expression 
for a network's probability of interest in terms of all conditional probabilities in the 

network. From t.his expression, the sensitivity of the probability of interest to a cOllcli

tional probability under study is readily computed, basically by filling in the specified 
assessments for all ot.her conditional probabilities. A disadvantage of building upon 

symbolic propagation is that, it is quite time-consuming. \Ve therefore feel that meth
ods for sensitivity analysis that build upon the faster st.andard propagation algorithms 

are preferred. In [Spiegelhaitcl\ 1989], a method for sensit.ivity analysis of Bayesian 
belief net.works is presented that builds upon an explicit specification of the inaccura

cies in a networles conditional probabilit.ies. As in OUI' method, an auxiliary graph is 
construct.ed from the digraph of a belief network by adding an auxiliary predecessor to 

every node. The auxiliary predecessor now capt.ures second-order distributions for the 
conditional probabilities of its successor. Using standard propagation algorit.hms, the 

effects of t.he specified inaccuracies on a probability of int.erest are readily compnted. 
A disadvantage of this met.hod is t.hat it requires an explicit. specification of the inaccu
racies in a belief network's probabilit.y assessments. As second-order distributions for 

the specified assessments often arc not available, assumptions on t.he nat.ure of the in

accuracies have to be made that may not. be realistic. '~'e would like to note that with 
our method for studying sensit.ivity no assumptions wit.h regard to t.he inaccuracies 
involved are necessary. 

\Vhile in t.his chapt.er we have focused 011 sensitivity analysis of Bayesian belief 

net.works, we would like to note t.hat. t.he reliability of a belief network's output. can 
in addition be studied by subjecting the net.work to an uncertainty analysis. In an 
uncertaint.y analysis of a belief network, t.he assessments of all conditional probabili~ 
ties of t.he network's quantitative part are varied siulultaneollsly. To this end, for each 

conditional probability, values arc drawn from some probability dist.ribution. Uncer
tainty analysis of a Bayesian belief net.work serves to reyeal t.he overall reliability of 

t.he network's out.put. Uncert.aint.y analysis, however, yields less insight iuto the effect 
of single conditional probabilities than sensitivit.y analysis does. Previous experiments 
wit.h ullcert.ainty analysis of Bayesian belief networks have led to the suggestion that. 

belief networks are highly insensitive to inaccuracies in the assessments of t.heir concli
tional probabilities [Henrion et al., 1996, Pradhan et al., 1996]. In these experiments, 

performed on belief networks for diagnost.ic applicat.ions, a measure of the reliabilit.y 
of a network's diagnosis is obtained by assuming a log-normal dist.ribut.ion for every 
conditional probabilit.y, haying the initially specified assessment for its meall, and sub~ 

sequently averaging over the probability of the true diagnosis for various diagnost.ic 
situations. Unfortunat.ely, ·when using probability distributiolls t.o model inaccuracies 
in t.he assessments for a net\york's conditional probabilities, it is not the average of the 

probabilities of the true diagnosis t.hat reflects t.he effects of these inaccuracies, but the 
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variation in these probabilities. In addition, we would like to note that the reporteo 
results are based 011 experience with a single belief network only, in which the COJl(Ii

tional probability distributions have been simplified using noisy-OR and noisY-lvIAX 

assumptions. From the results reported so far for uncertainty analysis of Bayesian belief 
networks, t,herefore, no decisive conclusions can be drawn, \Ve feel that the sensitivity 
of a network's probabilit.y of interest to the various conditional probabilities involved 

will vary from application to applicat.ion, In fact, the results of t.he sensitivity analyses 
of a Bayesian belief network for congenital heart disease, as present.ed in Chapter 3, 

show that a network's conditional probabilit.ies can have a large effect on a probability 
of interest. 

4.7 Conclusions 

The assessments obtained for t.he various conditional probabilities of a Bayesian belief 

network are inevitably inaccmate, due to incompleteness of data and partial knowl

edge of the problem under study. The inaccuracies in these probabilit.y assessments 
lllay severely compromise the reliabilit.y of the network's out.put. To gain insight into 
the reliability of a probabilit.y of interest comput.ed from a belief net.work, the network 

can be subjected t.o a sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis can be performed by 
systematically varying t.he assessments for olle or more of the network's condit.ional 

probabilities simult.aneously. 'Ve have argued that evell for a rather slllall belief net
work such a straightforwardly performed analysis is highly time-consnming". In t.his 

chapt.er, we have shown that, by qualitative considerations pertaining to a belief net
work1s digraph, various conditional probabilities can be identified that upon variation' 

cannot. influence t.he network's probability of interest, Analyses with respect to these 
probabilities are uninformative and can t.herefore be excluded from the overall analy

sis. J'vlore specifically, we have shown that a sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief 
network can be restricted to the condit.ional probabilities of the nodes ii'OIll the sen

sitivit.y set. for t.he network's node of int.erest. Excluding uninformative analyses can 
lead to a considerable reduction in the computational burden of a sensit.ivity analysis, 

as is evidenced by the results from t.he experiments we have performed on randomly 
generated belief networks. \Ve have furt.her shown t.hat for sensitivit.y analyses t.hat. are 

informative, simple mathematical functions exist expressing the network's probabilit.y 
of interest in terms of t.he conditional probabilities under study, Knowledgc of t.hese 

funct,ions allows for .even further reduction of t.he comput.at.ional burden of a sCllsi

tivit.y analysis, as only t.he constants in the functions need be determined, rendering 
systemat.ic variat.ion of conditional probabilities unnecessary. 

In t.his chapt.er, we- have focused att.ention on a aile-way sensitivity analysis of a 
Bayesian belief network in which t.he network's condit.ional probabilit,ies arc investi-
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gated one at a time. For such an analysis, we have detailed t.he mathematical function 

expressing the network's probability of interest in terms of a single condit.ional prob

ability. ~vlore specifically, we have shown that, in general, t.he probability of interest 

relates as a quotient of two lineal' futlctions to a conditional probability under study. 

In essence, it is also possible to investigate the effect. of simultaneolls variation of two 

or more conditional probabilities. Such a higher-order sensitivity analysis can, just. 

as a one-way analysb, be restricted to the condit.ional probabilities of the nodes that 

arc included in the sensitivit.y set. for a belief network's node of interest, l'vloreover, 

for higher-order sensitivity analyses also simple mat.hematical fundiollti exist bet.ween 

a net.work's probabilit.y of int.erest. and the condit.ional probabilities under st.udy. AI~ 

though not. reported in this chapter, we have det.ailed the functions that hold in a 

two-way sensitivit.y analysis in ·which conditional probabilities are studied pairwise. 

These functions comprise terms for the separate effects of each of the two conditional 

probabilities being investigated as ·well as termti for their joint effect. More specifically, 

the probability of interest, ill general, relates as a quotient. of two bi-linear functions 

to the probabilities under st.udy. The more conditional probabilities of a belief net~ 

work are investigated simultaneoutily, the more involved the mathematical functions 

will be. \Ve feel that t,he results of higher-order sentiitivit.y analyses in which t.hree or 

more cundit.ional probabilities are studied simultaneously will in general be very hard 
to interpret.. 

In the ncar future, we envision further experiments with our method of sensitivity 

analysis un real-life Bayesian belief networks. In these experiments, we would like 

to study t.he reliability of belief network's output in generaL Also, we would like to 

evaluate in more detail the effect of the locat.ion of the node of int.erest. and of t.he 

observed nodes ill a network'ti digraph. In addition) we envision further investigat.ion 

of t.he properties of sensitivity analysis, bot.h from a theoret.ical and an experimental 

point. of view. OUI' experiments so far on randomly generat.ed belief networks and on 

the ALAR~I-Iletwork have shown considerable computational savings. lvlotivated by 

these initial results, we hope to be able t.o arrive at. a generally applicable, practicable 

met.hod for sensitivit.y analysis of Bayesian belief networks. 

Appendix 

In the Sections 4.3 and 4.4 of this chapler we have presented various properties of 

sensitivity analysis of Bayesian belief networks. In Section 4.3, we have introduced the 

concept of a sensitivity set for a net.work's node of interest given available observations. 

\Ve have shown t.hat. t.he conditional probabilities of t.he nodes that arc not included 

ill a sensitivit.y set ullder considerat.ion upon variation cannot illfluence the probability 

of int.erest. For t.he nodes that are included in the sensit.ivity set., we have shown in 
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Section 4.4 t,hat. the probability of int.erest relates t.o the conditional probabilities of 

these nodes as a quotient of two linear functions. So far, we have presented t,hese 

properties wit.h short, int.uitive proofs. In this appendix, we provide full proofs for t.he 

various different properties. 

In order t.o prove that a belief network's probabilit,y of interest for a node Vr is alge

braically independent. of the conditional probabilities of any node that. is not included 

in a sensitivit.y set Scn(Vn 0) under consideratioll, we have partitioned, in Dcfilli

t.ion d.3.3, the set of remaining nodes into t.he three sets insenl (\~>, 0), Insen'2(Vn 0), 

and Inscn3(1~., 0). In the following lemma, we show that tllf'se three sets and the 

sensitivity set are JUutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. 

Lemma A.1 Let B be a Bayesian belief network with the digraph G = (V(G), A(G)). 
Let 1~. E 11(G) be the network's node of interest and let. 0 C;; 11(G) be the set. of observed 
nodes in O. Let. 8en(\~.) 0) be the sensitivity set for 1~. given 0 and let Insenl (Vn 0), 
Insen,(V" 0), Insen3(V" 0), and Sen(1~, 0) be defined as in Definition 4.3.3. Thea, 

• Inseni(V" 0) n Insenj(1~., 0) = 0, for all i, j = 1,2,3 with i f j; 

• 11(G) \ Sen(1~.,0) = U,=1,2,3 Inseni(1~., 0). 

Proof. From Definition 4.3.3, it is read.ily seen that the sets Insenl (1~.) 0), Inscr12( \~., 0)) 
and 11Iscn3(1~.) 0) are mut.ually exclusive, In OUl' proof, we therefore focus on the second 

property st.ated in the lemma. 

To prove that 11(G) \ Sen(1~., 0) = Ui=1,2,3 InSelli(V,., 0), we have to show that any 
node that is included in olle of the sets Jnseni(1~·, 0), is not included in 8en(Vn 0), 
and vice versa. To show that a node \0 is not. induded in the set. 8en(V;.,O), we 

construct from t.he belief net.work's digraph G the auxiliary d.igraph cr as defined 

in Definition 4.3.1 and show that in G* any chain from \0's auxiliary predecessor 

Xj t.o t.he node of int.erest 1~. is hlocked by O. \Ve. now begin by showing that 

Ui=1,2,3 11lseni(V" 0) C;; 11(G) \ Sen (1~., 0): 

• \Ve assume that Insenl(l~.) 0) U InsenA1~., 0) # 0 and consider a node Vj E 

Jnsenl(l~.)O)Ulllsellz(l~.,O). \Ve observe that, in the digraph G, any chain from 

t.his node 1~· t.o node 1~. illcludes eit.her a predecessor or a successor of \0; in 

the auxiliary digraph G*, therefore, any chain from 1j"s auxiliary predecessor 

Xj to node Vr eqnally includes eit.her an(othel') predecessor or a successor of 10. 
Now, for node 1f;, we have by definition t.hat (( {1f;} U 1fG(1~)) I 0 I {V,.} )~. 
From (({V,} U 1fG(1f;)) I 0 I {1~·})i;, we have that., in the digraph G, any chain 
Vj ---+ ... \~. from \0 to 1~. that. includes a successor of Vj , is blocked by 0, In t.he 

auxiliary digraph G*, t.herefore, any chain Xj ---+ 10 ---+ ••. \lr from Xj to 1~. that 

includes a successor of V" is blocked by O. From (({1f;}U1fr;(Vj)) I 0 I (1~·})i;, 
we furt.her have that, in G, allY chain li·· ·l~ from a node \'1.: E lfG(lj') to node 
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Vr is blocked by O. In G* 1 therefore, any chain X} ----7 1') f----- Vi .. ··, 1~. from Xj 
to I~. that. includes a node V, E 1fG(I~), is blocked hy O. We conclnde t.hat 

({XJ 101 {I~})b.· By definition, we have t.hat I~ E V(G) \ Sell(I~, 0) . 

• \Ve assume that, Il1sen3(VrJ 0) ¥- 0 and consider a node 10 E Insel1:1(\;;', 0). For 
this node I~, we have by definition that I~ E V(G) \ 7[(;(\7,) and <7(;(1';) nO = 0. 

From t.hese properties, we have t.hat, ill the digraph G J any chain from node 

10 to node 1~. either includes a predecessor Vf,; of lj or includes a descendant 

\~Jl E ac(Vj ) with two incoming arcs fol' which aG(\~I!) n 0 = 0. In the auxiliary 
digraph G\ any ('hain Xj ----7 1') f----- Vi.'··· Vr from 1')'8 auxiliary predecessor X} 
t.o node 1~. that includes an(other) predecessor 11k of lj, is blod{ed by 0 because 

ac(Vj) n 0 = 0. Furthermore, in cr J any chain X} ----7 ''} ----+ , •• --+ 1~1I f----- " ·1~. 

from X} to Vr is blocked by 0 because aG{l~I!) n 0 = 0. 'Ve conclude that 

({Xj} 101 {I~·})b .. By definition, we have t.hat I'; E V(G) \ Sen(I~.,O). 

From the previous observations, we conclude that. Ui=1,2,3 Jnseni{l~>, 0) ~ V(G) \ 
Sen{l~" 0); note that the property t.rivially holds for the case where Inseni(Vr, 0) = 0, 

i = 1,2,3. 

We proceed by showing that, V(G) \ Sen(I~., 0) C; Ui~1.2.3 Inseni(V" 0). We assume 
that V(G) \ Sen(I~., 0) f 0; the property t.rivially holds otherwise. We now consider 

a node I'; E V(G) \ Sen(V" 0). For this node I~, we have by definit.ion that ({Xj} I 
o I {1~.})~ .. \Ve distinguish between two cases, t.he case where 10 E 1fG{l~·) and·t.he 

case where I'; <;t 1Ta(I~.): 

• We aSSUIlle that. Vj E 1T(AI~). From ({Xj} 101 {V,})b., we have that, in the 

auxiliary digraph G*, any chain Xj -> 10 -> .. . Vr from Xj to 1~> t.hat includes 

a sllccessor of Vj, is blocked by O. 'Ve conclude from this observation that, in 
t.he digraph G, any chain 10 -> ... Vr from 10 to t~. is blorked by 0, Not.e 

that from 10 E 1fGn~.), we hav~ that, t.here exists at. least one (directed) pat.h 

Vj -> '" -> 1";- from 10 to 1~. in G, From this path being blocked, we conclude 

that <7a(Vj) nO f 0. Now, from ({Xj} 101 {I~})~., we ftll'ther observe that, 

in t.he digraph cr any chain Xj -> 10 t- V".' .. 1~. from Xj t.o Vn t.hat. includes 

an (other) predecessor Vk of I~, b blocked by O. From <7;;(1';) n 0 f 0 and t.he 

previous observat.ions, we have t.hat., in G, any chain Vk ... Vr from a predecessor 

Vk on,; to I~ is blocked by O. We condnde that (({I~} U 7f(;(I';)) I 0 I {Iq)" 
and, hence, that Vj E Insenl(Vr, 0) . 

• 'Ve assume that 10 f/:- 1fc.,(Vr), 'Ve once more distinguish between tv,'O cases, the 

case where <7;,(1';) n 0 = 0 and the case where <7(;(1';) n 0 f 0: 

- We assume that <7a(I~) nO = 0. By definition, we have that I~ E 

InseIl3(V" 0). 
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- We assume that "G(1~) n 0 f 0. From ({Xj) I 0 I {1~.})~., we have 
that., in t.he auxiliary digraph G* I any chain Xj ~ 10 ----+ •• , 1~. from Xj 

to l~. that. includes a successor of '0, is blocked by O. \Vo conclude from 

this observation that, in the digraph G, any chain 10 ----+ •• ·1~. from '0 
to 1~ is blocked by O. From ({XJ I 0 I {1~.))&., we further observe 
that,) in the auxiliary digraph G*, any chain Xj --+ 10 f---- VA:'" liT from 

Xj to 1~. t.hat includes an(othel') predecessor VA: of 10, is blocked by O. 

From ac(\0) nOt 0 and the previous observations, we have that., in the 

digraph G, any chain 11k'" \IT from a predecessor 11k of '0 to 1fT is blocked 
by O. We conclude that (({1~) U 1fG(1~)) I 0 I {1q)~ and, hence, that 

1~ E Insen, (V" 0). 

From the previous considerations we conclude t.hat 10 E Ui=1,2,3 Inseni(Vrl 0) 

and, hence, that V(G) \ Sen (V" 0) <;: Ui~'.'.3 Inseni(1~·, 0). 

From V(G) \ Sen(V" 0) <;: Ui~,,2,3 Inseni(V" 0) and Ui~,,2,3 Inseni(V" 0) <;: V(G) \ 
Sen(1~, 0) we conclude that V(G) \ Sen (V" 0) = Ui~1.2.3 Inseni(V" 0), as stated in 
the lemma. 0 

In Sect.ion 4,3, we have provided t.he t.hree lemmas 4.3.5, 4.3.7, and 4,3.9, stating 

that the probabilit.y of interest of a Bayesian belief network is algebraically indepen
dent. of the conditional probabilities of the nodes included ill t.he sets Insenl{Fn OL 
Insen2(l~·, 0), and Insen3(1'r,0). \Ve will provide formal proofs for these lemmas 

shortly. Before doing so,_however, we introduce t.he concept of a sensitivity ordering 
of the nodes of a belief network's digraph that will be llsed t.hroughout the proofs. 

Definition A.2 Let B be a Bayesian belief network with the digraph G = (F(G), A(G)) 

where V(G) = {V" ... , 1~,}, n ;0 1. Let V, E V(G) be the ne/.work's node of interest 

and let 0 <;: V(G) be the set of observed nodes in G. Lei, Sen(1~., 0) be the sensitivity 

set for 1~ given 0 and let Insen, (V" 0), Insm,(1!" 0), and Insen3(1~·,0) be defined 

as in Definition 4.3.3. Let,: V(G) +--+ {i, ... , n} be a total ordering on V(G), sueh 

Ihat 

• for any two nodes 1';, Vj E V(G) wilh 1'; -) 1~ E A(G), 
we have 1(1';) < 1,(1~); 

• for any two nodes 1'; E Insen,(V" 0) U Sen (V" 0), 1~ E Insen2(1~·, 0), we have 

1(1';) < 1(11;); 

• for any l,lUO nodes 1'; E Insen2(1~., 0), Vj E Insen., (V" 0), //Ie have 1,(1';) < 1,(1~). 

Then, /' is a sensitivity ordering of G with respect to ,~. and O. 
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For any node of interest and any set. of observed nodes, there exists a sensitivity ordering 
of a belief network's digraph. Any such sensitivit.y ordering is a topological ordering of 
the digraph at hane!. 

Lemma A.3 (ef. Lemma 4.3.5) Let B be a Bayesian belief net,work with the digmph 
0= (11(0), A(O)). Let Pr be ti,e joint pmbabilitll distribution defined by B. Let 0 c;: 
V(G) be the set of ob.<wrved nodes in G and let 0 denote the corresponding observations. 
Let lIr E V(G) be the network's node a/interest. Then, for any value v)' ofll,., we have 
that Pr(v, 1 0) "" p(l,; 11[0(1';)) for every node 1'; E Insen3(11" 0), 

Proof. Let /. be a sensitivit.y ordering of G wit.h respect to VI' and O. \Vit.hout. loss of 
generality, we assume t.hat. t.he nodes ill G arc indexed by t.heir ordering number, t,hat 

is, we assume t.hat 1,(1~) = ij we take n :2: 1 to be the number of nodes in G, From 
t.he rule of marginalisation, we have that t.he probabilit.y of int.erest. Pr(vr 1 0) can be 
writ.ten as 

L Pr(({Vl, ... ,Vn } \ ({V,) UO)) II v, II 0) 

P ( I) (V"".I\,j\("juOj 

rv, 0 = L Pr(({Vl, ... ,I'\,}\O)lIo) 
{\'" ... ,l'n}\O 

In the above equation, we have used t.he notation LW t.o indicat.e summation over 
all possible values of t.he variables in the set IV. In t.he following, we will also use 
t.he 1I0tation IX=l:; t.his notat.ion is lIsed to indicate t.hat. in t.he preceding formula t.he 
variables in the set. X t.ake t.he combinat.ion of values x. Now, llsing t.he propert.y stated 
in Proposit.ion 4.2.6 for t.he probabilit.y dist.ribution Pr defined by t.he network, we find 
that 

L II p(V; I "G(le)) 
Pr(o, 1 0) = (I'" .. ,I\,j\({vdUOj i=l, ... ,n 

L II p(l~ I1TG(I~)) 
{1'1, ... ,l'n}\O j=l, ... ,n 0=0 

From the definition of sensitivit.y ordering, we have t.hat. t.he nodes in t.he set. 
Insena(VrlO) have t.he highest. ordering numbers in the network's digraph; wit.hout loss 
of generality, we assume that. Insen30~·, 0) includes t.he nodes 1~lZ+l"'" 1~1' Now, 

L f(. II pile I1TG(le))).(. II 1'(1, I1TG(If;)))) 
{V",." \~,}\ \ l=rn+l, ... ,n !=l, ... ,rn 
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From Definition 4.3.3) we know that the set Insen3(1~'J 0) does not include any nodes 
from the set {1q U 0, that is, ({V,) U 0) n {Vm+1 , ... , lin} = 0. Since our sen
sitivit.y ordering is a topological ordering) we further know that. (Ui=t, ... ,m 1fG(1~)) n 
{\~ll+lj'" j \~!} = 0. Using these observations, we find that 

Pr(v, I 0) = 

{\"'~Vm)\ (Cm+~.v"pJI./(I'; 17I'G(V,))) :J~.,/(I'; I 11'e(I';))) ~::', 
({lquO) 

The rule of marginalisation now implies t.hat t.he slim terms in parentheses in the 
equation above equal one: for node 1~n lllargillalisation gives 

II 1'(1'; I 11'e(V;)) = 

. L, f(z;: p(I", I 11'G(I",))) ._ II 1'(1'; I 11'e(I';))) 
{\m+l, ... ,ln_l} ,I P,,} 1_111+1, ... ,11_1 

II 1'(1'; I 11'G(V;)) 
{\~"+1'''''\';'-1} i=m+l, ... ,1!-l 

Recursively repeating this argument for the nodes Vn- I , •. , J Vm+l results in 

I: II 1'(1'; I 11'c;(1';)) = I 
{l'm+l, ... ,F,,} i=m+l, ... ,n 

We conclude that 

I: II p(1'; InG(I';)) v, ~", 
(\'I .. >l~,,}\({\~.}uO) i=l, ... ,m 0-0 

Pr( v, I 0) = '--"''--'-=''-''----'----'-'-----,----1'''-''''''-

I: II P(Vj I 11'G(10)) 
{V"l, ... ,Vm}\O j=l, ... ,m 0=0 

which shows that the probabilit.y of interest Pl'(v,. I 0) is algebraically independent of 
t.he conditional probabilities of any node from the set Inserl3(1~., 0), mi stated in t.he 
lemma. 0 

So far, we have shown that a belief network's probabilit.y of interest. for a node l~. given 
observations for nodes 0 is algebraically independent of t.he condit.ional probabilities of 
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any node from t.he set 11Isen3(1~·) 0). "'e now proceed by showing that this probability 
of interest is also algebraically independent of t.he conditional probabilities of t.he nodes 
from the set 1n8e1l2(11" 0). 

Lemma A.4 (cf. Lemma 4.3.7) Let B be a Ballesian belief network with the digraph 
G = (11(G), A(G)). Let Pr be the joint. probability distribution defined by B. Let 0 <:: 
V(G) be the set. of observed nodes in G and let 0 denote the cOl'1'cspollding observations. 
Let l~ E \1(0) be the network's node of interest. Then, for any value lIr of VrJ we have 
that Pr(v,. ! 0) "" p(lf; !7fc(If;)) for every node If; E 1nsel12 (11" 0). 

Proof. Let /, be a sensitivit.y ordering of G with rl'sped to 1~. and O. 'Vithout loss 
of generality, we assume that Insen3n~·, 0) = 0. Also without loss of generality, 
we assume that the uodes in e-; are indexed by their ordering number, t.hat is, we 
assume that 1,(1~) = i. \Ve take n ;::: 1 to be the number of nodes in G. From the 
definit.ion of sensitivity ordering, we have t.hat the nodes in Insen2(V;"O) have the 
highest ordering numbers in the digraph; we assume t.hat. Insen2(V;" 0) consists of t,he 
nodell l~rI+l'" " lin. For OUl' probabilit.y of interest Pl'(VI' '10), we find that 

Since our Ilensitivit.y ordering is a topological ordering of G, we know that 
(Ui~j, ... ,,,, 7fu(11;)) n {Vm+ j , ... , Vn } = 0. Since I~ r,t Jnsen2(1~, 0) by definition, we 
also have that \~ rf {1~n+l1." ., l~l}' Using these observations, we fiud that 

Pr(v,. I 0) = 

{VI,.,., Vm }\ 

({V,}UO) 

I: 
p'l, ... ,Fm}\O {\~"+1 "."Vn}\O 0=0 

Now, from Defiuition 4.3.3, we have that the nodes \~rI+l, ... , \In from the set 

Insen2(Fn 0) and t.heir predecessors are d-separatcd from the Hode of interest \~,. Any 
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predecessor of a norle \~! -i = rn+ 1,.,., n, t.herefore, is either included in Insen2(1;;', 0) 
itself or is an observed node. We conclude that (U~m+I,,,.," 7fG(l';)) n ({VI, .. " lr,,,j \ 
({V, j U 0)) = 0. The probability of interest can now be written as 

Pr(II,. I 0) = 

C'm+'~I'"}IG ,JJ./(Vi I 1l'G(11;))} [ {V".~l'm}1 ,~P,mP(l1; 11l'G(V'))] 
({V,JUO) 

0=0 

L II p( If; I 'if G (If;)) 
,~. = Vr 

{\'i> '" ,",,j I( (I', JUG) i=l, .• ,In 

L II p(l~ 11I'G(I~)) 
{FI, ... ,Vm}\O j=t, .. ,m 0=0 

which shows that t.he probability of interest. Pr(vr I 0) is algebraically independent of 
the condit.ional probabilit.ies of any node from t.he set. Insen2(VrI0}, as ,stated ill the 
lemma. 0 

So far, we have shown that a belief network's probability of interest for a node liT given 
observations for nodes 0 is algebraically independent of the conditional probabilities 
of any node from the sets In8en3(l~'1 0) and InsenAVr, 0). To conclude, we now prove 
that this probability of interest is also algebraically independent of t.he conditional 
probabilities of the nodes from t.he set Insenl (1~., 0). 

Lemma A,5 (cf. Lemma 4.3.9) Let B be a Bayesian belief network with the digraph 
G = (V(G), A(G)). Let PI' be the joint probability distribution defined bll B. Let 0 <;; 
V(G) be the set of observed nodes in G and let 0 denote fhe corresponding observations. 
Let Vr E V(G) be fhe network's node of interest. Then, fol' any value 'Vr of Vr, we have 
that Pr(v, 10) "" p(I'; Iwatl';)) for every node I'; E Insenl (1-;', 0). 

Proof. 'Vit.hout loss of generality, we aSSllme that Insen2(l";., 0) = 0 and Insen3(1";., 0) 
= 0. From these assumptions and Lemma A.l, we have that V(G) = Scn(1";.,O) U 
IrlSClll(1'r,O). Let the nodes from Sen(VnO) be called VI"'" Vm and let the uodes 
from lnsenl (Vn 0) be called VmH , ... ) l~l) n 2'. 1; note that, in contrast with the proof.') 
of the previolls lemmas, the nodes are not indexed by t.heir ordering number according 
to some sensitivity ordering of G. For our probability of interest Pr(vr 10), we now 
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find that 

~ (( II P(lr,l7rG(I;;)))'( II p(l;; IITG(I;;)))) V.~". 
{VI, ,l-;.}\({Vdu()) I=m+l, ,J! 1=1, ,m 0-0 

Pr( 11, I 0) ~ '--'-'--'-"-'-=-'"-,;-~----'----___ __'_,---'------"'+_!."-'=-"-

~ (( II p(l~ I"G(1~)))'( II p(l~ IKG(I,,)))) 
P'" ,V,,}\O }=m+l, ,n )=1, ,m 0=0 

From Definition 4,3.3, we have that the Hodes vm+1, " . , Vn from the fief. insenl n~·, 0) 
and their predecessors are d-separated from the node of interest. 1~, Any predecessor of 
a node 1~, i = In + 1, ... , n, therefore, is either included in Insenl (1;;', 0) itfielf or is an 

observed node. We conclude that (Ui~"'+1.".,,, "G(Fi))n( {V" ... , 1~"l \( (l~·lUO)) = 0. 
In addition, for every node 1~, i = 1, ... , m, from Scn(l~.) 0), we have that. any 
predecessor t.hat is included in the set insenl (lin 0) is an observed node. Hence, 

Ui~l,,,.,mKG(l;')) n ({Vm+l,"" V"l \ 0) ~ 0. Building upon these observations, the 
probability of interest can be written as 

Pr(v, I 0) = 

C""+,~\"')\O i~"g,,,.,/(Ir, I 7r
G
(lr,))} ( (I'".~Vm)\ i~P,m 1'(1;; I7rG(1'i))] 

({I'el U 0) 

0=0 

~ II p(l!; I "G(I;;)) 
Fr =Vr 

{vJ, '" Fm} \( {\'r JUG) i=l, .. ,171 )-

~ II p(l~ I1TG(I~)) 
{Fl, ... ,V;,,}\O j=l,. .,m 0=0 

which shows that the probability of interest Pr(vr 10) is algebraically independent of 

the conditional prohabilities of any node from the set. insenl (V/' 1 0), as stated in the 

lemma. 0 

In the foregoing, we have shown that a belief network's probability of interest is alge

braically independent of the conditional probabilities of any node that. is not indudcd 

in the sensitivit.y set under consideration. \Ve now show that the probability of int.erest. 

relates to any conditional probability for a node from the sensitivity set as a quotient 

of two linear functions. 
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Proposition A.6 (cf. Proposition 4.4.1) Let B be a Bayesian belief network with the 
digraph G = (V(G), A(G)) and let. Pr be the joint probability distributian defined by 

B. Let. 0 ~ V(G) be the set of observed nodes in G and let 0 denole the correspond· 

ing observations. Let 1~. be the network's node of interest and let Sen(Vrl 0) be the 
.<;ensilivity set for l~, given O. Then, for any value VI" of \lr, we have that 

a':r + b I'r(II,. I 0) = "-."-.'--', 
c·,,:+d 

fol' every conditional probability:t: = p(vs In') of every node l~ E Sen(VnO), where ((, 
b, G, and dare constanis that are dependent I1pon the values Vs of v~ and w' of 1fG(l~). 

Proof. The probability of interest Pr(lI, I 0) for the belief network B equals 

P .( I ) - Pr( v, /\ 0) 
1 11, 0 - ( ) PI' a 

"'ithout loss of generalit.y, we take the nodes of the belief net.work B to be 1111 "" l~!) 

n ;:;:: 1. For ease of exposition, we assume all variables in the network to be binary, 
taking Olle of the truth valucs true and false. \Ve will use Vi to denote t.he proposit.ion 
t.hat. the variable 1~ takes t.he value true; l'i = false will be denoted as ,Vi' \Ve will 
return t.o our assumption of binary variables at. the end of t.he proof. \Ve now consider a 
node V~ from the sensit.ivit.y set Sen{Fr ! 0) under study. \Vit.hout loss of generalit.y! we 
investigat.e t.he sensitivity of t.he probabilit.y of interest with regard to the conditional 
probability p( lis 17[') for this node, where 7f' is a specifi~ ~ombinat,ion of values for t.he 
nodes from t.he set 7r(](V~). For the Ilumerator Pr( Vr /\ 0) of t,he probability of interest, 
we find that. 

Pr(v,./\ 0) = 

{FI, ... , F,,}\ 
(W,) U 0) 

{FI, ... , F,,}\ 
({\quO) 

II 1'(1'; I na(l';)) 
i=l, ... ,n 

(
P(l', l1fc(V,))' i~ P.,n, p(I'; I'irG(I';))) 

i :f:- s 
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{V" ... ,Vn }\ 

({FT. V~} U ToeWs) U 0) 

+ 
{V" .. "V,,}\ 

({V" Vs ) U lfCW.) UD) 

(
(1 - p(v, Iff'))· i ~ P .. n. p(l'; I1TG(l';))] 

i#-s 

+ L 
{\'t, ... ,V,d\ 
(P',}UG), 
"G{V~) i= if' 

(
P(l'; Iffu(1',))· i~ P .. n. p(l'; I1TU (l';))] 

ii-s 

If, =1'r 

0=0 

The first term in the above 811Ill of t.hree assemhles all products t.hat. specify the COll

ditional probahility p( l1s I 'if/). The second t.erm gat.hers all products specifying the 
complement, p(.vs 11T'), of t.he conditional probabilit.y under st.udy. Note that this 
term, as the first one, dependR on t.he value of p( V8 11f'). The t.hird t.erm, to conclude, 
collects the remaining productR; these products specify fol' the node 1~ a condit.ional 
probability that has anot.her combination of values than w' for its conditioning part. 

Note that. the third terlll does not depend on the value of the conditional probahility 
under study. "'riting::-t: for p(vs 11f'), we find that 

Pr(v,./lo) ~ a· '"+ b 

where 

a 

{Vl, ... ,Vn }\ 

({Fr , F8 } U iTG(\") U 0) 

{Fl, ... , \~,}\ 
({Vr , \q U ;ro(\'.) UO) v, = -'Vs 

iTo(Fs) = iT' 
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and 

b 
P'l, ... , \In }\ 

({Fr, V$) U ;TO{\'.) u 0) 

+ L 
{V!, ... ,V,,}\ 
({\\jUG), 
if 0(\'.) of=- ,,' 

Note that the constants a and b arc related to the conditional probability under st.udy 
but are not dependent upon its value. 

For the denominator Pl'(o) of the probability of int.erest, we analogously find that 

Pr(o} = 

{FI, ... ,V;,}\ 
({\'.) U KO(V.) u 0) 

+ 

+ 

{FI, ... , Vn }\ 

({Vs) U iTG(\'~) U 0) 

L ~IF' I ", IF,)} . 
{Fl, ... ,V,,}\O, 

/fO(\'.) i= if' 

=c':c+d 

II ,'Iv. I 'c{")}) 0 ~, i= 1, ... ,11, 
ii=-s 

once more writing :t: for the conditional probability under study. For the constants c 
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and el, we have t,hat. 

c 

and 

d 

{Fl, ... ,F,,}\ 
{{\~.} u "oWs) U 0) 

pll, ... , F,,)\ 
({Vs}u;;o(\':,)UO) 

{Vi, .. "F,,}\ 
({Vs) U iToWs) U 0) 

+ L:: 
{V\, ... ,F,,}\O, 

iTo{Fs) t if' 

0=0 

Fs = Vs 

ifO(\'s) = if' 

0=0 

Vs =---.vs 
;rot'';) = ,,' 

From t.he previolls observat.ions, we conclude t.hat. t.he probabilit.y of interest. Pl'( Vr I 0) 
equals 

a· :c+b 
Pr(v, I 0) ~ --

U':D + d 

where ;r, ft, h, c, and d arc as above. 

In our proof so far, we have assumed all variables ill t.he belief net.work B t.o he 

binary. \Ve would like to note that. the proof call be generalised to non-binary vari

ables, provided that for varying t.he value of a conditional probability p( Vs ) 'if') for a 

node \~ from the sensitivity set under study, the ratio of any pair of complementary 

probabilities p(v~ I 7(/) and p(v~ 11T') for t.his nocle is kept. fixed. 0 

So far, we have shown t.hat a belief network's probability of interest relates as a quo

t.ient of two lineal' funct.ioBs t.o a conditional probability under study. For a conditional 

probability t.hat pertains to a node from the sensitivity set. t.hat. does not. have any 

observed descendants, t.his fUBct.ional relation reduces to a linear function. 

Proposition A.7 (d. Proposition 4.4.3) Let B be a Bayesian belief network wilh Ihe 
digraph G ~ (V(G). A(G)) and let Pr be Ihe joint probability distribution defined by 

B. Let 0 <;; V(G) be Ihe set of observed nodes in G and let. a denote Ihe corresponding 
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obsC1'vations. Let l~. be the network's node of interest and let Sen(Fn 0) be the sen
sitivity set. for V, given O. Let V, E Sen(l~., 0) with a'(1I,) n 0 = 0. Then, for any 

value Vr of l~'J we have that 

Pr(v,. 10) = n ':r + b 

for every conditional probability:r = p(us J1f') ofl's, where a and b arc constants that 
arc dependent l1pon the values lis of V~ and 7f' of na(l's). 

Proof. The probability of interest. Pr( Vr I 0) for t.he belief nct.work B once more equals 

P .( I ) - Pr( v,. i\ 0) 
I II, a - ( ) Pr 0 

From t.he proof of Proposition A.G, we have that. the numerator Pr(vr 1\ 0) in thb 

equation relat.es linearly to the conditional probability x under study. i'vfore formally, 

"\vc have that 

Pr(I1, i\ 0) = n' . ,r + b' 

where a' and h' are constants as specified in t.he proof of the proposition. 
Let. /, be a sensitivit.y ordering of G with respect, to \/;. and O. "'ithollt loss of 

generalit.y) we assume t.hat. t.he nodes in G are indexed by their ordering number) that 
is) we assume that. i.(1'i) = i; we take n 2: 1 to be t.he number of nodes in O. For ease 
of expositioll, we furt.her assume all variables in the network to be binary, taking one 
of the truth values tme ancI false. \Ve will once more lise Vi to denote the proposition 
that the variable 1~ takes the value true; 1~ = false will be denoted as ---Vi. Our proof 
can bc gencralised to Han-binary variables as indicated in the proof of Proposition A.G. 
\Ve now consider a node V~ frolll t.he sensitivity set Sen(1~., 0) under study, ''lit-hout 
loss of generality, we assume that. t.he set a* (V~) consists of the nodes lis, , ,. J lin. \Ve 
invelltigate the sensitivity of the probability of interest wit.h regard to the conditional 
probability p(vs lIT') for the Hode l":s, where IT' is a specific combination of values for 
the nodes from ITc(Vs)' For t.he denominator Pr(o) of the probability of interest., we 
find that 

Pr(o) 
P/l' ",V,,}\O i=l, ... ,n 0=0 

Since our sensitivity ordering i. is a t.opological ordering, we know t.hat 

(U;~l, .. .,'-l 1fd\~)) n {V" ... , 1~,} = 0. In addition, we have that a'(\>;) n 0 = 0 and, 
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hence, t.hat. {V~, ... , \In} n 0 = 0. Building upon these observat,ions, we find that. 

Pr(o) = I: (( I: 
(\' ..... 1',->1\0 {\'" .... v,,} 

The rule of rnarginalisation now implies that the sum term in parentheses in the equa
tion above equals one. 'Ve conclude that 

Pr(o) II p(J,! 11fr;(J'!)) 
{Fl,. "\'8-I}\O i=l, ... ,S-1 0=0 

From t.his derivation, we have that. Pr(o) is a constant with respect to the conditional 
probability under study x. 1<or our probability of interest, we now find that 

Pr(v,. 10) a', a: + b' = I 
C 

where a = ~ and b = ~. 0 c c 
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Chapter 5 

A computational architecture for 

n-way sensitivity analysis of 

Bayesian networks 

Abstract 

A probabilit.y computed from a Bayesian network relates to the parameters of the net.

work by a simple mathematical function. A prior probabilit.y can be expressed as a 

multilinear function in t.he network's parameters; a posterior probability is a quotient 

of two such functions. These' functions serve to yield insight into the robustness of 

a Bayesian network and t.hus constit.ute t.he basis for a sensitivity analysis. Sensitiv

ity analysis amounts to establishing the coefficients in the functions under study. In 

t.he past, various methods fol' sensitivity analysis have heen suggested, lvIost of these 

methods are very much demanding from a computational point. of view. In t.his chap

t.er, we present a new and efficient method. The method builds upon a junct.ion-tree 

representation of a Bayesian network for its comput.ational architecture. It computes 

the coefficients of the sensitivity functions under study by propagating and combining 

vectors of (partially com"puted) coefficients through the junction tree. 

5.1 Introduction 

A Bayesian network is a concise representation of a joint probability dist.ribut.ion on 

a set of st.atistical variables. It can be used for computing the prior or posterior 

probability of any variable in t.he network in view of the currently available evidence. 

To that end) various met.hods for propagating evidence ill a Bayesian network have 

been developed [Pearl, 1988, Lauritzen & Spicgelhalter, 19881. 

A Bayesian network of realistic si~e contains a considerable number of conditional 

probabilities; t.hese probabilit.ies are the network's parameters. The parameters of a 
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Bayeb'iall network arc typically assessed hy experts in t.he domain of applicat.ion or lIlay 

be est.imat.ed from dat.a. Due t.o, for example, problems of bias and poor calibration 

or lack of sufHcient., reliable, dat.a, t.he rstimatl'S obtained tend to be inaccurate. In

accuracies in a network's parameters may influence the reliabilit.y of the probabilitieb' 

of interest computed from t.he net.work. An integral part of investigat.ing; a network's 

reliabilit.y is to study its sensitivity. The sensit.ivity of a Bayesian network refers t.o the 

clTect all a probability of interest. of changes in t.he estimat.es for one or more of t.he 

network's parameters; to study network sensitivity, a sensitivity analysis is carried out. 

Basically, sensitivit.y analysis of a Bayesian net.work amounts to systematically vary

ing the estimates for one or more parameters in t,he network simultaneously and investi

gating the effects OIl a probabilit.y of interest. Varying one parameter estimat.e at a time 

is called a one-way sensitivitll analysis. It serves to reveal the independent effect of the 

paramet.er under study on a probability of interest.. The t.erm l1-way sensitivity analysis 
is used to indicat.e that n, n ~ 1, net.work parameters arc varied sinmltaneously. It. 

reveals how the n parameters interact. in their effect. on a prohability of interest. In 

clinical decision analyses [Habhema el al., 1990, Dippel et. at., 1992]' it is customary 

to perform a two-way or three-way sensitivit.y analysis as well as a one-way sensitivity 

analysis, since it yields additional insight in a model's robustncss. The l'f'SllltS of such 

an analysis arc relatively easy to int.erpret. and can he represented graphically. Higher 

order sensitivity analyses are uncolllmon since their results are harder to int.erpret. 

However, for generality, we consider in t.his chapt.er the sit.uation in which an arbitrary 

number of n parameters is varied. 

The most straight.Corward way of performing a sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian 

net.work is to vary the parameters under study stepwise and in a systematic way. The 

eRect of t.hese stepwise variations on the probability of interest is evaluated by using 

any standard propagation algorithm. For larger net.works and for sensit.ivity analyses 

involving more than one parameter, such a straightforward approach is computation

ally unfeasible. In recent years, various researchers have addressed t.he computational 

complexity of performing a sensitivity analysis [Laskey, 1095, Cast.illo et al., 1997a, 

Coupe & Van del' Gaag, 1998, Kj.-erulff & Vau del' Gaag, 2000j. Most (;urrent.ly avail

able methods exploit the property t.hat R probability of interest computed from a 

Bayesiall network relat.es to the paramet.ers of t,he net.work by a simple mathemat.ical 

funct.ion; a prior probabilit,y can be expressed as a multilinear function in the network's 

paramet.ers and a post.erior probabilit.y is a quot.ient of two such functions. Performing 

a sensitivit.y analysis t.hen amonnts t.o establishing the coefficients in t.hese sensitiv

it.y functions. At. t.his llloluent;, t.h.e method developed by E. Castillo et al. (1997) t.o 
comput.e t.he required coefficients is t.he most efficient, method available. For each co

efficient, a different. combination of values for the paramet.ers under study is asssumed 

and suhseqnently t.he probahility of interest. is comput.ed from t,he net.work. As a result" 

a system of linear equat.ions is obtained which is solved to give the required coefficients. 
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In t.his chaptcl'~ we present a new met.hod for n-way sensitivity analysis of Bayesian 

networks. Ollr method builds upon the comput.ational architect.ure of a junction tree 

derived from a Bayesian network and is closely related to standard junction-tree prop

agation. In fact., t.he algorithm presented is an adaptat.ion of a standard propagation 

algorit.hm. Inst.ead afpotential functions as in standard propagation, the messages sent 

between the cliques in t.he junction tree are vectors of (partially computed) coefficients. 

These coefficients are processed locally PCl' clique and are combined and accumulated 

to yield the coefficients in t.he required n-way sensitivity function t.hat describes the 

probability of interest in terms of t.he n parameter.s under .study. 

Our algorithm for n-way sensitivity analysis is more efficient. t.han currently available 

methods. So far, the most efficient. met.hod for n-way sensitivity analysis has been 

present cd by Castillo ef, al. (1997). In its simplest form, our met.hod is comparable t.o 

theirs wit.h respect. to (;omputational efficiency. However, an advantage of onr met,hod is 

t,hat. it. is integrated in an existing propagation s(;heme, thereby providing a framework 

that can be easily extended and furt.her opt.imized. In this chapter, we discllss some 

optimizatioJls of the basic algorithm, such as the determination of t.he optimal root. to 

start the algorit.hm. Furthermore, with our met.hod it is Hot necessary to solve systems 

of linear equations, as is t.he case in t.he method by Castillo ct af .. 

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sed-ion 5.2, some preliminaries of Bayesian 

networks, jnnct.ion trees, aud propagation in junction trces arc presented. The prop

erUes of sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian nehvork are reviewed in Section 5.3. Sec

tion 5.4, then, descrihes our algorithm for computing t.he coefficients in all n-way 

sensitivity function. Sect.ion 5.5 deals with t.he determinat.ion of t.he optimal clique 

in t.he junct.ion t.ree t.o start thc (;ompntation of t.he required coefficicnts. Some op

timizations of our method are briefly discussed in Section 5.6. In SecUon 5.7, we 

review related work on sensitivit.y analysis of Bayesian networks, compare our method 

to [Cast.illo et at., 1997b] and dbcuss possible opt.imizations of bot.h our met.hod and 

t.he method by Cast.illo et al .. The chapter ends with some conclusions in Section 5,S. 

5.2 Bayesian networks and junction trees 

A Bayesian network basically is a (;oncise representation of a joint probabilit.y dist.ribu

tion on a set of statistical variables [Pearl, 19S8]. Informat.ion about t.he in dependences 

holding aliiong the variables is explicitly separated from the IIUlnerical quantities in

volved in the dist.ributioIl. To this end, t.he network comprises a qualitative part. and 

an associated quantit.at.ive part. 

The qualitative part of a Bayesian net.work EN is a graphical representat.ion of t.he 

independellccs holding among t.he variables in the probabilit.y dist.ributioll that is being 

represented. It. t.akes the form of an acyclic directed graph G wit.h nodes V(G). In this 
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digraph, each node l~, i = 1, .. , J 1', r 2: I, represents a statistical variable that can 

take one of a finite set of values. In the sequel, t.he set of possible values of variable \~) 

called the ulliverse of 1f;, will be indicated by n'l' Any subset of variables 11' c:: 11(0) 
has associated a universe Ow that is defined as t.he Cartesian product of the univcrfles 

of all v~riables from lV, that is, flw = X\'iEWSlv;. An element from a universe will 
be termed a configuration. In the remainder of the chapter, formula will generally be 

stat.ed as schemata involving variables. From such schemata multiple instantiations 
can be obtained by filling in configurations for the variables involved. 

The set of arcs in the digraph of a Bayesian net.work models the inciependellces 
among the represented variables. Informally speaking, we take an arc 1~ ----+ 10 to 

represent a direct influential or causal relationship between the varia bIeR \~ and l'ii 
the arc's direction designates l'i as t,he effect or consequence of the cause 1~. Absence 

of an arc between two nodes means that the corresponding variables do not influence 
each other directly and, hence, are (conditionally) independent. 

Associated wit.h t.he qualitative part, of a Bayesian network are numbers t.hat de

scribe the strengths of the influential relationships among the represented variables. 
\Vith each node \~ of the network's digraph is associated a set of conditional proba

bility distributions describing the joint influence of the various values for the node's 
(immediate) predecessors 7r(1~) on the probabilities of t.he values of this node itself, that 

is, with each node \~ are associated conditional probability dist.ributions p(1~ 17f(\~))· 
A conditional probability P(Vi I n'), for a specific value Vi E n\~ and a configura
tion Wi E n;r(\~), is t.ermed a parameter of the network. The conditional probability 
distributions jointly constit-ute the quantitative part of the network. 

\Ve illust.rate the concept of Bayesian network by means of an example that will be 
used as a running example throughout the chapter. 

Exmnple 5.2.1 Consider the I3ayesian netv.:ork shown in Figure 5.1a. The network 
pertains to the statistical variables \~, i = 1, ... ,8. From the network's digraph various 

independences are read [Pearl, 1988]. For example, variable 115 is dependent on variable 
lI1; when evidence on the value of variable V3 becomes available, however, III and lI5 

become independent. If t.he value of variable lI8 is not observed, the variables 1'6 and \17 
are independent of each other. Observing \18, however, induces a dependence between 
1'6 and \17, Associated with the variables in t.he network are the conditional probability 
distributions p(\~ I w(\~)). \Ve assume that t.he variables in our example network are 

binary. That is, they either take t,he value true, denoted by Vi, or false, denot.ed by --Vi. 

In Figure 5.1a, for each variable t.he estimates for the required condit.ional probabilities 
arc sIto·wn. From the conditional probabilities for the variable V6 we see, for example, 

t,hat the probability t.hat V6 takes t.he value true is high, unless both parents 1~3 and VI 
are false. 0 

The conditional probability distributions of a Bayesian network provide all illforma-
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J~~9 
p(v21 VI) '" 0,8 0 - p(\'J I VI) =0.8 

( ~ p(v31 vl)-06 p(v21 .... Vl)=O.9 \. Vl v) --. -. 

/ 
p(," 1 ,,) = 0.2 \' (;;J 
p(\'~I--.V2)=O.9 1 . 

pen \'.1)=0,2 

p(\s! .... v.l)=O.1 

p(,'I". ,·,)=0.9 ~ •. ~)~ 
P(V.51 .... V.I, \'~) '" o.g lv~ }!V p(v7)=OA 
p(Y61 \'3, .... \'4) == 0.8 I 
p(\61 .... \'3, .... V~) == 0.3 

Cit p(\'~ I V~, \7) == 0.1 
pCvs I .... \'6, \'7) '" 0.5 
p(\~1 \'~, .... \7) '" 05 
p(YB 1 .... \'6, .... \'7) '" 0.6 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.1: (a) An example Bayesian network and (b) the triangulated moral graph 
obtained from t.his network, 

UOH necessary for uniquely defining a joint. probability distribution on the variables 
discerned that respects the independenccs portrayed by the network's qualitative part. 

Hence, from t.he network, any (prior or posterior) probability of interest can be com

puted. For this purpose various algorithms are available [Pearl, 1988, Lauritzen & 
Spicgclhalter, 19S5, Shachter, 19S6, Shafer & Shenoy, 1990, Jensen el. al., 1990J. 

The algorithm for evidence propagation developed by S.L. Lauritzen and D.J. 

Spiegel halter forms the basis of the method for sensitivity analysis that is presented in 

this chapter. This algorithm and and its underlying computational architecture, t.he 

jundion tree [Jensen et al., 19901, are t.herefore reviewed briefly. The algorithm trans

forms a Bayesian net.work into an cquivalent undirected representation. To t.his end, 

the network's digraph is transformed into a triangulated moral graph. A triangulated 

graph is an undirected graph in which no cycle of lcngth four or more exists without 

a shortcut. The transformation of a Bayesian network's graph 0 into a t.riangulated 

moral graph H involves three steps. First, arcs are added to '0 such t.hat. t.he (original) 

predecessors of each node in F(O) are cOHnected. As a result, all pairs of variables 

that may influence each ot.her directly are connected. In t.he second step, t.he direct.ion 

of t.he arcs are dropped. Now, an undirected representation of the independences in 
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the probability distribution is obtained. The third, and last, step consists of cutting 

short each cycle of length four or more by adding an edge. Note that, in general, an 

acyclic-digraph allows several different triangulated moral graphs. Tn the following, an 
illustration of t.his transformation is given, 

Exatnple 5.2.2 Consider once more the digraph G depicted in Figure 5.1a. The 
undirected graph in Figure 5.1b is a t.riangulated moral graph for G, 0 

A triangulated moral graph H has associated local potential functions on small sets 
of variables to arrive at a representation of the joint probability distribution on t,he 

problem domain. These potential functions will be detailed shortly. The triangulated 
moral graph together with the potential functions allows for an efficient propagation 

algorithm, in which the computations to be perfonned are local to these small sets of 
variables. For that purpose, the computational architecture of the junction tree is lIsed 

(Jensen et al., 19901. 

A junction tree T for a t.riangulated moral graph H includ.es for its nodes t.he 
mm;imal cliques Ui , -i = 1, ... k. A clique of a graph H is a subgraph I in H, such that 
any two variables in I are connected by an edge. Clique 1 in H is a maximal cliqne if 

t.here is no clique in H larger than I that properly contains I. In the sequel, we will 
use the term clique to denote a maximal clique. For case of exposition, furthermore, 

we will write Ui to denote both the clique itself and the set. of variables in Ui. The 
intersections bet.ween the cliques Ui, i = 1, ... k, in T give rise to the tree's edges. These 

edges satisfy the following property: for any two cliques Ui, Uj E T and each clique Uh 

on the (unique) pat.h from Ui to Uj in T, we have that. Ui n Uj ~ UI!. Associated with 
each edge (Ui , Uj ) is the cliqne intersection of Ui and Uj . These clique intersect.ions 

are called separators and will be denoted by S{, I < k. Usually, a triangulated graph 
allows variolls different junction trees. 

\Vith each clique Ui in t.he junction tree, a potential function ¢u, is associat.ed. 
These pot.ent.ial functions capture probabilistic information about the variables in
volved and are obtained from t.he conditional probability distributions from the original 

Bayesian net.work BN. The potent.ial function ¢u; of Ui is a product of probability 
dist.ributions. To l:ompose this product, the probability distributions of each variable 

in the original network BN are assigned to a cliqne under the following conditiolls; a 
probabilit.y distribution can only be assigned to a clique that includes both t.he variable 

to which this dist,ribit.ion pertains as well as the predecessors of t.his variable and every 
probability distribution can be assigned to one clique only. Consider a clique Ui to 

which the conditional probability distributions p(l~ 11I'(1~)) of t.he nodes I'; from a set 
1-11 ~ Ui are assigned. The potent.ial function ¢u; then equals 

¢u;(U;j = II p(l~ 17f(I~)) 
VjEW 

\Ve illustrate t.his \vitIt our running example. 
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0~c~~·pi~ 
u, 

Figure 5.2: The junction tree obtained from 1,he net.work in Figure 5.] a. 

Exalnple 5.2.3 Consider once more the digraph from Figure 5.1a. Figure 5.2 shows a 

junction tree for this net.work, constructed from the triangulated graph in Figure 5.1h. 

The ovals represent the cliques and the boxes indicate t.he separators, The conditional 

probability distributions for t.he variables in t.he Bayesian network are assigned to the 

cliques in the junction t.ree. The conditional probability distributions for node VOl for 

example, arc attached to clique U4 • Therefore, all t.he individual parameters from these 

cOllditional probabilit.y dist.ribution:') are located in dique U4 only. 0 

The junction tree is taken as a computational architecture for processing evidence 

and for computing an updated probability distribution from a Bayesian network. The 

cliques in the tree are viewed as aut.onomous objects and the tree's edges are looked 

upon as hi-directional commullication channels. Through the cOllllllunicat.ion chan

nels, the cliques sClld each other messages providing information about the represented 

joint probability dist.ribution and about the evidence entered in t.he tree. Each clique 

is able t.o compute the (updated) marginal probability dist.ribution all its variables 

from its local marginal dist.ribution and the infol'mation it receives from its neighbours 

[.Jensen, 1996]. A clique is allowed to send a message over the edge t.o a neighbouring 

clique only if it has received a message from all its other neighbours; it then is said 

to be triggered. Initially, all leaf cliques are triggered and t.here is always a t.riggered 

clique until a message has been passed ill both directions over all edges. The compu

tations can be organised as rooted propagation: a clique is chosen as t.he root of t.he 

junction t.rec and the message passing is directed t.o and from the root.. First, there 

is an inward propagation in which all messages are directed at. t.he root.; subsequently, 

messages arc scnt from the root towards the leaves, called out.ward propagation. Before 

propagat.ing messages through thc trec, first the evidence available is ent.ered in the 

tree. To t.hat. end, the values of the observed variables arc kept fixed in t.he potential 

functions associated with each clique. 
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To furt.her detail t.he propagation of information in the junction t.ree, we fOCllS on 

Shafer-Shenoy propagation [Shafer & She no)" 19901. All separators in the junction t.ree 

are looked upon as having two mail boxes, one for each direction. Consider a clique 

Vi wit.h neighbouring separators Sil" .. 1 Sit+l! t ~ 0, and a clique Vj that is connected 

wit.h Vi through the separator Si/+l' Clique Vi computes its message to Uj via Sit+l' 

written ¢U;----)Si
t
+

1
' by multiplying) for each configuration II E flu;, its marginal potential 

¢u;{u) wit.h the message ¢Sij-7u;(sjL where Sj E OSi
j

' 8j and II specify the same values 

for t.he variables in Sj) t.hat is, Sj!\ 1I = II, and j = 1, ... ) t: 

¢~.(,,) = rPU'(lI)' II ¢S'j~u,(Sj) 
j=l, ... ,t 

The reRulting fUllction 1>~i is projected ont.o 8 il+11 that hi, ¢~Ji is marginalized over all 

variables that arc not in S'i l+l' The result is the message ~Ui----'>Sil+l t.o Uj via Si/+l; 

The message, a function over t.he variables in S'it+l is placed in the appropriat.email box. 

\Vhen message passing has stopped, t.he two mail boxes of each separat.or contain t,wo 

sHch functions. The marginal distribution over t.he variables in any clique Uj can now 

be computed by multiplying, for each configuration 'If. E nup the potent.ial ¢u,(u.) wit.h 

all incoming messages. To obtain the probability distribution over one specific variable 

Vk, the marginal dist.ribution of a clique containing Vk is projected onto Vk . To obt.ain 

the probability of the evidence, t.he marginal probabilit.y dist.ribution of any clique Uj 

is marginalised over all variables in t.hat. clique. To obtain the marginal probability 

distribution over the variables in a separator S, for each configuration 8 Ens, the 

messages in t.he t.wo mail boxes are multiplied. In the foHowing, inward propagation 

towardR a chosen root., clique R, is described in pseudocode. At root. R, the probability 

of the evidence Pl'(e) is comput.ed by marginalising the marginal distribution of Rover 
all variables in R. 
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The propagation algorithm amounts to the following: 

step 1 

step 2 

step 3 

step 4 

step 5 

step 6 

procedure propagate (1', e, R) 
begin 

enter evidence e into the clique tree T; 

until root R in T is triggered do 

od; 

for each triggered clique Ui do 

for each configuration 1l E flu; do 

od; 

for each configuration Sj E DSi . with Sj 1\ 1I = U do , 
compute <p~;(,,) = <p,J;(u)· IT ¢S;j~u;(Sj) 

j=l, ... ,t 

od; 

project ¢h(Ui ) onto Sil+l' giving ¢u,----)S;t+l (S'i/+l) j 

send 1>u;----)s;/+1 to Sit+l 

for each configuration }' E OR do 

od; 

for each configuration Sj E nSno with 8j 1\ r = I' do , 
compute Pr(r,e) = <PR(r). IT ¢SRj->R(Sj) 

j=i, ... ,J.: 

compute Pr(c) = L Pr(r, c); 

In the following, we illustrate evidence propagat.ion in a junction t.ree with our 

funning example. 

Exatnple 5.2.4 Consider again the jUllction tree in Figure 5,2. Suppose the variable 

V8 is observed to take t.he value Vs. Furthermore, assume t.hat. wc arc int.erest.ed in 

t.he posterior probability t.hat. t.he variable 110 t.akes the value Va, that. is, ·we want, to 

compute Pr(v6 I us). To t.hat end, we perform an inward propagation t.owards clique 

U4 in Figure 5.2. The out.ward propagat.ion from U4 t.owards the leaves is omitted. \Ve 

only need the incoming messages ill U, to compute Pr(vo I vs) because Vo is located in 

U4 . For the computat.ion of several posterior probabilities simultaneously, an outward 

propagation should be performed t.oo. 

First" the evidence Vs = Us is entered in the junction t.ree. This accords with step 

1 of procedure propagate. Then step 2 to step 4 of propagate are carried out for 

all t.riggered cliques until no triggered cliqucs remain. Initially, only leaf cliques are 
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t.riggered. \Ve st,art. by computing t.he message ¢Ul---tSI that. leaf U1 sends to tleparator 

8 1. Step 2 is omitted since U1 is a leaf node for which there are no incomillg message"" 

In step 3, t,he local pot.ential function ¢lh in clique U1 is projected onto separator 8 11 

t.hat. is, we sum over the valnes of the variable VI: 

.For t.he foul' combinations of values for 1'2 and V3 ) the functioll values ¢Ul---tSI (V21 V3), 

¢UI--4S1 (---'V21 va), ¢Ul---+Sl (1J2! ,va), and ¢lh--+S) ('V2, ,V3) arc sent to clique U3 via S't 
(step 4). Represented as a table, separator 8 1 receives 

II /I, I ,11, I 
V2 0.63 0.18 

---'V2 0.15 0.04 

Note t.hat, since ;"u, . ", is sent on to cliclliC U" ,~ - ;,. 'T' ___ oJ tpU,---+s, - ';'S,--4U3' For t.he message 

from clique U2 to 82 we find, 

Representcd as a table, ¢(h---t~h equals 

The message ¢lh---t8.\ from U[, t.o 84 is comput.ed in t.he same way as ¢U]---tfh and ¢U2---tS2' 

Hecall that. t.he variable 118 is observed t.o t.ake t.he value Vs. ¢lh-')S,\ (116) then equals 

116 0.34 

'"6 0.56 

To compute t.he message from U3 to 8 3, t.he marginal pot.ential function ¢U3(V2, \13, 1'4) = 

p(\14 I 11',1) of clique U3 b mult.iplied wit.h t.he incoming lllessages ¢Ul-)Sl (\12) V1) from 

S, (step 2) and subsequent.ly project.ed onto S3 (step 3). Tha(. is, 

Represented as a table, the message b 

V.l 0.261 0.072 

·1)4 0.519 0.1-18 
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At clique U4 the messages from the t.hree Ilcparators 82l S3, and 84 arc available. The 

probability distribution over the variables Vll Vt and VIl from U4 wit.h the evidence 
V8 = Vs is now computed by carrying out step 5 of procedure propagate; 

<P",(\13, 11" 1',)·1>",-.8,(113)' 1>u,-.s., (v" \'4). 1>",-.8,(\1G) 
p(Vo I 1',,11,)· 1>u.,-.s,(V,)· q1u., . .,s, (\13, 11'). 1>U,-.S,(1'6) 

Represented RS R table Pr(V, /\ 11,/\ VG /\ V8) equals 

I II 

"6 0.0799 0.1412 0.0196 0.0151 

~"6 0.0146 0.0581 0.0081 0.0580 

As we are interest.ed in Pr{vr, 1 'VB), we marginalize over the variables 1'3 and \'4) t.o give 

Pr(vG, v,) = 0.2557 

and 

Pr(~vG, vs) = 0.1388 

The post.erior probahility of int.erest Pr(v(j 

Rnd the probability of the evidence Pr(vs). 
marginalization of Pr{FG /\ us) over 116 • So, 

vs), now, is t.he quot.ient of Pr{vll 1\ 'Vs) 
This latter probability is obtained by 

P .( I ) - Pr( CG, V8) _ Pr( VG, v,) _ 0.2557 _ 4 2 
1 VG Vs - - - -- - 0.6 8 

Pr(vs) Pr(vG, V8) + Pr( ~vG, vs) 0.3945 

o 

5.3 Sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian network 

Sensitivity analysis is a technique t.o systematically study t.he effects of variations in t.he 
parameters of a mat.hemat.ical model on t.his modePs outcome. The techniqne is widely 
used in the fields of decbion t.heory and mat.hematical modelling t.o invest.igate t.he 

possible consequences of inaccuracies in a modePs parameters [Habbema et at,) 1990, 

(",forgan & Hcnrion, 1990, Von \Villterfeldt. & Edwards, 198G]. For a Bayesian net.work, 
sensitivit.y analysis provides for studying t.he cHects of variations in the estimates for 

an arbitrary subset of parameters in the network on a prior or posterior probability 
computed from the network. As such, sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian network allows 
for identifying net.work parameters that independent.ly or jointly have a large effect 

on a probability of interest The results of such an analysis can be w:ied to measure 
t.he rohustness of t.he net.work to parameter variation and to guide refinement of t.he 

network by pointing out. highly influential parameters. In this chapter) we present a 
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method for performing sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian network in an efficient way. 

To that end, we review here relevant work on sem:iitivity analysis. 
In its most general forlU) in a sensitivity analysis the estimates for 11. network pa

ramet.ers are varied stepwise in a systematic way, while the estimates for t.he remaining 
network parameters are kept fixed. This is termed an n-wfty sensitivity analysis. It 

reveals the joint effect of variation of t.he n parameters under study. 

'''hen varying the estimate for a parameter under study, the estimates for t.he net
work's parameters that pert.ain to the same conditional probability distribution have 
to be adjusted such that t.he sum of all parameter estimates in this dist.ribut.ion again 

equals one. The parameters that have to be adjusted are called co-varying parame
ters for the parameter Hnder study. Assllme, that. we have a parameter under study 
:c = p(bi 11[1) that pertains to the value bi of t.he variable B and the configuration 1[1 

for the parents of B. The possible values for the variable Bare b1 , ••• , bk, k ~ 1. The 

co-varying parameters for J; then are t.he conditional probabilities p(bj Inl), j #- i. The 
sum of the estimates for t.he co-varying parameters, here called the residual probability, 

equals 1 - J;. Now, in varying the est.imate for :J::, the estimat.es for t.hese co-varying 
parameters are adjusted by the ratio of t.he new residual probability 1 - .'C and t.he 

original reoidual probability 1 - p(bi I 1r'). Considering p(bj I 1r') as a fundion of "', 
denoted p(bj 11f')(:C), we have that. 

( I ')( ( ') 1 - "' p bj 1f 'r) = p bj 11r . 1 _ p( b
i 

11r') 

If more than one parameter from the same probability distribution is taken as a param
eter under stUdy, t.he residual probability equals one minus t.he sum of the estimates 
for these parameters. 

Under the assumption that systematic variatioll of net.work parameters is car
ried out. as described above, any prior probability can be expressed as a multilin

ear fUllction in t.he n network parameters uncleI' study; a mult.ilinear function in n 
paramet.ers is a sum of products of all possible subsets of those parameters. Any 

posterior probability is a quot.ient. of t.wo multilinear functions [Cast.illo et al., 1995, 

Coupe & Van del' Gang, 19981. The functional relat.ion describing a probabilit.y of in
terest. in terms of n parameters under study is termed all n-way sensit.ivity fUllction. 

Suppose, we are interested in the posterior probability Pr(a I e) for some specific 

value a of variable A and evidence~. Assume, furt.hermore, t.hat. we t.ake for the 

parameters under study the n net.work parameters X = {:ro, ... ,J;n-d, 11 ~ 1. Recall 
t.hat, by definition, Pr(a I e) = Pl'(ru\e)/ Pr(e). Both t.he numerat.or, Pl'(ru\e), and t.he 
denominator, Pr(c), in t.his equation can be expressed as a multilinear relation in t.he 

parameters ;/"'0, ... , :t:/l-l. For each multilinear relation 211 - 1 coefficients are required. In 

st.udying the robustness of PI' (a ) e) with respect. t.o variations in t.he n paramet.ers under 
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study, it suffices to establish for Pr(a/\e) and Pr(e) the values of these 211 - 1 coefficients. 

In the following, we illustrate determining these coefficients with our running example, 

Example 5.3.1 Consider the jUllction tree of Figure 5.2. As in Example 5.2.4, we 
assume that for t.he variable Vs the vullle Vs is observed. The probability of interest 

again is the probability t.hat. the variable V6 takes the value Uti. In the follmvillg, the 

sensitivity of Pr(vG I V8) to variations in the estimates for the network parameters 

Xo = p(vs\ VG, V7}, J:1 = P(V7), and J:2 = P(V4 I ,V2) is investigat.ed. In t.he remainder of 

the chapter, the notation Pr(uG I V,)(XD, X" x,), refering to the expression for Pr(VG I V8) 
in terms of :ro, :Cl, and :r2) will be omitted if t.here is no doubt that the functional form 

rat.her than the function value is meant.. The general form of the relationship between 

Pr(v6 I vs) and :co, :1:1 and a:2 then is, 

( I ) Pr(vo,vs) 
PI' Vo Vs = P ( ) = r Vs 

_ Co + Cl • :t:Q + G2 • a:l + C3 • :1.'01:1 + G,I • 1:2 + Gi,' :1:0:C'l + Co • :1;1:l:2 + C7 • :1.'O:l:l:r2 

- do + d1 • :ro + rt2 • :1.'1 + d3 • :1.'01:1 + d,l . :1.,'2 + d5 • :1.'0:1.'2 + dG • 1:t:t:2 + d7 • :COa:l:l:2 

In studying the robust.ness of Pr(V6 I Vs) to variations in t.he estimates for xo, :1:1 
and :1:2, it suffices to establish the value of all coefficients in t.he functional relation of 

Pr( V6 I Vs)· 'Ve start with the computation of the coefficients dj, j = 0, , . , ) 7. To 

that end, we compute the probabilit.y Pl'(vs) from the junction t.ree for eight diHerent 

combinat.ions of values for xo, :rl and :r2; for the remaining network parameters, the 

estimates specified in Figure 5.1a are taken, Computing for eaeh selected combinat.ion 

of values fol' {:t:O,:rl,,'{:2} the probability Pr(vS)rl'Q,.Q"':2}l we find for example 

Pr( VS) {OA.O .. I,DA} 

Pr(vs) {D.G.O.',DA} 

Pr( VS){OA,O.O,DA} 

Pr(v ){ s OA,0.4,0.6} 

Pr( Vs){o.G,O.O,DA} 

Pr(v8) {O.G,DA,O.G} 

Pr( Va){OA,o.O,O.O} 

Pr(vs) {O"W6.D.O} 

0.4865 

0.5453 

0.4665 

0.4858 

0.5547 

0,5452 

0.4658 

0.5548 

Substituting the left hand side in each of t.he equations above with do + d1 • :CO + d2 • 

:Vl + d3 • :t:o • ;(:1 + d4 • :1:2 + rl5 • :1:0 . :1.'2 + d6 • :CJ • :[2 + d7 ' :t'o . :Cl • :f2 and filling; in t.he 

appropriat.e values for .1'"0, ,'{;1, alld ,'1:2 gives a system of multi-linear equations. Solving 
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t.his syst.em, yields the coefficients 

do 0.5279 

d1 0 
d, -0.3882 

d3 0.7200 
d, -0.0035 

d.) 0 

dG -0.0140 

d7 0,0350 

The coefficients Ci) i = 0",.,7 are determined analogously. \Ve find for co, el, C2, C3, 

C,1, C.'h CIj, and C7 the values 0.3603, 0, -0,3603, 0.7206, 0.0175, 0, -0.0175, and 0.0350, 

respectively. The relationship of Pr(vu I Va) wit.h ;ro, :1:1 and :1:2 thus equals 

I'I'(V61 V8) = 

_ 0,3003 - 0.3603· "'I + 0,7206, "OX 1 + 0,0175· "" - 0,0175· ,r1'"' + 0,0350, ,,'03'13', 
- (J,6279 (J,3882, "'I + 0,7206· ,ro"" (J,(J035· ,r, 0,0140, "'1'1', + 0,0360, 1;03'1'"' 

o 

From the example, it is readily seen that a multilinear function in X = {;vo) , ") :cn-d, 
in general, contains a term for eyery possible subset X' ~ X of these parameters. 
This term is the product. of the parameters in X' and a coefficient. c, In the follmving, 

we define a coding for t.he coefficients in an n-way sensitivity function that serves to 

uniquely identify t,lw subset. X, of parameten; to which it pertains. In the method 

for sensitivity analysis, presented ill Section 4, this coding is required to t.race the 

parameters under st.udy that. are taken int.o account at any time during propagation in 

a junct.ion tree. Now, the product of t.he paramet.ers from the subset X' can be written 

as a product. of all parameters in X, by raising the parameters ,'fi E X, to the power 

one and the parameters l:j E X \ X' to t.he power zero, that. is, 

'Vith every possible subset. X, ~ X thus is associated a set. of exponents, one for each 

parameter in X. The exponent for a parameter :Ci is indicated by fi' To identify 

t.hat. the coefficient. c pertains to subset. X', a subscript is given to c. To t.hat end, the 

exponents Ei, i = 0, ... , 11. -1) encoding X' in terms of X are placed one after t.he ot.her, 

starting from En-l npto fO. A binary number, bin(fU_l, ... ) fa), results. This binary 

number provides a unique code for the subset X'. The same holds for the decimal 

number deC(E"U_l,.'" E"o) into which bin(E"1I_1, ... , EO) can be t.ranslated. Consider, for 

example, the subscripts of the coefficients Ci and elj , -i,j = 0, ... ) 7, in Example 5.3.1, 
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For the product. of parameters Xl:t:2, we can write x~3.;l:t:1. Placing the exponents C2, 

EI, and fa for ;':2, ;t:l and :t:o, respectively, one after the other, we obtain the binary 

number 110, which stands for the decimal number 6. The coefficients corresponding 

with Xl . :1:2, thus are indicated by CG and dfj. 
Using the notations int.roduced above, the relationship bet.ween a posterior proba

bility of interest Pr(a I e) and the parameters ,'Co, .. , ,XU_l can be written as 

5.4 An efficient method for computing n-way 

sensitivity 

In this section, we outline our method for obtaining the coefficients in a sensitivity 
function expressing the prior probability of the evidence in a Bayesian network in 

terms of an arbitrary subset. of network parameters. As ·was seen in Example 5.3.1, 
the computation of t.he coefficients in the n-way sensitivity function of a posterior 

probability procceds analogously; it is built from the n-way sensitivity functioJls of two 
prior probabilities. \Ve start, in Section 5,4.1, by giving an example of the method, 
using t.he junction t.ree introduced in Section 5.2. In Section 5,4.2, then, a formal 
description of the method is given. 

5.4.1 An illustration 

The method that we prescnt in t.his section is closely related to st.andard propagation 
methods for evidence propagation in a junction tree. Our method can in fact be seen as 
a variant of these methods. In a junction tree, the probability of the available evidence 

is computed by performing one inward propagation to some arbit.rary clique and sub
sequent. marginalization over all variables from thai clique (see Section 5.2). For this 

inward propagation, standard algorithms send messages taking the form of potential 
functions. These messages can he represented as tables, cont.aining in each ent.ry a 
single numerical value. The algorithm wc propose in this chapter closely follows the 

basic idea of these propagation algorithms. In OUl' method, instead of numerical num
bers, expressions are being propagated through the junction tree. The idea resembl~s 
symbolic propagation; in our method, however, the use of a specific encoding renders 

the propagat.ion of symbolll Ullllecessary. 
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The potential function used in st.andard evidence propagation are tables of rcnls; 

in our method, these tables are replaced by tables of vectors of coefficients. For each 
value of a potential function, the corresponding vector table has an entry t.hat contains 

a vector of coefficients which expresses this funct.ion value in terms of the parameters 

under study in the junction tree. The messages in OUl' method are the lIectol' tables 

corresponding to the messages in standard evidence propagation. Following the nota

tion introduced in Section 5.2, a local potential function ¢U; (Vi) for clique Ui has an 

associated vect.or table l/Ju,(UJ A message ¢Ui-)Sij (Siy) from clique Ui to separator 8 ij 

in standard evidence propagat.ion corresponds t.o a message $U;-fS;j (31) in our method. 

EXaIuple 5.4.1 \Ve illust.rate the idea of propagating vector tables with the example 

junction tree in Figure 5.2. \Ve again aSSllllle t.hat for t.he variable 118 the value Vs is 

observed. The prior probability of int.erest is the probability of the evidence) Pr(v8)' 

\Ve are interested in the sensitivity of Pr( V8) t.o variations in the est.imates for the three 

network parameters "'0 = p(V8 I VO, V7),' "'1 = 1'( V7), and '"2 = 1'( V4 I ,II,). To that cnd, 
t.he coefficients ill the multilinear function expressing Pr(vs) in t.erms of xo, ;~l and :C2 

are determined. The form of this mult.ilinear function is 

Pr(e) = Co + Cl • Xo + C2 • :t:l + C3 •. 1:0:Dl + C.l • :D2 + Cr, • :DO:t2 

+ CG • Xl:1:2 + C7 • J:OXI.T2 (5.1) 

Our met.hod starts with an initialization st.epi for each clique Ui ill the junction tree, 

a local vector table if!uJU;) is derived frolll the potential function <Pu, (U;). For cliques 

Ui that. do not contain any of t.he parameters uuder study) 1jJu;(Ui)) in essence) equals 

¢u;(Ui)i each function value in ¢u;(Ui ), however, is taken as a vector with one element 

in 1jJu;(Ui). Since cliques UI, U2 and U4 do not. contaiu any of the three parameters 

under sl.ndy, we thus basically have that ViU,(U1) = <Pu,(U1), Viu,(U,) = <Pu,(U,), 
and 1jJU4(U4) = (PU.,(u.,). Clique u's contains t.he parameters :t'o and :1:1. Under t.he 

instantiation V8 = vs, pot.ential funct.ion ¢U5 (U5) in t.erms of :ro and :{:l 'is: 

I us" "7 '"7 
"6 :1:0' Xl 0.5· (I - :/;1) 

,V6 0.5· :rl 0.6· (I - ,e1) 

Each entry in this table is a multilinear function in :1,'0 and :(:l. The general shape of the 

various diflercnt entries is Co (U,) +C1 (U,) ·,"o+c, (U,) ':/;1 +c" (U,) ';1'0'"1 or, alternatively, 

Lk:k=dec{f;t,f;O) (Ck(U5), Di=O,l :<1). The notation Ck(U5), k = 0, ... ,3, is used to indicate 
t.hat the coefficient Ckl which is a const.ant. with respect t.o t.he parameters :DO and :rl , 

may differ for t.he clique Us from configuration to configllrat.ion. Each entry in the 

table cau be encoded by a vector of coefficients, (co(U,), CI(US ), c,(U,), C3(U")), where 

each coefficient pertains t.o a specific product. of parameters from {J:o, :t:'l}' The vector 

table V)u" (U,) corresponding to <Pu, (U,) then becomes 
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I V8 II 
V6 (0,0,0,1) (0.5,0, -0.5, 0) 

,V6 (0,0,0.5,0) (0.6,0, -0.6, 0) 

Clique U,'"j, finally, contains the parameter ;1:2 under study. \Vriting the potential fUllc

tion o/U3 (U3) in terms of :1:2 gives: 

II v, I 'v, 

V., 0.2 :7:2 

,V4 0.8 1 - ;1;2 

Note that, as the potential function <PU3(U3) docs not. depend all the values of 113 in 

U31 this table holds for both 113 = V3 and V1 = ,V3' Each value of ¢Ua(U3 ) is a linear 

function in :£2, with the general shape co(U3) + Cl (U3) • ;1:2 or Ek:k=dcc(f2) (Ck (U3 ) • :£~:2). 
Encoding each value of ¢u,(U3 ) as a vector of coefficients (co(U3 ), c, (U,)) gives the 

following vector table 4Ju,(U3): 

V4 (0.2,0) (0,1) 
-'/)4 (0.8,0) (1,-1) 

Note, that for clique U3 , the local numbering of the coefficients does not coincide with 

the global numbering of coefficients in Equation 5.1. The subscript 1 of Cl (U3 ), for 

example, would refer to the product. ;t:6:T~:rg = ;t:o in t.he global numbering. During 

propagation of vector tables in t.he junction t.ree, therefore, the order number of the 

highest ordered parameter to which t.he vectors pertain should be sent along with the 

table. It serves to ident.ify, at each time during propagation, which parameters of the 

set of all parameters under study are considered. 

Initialization of the jUllction tree has now taken place. Propagation of vector tables 

follows. \Ve assume t.hat, from the leaves of t.he junction t.ree, an inward propagation 

t.owards clique U4 is performed, that is, clique U4 is taken as the root of the tree. Each 

leaf computes from its local vector table t.he message it should send to its neighbouring 

separator(s). If this" vector t.able equals the clique's pot.ential function, because it does 

not contain any paramet.er under study, this message will basically be the same as in 

standard evidence propagation. Neither leaf U1 nor U2 contain any of t.he parameters 

1:0, ;t:l 01' 1:2. The messages ·0uI----'>SI froUl U1 to 8 1 and 0U2----'>S2 from U2 to 8 2 , therefore, 

equal ¢UI----'>SI and ¢U2----,>S2' respectively. So 0Ul----'>Sl equals 
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113 I ,V3 I 
V'l (0.G3) (0.18) 

,V2 (0.15) (0.04) 

Leaf Us contains t.he parameters :1.:0 and ;7:1, To comput.e the message from clique 

Ufj t.o separator 8 ... in standard evidence propagation) the potential function of U5 is 

projected out.o 8.j (d. step 3 of the procedure propagate). From a conceptual point. 

of view, OUI' method is equivalent to standard propagation in a junction tree, Therefore, 

t.o compute the message VJ(h--7S1 from U 5 to 8.1, the vect.ol' table !/J[Jr; is projected onto 84 • 

Projection of 11 vector table amounts to vector summation of the appropriate vectors 

of coefficients. From the table 1/)U5' the vectors in t.he ent.ries that. specify for V6 the 

value V(J are added and similarly for value 'VG. The result is 

I Vo (0.5,0, -0.5, 1) 

l '''0 (O.G, 0, -0.1,0) 

The coefficients in the vector table J;u,-->s'(s',) are co(S,), C,(S4), c,(s.,), and C3(S4) 
refering to t.he Illultilinear relation CO(S4) + C,(S4)' :1:0 + C2(S4)' :1:, + C3(S4)' :1'0"' . 

. For cliques in the junction tree that are not leaves, the local vector t.able is multi

plied with the incoming messages (conform step 2 oft-he procedure propagate) before 

projection out.o the next separator. i'vIultiplicaUon of a local vector table ifJu;(Ui) with 

an incoming message -(fis. ~U·(Si') proceeds as follows. Assume that we have that 
'j • } 

1Ju.(Ui) = (co(Ui), ... , cdUi)) alld J;s'j-->u,(Si;l = (co (Si;l, ... , C",(Sij))' For each COIl

figuration 11 E nUl and S E Ds;. with s 1\ '/I = Il, the vector product. of 'ljJu;(u) and , 
J;s,.-->u,(8), indicated by 1,,,.(11) * J;s,-->u,(s), equals , , 

(CO(/I), ... , C,.(II)) * (CO(8), ... , C",(8)) = 

(CO(II) . Co(8), ... , Co (II) . C",(8), C,(II) . CO(8), ... c,.(u) . C",(8)) 

Note t.hat the multiplication is not commutative, that is, ljJu,(u) * 0s;.----'tu;(s) is not nec-
- ' e8smily equal to 'l/)Sij---tU;(S) * ljJu;{u). To obtain the global ordering on coefficients at 

t,he root of the junction tree, t.he following order of multiplying a vector table 1j)u;(Ui ) 

wit.h inl:oming lllf'Ssages 0s;, -~Uil j = 1, ... , i, is taken. The messages lfis; .--4U; are or-, , 
tIered from j = 1 to j = I., according t.o the descending number of their highest. ordered 

parameter. For each configuration 1I E flu;) and S j E fl s ;. \ j = 1) ... , t.) with S j 1\ U = It, , 
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t.he multiplication is defined as follows: 

if!u,(I1) * FI 0S'j_,U,(8j) = 
j=l, ... ,t 

Con~idcl' now clique U3 ill our running example. The Ioeal vector table ljJU3 is 

multiplied with the message $Sl~U.1 coming from 8,. Since the message ¢Sl-'tU3 comes 

from a part of the junction tree where no parameters under st.udy reside, this vector 
table contains in each entry a single coefficient C(Sl)' For each configmation It E nU3 
and S E OSI with '11/\ s = 11 equals: 

if'''.) (11) *0u, ->s, (s) 
(cO(1I),CI(II)) * (C(8)) = 

(co(1I)' C(8), Cl(II)' C(8)) = 

(c~(1I), c~(1I)) 

For example, the vector (0.15, -0.15) ill the product for the configuration ,V2, Va, ,V.l 

is obtained after Illultiplication of t.he vector (1, -1) in 4)UJ(-.V2! V3, 'V4) with the co

efficieJlt 0.15 in 4~U!----tSl (---'vt!, va); note that t.his is equivalent. to llluitiplying t.he lineal' 

funct.ion 1 - :t:2 with the constant. 0.15. The vect.or table ~)U3 * '~UI----'tSl equals: 

V., (0.126,0) (0.036,0) (0,0.15) (0,0.04) 

'v" (0.504,0) (0.144,0) (0.15, -0.15) (0.04, -0.0<1) 

To obtain the message JU3----'tSa' finally, this vectol' t.able hi projected onto 831 giving t.he 

following table with in each entry a vector of coefficients (CO(S3), Cl(S3)): 

V, II (0.126,0.15) (0.036,0.0<1) 

~VI II (0.654, -0.15) (0.184, -0.04) 

At clique u.\, now, all messages from neighbouring separat.ors are available. This 

clique can therefore comput.e the coefficients in the n-way sensitivit.y function expressing 

Pr(c) in terms of t.he parameters :Co, :rl, and :C2 under study. To that end, the local 

vector table 1/)U4 is multiplied, subsequentJy, with the messages 082----'tU4' ~S3----'tU4' and 

0s4----'tu4' As the message ·0U2----'tS2 equals unity, it has no effect. on ~)U4' lvlultiplication 

with the messages ~S3-}U'1 and 0s4 ----'tu4 is carried out in t,he order of decreasing number 

of the highest ordered parameter. Thus, 1/)U4 is first, multiplied by 0s,r'tfJ.,. For each 
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configuration 11 E Du, and s E Ds, wit-h s II u = u, 1j!u,(u) = (c(u)) is Illultiplied by 

1>s,->u.(s) = (co(s), c,(s)) giving Ij!~,(u) = (c~(u), c; (u)) = (c(u) . cots), C(11) . C, (s)) 

I 1I---v-3---'':''''---'-'-'3---+---
V

-3 ---'TV~4'--_'-V-3-----i 
Vo (0.1134,0.135) (0.0288,0.032) I (0.5232, -0.12) I (0.0552, -0.012) 

,v6 (0.0126,0.015) (0.0072,0.008) I (0.1308, -0.03) I (0.1288, -0.028) 

Note that the coefficients in ~)'u,,(U.l) refer to a lineal' relation in ;1:2. 

Ivlult.iplying the vector table 4)'u
4 

,vith ~84----tU4' finall)\ proceeds as follows. For each 

configuration 11 E nU.l and S E HS.l with sA 11 = H, we compute 

Ij'f,,(u) *1>SHU,(S) = 

(c~(u)· cots) , c~(u)· c,(s) , C~(11)' c,(s), cO(11)' C3(S) , 
c;(u)· co(s), c',(u)' c',(s), c\(u)· c,(s) , 0;(11)' C3(S)) 

(c~(1I) , c'{(u) , CH11) , c';(u) , C::rI1) , C~(I1) , c6(u) , cH"l) 

Thi1'l vector refers to the coefficients yielded by multiplication of the two multilinear 

functions 

L «(11)' ":?) . L (c,(s). II x;,) = 
1.::/.:=dfC(~2) I:l=dec{ct,(o) i=O,1 

L ({(u). CI(S)' II x;,) = 
/.:: /.: = dfC{~2) i=0,1,2 

I 
dcc{£l,CO) 

L (cXCu). II :ci') 
k:k=dcc«(2,Q,CO) i=0,1,2 

Note that each subscript for the new coefficients CZ(H}, k = 0,.,.7, refers to the product 

of a specific subset. of parameters in {:t:o, Xl, :r2}' This is achieved by placing the binary 

number of a coefficient in Jj;~4 to the right, of t,he binary Humber of the coefficient 

in ;j;U5,~S4 with which it. is multiplied. The vect.or table 4)~j4 (Ut ) resulting from this 
Illultiplication now equals 

'" 
t'03 (0.057,0, 0.057,0.113, (O.OJ.1,O, 0.014,0.029, (0.262,0, 0.262,0.52.1, (0.D28,0, 0.028,0.055, 

0.068,0, -0.068, 0.135) 0.016,0, -0.016, 0.032) -0.06,0,0.06, -0.12) -0.006,0,0.006, -0.012) 
-'[>03 (0.0076,0, 0.0013,0, (0.0013,0, 0.0007,0, (0.078,0, 0.013,0, (0.077,0, 0.0013,0, 

0.009,0, -0.0015, 0) 0.00-18,0, -0.0008, 0) -0.018,0,0.00.1,0) -0.017,0,0.0028,0) 

The vect.or table 4//; ... (U4 ) now contains t.he coefficients in t.he multilinear function ex

pressing Pr(V3, \1.1) VO,-V8) in t.erms of the parameters ;1::0, ;1::1, and ;1::2. To obt.ain from 
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1,b&4(U4) the function expressing Pr(vs) in t.erms of :1:0, :r}, and :t:2, all entries of '1j/64 (u't) 
arc added. This gives the vector (0.5279,0, -0.3882, 0.7206, -0.0035,0, -0.0140, 0.0350) 

which indicates that 

Pr(vs) = 0.5279 - 0.3882· '''r + 0.7206· '"O'''r - 0.0035· '"2 
-0.0140· '''r"'2 + 0.0350· ,"oXrX, 

o 

5.4.2 Formal description of the method 

In this sectioIl, we formally det.ail our method for computing the coefficients in the 

n-way sensit.ivity function expressing a prior probability of evidence ill t.erms of the 

parameters under study Xo,. , ,,:1;n-l. \Vc begin by introducing some concepts and 

notational conventions, Then, we sket.ch the method in pseudocode. From this sketch, 

it will be evident. that the method closely resembles :-:talldard evidence propagation. 

\\'e t,herefore focus at.lention all the steps in 0111' method t.hat differ from standard 

evidence propagat.ion. \Ve show t.hat t.his difference basically lies in the representation 

of information. At any time during propagat.ion, a t.ranslation of potential functions 

into vector tables and vice versa can be made. 

The following notation is uRed. As in Sect.ion 5.2, for a clique Vi in a junction 

t.ree T, t.he neighbouring separat.ors are indicat.ed by Si" j = 1, ... , t + 1; we assllme, . , 
\vithout loss of generalit.y t.hat. 8 il+1 is t.he separat.or t.o which Ui is t.o send a message 

and t.hat t.he incoming messages $8;.----'tUP j = 1, ... , t, are ordered according t.o the , 
descending lllunb.er of t.heir highest. ordered paramet.er. For root R. of jUllction tree T, 

we indicate t.he neighbouring separat.ors by 8Rj , j = I, ... , k. The coefficients in t.he 

n-way sensit.ivity fUllct.ion to be computed are indicated by (co, ... , C2n-l)' R is used 

t.o indicat.e the root. of T. The not.at.ion 'Iv; indicat.es t.hc subt.ree of T root.ed at. Ui; 

t.hat is, Ui lies on t.he (unique) pat.h from R t.o any clique Uj E Tu;. 

The paramet.ers under st.udy in T are ordered according to a parameter orderillg. 

Definition 5.4.2 Let T be a junction tree with the cliques U(T) alld let R E U(T) 
be the root of T. Let X = {"'o, ... , "·,,-d be Ihe set of parameters ullder study. Lei. 
o , X +--+ {O, ... , 11 - 1} be a total ordering 011 X, such that 

• for any two l?arametcrs :1~i,;l;j E X with ;/.:i in U and :rj in U', for which it holds 
that U' lies on Ihe (ullique) path from R to U, we have 0(",) < o("'i); 

• fo1' any clique U, for the subset of parameters X' ~ X located in Tu , we have 

that max{o(."i) I '''i EX'} - min{o(,,;) I'", EX'} = IX'I ; 

Then, 0 is a parametcr ordering of X with respect. to R. 
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Informally speaking, the paramet.ers arc ordered in such a way t.hat their order num

bers increase from t.he leaves towards the root and that at any ·clique the tot.al set of 

parameters in the subtree rooted at this clique is consecutively numbered, A parame

tcr ordering of the parameters under study in a junction tree is not unique; within a 

clique, the parameters ullder study can be ordered arbitrarily and between cliques in 

general also yariolls different possibilites exist. The purpose of a parameter ordering is 

to allow for identifying to which subset of parameters the coefficients in a yector table 

pertain at cadI point during propagation. "'hen successively mult.iplying a local vector 

table with incoming vector tables, the binary subscripts of the incoming coefficient.s 

are placed to the right of t.he binary subscript of each coefficient resulting from the 

mult.iplicat.ion so far. For every coefficient at. t.he root then, automatically, a subscript. 

is obt.ained whose binary number indicates to which subset of parameters under study 

it. pertains. This idea was also presented and applied in Example 5.4.1. 
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Now, in pseudocode our method amounts t.o the following, 

step 1 

step 2 

step 3 

step 4 

step 5 

step 6 

step 7 

step 8 

procedure vector-propagation (T, e, R, X) 

begin 
enter evidence e into junction tree Tj 

order the set X of n parameters under study from 0 to n - 1; 

for each node Ui in T do (initialization) 

deri ve 1/)u; from cPu; 
od; 
until root R in T is triggered do 

for each triggered clique Ui do 

od; 

for each configuration 'U E nu, do 

for each configuration Sj E Os;. , 
with 8jAll= 11, j=l, ... t, do 

computev>~,(u) = 1'u,(u;) * FI 
j=l, ... ,t 

od; 

project 11)~JJUi) onto 8i !+I' giving lJ;U;-'tSi!+l (8il+l ) j 

send ~Ui---')Sit+l to 8 il+1 J 

with the number of the highest ordered parameter 

for each configuration I' E OR do 

for each configuration Sj E OSn. , 
with tijAl'=l', j=l, ... k, do 

compute 11~()') = 1IR(I') * FI0Suj->R(Sj) 
j=l,,,.,k 

od; 

compute (co"", c,"-d = I: 1)~()') 

Using the paramet.er ordering as introduced in Definit.ion 5.4.2, we first focus on the 

initialization phase (conform step 3 of t.he procedure vector-propagation). III the 

initialization phase, t.he vector table 1)u; for clique Ui is derived from the local potential 

function ¢u;. \Ve formally define 4JUi and then show that ¢Ui and VJUi baskally contain 

the same information; filling in the values for the parameters under study in Vi in the 

lllultilinear relation represent.ed by the coeffidents in 1)Ui gives ¢Ui· 
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Definition 5.4.3 Let T be a junction tree and let U, be a clique in T. Let </>u; be 

Ui's local potential junction. Let X = {:-ro , ... ,:t:m_l} be the set of parameters under 

study that are located in UiJ m 2. 1; Jar each parameter .TjJ j = 0, .. ,) m - 1, let Pj 

be the value JOI' 1.:j as specified in T. Let {EO,'" \ fm-d be the set of n;ponents thal 
is associated with {;{;o)"') :t:m-d, as introduced in Section 5.3. For each configuration 

1.1 E nUiJ the set X is partitioned into three subsets of parameters X!~~r' X:~-varJ and 

xgt/w/,J where Jar each tCj = p(v jn), j = 0",.) m - 1, we have thal 

'Vj E X,~". if V!\7rAU=11 

'" j E X~o_,,,, if V A 'Il = f aise and 7f !\ ,It = II 

X~thrl' = X \ (Xt~ar U X~O-t'OI') 

Then, the vector table ifJu; of Ui is defined, for each configuration II E flu;) by 

where jor each k with k = dec(fm_1"'" 1'(0) we have that 

and 

XjEXt~'" 

where D(k) = 

if there is an :Cj E X<~aJ' with fi = 0 

or an ;Ci E X~h£r with fi = 1 

pil· ( IT (1 - PI)) 
, otherwise 

\Ve recall that the coefficicnts in a vector 4)U,(1I) spedfy the mult.ilinear relation of the 

potential function value (/JuJu) in t.erms of the paramet.ers :ro, ... ,:1:m-1' Informally 
speaking Definition 5.4.3 now states that a coefficient Ck(U) in !/)Ui(U) equals zero if it. 
pert.ains to a subset of parameters that cannot co-occur in the configuration u of Ui • 

As the configuration u matches all the parameters from X~arl any coefficient indicating 
a subset. of paramet.ers that does not cont.ain all t.he parameters from Xt~ar equals 

zero. Similarly, as configuration 'It does not match any paramet.er from X~lhcr' any 
coefficient. for a subset of paramet.ers that does include a parameter from X~ther equals 
zero. The rcmaining coefficients are obtained from t.he potential funct.ion value tPu, (u) 
by factorizing out. the paramet.er valnes of the parameters under study that. concord 

wit.h u. Since the values of all parameters from X~ar arc contained in tPUi(ll), these 

parameter values are factorized out by simply dividing ¢Ui(U) by fITjEXi.'ar Pj. For each 
parameter from X~o_vm" the parametcr value of a co-varying parameter is contained 

in ¢u;(tt). Recall from Section 5.3 that. for a parameter XI taking vallie Ph the value PI 
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of a specific co-varying parameter equals p;(x) = PI' ~::::; = II' (1 - :r). To fact.orize 

out of ¢u;(ll) t.he parameter values for parameters XI from X~o-van we thus divide by 

TIxIEX,:'o_,'a,. (1-PI)' Note that in doing this, the fraction Ii for the co-varying parameter 
of Xl E X~~-var matching 11 is contained in Ck(U), The sign of a coefficient Ck depends 

on the number of parameters from X:~_var in the subset of parameters to which it 
pertains. 

In the following proposition, ·we will show that l/JU; in essence is equivalent t.o CPu;. 
Filling in, for a specific configuration II E nUi , t.he values of t.he parameters under study 

residing in Ui in t.he multilinear relation represented by VJu; (1/) yields the pot.ential 

function value ¢u;{u). Therefore, rPu; and 4Ju,(u) ba::.ically give the same information. 

Proposition 5.4.4 Let T be a junction tree and let Ui be a clique in T. Let rPu; be 
Ui '."I local potential junction. Let X = {:L'O,"" xm-d be the set of parameters under 
stud,1j that arc located in Ui, m 2: 1; for each parameter :"Gj! j = 0" .. , m - 1, let Pj be 
Ihe value 101' "j as specified in T. Let V)u'(V,) = (co(V,), ... , C,m_l(V,)) be V, 's vector 
table as defined above. Then, for' each configuration'll E flu;, we have that 

</Ju,(lI) = z= (cdu), IT pj') 
k:k=dec{em_\, ",(0) j=O, .. ,m-l 

Proof. \Vithout loss of generality, we assume that. the subsets X:,~J" X%o-var, and 

X~thcr of X equal {xo,.,.xj-d, {Xj""xh-d, and {:-Dfo ... :I:m-lL for some j,h 2: 1, 
respectively. For each configuration Ii E flu;, we lise the notation fu; (1I) (:1,'0, ... , a:m-l) 
to indicate the multilinear function in of :t:o, •.. , Xm-l specified by 1J;r,;(1l); that is, 

lu,(u)("o, ... ,1'm-d= z= (cdll )' IT ",j') 
k:k=da;({m---;l, .. ,(0) j=O, ... ,m-l 

We will now show that lu,Cv)(po, ... ,Pm-d = </Ju,(u). By substituting in the funct.ion 

lu,( 11) every coefficient Ck(") with the expression for cd") as defined in Definition 5.4.3 

and subsequently filling in the values Pj for the parameters Xj, j = 0, ... , m - 1, we 
find 

(( -1 )D(k) • ~=-_---,</J-"u"" (';ell )'0----

k: I.: = drc((m_l, .. ,(0), ( IT p,.). ( IT (1 - p,)) 
/;0, .. ,(j-l = 1, 
{It> .. ,(m-I = 0 

where D(!;) = 

j:l:jEX,':o_<'Qr 

Ej = Ej + ' ., + Ch-l' 

IT p?) 
j=O, ... ,m-l 

Now, since the exponents Ch,"" f m _l equal zero, the product. ITj=h, ... ,m-l pji equals 
Ol1e. :~vIult.iplicat.ion wit.h one has no effect., ~o t.his product can be left out froIll t.he 
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expression for !u.(u)(Pu, ... ,Pm-d. Substituting, furthermore, Xtl'~r and X:~-var with 

{:co, .. ,:I:j_t}, and {:rj, .. ,:I:h. d, respectively, gives 

fuJu)(po, ... ,p"'-i) = 

r=0, ... .1-1 5=1, ... ,1,-1 

Since the exponents fO,.·. ,f/_l equal one, we have that. [1j=o, .. ,f-lPjj = f11'=0, .. ,f-d)j· 

So, 

fuJu)(po, ... ,1'",-1) = 

)1 p}')) 
}_j, ... ,h_l 

,~=f,· .. ,h-l 

</Ju" (u) . ( '" ( ( + ) IT ' )) L.., (-1)'/+"'''-',,_ 1'/ IT (1 - ]1s)) k:k=N((h_l, ",if) )-/, ... ,11-1 
s=/,,,,,"-1 

\Ve focus att.ention on the term Lk:.I,=dcc{£h_l, ... ,fj) (( _l)((/+"+(h-d. [1j=/, ... ,1I-1 p?) and 

show that it, eqllals n'~/.".,"-i (1 - p,). The product n'~/,,,.,"-i (1 - 1',) cau be writ tell 
as a SlIIll of products. \V .. iting P for the set, {PI)'" ,]Jh-lL each product in this 811m 

is compused from parameter values from P and a constant which equals cither olle 

or minus one, The constant pertaining to a specific subset pI ~ P equals one if the 

cardinality of 1", delloted 111"11, is even; it. eqnals miuus one if 111"11 is odd. So, the 
const.ant. equals (-1)111"11, As was introduced in Sect,ion 5.3, t.he product. ofa subset of 

paramet.er values pi cau be written as a product, of all paramet.er values in P where 

each PI E pI is raised to t.he power one) f[ = 1) and each PI 1:- pi is raised to t.he power 

zero, ,,= O. Writing IIP'II ill terllls of the exponents, that is, 111"11 = 'I + ... + 'hoi, 

we find 

IT (1- PI) = I: ((-1)('1+ ·+'h-.). IT )I;') 
{=/, .. "II-l k:k=dfC(€h_l, "'(1) j=/, ... ,i!-1 

'Vc conclude t.hat 

fu,(u)(po, ... ,Pm-i) = </JU,(U) 

o 
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In the proof of Proposition 5.4.4) we have shown that., for each configuration 11 E 

nup the vector table zPuJu) for diquc Ui contains the coefficients describing </JuJu) 
in terms of the paramet.ers under study in Ui . During propagation, the vector table 

lh'j is lIlultiplied hy various other vector tables. I3efore proceeding, we formally define 

the multiplication of vector tableR, called the vector product; t.he vector product. was 

informally int.roduced in Example 5.4.1. 

Definition 5.4.5 Let each H'i} i = 1,.,. J f., t. ~ 1, be a set of variables and let each 
1Ji(H'i), i = 1, ... J t, be a vector table over the variables in n'i. The vector product 

FL~l, .. ,' V,,(W,) of these vcctm· tables eqllals 

FI ib,(W,) = ( ... ((VJ1(H'1) * "u,(H',)) * VI3(W3)) * ... * VJ,(H',)) 
i=l, ... ,t 

wherefor every two /lector/abies l!J,(H',) and Vij(H'j) with Vii(Wi) = (Ci,(H'i),':' ,Ci,(H'i)) 
Ilnd,!Jj(W}) = (Cj,(H'j), ... , Cj,(Wj )), fol' eveI'll confillnration Wi E Dw, and w} E DWj 
the veetal' pI'odoct 4J,(III;) * Vij(lIIj) eqoals 

4',(w,) * 4J}(III}) = 

= (Cio( Wi)" .. ,C;,(W,)) * (Cjo(lIIj), . .. , C},( III})) 

= (c'o(W') . Cjo( Wj), . .. ,Cio( Wi) . Cj, (Wj), Ci, (Wi) . Cjo(Wj), ... , Cik (Wi) . Cit (w;)) 

This vector product is used ill mUltiplying vect.or table I/)u; for clique Ui with t.he in

coming messages ·0S'j---tUi from diques Sij) j = 1, ... J f, (conform step 4 of procedure 

vector-propagate), The resulting vector table l/)~Ji basically cont.ains the same in

formation as t.he potential function 0~Ji resulting from standard propagatioJlj for each 

configuratiollll E ,QUi! l/)~i(l1) contains prechiely the coefficients in the multilinear func

tion describing the potential function value ¢ljJ'1.l) in terms of the parameters under 

st.udy in subt.ree 1Ui ' Filling in the specified values for the parameters ill Tu; in the 

multilinear function represented by lj)ljJu) give'S ¢~J;(ll). Below, this is detailed for a 

clique Ui receiving one incoming message. 

Proposition 5.4.6 Let. l' be a junction tree and let [(i be a clique in 1'. Let ¢u; be 
Ui's local potential function, Let X = {:ro, , . ') :rm-d, Tn 2. 1, be tlte sel. of parameters 
under study that are located in 1'Uil ordered as in Definition 5.4.2; for each parameter 
j:j,.i = 0, ... ) m - 1, let Pj be the value for :rj as specified in 1', Let ~)Ui be the vector 
table associated with ¢u,. Let S be a neighbourinll separator for Ui, let ¢S0U,(S) be 
the message from S to Ui in standard propagation and let '¢S-fU; (S) be the vecto}' table 
associated with ¢s----j.v;(S), Fo}' each configuration 11 E {lv; and s E Os with s A 1I = Il, 

let ¢fJ;(u) = ¢u;(Il)' ¢S0U,(S) and let 1i~,(U) = l!JU;(U) * ,fS0U;(S) Then, 

¢~,(Il) = L (c~(u), II p?) 
k:k=dCC(fOm_l, . . >~o) j=O, ... ,m-l 
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where 

Proof, "'ithout loss of generality, \ye assume the parameters under study in clique Ui 

to be x f J ••• , :rm-l and the parameters ill Tu; \ Ui to be :1:0, . , , J X j -1, 'Vc assume t.hat., for 

each configuration 11 E flu;, 'ljJUi (11) = (co( 11), ... J C2m- f -1 (11)) and, for each configuration 

s E nSI 0s-tuJs) = (co{s),." ,(.'2/_1(8)). Furt.hermore, for each configuration 11 E 

nUi! we use iu;( u)(xo l ••• I J:m-t) t.o indicat.e the multilinear function in :ro,· .. , :rm-l 

specified by ~)uJII), that is, 

fu,(lI)(,t:O'''''''m-t!= L ((;;(1/)' II :l:?) 
I:l=dcc(f",_l, .. ,(00) j=O, ... ,m-l 

where (c~(1/), ... , c;"'--1 (11)) = 4)U;(ll). We will now show that fU,(ll) (Po, ... ,Pm-I) = 

1>u,(u). From 4)U;(II) = ~)[dll) • 08->U,(S) we find that 

4)u;(u) (C~(II), ... , c;m_l (u)) = 

(co(u), ... ,C2m-l_l(1l)) * (CO(8), ... , C2/_1(8)) = 

(CO(II)' CO(8), ... , co(u), C2/_1(8), Cl(II)' CO(8), ... , C2m-1_l(U)' C2/_1(8)) 

or alternatively, 

where for each k = dec(fm_l l '" I Ej) and k' = dec(ff-ll"') fO)) I equals 

dec(fm_l)" . ) fO). The expression fu; (u)(xo)' .. j :l:m-d can therefore be written as 

fU;(l1)("O, ... , :cm-Il = 

(cd u). cds), ( II :l:j')-( II :c;')) 
k:k=dec(r",_l, ",(1) k':k'=d€c((j_l> .. ,(0) j=/, ... ,m-l [=0, .. ,/-1 

Filling in the value Pj for paramet.er :D j j j = 0, , .. rn -1 j we find for fUi (1l )(Po, ... , Pm-I) 

that 

fu;(u)(po, ... ,Pm-I) = 
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From proposition 5.4.4, we know that the two fact.ors of t.hhi multiplication are t.he 

t\vo mulilincal' relations expressing (Pu/It) and ¢s---+u;{s) ill terms of the parameters 

Xfj·.·,:Dm-l and :1:0,···,:1.:1-11 respectively. So, 

ju/")(Po, ... ,Pm-I) rPuJu)· ¢s-tu;(s) 

= rPu;C") 
o 

In Proposition 5.4.6, we lw.ve shown that for a clique [lz. rccClvlIlg an incoming 

message 0s-~up the vector product of (fi's vector table 'I/JrTi with ·$s--tup that is qJf'j) 
gives for each configuration Ii E flu; t.he coefficients describing ¢u; in t.erms of the 

paramet.ers under st.udy in subtree Tu;, Now, proposition 5.4.6 can be extended to 

apply to multiple incoming messages. For a clique Uj receiving the messages 0s\.--+up 
; 

j = 1, ... t, for each configuration II E flu; and Sj E Os;., with 8j 1\ 'u = U and 
; 

j = 1, ... , t., the vector product. 1/'U;(Ui) * FI j =l,,,.,t ¢S;j-tu;(Sj) gives 4'h describing ¢'u, 
in terms of t.he paramet.ers in l"{'j' Since this extension is st.raight.forward, we will not. 

detail t.his any fnrther. 

In step 5 of t.he procedure vector-propagation, the vector t.able 4'~i is projected 

onto t.he separator Si!+l to which a message is to be sent This step corresponds t.o 

st.ep 3 of t.he st.andard propagation procedure. In standard propagation, the potential 

function 4'~; is projeded onto separator Sil+l by marginalizing oYer all variables t.hat 

are lIOt. contained in Si!+I' Similarly, 4'f,; is projected onto 8 i /+ 1 by marginalizing over 

al1 variables that. are not in Si!+l' For VJ;'i I this amounts to adding t.he vectors of 
coefficients in t.he entries specifying t.he same configurat.ion for 8 i /+ 1 • Adding vectors 

of coefficients is done by st.raight.forward vector summation. The result of projection 

onto Si/+l of ¢~i and V)~i is t.he message ¢U;-tSit+l (8) and ,0Ui-tSit+l (8), respectively. 

Below, we show that, for a specific configurat.ion s E n~<"i/+l' ¢U;-tS;/+1 (8) contains 

the coefficients that describe ¢U;-t.C,'it+l (8) in terms of t.he parameters under study in 
Tu;; filling in t.he specified values for the parameters ill Tu; in the multilinear function 

represented by ¢u;-tS;/+1 (i5) gives ¢U;-tSil+l (s). 

Proposition 5.4.7 Let T be a junction tree llnd let Ui be a clique in T. Let. X = 

{:co, ... ,:cm-d, m 2: 1, be the parameters under study in sllbt.ree TUi ordered as in 
Definition 5.4.2; for each parameter :Cj, j = 0, .. , I In - 1, let Pj be the va.lue fol' 
Xj as specified in T. Let rPu; (Ui ) be a potential junction Jar Ui and let if;u; (Ui ) be 
tile "ector table associated with rPu;(Ui ). Lei S be a nei,,!lIbouri,n.'! separator oj Ui 

a rill let ¢u;-ts(S) = Lu;\s rP,!;(Ui ) be the messages jrom Ui to S. Lei 0u;-ts(S) be 
LUi\s4)~Ji(Ui)' Then, for each configuration s E Os, we have that 

(C,(8)' IT 1')1) 
f.::f.:=dCC((m_l, .. ,(0) j=O,,,.,m-1 
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where 

Proof. For each configuration s E Os, we usc 1S(8)(:t'0",., ;1Jm -d to indicate the 

multlinear function in terms of :ro
" 

.. I :I:m-l specified by the coefficients in '0Ui~S(S), 
that is 

fs(s)(:co, ... ,x",-d = L (Ck(S)' II "',' ") "J (5.2) 
k:k""dcc({rrt_l> ",(0) j=O, ... ,m-l 

where (CO(8), , .. ,C2m_1(S)) = 0U;->8(8). We will now show that !s(s)(Po, .. , ,Pm-,) = 

(;,,,;->,,(s). By definition, the YcctOl' table0,,;->s(s) eqllals 2..:"'E({U;I' Viu/u'l\s) Without 
loss of generality, we assume that Jj,~,( u) = (co( u), .. , , C2'" -1 (11)). The coefficients cds), 
k = 0, " . 2111 - 1 can be 'written as 

(co(S), ... , C,,"-1(s)) = L (co(u' I\s), ... ,C2m _l(U' I\s)) 
U'EOUj\S 

( L co(u'l\s), ... , L C2 m _l(U'I\S)) 
U'EnU;\S u'ErlUj\S 

that is 

c,.(s) = L cdU'1\ s) 
U'EOU;\S 

for k = 0,." 2m -1. Substituting this expression for Ck(S) in Equation 5.2, we find for 

!s(s)(:t:o, ... , ":m-') that 

!S(S)(xo"" ,xm-d 

By definitioIl, the multilinear relation between brackets is the expression of ¢~JJIl) in 
terms of the paramet.ers :t.'o, ••• :Cm_l. Filling in the value Pj for parameter ::Cj, j = 

0, ... In - 1, we find for !s(S)(Jlo, ... ,Pm-i) 

!S(S)(Jlo, ... ,Pm-,) = L 4>;,; (v' 1\8) 
u'E{}v;\S 

(;,";->8(S) 
o 
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After olle inward propagation of vector tables from the leaves t.o the root R of a junction 

t.ree T, at. root R all incoming lllC'ssages are available. Now, in step 7 .of procedure 

vector-propagation, t.he vector table 1Jn of R is llluitiplied wit.h these messages. This 

corresponds to step:) in procedure propagate, For a ::;pecific configuration r E DR) 

the resulting vector l,bh(l') contains the coefficients that describe Pi'(r, e) in terms of 

all parameters under study in T. Since this step is vcry similar to step q in procedure 

vector-propagation, we will omit a formal description of this multiplication. 

Finally, in the last step, step 8, of procedure vector-propagation, all vectors in1j)h 

are added. This corresponds, in standard evidence propagation, t.o t.he computation of 

the probabilit.y Pr(e) from the marginal probabilit.y dist.ribut.ion Pl'(R, e) over the vari

ables in R, The resun of the summation L 1,b~(r) in procedure vector-propagation 
rEIlR 

thus is the vector of coefficients (co" .. , C2,,-1) describing Pr{e} in terms of all param-

eters :1:0, • •• ,:t'n-l under study in the junction tree. Technically, this last step is the 

same as st.ep 5 in vector-propagation; it will not be further detailed. 

5.5 Finding the optimal root 

In the previous sectioH, it is shown that the coefficients in an n-way sensitivity function 

expressing the probability of the evidence in terms of n of the net.work's parameters 

can be established by performing one inward propagation of vector tables towards any 

root. The locat.ion in the junction tree of the clique that is chosen as the root of pro

cedure vector-propagate determines the number of computations that is required to 

obtain these coefficient.s, \Ve call t.hat. clique the optimal root, for which the number 

of complltat.iomi to be performed is minimized, The optimal root is determined \vith 

respect. to a specific computation scheme for establishing the required coefficients. In 

Section 5.4, we have presented t.he scheme vector-propagate. ivlore efficient com

putat.ion schemes exist; in part.icular with reRpect to the order of multiplying incom

ing meRsages and marginalizing oyer variables, optilnizat.ionR of the scheme vector 

propagate call be achieyed. In Section 5,6, possibilities for optimization are discussed 

briefly. The root which is opt.imal for alII' computation scheme vector-propagate is 

not necessarily opt.imal for other computat.ion schemes. In this section, we discliss t.he 

identification of the optimal root, for procedure vector-propagate. \Ve first int.roduce 

the baRic idea; subsequently, the idea is illustrated using our running example. 

For procedure vector-propagate, the number of comput.ations that is required t.o 

obtain t.he coefficients in a sensitiyity function from a root R in junction tree T equals 

the SHm of the number of computations required for each step in this procedure. In 

establishing t.he total number of computations for a root. R, we aSSllme t.hat initializa

tion of the junction tree has already taken place; the number of computations required 

for the initialization is independent, of the chosen root. and is therefore not relevant in 
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determining the optimal root. The total nnmber of computations NR(T) required if 

R is the root of vector-propagate then is the Slim of the number of computations 

performed at each clique Ui in steps 4 and [) of procedure vector-propagate and the 

computations at root R in steps 7 and 8 of vector-propagate. 
The number of computations N(Ui ) for a clique Ui consist. of t.he number of mult

plications ,1I1(Ui ) required for lllultiplying 1)u; with the messages $s;r-'tup j = 1, ... ,/', 

(step 4) and the number of additions A(Ui ) required for proJecting ~)'ui onto Sil+l 

(step 5). Both concern floating point operations, in the sequel called flops. From Ex

ample 5.4.1, it will be clear that the number of flops N{U;) depends on the size of clique 

Ub denoted size(Ui), the number of parameters under study in Ui, denoted n(Ui ), and 

the number of parameters under study in the incoming vector tables ·0s. -o[r-, denot.ed , 'j , 

n(Sij' Ui), j = 1, ... , t.. This latter information is not locally available at clique Ui ; 

separators Sij' j = 1, ... , t, provide this information. For every clique Ui in T, where 

Ui ¥ H, N(Ui ) is det.ermined. In a similar way,' for root IT.. t.he number of flops .N(R) is 

determined. N{R) again depends on s;ze{R), n{R) and n{SRi' R), j = 1, ... , k. The 
t.otal number of flops Nn(T) to obtain t.he required coefficients from R then equals 

N{R) + L,U,ET\R N{U;). 
To know the Hnmber of paramet.enl under st.udy n(8 nj' R), j = 1, ... , It, in the in

coming vector t.ables of R, each neighbouring clique Uj of R should send t.he number of 

paramet.ers under study in subtree TUj t.o R. This can be formulated recursively; each 

clique Uj in T sends the number of parameters under study in subt.ree Tup denoted 

n(Ui , 8 il+1), t.o 8 il +1. As such, t.he computation of NR(T) itself can be formulated re

cursively, that is, the idea of propagation ill a juuction trce is again exploit.ed. Starting 

from the leaves of T, each triggered clique Ui sends to 8 iHI the number of paramet.ers 

uuder study in subtree TUi and the number of flops donc so far. The Humber of param

eters n(Uj , Sil+l) is obtained by adding n(Ui ) to the incoming numbers of paramet.enl 

n(Sij'Ui ), j = 1, ... ,i. The number of flops done so far, deHoted N(Ui ,Si/+1)' is the 
sum of N(Ui ) and the incoming numbers of flops N(Sij' l!i), .i = 1, ... , t. In going 

froIll the leaves of T to R, now, the total number of flops NR(T) is accumulat.ed. In 

pseudocode, the computat.ion of Nn(T) amount. to t.he following. 
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step 1 

step 2 

step 3 

step 4 

step 5 

step 6 

procedure compute-flops (1', e, fl, X) 
begin 

until root R in T is triggered do 

for each triggered clique Ui do 
compute N(U;) = M(U;) + A(U;); 

compute N(Ui, Si,+,) = N(Ui) + L 
j=l, ... t 

N(Sij' Ui); 

compute n(Ui , Si,+,) = n(Ui) + L n(Sij' Ui); 
j=l, ... t 

send N(Ui1 Sit+J and n(Ui , Si/+l) to 8 i /+ 1 

od; 

compute N(R) = M(R) + A(fl); 

compute Nn(T) = N(R) + L N(SRj,R); 
j=l, ... k 

end. 

By taking every clique in T as the root of procedure compute-flops) the clique 

t.hat minimizes 1,he number of computations to establish the coefficients in the required 

sensitivity function is found. This clique is t.he optimal root for procedure vector 

propagate. Note t.hat, instead of repeating compute-flops for every clique in 7', it 

is more efficiellt. to extend the procedure such that. .Nu, (7') is computed for all cliques 

Ui simultaneously. To this end, the propagation of Ilumbers of flops and numbers of 

parameters is not stopped when the root of compute-flops is reached) but continues 

until a full inward and outward propagation has been performed. Then, at each clique 

Ui in T the incoming numbers of flops and parameters are given and this clique can 

compute the total number of flops NUi (T) required to establish all coefficients from Uj • 

Since the idea is relatively straightforward, it will not be detailed further. Below) we 

illustrat.e t.he computation of the optimal root. for OUI" running example. 

EXaInple 5.5.1 Consider again our I'lInlling example in Figure 5.2. As in Exam

ple 5.4.1, we focm; 011 t.he probability Pr( vs) of the evidence Vs = Vs and we are 

interested in the sensitivity of Pr(vs) to variations in the estimates for the three net

work parameters ":0 = 1'(118 I "G, V7), ":1 = 1'(117), and ,,:, = 1'(114 I ,v,). To that 
end) t.he coefficients in t.he multilinear function expressing Pr( vs) in terms of :co, :/:1 

and X2 are det.ermined from procedure vector-propagate. Before applying procedure 

vector-propagate) however) the optimal root to start the procedure is established 

from procedure compute-flops. First, we compute the number of flops if the required 

coefficients are established using clique U, as root of Tj we perform compute-flops 

(T, vs, U4 , (:co, :e1, x,}). 
From t.he leaves of the junction tree) an inward propagation t.owards clique U4 is 
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performed. Each leaf Ui computes from its size and its number of parameters under 

study the number of flops required to compute the vector table it should send t.o it.s 

neighbouring separator. Leaf VI does not. contain any parameter under study; n(Ud 
equals zero. The size of UI , size(U1), is the product of the number of values for t.he 

variahles in Ut ; size(Ut) = 2·2·2 = 8. From n(Ud and size(Ud, it is known that vector 

table 4)U1 consists of eight entries each cont.aining one coefficient. (21l (U1 »). Projecting 

~}(h onto .)1 amOllnt.s to marginalizing over variable VI with size(V1) = 2, giving the 

vector table ·0Ch-4S1 with size(Sd = 4. The Humber of additions A(Ut) required for 

t.his operation eqnals fOIlr. Leaf UI thus sends to separat.or 81 t.he messages; 

and 

Similarly, clique U2 sends t.o 82 t.he information that 

N(U" S2) = A(Ud = 2 

and 

n(U" S,) = n(Ud = a 

Leaf U5 contains t.he two paramet.ers :t:o and J:l' Sincc V8 is obscrved, the size of 

clique U5 is fOllr. The vect.or lahle ~)(h t.hus consists of fOllr ent.ries each containing 

foul' coefficients. Project.ing ~)ur:, ont.o separat.or 8.1, wit.h size(8.I ) = 2, t.hen requires 

eight additions; A(U,) = 8. We thus find 

N(U" S4) = I1(U,) = 8 

and 

n(U" S4) = n(U,) = 2 

For a clique Ui t.hat. is not a leaf, the vector tahle ~)Ui should he Illult.iplied with 

the incoming vector tables before projection onto the separator to which a mC'ssage is 

to be sent.. The number of flops performed by Ui t.hen is the sllm of t.he number of 

llluitiplications M(U,) required fOl' this first step and the number of additions A(U,) 
for t.he latter. Comdder clique Ua containing the parameter J:2; n(U3 ) = 1. The sir.e of 

clique Ua is eight.. The vect.or tablc 1;;"3 t.hus consist. of eight. ent.ries each containing 

t.wo (2 n{U3 )) cocffidcnts. ~)U3 is to bc mult.iplied with the incoming vector table ·0/'h---+U31 

which equals 0Ul---+S'1 and contains n(U1,5't) = 0 parameters under st.udy. The t.wo 

coefficients in each of the eight ent.ries in 1;;".3 have to be llllllt.iplied wit.h the one 

coefficient. in the appropriat.e ent.ry in $Sl---+lh' As such, .J\1(U3) equals 8,2,1 = 16. 
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The resulting table ~)fh' again consistillg of eight cntries with each two coefficients, is 

projected onto Sa, with size(S3) = 4. This requires eight additions; A(U3 ) = 8. For 

the total number of local compntations at. clique Ua we thus find 

N(U3 ) = M(ll3) + A(U3) = 16 + 8 = 2·1 

Adding this to the incoming number of Hops N(SI' ll3) = N(lll' SI) = 4 gives 

N(U3, Sa) = N(U3) + N(S" Ua) = 28 

The total number of parameters under study acculllulated so far is 

n(U3 , Sa) = n(U3) + n(SI, ll3) = 1 

At dique u.!,) the root. of procedure compute-flops, now, for each neighbouring sep

arator 821 8:3, and S4J the number of flops required to compute t.he incoming messages 

0.'h.--)U4' 0.'h---'IU." and ~~Sj-~U4 in procedure vector-propagate is available. Further
more, U4 receives the number of paramet.ers 11(821 U4), n(Sal U4), and n(8.h U4) in each 

of t.hese messages. At. root Ut then the nnmber of Illultiplicat.iolls .J11(U4 ) required to 

multiply t,he vect.or table 1/)u~ with t.hese incoming vector tables can be determined. \Ve 

assume that 1/)(11 is mult.iplied with the incoming vector tables in order of increasing 

t.otal number of parameters in each table. That is, we consider first, multiplication 

with 082"";U.P then with $.c.,'J----'fu.p and finally with ,$.'{I----'fur Recall that. size(Ud = 8 

and n(U4) = O. The message $S2----'fUI cont.ains no parameters under study. As snch, 

for each of t.he eight entries in '1/)(11) each single coefficient is lllulLiplied wit.h t.he one 

coefficient in the appropriate entry in $.c.,'2----'fUj' This requires 8 ·1·1 = 8 nmlt.iplications. 

JvIessage $.c;J-~U.1 contains one paramet.er under study, corresponding t.o t.wo coefficients 

in each cnt.ry. Subsequent. mUltiplication with t.his message tllUs requires 8 . 1 . 2 = 16 

multiplications. The vector t.able result.ing from the multiplication so far has eight. 

entries each containing t.wo coefficients; it is muHiplied with 'Ij;Sj_;(1~. This requires 

8·2·4= Go! multiplicatiolls. In total thus M(U:I ) = 88. After the lll1lltiplication of ~)u, 

with all incoming vector tables, again a vector t.able wit.h f'jght. entries results. Eaeh 
ent.ry now contains 2U{U4) • 2n {.'h,U,) . 21l (S.1,U4) • 2n (S,I, lf4) = 8 coefficients. lvlargillalizing 

over all variables in ll, thus requires (sizc(ll,) -1)·8 = 56 additions; A(U.I) = 56. For 

root U, thus a total of N(U,) = M(U,) +.A(lJ.r) = 88 + 56 = 10!4 flops are required. 

Adding this to thc incoming Humber of Hops gives 

Nu,(T) = N(U,) + N(S" U,) + N(Sa, u:1) + N(S" U,) = 144 + 2 + 28 + 8 = 182 

The total number of paramet.ers under study in l' evidently equals 

niT) = n(U,) + +n(S2' U,) + n(S3' U,) + n(S" U,) = 0 + 0 + 1 + 2 = 3 

Now, procedure compute-flops has been carried out with clique U4 as root. 
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Figure 5.3: The example junction tree from Figure 5.2, in which one full propagat.ion 

of numbers of floating point. operations (flops) and numbers of paramet.ers has been 
performed. At each clique, then, the number of flops required to compute each incoming 

vector t.able is available. 

By repeating the procedure for every clique in t.he junction tree T in Figure 5.2, 

for each clique Vi, i = 1, ... J 5 the number of Hops Nu;(T) required to compute the 
coefficients in the three-way scnsivit.y function of Pr( vs) in terms of the parameters 

3:0 = p(vsl V6,V7), Xl = P(V7)' and :t'2 = p(v41 ,V2) is obt.ained. As was noted earlier, 
instead of repeating compute-flops for every clique Ui ill T, t.he nnmber of flops can 
also be computed for all cliques simultaneously. This is done by performing a full 
(inward and outward) propagation of numbers of flops and numbers of parameters. 

In Figure 5.3, t.he result, of such a full propagation i.s shown. At each clique, now, 
the number of flops required t.o compute all incoming messagell is available. 'Vith 

t.his informat.ion each clique Ui computes the totalnumbel' of flops Nu, (T) required to 
compute all coefficients in t.he t.hree-way sensitivity function. In Table 5.1, t.he numbers 

Nui(T), i = 1, ... 5, are shown. 

Table 5.1 shows that clique U5 requires the minimulll number of flops for computing 

all coefficients in t.he t.hree-way sensitivity function expressing Pr(vs) in terms of Xu, 
Xl, and 1:2, when the computation scheme of procedure vector-propagate is used. 

Now, we show that by optimizing procedure vector-propagate slightly, anot.her 

optimal root results. In procedure vector-propagate, t.he vector table 1)Ui of Ui is 
first multiplied with all incoming messages before marginalization takes place. It is 
more effici,ent, however, to altel'llate the lIlultiplication by incoming messages ·wit.h 

marginalization over variables as soon as this ill posllible, For clique U t , for exam
ple, it is possible to marginalize over variables \\1 and F.t after 1JU4 is llluitiplied with 

lPS2-fUI and ·0,<iJ.--'tur .~Aarginalization over t.hese two variables can be carried out bc-
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.clique Ui N"JT) 
Uj 282 

U, 220 

U" 206 

U, 182 

U5 122 

Table 5.1: The number of floating point operations (Hops) required to comput.e the 

coefficients in the three-way sensitivity function of Pr(vs} in ternu; of the parameters 

:co = p(vs lvo! V7}, Xl = P(V7), and ;1:2 = P(V4 I'V2). The computation scheme used is 

procedure vector-propagate. 

fore multiplication with ·$St---+Ut since this message is not. a function of t.hese variables. 

11l1itiplication of 1'U4 with (fS2---tU4 and ~~h-4U4 requires All (U4) = 24 multiplications. 
Subsequent marginalization over V1 and \14 requires AJ (U4 ) = 12 additions. Now, the 

resulting vect.or table with two entries each containing two coeffcients is multiplied 

with 1J;S4----'tU4 and rnarginalized over Fr,. This requires lH2 (U4 ) = 16 multiplications and 

A 1(U4 ) = 8 additions. In alternating multiplicat.ions and additions at U4 t.hus a total of 

N'(U,) = 60 Hops arc required. In that case, N!,,(T) = 98 compared to Nh,(T) = 182 

in Table 5.1. Assuming that mUltiplic.ation by incoming messages and marginalization 

over variables is carried out. ait.ernatingly) we find for each clique Ui) i = 1) ... ) 5) t.he 

number of Hops Nfl; (T) as given in Table 5.2. The minimum number of flops is now 

found for clique U4 • 0 

clique Ui N' (T) (J 

U1 282 

U, 164 

U" 150 

U, 98 

Us 122 

Table 5.2: The nnmber of floating point. operations (flops) required t.o compute the 

coefficients in the three-way sensitivity function of Pr( VB) in terms of the paramet.ers 

;1:0 = p(vs IV6, 117)' ;/:1 = P(V7)) and ;1:2 = P(V4 l,v2). The computat.ion scheme used 
is procedlll'c vector-propagate in which order of multiplying incoming messages and 

marginalizing over variables is optimized. 
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5.6 Optimizations 

In Section 5.4, we have presented the basic idea of computing the coefficients in a 

sensitivity function by propagat.ing vect.or tables through the jUllct.ion tree. In pseu

docode, procedure vector-propagate presents a computation scheme for obtaining 
these coefficients. Althongh it. reflects the basic idea, this scheme is not optimi\1,cd 

with respect to computation time. In this sed.ioll, we will discllss several possibilities 

for increasing t.he efficiency of the basic computation scheme. First, we will focus on 

efficient computation of the messages that are propagated through the jUllction tree. 

It concerns optimising step 4 and 5 ill procedure vector-propagate. This was also 

briefly touched upon in Section 5,5, Subsequently, we discuss the acquisition of a 

factorized form of the sensitivity function under study, A fact.orized form of the sell

sitivity function can, for example, be ohtained by omitting the computations at. t.he 

root. of the junction tree (step 7 and 8 in procedure vector-propagate), The number 

of computations required for a factorized sensitivity functioll is smaller t,han for the 

unfactorizcd form and the information contained in t.he sensivit,y function is equivalent, 

Finally, we focus on exploiting independence relations induced by evidence to reduce 

t.he numbcr of computations, Firstly, if there is evidence t.hat. canses the junction tree 

to fall apart in two or more independent subgraphs, thc scnsitivity function is a prod

uct. of the functions obtained from each subgraph separat.ely, Secondly, evidence fol' 

separator variables may allow for postponing the multiplication with incoming vector 

tables, In the following, t.he above mentioned possibilit.ies for improvement will be 

discussed briefly wit.hout going into technical details, 

In procedure vector-propagate, t.he message of a clique U i to separator Sit+l is 

computed by first mUltiplying 'I./JUi with each incoming message '0Sij -)Uj for separator 

Sij' j = 1" , "l, and subsequent.ly project.ing the resulting vector table onto S'it+l' In 
Section 5,5, it was already noted that first carrying out all multiplications and after 

this all marginalizations is not, efficient., It is far more efficient to marginalize over a 

variable as soon as this is possible. 'Ve call marginalize over a variable when 1/JUi has 

been mult.iplied with all incoming messages that are a function of this variable, In 

doing this, the total number of entries in a vector table that is st.epwise mult.iplied with 

incoming messages is kept. at. a minimum, thereby r.educing the Humber of multipli

cations required for subsequcnt incoming messages, Not.e t.hat. the idea of altcrnat.ing 

multiplicat.ion:;; and marginalb:at.ions is not. limited to its use in propagating vector ta

bles, It. also increases the efficiency of standard propagat.ion, This has been shown by 

[Shenoy, 1996], To alt.ernate mult.iplications and marginalizatiolls in an efficient way, 

p, Shenoy proposes to construct from a junction t.ree a binary junction tree in which 

each clique receives at most three incoming messages, 

A second way to increase the efficiency of computing message -0Ui-tSit+l from Ui 

to S'it+l is to order the incoming messages according t.o increasing total amount. of 
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t.heir parameters; 4Ju; is first. lHult.iplied with t.he incoming vector table t.hat, contains 

the smallest total number of parameters and for subsequent. incoming vector tables 

this number increases. Using this constraint. on t.he ordering of incoming vector tables 

decreases the number of Illult.iplications in step 4. of procedure vector-propagate. 

Basically, incorporating this constraint means that the ordering of incoming messagell 

according to descending number of their highest ordered parameter, as assumed in 

Sect,ion 5.4, corresponds to increasing total Humber of their parameters. In the param

eter ordering 0 defined in Section 5.4, this additional cOllstaint. can be incorporated by 

enforcing that for each two neighbouring cliques of U, denoted U' and U", for which it 

holds that U lies on the pat.h from U' and U" to R and for which hold that X' and X" 
denote t.he subsets of parameters contained in TUI and TUII, respectively, we have t.hat 

max{o(:"i) I :ri EX'} > maX{O(:l:i) I :ri E XU} if IX'I < IX''!- Now, lIsing this latter 

const.raint. in combination with the usc of binary junction t.rees allows for compnt.ing 

1Pu.~s. efficiently. 
"1+1 ' 

UnW now, we have focussed Oil computing the 211 coefficients in an unfactorized 11-

way sensitivity function. Instead of computing these 2" coefHcient.s, it is also possible 

to obtain the coefficients for a fact.orized form of the sensitivity function. First, we 

discuss the possibility to establish a factorized n-way scnsitivit.y function from thc root. 

of procedure vector-propagate. Basically, a fact.orized n-way sensitivity function at 

root R is obtained by omitting any computations at Ri as slIch, the vector table VJn 

and the incoming messages 1Psn.--'tup j = 1. ... , k, are kept as they are. The factors , 
ill the factorized n-way sensitivity function are the mult.ilinear relations established by 

the coeffident in each entry of t.hese vector tables. The sensitivit.y function is a sum 

of products of t.he appropriate factors. 'Ve will illust.rate thb using Example 5.'1.1 ill 

Section 5.'1. 

Exanlple 5.6.1 COli sider again the three-way sensitivity analysis discussed in Exam

ple 5.4.1. \Ve are interested in the sensitivity of the probabilit.y of the evidence Pr{vs) 

to variations in the estimates for t.he three network paramet.ers :l.'o = p{ Vs I Ve., V7), 

::/:1 = P(V7), and :r2 = P(V4 I 'V2). To' that end) in Example 5.4.1) the coefficients 

in the uufactorized lllult.ilinear function expressiug Pl'(vs) in t.erms of :7:0, :D1 and ::C2 

are det.ermined from root U4 . Here, we focus on t.he factorized form of t.,lw sem,itivity 

function that is built. from t.he multilinear functions established by t.he coefficients in 

vector t.able ~)U.I and t.he incoming vector tables ,1PS2--'tU.\! '1PS3~U.t' and 1PS~---'tU4' For each 
configuration tl E OU4' t.he multilinear function expressing t.he probability Pr(u) vs) in 

terms of .To, .(1) and X2 is the product. of t.he multilinear functions established by the 

coefficients ill 4)u4(1I), 1PS2--'tU''(S), '1PS3--'tU4(S') and ~S3--'tU4(S") where /L/\ S /\ s' /\ S" = 11. 

Using t.he vector tables given ill Example 5.4.l, we find for U = V3, V.l! lie. 

Pr(V3, "4, v" V8) = 0.9· (0.126 + 0.15,,:,) . (0.5 - 0.5,,:, + :roxd 
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Adding the fact.orized expressiom; of Pr(ll, 'lis) for all /I E OU1' we finu the factorized 

mult.i1inear function expressing Pr(vs} in terms of :ro, :Vl , and :1:2; 

Pr(vs) = Pl'(V3J U4, VO, vs) + Pl'(--'V3, V4J Vn, us) + Pr(v31 'V.l! V6, VS) 

o 

+ Pl'(-'V3, -'V4, vo) VS) + Pr(V31 V4, -'Vo, va) + Pr(--,Va,V,t, ,VO, V8) 

+ Pr(Va, -'V4, 'Vo, vs) + Pr('Va, -'V4, 'Va, vs) 
0.9· (0.126 + 0.15.1',). (0.5 - 0.5:", + :co1:,) 
+ 0.8 . (0.036 + 0.04":,) . (0.5 - 0.5:", + .1'0:",) 
+ 0.8· (0.654 - 0.15:1;,) . (0.5 - 0.5:", + :1'o:e,) 
+ 0.3· (0.18,1 - 0.04:1:,) . (0.5 - 0.5:1" + :1'0:",) 

+ 0.1 . (0.126 + 0.15:",) . (0.6 - 0.11:,) 

+ 0.2· (0.036 + 0.04:",) . (0.6 - 0.11,,) 

+ 0.2· (0.654 - 0.15:1,,)· (0.6 - O.b:,) 

+ 0.7· (0.184 - 0.04:",) . (0.6 - 0.11:,) 

From the example, ·we see that. a factorized form of 0111' three-way sensitivity func

t.ion contains more coefficients than t.he Ilufactorizcd three-way sensitivity function. 

However, for a larger number of parameters under study, in general, the factorized 

form of t.he n-way sensitivity function will contain less coeffcicnts. 1\'lo1'eoYer, the num

ber of comput.ations required to obtain the factorized form is smaller wit.hout any loss 

of information, 

III general, for a factorized sensitivity function to be useful for int.erpret.ation it 

should not. contaiu too many different factors, This can be established by taking as 

a root a dique with a limited number of incoming messages and with a limited size. 

Another possibility is to take a sufficiently small separator as root., In that. casc, we 

perform an inward propagation to this separator and compose the factorized sensitivity 

function from t.he messages (;oming from both directions, \Ve again illustrat.e t.his wit.h 

the sensitivity analysis present.ed in Example 5.4.1. 

Exatnple 5.6.2 Consider again t.he t.hree-way sensitivity analysis of Pl'( vs) with l'C

spect. to variations in the est.imates for the t.hree net.work parameters 1.'0 = p( Vs IVG, tl7), 
:1::1 = P(V7)) and :r2 = P(V4 I ,1)2), as disclIssed in Example 5.4.1. In Example 5.4.1, 

au inward propagation to U4 is performed. \Vith the incoming messages ·0S 2---+ U41 and 

0S3-,,)l!.t at U 4 ) this clique can (;ompnte its message ¢U4---+S 4 t.o separator S4. This is 

done by marginali:dllg the product, 1/)('4 = (I/)[lt * 0S2---+UJ * 0s3 ---+u4 over the variables V3 
and F4 , From the vector table I/)~J.I given in Example 5.4.1) it can be seen that $U4---+S4 

equals 

(0.720G,0.035) 

I VG=,vG (0.2704, -0.035) 
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Now, from this message and the message 0U5-tS ll at. 84 a factorized form of t.he threc

way sensitivity function exprf'ssing Pr(vg) in terms of :1:0, :"C1 and :C2 can be composed; 

Pr(V8) 

o 

Pr(vo, V8) + Pr(,l!6, V8) 
(0.720G + 0.035"2) . (0.5 - 0.5>:1 + XO"')+ 
+(0.2794 - 0.035:>:,) . (O.G - 0.1:V1) 

Obtaining a factorized form of the sensitivity function by omitting multiplication 

with incoming messages, as was done above at the root of a junction tree, call be used 

recursively. That. is, recursively the jUllction tree is split in subgrapbs each containing 

their own root at which a factorized function of the parameters in that subgraph is 

comput.ed. Fllrt,her research is required to est.ablish the benefits of this approach. 'Vo 

expect. that thiR approach saves a considerable number of computations. 

Finally, we discuss the use of independence relations induced by evidence t.o im

prove the efficiency of computing an n-way Rensitivity function. By entering evidence 

in the junct.ion tree, it may occur t.hat several subgraphs of the junction tree become 

independent. By independence of two subgraphs HI and H2, we lllean t.hat the prob

ability distribution over variables in H1 is independent. of any of the variable values or 

parameter values in H2 , and the other way around. A junction tree falls apart ill sev

eral independent subgraphs when all varia bieR in one or more separatorR are observed. 

Now, the ll-\Vay sensitivit.y function is a product of the Rensit.ivit.y functions in t.hese 

independent subgraphs. Since propagat.ion of vector tables can now be restricted to a 

set of smaller sllbgraphs, the totalnumbel' of comput.ations needed to obt.ain all coef

ficients is much smaller t.han by applying procedure vector-propagate all t.he whole 

junction t.ree. 

Evidence in the junction tree lIlay also be useful to postpone or avoid multipli

cations. Carrying out. the multiplicat.ion of a vector table associated with clique U 
by an incoming message is only needed if t.his message is a function of a variable 

over which we have to marginalize in order to compute the message of clique U to 

the next separator. Otherwif,e, t.he multiplication can be post.poned. In that. case, 

the message from U to the next separator is not a single vect.or table but. a set. of 

vector t.ables. This idea is known as lazlJ evaluation and is 'presentcd in detail in 

[Madsen & Jensen, 1908, i'vladsen, 19991. Alt.hough post.poning t.he mult.iplicat.ion of 

vector tables leads to t.he propagation of a set of vector tables, it saves computations, 

mainly by keeping the lengt.hs of the vectors of coefficients in each vector t.able at a 

minimum. 
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5.7 Related research 

K. Blackmond Laskey (1995) [oellSf'R on one-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian net.

work. She presents an efficient. met.hod for analytkally comput.ing sel/sHivity vatues, 
t.hat is, first.-order approximations of one-way sensitivit.y analyses. A sensitivity value 

captures the approximate effect of sIllall variations in t.he paramet.er's estimate on the 

probabilit.y or interest, Compared to st.raight.forward variatioIl, Laskey's method re

quires considerably less computational effort. The method, however, provides insight 

in the effect of small variations only: as Laskey indicat.es, when larger variations arc 

considered, the quality of t.he approximation lllay iJrqak down rapidly. As t.he esti

mates for a Bayesian network's parameters oft.en are highly inaccurate, we prefer cx~ct. 

sensitivity analysis. 

In [Chang & Fung, 19951 and [Cast.iIlo lOt al., 1997al, a difl'eren(. approach is taken 

to sensitivity analysis of Bayesian networks. The idea of symbolic propagation for 

sensitivit.y analysis is exploited. Instead of yielding a single !lumber as the standard 

propagat.ion algorit.hms no, a symbolic propagation algorithm yields an algebraic ex

pression for a net.work's probabilit.y of interest. in terms of all parameters in the network. 

From this expression, the senslt.ivity of the probability of interest to a parameter under 

st.udy is readily computed, basically by filling in t.he specified estimates for all ot.her 

parameters. This met.hod can be llsed for one-way sensitivity analysis as well as for 

higher order sensitivity analyses. A major disadvantage of building upon symbolic 

propagation is that it is t.ime-consuming. :~vIcthods for sCllsit.ivity analysis t.hat build 

upon the faster standard propagation algorithms are therefore preferablc, 

The usc of symbolic propagation for sensitivity analysis, however, led E. Castillo 

et al. to recognize the mat.hemat.ical form of the function relating a prohability 

of interest to the network's paramet.ers [Castillo et ai" 1995]; later, this functional 

form was analytically derived for a one-way sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian net

work [Coupe & Van der Gaag, 109S] (see also Chapter 4). III general, the function 

cxprel:ising a probabilit.y of interest in terms of n parameters is a qlloUent. of t.wo 

multilinear functions, Exploiting this knowledge, standard propagation algorit.hms 

[Pearl, 19S8, .Jensen et at" 1990, Shafer & Shelloy, lOgO] can be used t.o obtain the co

efficients in t.his function, Castillo et ai. (1997) were the first to propose a met.hod for 

this purpose, For the parameters under study, various different. combinations of values 

are assnmed; one different. combination of values for each coefficient is required, For 

each combination of values, the probability of interest. is computed from network using 

a standard propagat.ion method, As a result, a system of linear equations is obtained 

which is solved to give the required coefficients, This method is far more efficient 

than st,raight,forward sensitivit.y analysis. However, the number of network comput.a

tions required increases exponentially with the number of paramet.ers considered ill the 

analysis. 
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For a olle-way sellsitivity analysis, U, Kj<erulffand L.C. van del' Gaag (2000) present. 

a subst.antial computational improvement. of t.he methods discussed above. They sng

gest llsing the computational archit.ecture of a junction t.ree to obtain the coefficients 

in t.he functions expressing a probability of interest. in terms of every single parameter 

ill the network. Just one inward and t.WO out.ward propagations in the junction tree are 

needed to obtain the one-way sensitivity analyses with respect to all parameters in the 

nctwork. Basically, the idea is t.o comput.e the coefficient.s for each parameter under 

study within t.he clique in the junction tree in which the paramet.er resides. Currently, 

this is the most efficient method for pcrforming a one-way sensit,ivity analysis of a 

Bayesian net.work. 

In [KjrurulH' & Van dcl' Gaag, 2000], it. is not.ed t.hat. t.heir method for one-way sen

sitivit.y analysis can be extended to higher order sensit.ivit.y analyses if t,he parameters 

considered are located in t.he same clique. Even if t.he parameters do not satisfy t.his 

rest.ril:tion, though, the met.hod can be exploited for higher order sensit.ivity analy

ses. A t.wo-way sensitivity analysis with resped to two parameters located in different 

cliques, for example, can be directly derived from t.he functions describing the one-way 

sensitivity analyses with resped to each parameter independent.ly. So, one propagation 

suffices for all Olle- and two-way sem;itivit.y analyses. For four-way sensitivity analysis, 

the function describing t.he relatioll between the probabilit.y of t.he evidence and t.he pa

rameters uncleI' consideration cont.ains sixteen coefficients. One propagation gives eight. 

coefficients derived from t.he t.wo coefficients in the one-way sensit.ivity function!) of each 

paramet.er. From a second propagation wit.h rlifl'erent values for all foul' parameters, 

the remaining eight. coefficients are oblained. In general, then, 2n- 1 In propagations 

arc needed for an ll-way sensitivity analysis. The met.hod is efficient with re!)pect t.o 

the number of propagations required. Note, however, t.hat the task of solving equations 

for det.el'mining the coeflicient.s is not. a local mat.ter, whereas the computation of t.he 

coefficients is local in the method by U. Kjffirulff anu L.C. van del' Gaag and in the 

method present.ed in t.his chapter. 

As ill [Kjrurulff & Vall del' Gaag, 20001, the method we present ill this chapter 

builds upon the computational architedure of a junction tree. \Ve focus on n-way 

sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian net.work using local computatioll!) only. Above, we 

have u(:'scribed two methods for n-way sensit.ivit.y analysis. In t.he following, we will 

compare the efficiency of the method by E Castillo et al. t.o ours. 

In the lIlethod present.ed by Cast.illo et a{" basically one inward propagation is 

Heeded for every combination of valuC's assumed for t.he n parameters under !)tuuy. 

The more paramet.ers are considered simultaneously, t.he more iIlYolv(~u the syst.em 

of linear equat.ions that should be solved will he. To slight.ly increase the efficiency 

of t.his method, t.he system of equatiolls can be simplified by taking t.he valnes for 

each paramet.er under st.udy to be eit.her zero or one. 1b further evolve this relatiyely 

straightforward way of carrying out the method by Cast.illo et al., the order in which 
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paramet.er values are varied can be optimized. "'hen a parameter value is varied, this 

change needs to be propagated only through the relevant. subgraph of the junction 
t.ree, Therefore; t.here exists an opt.imal order to vary parameter values, This order 

depends on the location of the root of the jundioll tree to which we perform an inward 
propagat.ion and on t.he location of t.he parameters under study. For a given root.) the 
optimal order of varying parameter valuC's roughly corresponds t.o the order in which 

parameters arc encountered in going from t.his root to the leaves of the tree. Alter~ 

natively, but in essence equivalent, varying parameter values and performing inward 
propagations can be formulated as parallel propagation. \Vith parallel propagation, we 

mean that. each separator and clique receive messages (tables) for each combination of 
values for all parameters that reside in the t.he subt.ree 'out.wards' from that separat.or 

or cliqne. \Vhen preparing a message from this separator 01' clique furt.her 'inwards' to 
the root of the junction tree, the local table has t.o be combined with every combination 

of tables coming from the outside. 

This 'parallel' way of carrying out the met.hod proposed by Castillo ct at. closely 

resembles the method proposed in this chapter. Instead of sending 2m t.ables from a 
separator S inwards, where m is the number of paramet.ers outside S, in our method 

we send one table wit.h in every entry a vector containing 2m coefficients. A difference 
bet.wecn parallel propagation and our method is t.hat., in our met.hod, we do not need t.o 

solve systems of linear eqnations. As ollr framework for sensitivity analysis is based on 
local computations only, furt.her optimi:.o;ations in the computation of the coefficients 

are easily incorporat.ing. In Sect.ion 5.6, several possibilities fol' optimizations wcre 
present.ed. Some of t.hese opt.imi:t.ations, t.hongh, can also be w:ied to optimize parallel 

propagation. At. t.his point., it. is difficult to draw decisive conclusions wit.h respect. to 
the benefits and drawbacks of t.he t.hree approaches for n-way sensitivity analysis that 

are now available. As a next step) extensive experimentation is required. 

5.8 Discussion and conclusions 

In building Bayesian networks, sensitivity analysis plays an important role, as it. allows 

for illvest.igating the robustness of t.he out.put. of the network for variations in one or 
more netvwrk parameters. Until now, however, techniques for performing sensitivit.y 

analysis of a Bayesian network are comput.ationally expensive. This fact. is t.he basic 

motivation for the research presented here. 

This chapter describes a new method for efficient n-way sensitivity analysis; we 
focus on efficiently computing the coefficients ill an lI-way sensitivit.y function express

ing a prior probability in the network in terms of n network parameters under study. 

Our method exploits the computational architecture of a junction tree derived from 
t.he Bayesian network under consideration. The met.hod is closely related to standard 
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propagation algorithms. In st.andard propagation, messages taking t.he form of potCH

tial functions arc propagated through the junction tree. A pot.ential function valne 

is a single nll~nerical number. In our method) yectol' tables of partially computed co

efficients arc propagated through the junction tree, \Vit.h each pot.ential function in 

standard propagation a vector t.able in OUl' method is associated. For a specific value 

of t.his potential functioll, the corresponding vect.or table cont.ains t,he coefficients ex

pressing this potential function value in terms of the parameters under study in the 

junction tree. By performing a single inward propagation of vect.or tables towards a 

chosen root in t.he junction tree) all coefficients required for the sensitivity function of 

interest are accumulated. 

In comparing our method to the method currently available for sensitivity analysis 

(Castillo et al., 1997bj, we have argued that ollr basic algorit.hm performs equally well 

as a :'Ilight.ly optimized version of their method. Implementing the optimizations sug

gested in this chapter increases t.he efficiency of aliI' met.hod. In particular, using the 

optimal root. a:'l a starting point. of our algorithm reduces the number of computations 

t.o be performed. On the other hand, we have argued t.hat. t.he met.hod by Castillo et 
al. can also be optimized considerably. However, ill our method it is not necessary to 

solve systems of linear eqnat.ions while t.his is required in t.he method by Castillo et 

af .. Furthermore, we brieily int.roduced an extension of the method by U. Kj&rulff and 

L.C. vall del' Gaag (2000). This method needs only a limit.eclllumber of propagations 

in a junction t.ree t.o obtain an n-way sensitivity functioll. However, it is also necessary 

t.o to solve systems of linear equations. To compare t.he variotls met.hods with respect. 

to computational efficiency, now thorough experimentation is needed. 

In this chapter, we have focussed on t.he multilinear relat.ion of a prior probabilit.y 

in a Bayesian net.work in terms of a numher of uetwork parameters under study. This 

can be easily ext.ended to obtain the function describing a posterior probability in 

terms of t.he net.work parameters under study. From t.he definition of a conditional 

probability, we know that any posterior probability can be writ.ten as a qnotient of 

two prior probabilit.iefl. Therefore) basically, our method is carried out twice. The 

second rlln of t.he Illethod will generally be more efficient t.han the first run, since t.he 

propagat.ion has t.o be carried out. only in those parts of the junction t.ree in which new 

evidence is entered or evidence is removed. 

Note, t.hat Ollr met.hod closely resembles symbolic propagation in a junction tree. 

However, due t.o a specific encoding of the symbols, that is, t.he parameters under 

study, we do not need to propagate t.he symbols t.hemselves. Our method provides for 

performing symbolic propagation using numerical propagation algorit.hmfl only. In the 

past, symbolic propagat.ion has alflo been Ilsed to perform sensit.ivity analysis of a belief 

net.work (Chang & Fung, 1995, Castillo et ai., 1997bj. These approaches) however, re

quired symbolic maniplllat.iollfl, which arc much slower t.han nUlllerical manipulations. 

Therefore, our met.hod is much more efficient. t.han t.hese approaches. 
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Until now, our method has not. been extensively t.est.ed. Therefore, we do not. yet 

have a clear pil:tllre of the strengths and weaknesses of the method. For this purpose, 

experiment.al inVf'Rtigation is required which will be undertaken in "the neal' future. \Ve 

believe, however, that 0111' method has the potential of a valuable tool for performing 

sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian network. 
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Chapter 6 

Sensitivity analysis for threshold 

decision making with Bayesian 

belief networks 

Abstract 

The probability assessments of a Bayesian belief neLwork generally include inaccuracies. 

These inaccnracies influence t.he reliability of the nctwork's output. An integral part. 

of investigating the output's reliability is to study its robustness. Robustness pertains 
to the extent. to which varying the probability assessments of the network influences 

the output. It is studied by sUbjecting the network to a sensitivity analysis. In this 
chapter, we address t.he issue of robustness of a belief network's output in view of the 

threshold model for decisio1l1l1aking. \Ve present. a met.hod for sensitivity analysis that 

provides for t.he comput.ation of bounds between which a netwol'k'll assessments can be 

varied wit.hout inducing a change in recommended decision. 

6.1 Introduction 

Bayesian belief net.works are widely accepted in artificial intelligence as intuitively 

appealing representations of domain knowledge. A Bayesian belief net.work basically is 

a concise representation of a joint probability distribution. It encodes, in a qualitative, 

graphical part, the variables of importance in t.he domain t.hat. is being represented, 

along with their probabilistic int.el'l'elatiollships; the strengths of these relationships are 

quantified by conditional probabilit.ies, that with each other constitute the net.work's 

quantitative part.. The increasing Humber of knowledge-based systems that build upon 

t.he framework of Bayesian belief networks for knowledge representation and inference, 

dearly demonst.rate its usefulness for addressing complex real-life problem domains in 

which uncertaint.y is predominant. Most notably, applications are being realised in t.he 
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medical domain, for diagnosis, prognostic assessment., and treatment, planning;. 

Bayesian belief networks are generally construct.ed with the help of experts from the 

domain of application, Experience shows that, although it. may require considerable 

effort, Imilding the qnalitative part of a belief net.work is quite practicable. In fad, as 

it has parallels t.o designing a domain model for a more tradit.ional knowledge-based 

syst.em, well-known knowledge-engineering techniquE'S can be employed. Const.ructing 

a belief network's quantit.ative part. is generally considered a far harder t.ask, not in t.he 

least because it tends to be much more t.ime-consuming. It amounts to m;scssing various 

conditional probabilitirs 1'01' t.he variables represented in the network's qualit.at.ive part. 

Althongh, for most application domains, pl'Obabilist.ic informat.ion b available from 

literature 01' from stat.istical data, it. often t.urns out that this informat.ion does not 

provide for estimating all probabilities required [Druzdzel & Van del' Gaag, 1995J. For 

most domains, t.herefore, many prohabilit.ies remain t.o he assessed by domain expert.s. 

Upon eliciting judgemental probabilities from experts, various prohlems of bias and 

poor calibration are t.ypically encountered [Kahneman et ai., 1982J. The probability 

assessments obtained for a belief net.work as a consequence tend t.o be inaccurate. 

The inaccuracies in t.he probability assessments of a Bayesian belief network influ

ence t.he reliability of its out.put,. An integral part. of investigating the reliability of 

a network's output is t.o stU(~y its robust.ness. Hobust.ness pertains t.o t.he extent to 

which varying t.he probability assessments of t.he network influences its output. For 

gaiuing detailed insight. ill out.put. robust.ness, a Bayesian belief net.work can be sub

jected to a sensitivity analysis [Coupe & Van del' Gaag, 1998J. Sensitivity analysis is 

a general technique for invest.igat.ing· the eRects of'the inaccuracies in t.he parallleters 

of a mathematicallllodcl OIl the model's out.put [;v!organ & HenrioH, 1990j. The basic 

idea of performing a sensit.ivity analy.sis of a helief net.work is t.o systemat.ically vary 

the assessments for t.he net.work's condit.ional probabilities and st.udy t.he effects on t.he 

out.put. Upon such an analysis, some condit.ional probabilit.ies ,vill show a considerable 

impact, while others will hardly fCyeal any influence. 

In t.his chapt.er, we address t.he issue of out.put robust.ness of a Bayesian belief net.

work in view of applications in which t.he out.put. is used for decision making. To t.his 

end, we fOCllS on the t.hreshold model for decision making. Alt.hongh generally appli

cable, this model is IIsed most. notably for patient management ill medical applications 

[Pauker & Kassirer, 1980j. 'Vith t.he t.hreshold model, an at.tending physician decides 

whet.her or not. t.o gat.her addit.ional information from diagnost.ic t.ests and whether or 

not t.o give t.reat.ment. hased upon t.he probability of disease for a pat.iellt. under consid

eration. The robust.ness of the out.put of a belief net.work now pertains not just. t.o t.he 

probabilit.y of disease comput.ed from the network, but also t.o t.he decision for pat.ient 

management based upon it.. For some cOlldit.ional probabilities, varying t.heir assess

ment. may have a considerable effed on the probabilit.y of disease and yet. not induce a 

change in patient management.; for ot.her probabilit.ies, variation may have lit.t.le effect. 
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OIl t.he probabilit.y of disease and nonet.heless result in a different management. decision. 

St.udying the effects of varying t.he assessments for the network's conditional probabili

ties on t,he probability of disease t.herefore no longer suffices for est.ablishing robustness: 

t.he dfeds on the recommended decision need abo be taken into consideration. 

To provide for st.udying output. robustness of a Bayesian belief nctwork in vicw of 

the threshold Illodel for decision making, we enhance the basic met,hod of sensitivity 

analysis with the comput.at.ion of upper and lower bounds between whirh 11 belief net

work's assessments call be varied without inducing a change in recolllmended decision. 

Informally speakiJlg, t.he lIlore a belief network's probability assessments can be varied, 

the more robust the dedsion based upon t.he net.work is. 

The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.2, we brieHy review the formalism 

of Bayesian belief net.works. In Section 6.3, we outline the threshold model for dedsion 

making. In Section GA, we detail t.he basic method of sensitivity allalysis and its 

enhancement. for t.hreshold decision making. The chapter ends with some conclusions 

and directions for further research in Section 6.5. 

6.2 Bayesian belief networks 

A Ballesian belief netmork basically is 11 representation of a joint probability distribution 

on a set. of statbtkal variables [Pearl, 1988]. If, consists of a qualitative part. and an 

associated quant,itative part .. The net.work's qualitative part takes the forlIl of an acyclic 

direct.ed graph, or digraph, for short. Each node in t.his digraph represents a statist.ical 

variable that takes its valne from a finit.e set of discrete values. In this chapter we will 

restricl, the discussion to binary variahles, taking olle of t.he values true and false. If a 

variable F has the value true, we will writ.e Vi the notation -,v is used to indicat.e l,hat. 

F = false. The arcs in the digraph represent. t.he influential relationships among t.he 

repn'sented variables. The tail of an arc indicah's t.he cause of t.he effect at t.he head 

of the arc. Absence of an arc between two variables means that these variables do not 

inflnence each other direetly and, henCf\ are conditionally independent.. 

For_ our ruuning example we consider t.he following fragment of (fictitious and in

complet.e) medical information, adapted from [Cooper, 19S11]: 

Consider a primary tumour with an uncertain prognosis in an arbitrary 

paticnt. The Cl:lm.:er can metastasize t.o the brain and to other sites. 

\Ve are interest.ed in t.he course of the cancel' \vithin the next few years, 

especially with regard to the developmellt. or a hrain t.ulllour and its 

associated problelIls. \vletastatie ('anccr (denoted lHC) may be detected 

by an increased level of serum calcium (ISC). The prescnce of a brain 

tumour (B) lIlay he established from a CT scan (CT). Severe headaches 

(SH) are indicative of the prescnce of a brain tumour. Both a braill 
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tumour and an increased level of serum calcium are likely to calise a 

patient. to fall into a coma (C) in due course. 

In this fragment of information, six statistical variables are identified. The influential 

relationships among these variables are encoded in t.he digraph depict.ed in Figure 6.l. 

The digraph for example reflects, by means of the arc B ----+ SH, that the presence of a 

.MG 

SH 

Figure 6.1: The digraph of an example belief network; it expresses information con

cerning the presence of a brain t.umonr and its associat.ed problems in an arbitrary 

pat.ient., 

brain tUlllour is a possible cause of severe headaches. 

The relationships aIllong the variables that are represented in the qualitative part 

of a Bayesian belief network ba:;;ically are probabilistic dependences. The :;;trengths 

of these dependences are described by conditional probabilities: for each variable, the 

probabilities of its values are specified conditional on the various possible combinations 

of values for its parents in the digraph. For our running example, we assume the 

following probabilities: 

p(b 1 me) = 0.20 p(me) = 0.20 p(et 1 b) = 0.95 

p(b 1 ~rne) = 0.05 p(et 1 ~b) = 0.10 

p(e 1 b,ise) = 0.80 

p( ise 1 me) = 0.80 p(e 1 ~b, ise) = 0.80 p(8hlb)= 0.80 

p(ise 1 ~me) = 0.20 p(e 1 b, ~isc) = 0.80 p(sh 1 ~b) = 0.60 

p(e 1 ~b,~ise) = 0.05 

The probabilities specified for the variable ISC, for example, express that knowing 

whet.her or not metast.atic canccr is prescnt has a considcrablc influcnce on thc proba

bility of an increased lcvcl of serum calcium in an arbitrary patient. The relationship 

between metast.atic cancer and increased total serum calcium therefore is a st.rong de

pendence. On t.he oUlel' hand, sevcrc hcadaches arc cxpresscd as quite common in both 

patients with and without a brain tumour. Severe headaches t.hu:;; have a low predictive 

value for a brain t.umour. The probabilities with each othcr constitutc the network':;; 

quantitativc part. 
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The qualitative and quantitative parts of a Bayesian belief net-work with each other 

uniquely define a joint probabilit.y distribution, A belief network t.herefore allows 

for the computation of any probability pertaining to its variables. For this purpose, 
various algorit.hms are available) that provide for computing probabilities of interest 

and for processing evidence, that is, for entering observations into the network and 

subsequently computing t.he revised probability distribution given t.hese observations 

[Pearl, 1988, Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 19S8). The details of these algorithms are not 

relevant for t.he present chapt.er. 

6.3 Threshold decision making 

In the medical domain, Bayesian belief networks are often used for diagnost.ic pur

poses, A diagnostic belief net.work t.ypically comprises one or more variables modeling 

t.he presence or absence of disease, variolls variables modeling findings and results from 

diagnostic t.ests, and a number of intermediate variables modeling unobservable pat.ho~ 

physiological states. In our example network, for instance) the variable B models t.he 

disease of int.erest., being t.he presence or absence of a brain tumour; the variable Ale 
models an unobservable state and the remaining variables capture findings and test re

sults. A medical diagnostic belief network is used for compllt.ing a most. likely diagnosis 

for a patient given his or her presentat.ion findings and test results. 

The most likely diagnosis for a patient) along with its unl:ertainty) is generally taken 

by an attending physician to decide upon management of t.he patient. The physician 

may decide, for example, to start treatment right away. For our l'Unning example, t.he 

physician may decide to perform neurosurgery if a brain tumour is indicated. Alterna

tively, the physician may defer t.he decision whether or not to t.reat t.he patient until 

additional diagnostic information has become available, for example from a CT scan. 

Or, the physician may decide to withhold t.reatment. altogether. To support choosing 

among these decision alt.ernat.ives, t.he t.hreshold model for patient management. can be 

used. 

The threshold model fol' patient management, or for decit:iion making more in gen

eral, builds upon various t.hreshold probabilit.ies of disease [Panker & Kassirer, 1980j. 

The treatment threshold probability of disease, written pt(d) for disease d, is t.he prob

ability at which an attending physician is indifferent between giving treatment and 

withholding t.reatment.. If, for a specific patient., t.he probabilit.y of disease Pr(d) ex

ceeds t.he t.reatment t.hreshold probability, t.hat is, ifPr(d) > P'(d), then the physician 

will decide to t.reat. t.he patient as if the disease were known t.o be present with certainty. 

Alternatively, if Pr(d) <:: P'(d), t.he physician will basically wit.hhold treat.ment. from 

t.he patient. 

As a consequence of t.he uncertainty concerning t.he presence of disease in a patient, 
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additional information from a diagnost.ic test may affed an attending physician's basic 
management decision. If the probability of disease exceeds the treatment. threshold 

probability, then interpreting a negative test result may result in an updated probabil

ity of disease below the threshold probability. Altel'Ilatively, if the pretest probability of 
disease falls below the treatment t.hreshold probability, a positive t.est result may raise 
the probability of disease to a value above the threshold probability, To reckon with 

such effects, the threshold model for patient management includes anot.her two thresh
old probabilities. The no i,.caimeni-icsi th,.eshold pmbability of discase, written P-(d), 
is the probability at. which the attending physician is indifferent between the decision 

to wit.hhold t.reat.ment. and the decision to obtain addit.ional diagnost.ic informat.ion, 
The test-treatment threshold pmbability of disease, written P+(d), is the probability 

at which the physician is indifferent between obtaining additional information and 
starting treatment. rightaway, 

o 

no treat P-(d) 
I 

test 

no treat 
I 

P'(d) treat 

P+(d) treat 
I 

Figure 6,2: The threshold model for patient management, indicating three threshold 
probabilit.ies and t.he various decision alternativcs at a physician's disposal. 

Figure 6.2 summarises t.he basic idea of the threshold model for patient manage

ment.. As long as the diagnostic test under consideration has not. been performed, a 
physician has three decision alternatives at. his or. her disposal. If the probability of 

disease Pr(d) for a patient falls below the no treatment-test t.hreshold probabilit.y, that 
is, if PI' (d) < P-(d), t.hen the physician will withhold treat.ment from the patient with
out. gathering additional diagnostic information, If the probability of disease exceeds 

the tcst-treatment t.hreshold probability, that is, if Pr(d) > P+(d), t.hen the physician 
will start. treatment rightaway. Otherwise, that is, if P-(d) :S Pr(d) :S l't(d), the 

physician will perform t.he diagnostic t.est. After test.ing, t.here are only t.wo decision 
alternatives left. If the updated probabilit.y of disease for the patient exceeds the treat

ment t.hreshold probability, t,he physician will st.art treatment.; otherwise, treatment 
will be withheld from the paticnt, 

The treatment threshold probability of disease P'(") nsed in t.he threshold model 

is t.ypically established by a physician after carefully weighing the various utilities in
volved. These utilities pert.ain t.o t.he presence or absence of disease on the one hand 

and giving or withholding treatment on t.he other hand. From the expected utilit.ies for 
giving and wit.hholding t.reat.ment. in view of t,he uncertainty concerning t.he presence of 

disease, the probability of disease at. which t.he physician is indiH'erent between t.he 1,wo 
decision alternatives is readily dctel'1nincu; t.he basic idea is illust.ra1,ed in Figure 6,3(a), 

For our running example, t.he physician will typically take into consideration t.he life 
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expectancy for a patient, with and without a brain tUlllonr, and the patient's at.ti

tude t.owards impaired health states; we assume that. the physician sets the t.reatment 
threshold probabilit.y of a brain tUlllour at 0.15. The two t.hreshold probabilities P-(d) 
and P+(d) for deciding whether Or not to perform a diagnostic test arc established 
from the test's characterist.ics. For Ollr example, the physician will t,ypically weigh the 

discomfort of a CT scan for a patient against. the additional diagnostic information 

upccled 
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110 treat 

treat 

Pr(d) 
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c:rpec!(d " 
utility 

() 
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Figure 6.3: The basic idea of establishing the treatment. t.hreshold probability of disease, 

(a), and the no treatment.-t.est. and test-treatment threshold probabilities, (b). 

yielded by the scan; we assume that t.he phYf>ician set.s the no treatment- t.est threshold 

probability of a brain tumour at 0.045 and the tcst-treat.ment threshold probabilit.y at 

0.56. The basic idea of cstablishing t.hese t.wo t.hreshold probabilities is illust.rated in 

Figlll'e 6.3(1)). 

Although we have discussed t.he threshold model for decision making in a mcdical 

context, we would like to not.e t.hat. t.he lllodel's nse is not restrict.eel to t.he medical 

domain but in fact. if> broadly applicable. 

6.4 Sensitivity analysis for threshold decision 

making 

In the introduction, we have argued that the various probability assessments of a 

Bayesian belief network tend t.o be inaccurate, To gain insight into the eff'ccts of the 

inaccuracics involved, a belief network can be tiubjccted t.o a sensitivity analysis. In 

Section 604.1, we outline sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief net\vOl'k with regard 

to a probability of int.erest.. In Section 604.2, we address sensitivity analysis of a belief 

net.work in view of threshold decision making. 
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6.4.1 Sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief rietwol'k 

For a Bayesian belief net.work, sensit.ivit.y analysis amounts to syst.emat.ically varying 

t.he assessments for the network's condit.ional probabilities and iuvestigating the effects 

on a probability of interest [Coupe & Van del' Gaag, 1998]. In essence, for evcry condi

tional probahility of the network, a number of deviations from the original assessment. 

are illvestigated. For eycry investigat.ed value, the probability of interest is computed 

from the net.work. The results thus obtained reflect t.he probability of interest. as a 

function of the conditional probabilit.y uuder study. 

\Ve illust.rat.e performing a RClisitivity analysis of onl' example belief network, taking 

t.he prior probabilit.y of t.he presence of a brain t.umour in an arbit.rary patient. for t.he 

probability of interest.. The effects of varying t.he assessments for t.he probabilities 

p(me) and p(b I .me) on t.his probability of interest. arc shown in Figure 6.4. Figure 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
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Figure 6.4: A sensitivity analysis of the example belief net.work; the effects of varying 

t.he assessments for t.he probabilit.ies p(mc), (a), and p(b I -me), (b), on t.he prior 

probabilit.y of disease Pr(b) are shown. 

6.4{a) shows that systematically varying, from 0 to 1, the assessment. for t.he probability 

p(mc) of the presence of metastatic cancer has a rather small effect. on t.he probability 

of int.erest: Pr(b) increases from 0.05 to 0.20. Figure 6A(b) shows t.hat. varying t.he 

assessment. for the conditional probabilit.y p(b I .me) of the presence of a brain t.umour 

in the absence of metastatic cancer has a much stronger effect.: Pr(b) now ranges 

from 0.04 to 0.84. As long as 110 furt.her information is available about the degrees 

of inaccuracy in t.he assessments for the t.wo probabilities under st.udy, ·we concludc 

t.hat the probahility of interest is more robust wit.h regard t.o the assessment for the 

probability p(me) t.han wit.h regard to t.he assessment for p(b I-me). 
A sCllsitivit.y analysis of a Bayesian belief network \vith regard to a prior probability 

of interest. allows for assessing t.he robustness of t.he net.work ill its reflecting a prior 

probability distribution for the domain of application. In the presence of case-specific 

observations, however, a belief net.work may very well show different scnsitivities. To 

reveal t.hese, a sensitivity analysis can be performed with regard to a posterior probabil

it,y of interest. Snch an analysi::; allows for investigating the robustness of the network's 

outpnt. for specific cases or for case profiles. 
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\Ve once again perform a sensitivity analysis of our example belief network) this 

t.ime taking for t.he probabilit.y of interest. t.he posterior probabilit.y Pr(b 1 sh) of t.he 

presence of a brain tumour in a patient who is known to suffer from severe headaches. 

By doing so, we assess t.he robustness of the diagnosis of a brain t.umour for an ar

bit.rary pat.ient with severe headaches. The effects of varying the assessments for the 

condit.ional probabilit.ies p(b 1 ,me) and p(sh 1 ,b) on t.he posterior probabilit.y of 

int.erest are shown in Figure 6.5. Figure G.5{a), when compared with Figure 6.4(b), 

reveals that the observat.ioll that a patient suffers from severe headaches has little im

pad all t.he robustness of the probability of disease with regard to the assessment for 

p(b I ,me). Figure 6.5(b) shows that varying t.he assessment for the condit.ional prob

ability p(sh I ,b) can have a considerable effect OIl the post.erior probability of disease; 

smail deviations from the original assessment. 0.60 have lit.tle effect., however. 
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Figure 6.5: A sensitivity analysis of t.he example belief net.work; t.he effects of varying 

t.he assessments for the condit.ional probabilities p(b 1 ,me), (a), and p(sh 1 ,b), (b), 

on the post.erior probability of disease Pr(b I sit.) arc shown. 

In a sem;it.ivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network, the relat.ion betwecn a prob

ability of interest. and a conditional probabilit.y under st.udy is a simple mathematical 

function. In general, the probability of interest relates to a conditional probabilit.y un

der st.udy as a quot.ient of two linear functions. For t.he post.erior probabilit.y of interest. 

Pl'(d I 0), given some observations 0, and a conditional probability :l:, we have that 

Pr(dlo)= "':l:+b 
e·": + f 

where a, b, e, and fare const.ant.s. For an example, we reconsider Figure 6.5(0) showing 

for our belief net.work t.he posterior probabilit.y of interest. PI'(b 1 sh) as a function of 

t.he conditional probabilit.y ~D = p(sh I ,b); t.his function equals 

Pr(b 1 sil) = 0.06957 
:1' + 0.06957 

If the conditional probabilit.y under study pertains t.o a variable without. any observcd 

descendants, t.hat is an ancest.or of the variable of interest. in t.he network's qualitative 

part, t.he mat.hematical function reduces to a linear funct.ion. For t.he probabilit.y of 
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interest and a conditional probability :r as indicated, we then have t.hat. 

Pr(dl 0) =a ':l:+b 

where (l and b are constants. In particular, a prior probability of int.erest. relat.es 

linearly t.o any conditional probability froIll the network. For an example) we reconsider 

Figure GA(b) showing for our belief net.work t.he prior probabilit.y of int.erest. Pr( b) as 

a function of the conditional probability :t: = p(b I ,me); the fuuction eqnals 

Pr(b) = 0.8·:t: + 0.04 

The constants ill the mathematical functions involved in a sensitivity analysis of a 

Bayesian belief network arc readily determined by computing the probability of int.erest. 

from the net.work for a small number of values for the conditional probability under 

st.udy and solving t.he resulting system of linear equat.ions. For further technical det.ails, 

we refer the reader to [Conpe & Van del' Gaag, 1995]. 

6.4.2 Sensitivity analysis in view of threshold decision making 

Sensitivity analysis of a Bayesian belief network \vit.h regard to a probabilit.y of in

t.erest yields a fund,jonal relat.ion bet.ween t.hb probability of int.erest and every tlingle 

conditional prohabilit.y from t.he net.work. These relationtl indicate how t.he probahilit.y 

of int.erest will shift upon varying the aSS(,SSlllenttl for t,he variolls condit.ional proba

bilities. For a probability of interest that is used in the threshold model for decision 

making, not. every shift is significant.. In fact) only a shift. t,hat results in a different 

decision recommendat.ion is of iuterest. In sensit,ivit,y analysis ill view of threshold de

cision making, t.herefore, we have t.o take t.he val'ioutl threshold prohabilities employed 

into consideration. To t.his end) we enhance sensit.ivit.y analysis of a Bayesian belief 

network wit.h t.he computation of upper and lower bounds between which t.he nctwork}s 

assessments can be varied wit.hout inducing a change in decision. 

The compntation of bounds on variation of a belief net.work}s probabilit.y assess

ments builds upon the mat.hematical functions that we have detailed before} relating a 

probability of int.erest to the network}s conditional probabilities. Once again focHsing 

on patient management., we begin by considering a prohability of disease Pr(d I 0) and 

a conditional prohability :1: to which it is linearly related, that is} we have 

Pl'(d I 0) = a ':l:+b 

for some constants a and b. For ease of exposition) we aSSllme t.hat Pr(d I 0) increases 

wit.h hlcreasing valucs for :1:; we will ret.urn to t.his assumpt.ion present.ly. If, ill view of 

the t.hreshold model, t.he probability of dbease indicates wit.hholding treatment.} that is} 

if Pr(d I 0) < P-(d)} then t.he decision will remain unaltered as long as the conditional 

probabilitY:I: is smaller t.han the value :1;- t.hat is comput.ed from 

"':l:-+b=P-(d) 
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?vIOl'e prccisel.\\ t.he decision t.o wit.hhold treat.ment. remains unaltered for any value of 

the condit.ional probability,: within the interval (-00, :c) n [0, I]. If the probabilit.y of 

disease 011 t.he ot.her hand indicat.es st.arting t.reat.ment, rightaway, that. is, if Pr(d I 0) > 
P+(d), t.hen f,he decision will remain unaltered as long as the l:ollditiunal probabilit.y 

:c is greater than t.he value :(;+ t.hat. is computed from 

(l.:t:++b=P+(d) 

rdore precisely, the decision to start treatment rightaway remains unaltered for any 

value of the conditional probability:/: within the inlerval (,:+,+00) n [0,1]. If the 

probability of dbe"se indicates testing, that is, if P-(d) ~ Pr(d I 0) ~ P+(d), t.hen 

. this decision will be the same for any value of t.he conditional probabilit.)' :r within the 

interval [:c,,:+]n[O,I]. 
So far) we have addressed t.he computation of bounds on t.he variat,ion of a (;olldi

tional probability that is related linearly to the probability of disease, For a conditional 

probability t.hat, is related to t.he probability of disease by a quotient of two linear fUllc

tions, bounds on variation arc computed in a similar fashion, \Ve have further assllmed 

so far that, t.he probability of disease increases wit.h increasing valucl) of the conditional 

probability x under study, \Vit.h t.his assumption, we have implicitly assumed that 

1:- .:S 1:+, For a condit.ional probability ;1: of which increasing valucs serve to decrease 

the probabilit.y of disease, we have that a:- ~ ;(;+, Using t.his observation, the bounds 

derived above arc readily adjusted, 

\Ve illm;t,rat.e t.he computation of bounds on variation for our example belief net

work; we reca1l from SectioB 6,3 t.hat the t.hree threshold probabilit.ies of disease have 

been set at P'(b) = 0.15, P-(b) = 0.045, and P+(b) = 0.56. We begin by address

ing t.he rohust.ness of t.he decision for management. of an arbitrary pat.ient. From our 

helief network, the prior probability of disease is comput.ed to be Pr(b) = 0,08, For 

this probability, we have that P-(b) ~ I'r(b) ~ P+(b). Using the threshold model for 

patient. management., t.herefore, t.he physician will decide t.o gather addit.ional informa

tion from a CT st'an. \Ve invest.igate the l'obul)tness of this decision by computing an 

upper and lower bound on variation of the assessment for the conditional probability 

;1: = p(b I ,me), The lower bound a;- on variation is compnted from 

Pl'(b) = O.S . '"- + 0.04 = 0.045 

yielding ;1:- = 0.00625; t.he upper bouud ;1;+ OIl variation is computed from 

Pl'(b) = O.S . '1'+ + 0.04 = 0.56 

yielding ,,+ = 0.65. For any value of the condit.ional jJrobabilit.y l'(b I ,me) wit.hin 

t.he int.erval [0.00625,0.65], therefore, the decision to gat.her additional diagnostic in

formation will remain unaltered, Since t.he conditional probabilit.y under st.udy has 

been assessed at 0,05, we conclude that the decision is fairly robust with regard to t.his 
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assessment.; variation of t.he assessment. to smaller values, however, may change t.he 

decision to the recommendation to withhold treatment without gathering additional 

diagnost.ic information. 

To conclude, \\'c address the robustness of t.he management decision for a patient. 

with a primary tumour who is known to suffer from severe headaches. From 0111' belief 

net.work, t.he posterior probabilit.y of disease is computed to be Pr(b Ish) = 0.1039. 

For t.his probabilit.y, we observe t.hat. P-(b) <:: Pr(b I sll) <:: P+(b). The physician 

will t.herefore order a CT scan for the pat.ient.. "re investigat.e t.he robustness of this 

decision by computing t.he 1,lpper and lower bound on variation of the assessment of t.he 

conditional probability :r = p(sh I ~b). Note t.hat the probability of disease decreases 

with increasing values for t.his conditional probability. The lower bound .1:+ on variation 

is computed from 

0.06957 
Pl'(b Ish) = = 0.56 

:1'+ + 0.06957 

yielding :r+ = 0.1938. Upon computing the upper bound :C- 011 variation, we find a 

valne great.er t.han one. For any value of t.he condit.ional probability p(sh I-d)) wit.hin 

the interval [0.1938,1]' t.herefore, the decision to gather additional diagnostic infor

mation for t.he patient will remain unalt.ered. Since the condit.ional probability under 

study has been assessed at. O.GO, we conclude that the de~blion is quite robust. with 

regard to t.his assessment.. 

6.5 Conclusions 

The probability assessments of a Bayestan belief network tend to be inaccurat.e. The 

belief net.work as a consequence will yield inaccurat.e output. If the network's out.put. 

is used for decision making, its inaccuracy influen~es the reliability of a decision t.hat is 

based upon it .. An integral pa!t of invest.igating reliabilit.y is to study output robust.ness. 

To investigat.e t.he robust.ness of a belief network's output in view of t.hreshold decision 

making, we have presented an enhanced met.hod for sensitivity analysis t.hat provides 

for the compntation of upper and lower bounds bet\veen \vhicIt a network's assessments 

can be varied wit.hout inducing a change in decision. 

\Ve have addressed the issue of robustness in view of a simplified t.hreshold model 

for decision making, involving binary variables and a single diagnost.ic test. The more 

general t.hreshold Illodel addresses variables t.hat. have 1ll11lt.iple discrete values and 

provides for select.ing among multiple t.ests. Our met.hod of sensitivity analysis will be 

furt.her cia borated upon for use with this Illore gcncrallllodei. Alt.hough often useo in 

pract.ice, t.he threshold model is a simple model for decision making. \Vith a Bayesian 

bclief network, more complex models can be used. 1vlorc specifically, a belief network. 

can be extcnded t.o an iufiuence diagram t.o provide for addressing more elaborat.e 
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t.rade-offs in decision making. The results put forward in t.his chapter hold unabatedly 

for influence diagrams. In t.he near fut.urc) we hope to ext.end our method of sensitivity 

analysis for decision making to apply to influeul:e diagrams. 





Chapter 7 

Properties of sensitivity analysis of 

infl uenee diagrams 

Abstract 

For an influence diagram, simple mathematical functions exist. t.hat express expected 

ntiHty in terms of one or more conditional probabilities or utilities from t.he diagram. 

These fUllctions provide for performing efficient, sensitivity analysis of an influence di

agram. The sensitivity of the expected utility of each decision alternative to variations 

in one or two conditional probabilities or utilities under study is established by comput

ing UlC required constants in the mathematical functions. To obtain these constants 

only a limited number of evaluations of the diagram is required. Now) relating the 

mathematical functions for all decision alternatives to each other, provides for inves

tigating the sensitivity of the recommended decision, that is, t.he decision alt.ernat.ive 

·with maximulll expected utility, As a measure of t.he sensitivity of t.he recommended 

decision, we propose t.he minimum deviation. The minimum deviation is the smallest. 

change in t.he assessment(s) for one or t.wo probabilities or utilities under study that 

leads to a change in the recommended decision. 

7.1 Introduction 

The field of decision making under uncertainty has been receiving considerable atten

tion within artificial-intelligence research over t.he past decade. The field is concerned 

wit.h the basic problem of determining, from among variolls different decision alterna

tives, t.he alternative that. best meets a decision maker's preferences in view of uncer

taint.y. Decision maldng under uncertainty builds for its mathematical foundat.ion on 

probabilit.y theory and utility theory for describing and reasoning with t.he ullcertainties 

and preferences involved ill a decision problem [Von Neumann & Ivlorgenstern, 1944, 

Raiffa & Schlaifel'j 1961]. For formally representing decision problems, various for-
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malisl1ls have been designed. One of these formalisms is the formalism of influence 

diagrams [Howard & Matheson, 1981J. 
An influence diagram is a concise represent.at.ion of a decision problem involving 

ullcertaint.y. It consists of a qualitative part and an associat.ed quant.itative part.. The 

qualitative part of an influence diagram takes t.he form of a directed graph composed 

of variolls types of node and an~. The chance nodes of an influence diagram model 

t.he statistical variables involved in the represent.ed problem; the arcs among tllE.'sC 

nodes with each other capture the illdepenciences among the corresponding variables. 

The decision nodes of the diagram represent the decision variables from the problem 

under study, each representing a choice among various decision alternat.ives; t.he arcs 

between these nodes indicate the order in which decisions are taken. The ut.ility node, 

t.o conclude, summarises t.he possible outcome scenarios of t.he represented problem; 

its incoming arcs indicate the decision and chance variables whose values influence the 

problem's out.comc. The quantit.ative part. of an influence diagram is composed of con

dit.ional probabilities and ut.ilities. The conditional probabilities basically describe the 

strengths of the dependences bet.ween the statistical variables. The utilit,ies express 

t.he decision maker's preferences for t.he various possible outcome scenarios. An influ

ence diagram's qualitative part. and quantitative part, t.ogether provide for computing, 

for each decision node, the most preferred decision alternative, that is, the decision 

alternative with maximum expect.ed utility [Shacht.er, 1986]. 

Influence diagrams are gencrally const.ructed with t.he help of experts from t.he do

main of application. Experience shows that building t.he qualitative part. of an influence 

diagram is relatively straightforward. Assessing the various difierent. conditional prob

abilities and utilities for t.he quantitative part., however, is generally considered a much 

lllore difficult and time-consuming task. For most applications, available data collel:

tions do not provide for assessing all probabilities required [Druzdzel & Van del' Caag, 

1995]. i\IIany probabilities h<;lve to be assessed t.herefore by domain experts. Although 

various elicit.ation tcchniques have been designed t.o avert the problems of bias and 

poor calibration Lypically fOHnd in judgemental probabilities, elicited from humans, 

the large number of probabilities required for an influence diagram often prohibits t.he 

use of these rather time-consuming methods, The ass<:.'ssment of utilities is generally 

found t.o be an even harder task t.han probability assessment. OftCll, ut.ilities have t.o 

be assodated wit.h out.come scenarios wit.h which the assessor is not acquaint.ed. In 

contrast with probability assessments) moreover, evaluating the l:alibration of utilit.y 

assessments is very difficult.) if not practically impossible, From t.he above observations, 

we conclude t.hat bot.h the probability assessments and the utility assessments obtained 

for an influence diagram are prone to inaccuracy, 

The inaccuracies in the various probabilit.y and ut.ility assessments of an influence 

diagram may influence t.he reliability of the diagram's output. In a medical applicat.ion) 

for example, non-optimal t.reat.ment rccommendatiom; lIlay result, from building on iu-
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accurate assessments. An int.egral part of investigating the reliability of an infiuence 

diagram's ontput is studying its sensitivity [l'vforgan & HClll'ioll, 1990]. In general, sen

sitivity analysis of a mathematical model amounts to investigating the effects of the 

inaccuracies in the model\, parameters by varying the values of the parameters in 

a syst.ematic way [l'vIorgall & HenrioH, 1990, Habbema et al., 1990]. ~or an influence 

diagram, sensitivity analysis amonnts to varying the assessments for olle 01' more con

ditional probabilities or utilities simultaneously and investigating t.he effects on the 

preferred decision alternative) t.hat. is, t.he decision alternative with maximulll expected 

ntilit.y. Informally speaking, the more t.he assessments can be varied wit.hout inducing 

a change in t.he most. preferred decision alternative, the less sensit.ive t.he outcome of 

t.he diagram is to inaccuracies. 

Unfortunately, as a result of t.he usually large number of conditional probabilities 

and utilities involved, performing a sensit.ivit.y analysis of an influence diagram in 

a straightforward manner is computationally unfeasible. Even the simplest type of 

sensitivit.y analysis in which one assessment. at. a t.ime is investigat.ed, easily requires 

tens of t.housands of computations: for every single condit.ional probability and every 

utilit.y, a JltllllUel' of deviations from the specified assessment. is investigat.ed and for 

every sHch deviation t.he most. preferred decision alternative needs to be computed. To 

be of practical usc, more efficient met.hods for sensitivity analysis are required. 

In this chapt.er, we present an efficient. met.hod for sensitivity analysis of influ

ence diagrams. Our method builds upon propert,ies of influence diagrams t.hat. render 

st.raight.forward variation of conditional probabilities and utilities unnecessary, \Ve 

show t.hat. t.here exist simple mathematical functions expressing t.he expected ut.ilit.y 

of a decision alternat.ive in terms of aile or more conditional probabilities and utilities 

from t.he diagram. Computing the const.ants in these mat.hematical functions suffices 

t.o est.ablish t.he sensitivity of t.he expected utility of a decision alternative to variations 

in the assessments of the influence diagram under st.udy. \Ve furt.her show t.hat. t.hese 

functions provide for the computation of the minimum deviation from t.he original as

sessments required to induce a change in t.he most, preferred decision ait.el'llative. The 

minimum deviat.ion required is indicat.ive of the sensitivity of the diagram's output to 

inaccuracies in its various assessments. 

The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2, we review the formalism of 

influence diagrams and introduce our running example. In Sect-ion 7,3, we provide 

some background on sensitivit.y analysis, In Section 7.4, we discuss various properties 

of an influence diagram that. serve to reduce the comput.ational burden of a sensit.ivity 

analysis wit.h respect, t.o its conditional probabilities; in Section 7.5, we extend these 

properties to include t.he utilities of a diagram. In Section 7,6, we briefly discuss 

sensitivity analysis wit.h respect to bot.h conditional probabilities and ut.ilities, The 

chapt.er ends with our conclusions and directions for flll't.her research in Section 7,7. 
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7.2 Influence diagrams 

An influence diagram is a concise representat.ion of a decision problem involving un

certaint.y. In this sectioll, we review the basic formalism of influence diagrams; for 

a more elahorat.e introdnct.ion, we refer the reader t.o (Hmvard & .Matheson, 1981, 

Shachter, 198GJ. 

In an influence diagram, qualitative information describing t.he st.rncture of t.he 

represented decision problem is explicitly separated from the quantitative information 

involved. The qualitat.ive part. of an influence diagram is an acyclic directed graph G = 

(\1(0), A(O)) with nodes V(O) and arcs A(O). The set of nodes 11(0) is partitioned 

into three disjoint. sets of Ilocif's t.hat. capture variables having difl'erent. meanings in t.he 

represented problem. A chance node is a node representing a Btatistical variable that 

takes a value from alllong a finite set of values. The set. of all chance nodes ·will he 

denoted C(G). A decision node is a node t.hat. models a dedBion variahle or momcnt 

of choice for t.he decision maker. A decision variable is a variable that represents the 

various different dedsion altcrnatives or actions at the decision maker's disposal; the 

vallie of a decision variable is under direct. cont.rol of t.he decision makcr. In t.he sequel, 

we will restrict the discllssion t.o influence diagrams with just. a single decision node D. 

The t.hird type of node ill an illHucllce diagram is the utility node. The utility node 

represents the variolls different. ontcome sccnarios that lIlay arise from the decision 

alternatives and serves to encode t.he desirability of these scenarios t.o the decision 

maker. The ntility node is unique and will be denoted U. 

The set A(G) of arcs in the digraph of an influence diagram is equally partitioned 

into disjoint. subsets. The arcs between t.he chance nodes with each other encode the 

indepelldellces among the represent.ed statistical variablrs. Informally speaking, we 

take an arc Ci -+ C'j to repn'sent. a direct. influent.ial or causal relationship betweell 

the statistical variables Ci and Cj ; the arc's direct.ion designates Cj as the effect. or 

cOlU;equenee of the cause Ci. Absence of an arc between two chance nodes means that. 

t.he corresponding variables do not influence each ot.her directly and, hence, are (condi

tionally) independent.. An arc from t.he decisioll node into a chance node expresses an 

influence on the represented statistical variable, exerted by the decision maker through 

his choice for t.he decision variable at ham!. The incoming arcs of the decision node 

arc generally referred t.o as informational (Ires. An informational arc from a chance 

node into t.he decision node indicates t.hat. t.he corresponding statistical variable must 

have been observed at t.he t.ime the decision is made. Absence of an arc ii'OJll a chance 

node into the decision node mealls t.hat. t.he decision maker need lIot. necessarily have 

observed t.he valne of t.he corresponding variable. An incoming arc for the ut.ility node 

indicates that the variable or decision represented by the Hade at. t.he tail of the arc 

dil'ect.ly affects expected utility. The ut.ility node does not have allY out.going arcs. 

The quantitative part of all influence diagram is composed of condit.ional probabil-
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ities and ut.ilit.ies. \\lith each chance. node C\ E C(G), having the set. lfG(Ci ) fol' it.s 

{immediate} predecessors, is associat.ed a set of conditiollal probabilities p{Cj l1fr;(Ci )) 

describing t.he joiut influence of the values of the nodes ill 7fc(C;) on the probabilities 

of the values of Ci • "'ith the utility node U is associat.ed a set of utilities u(7fa(U)) 
specifying for each combination of values for the set 7fc(U) of predecessors of U, a 

Illllllbcl' expressing the desirability of t.his value combinat.ion t.o the decision maker. 

\Ve dcfiue the concept. of an influence diagram more formally; we would like to recall 

that we rest.rict. our discllssion t.o influence diagrams illyolving a single decision node 

only. 

Definition 7.2.1 An influence diagram is a tuple ID = (0, jJ, u) wherc 

• 0 = (11(0), A(O)) is an aC!lclic di!Jraph with nodes F(O) = e(o) U {D} U {U} 
where 

- C(G) is flw diagram's set. nfrhau<-:€ nodes; 

- D is the diagram's decision node; 

- U is the nt.ility node; 

and arcs 11(0) with (J,,(U) = 0; 

• p is a set. of condWonai probabilities p(e, I 'irate,)), for all e, E e(o), where 
'ifc(Cj ) is the set. of predeccssors of C j in G; 

• n is a set. of utilities u(7fG(U)), 

\Ve illust,rate t.he concept of influcnce diagram by mcaus of an example t.hat. will be 

used for 0111' running example t.hroughout. t.he chapter. 

Exarnple 7.2.2 \Ve consider a small, highly simplified influence diagram for patient

specific t.herapy selection for oesophageal carcinoma. 

As a consequence of a lesioll of t.he oesophageal wall, for exam pic as a result of 

frequent reflux, a carcinoma may develop in a patient.'s Q('sophagns. An oesophageal 

carcinoma has various characterist.ics t.hat. influence its prospective growth and possible 

infiltrat.ion into neighbouring stl'llC{'urcs. These characterist.ics include t.he Location of 

t.he carcinoma ill t.he oesophagus, the Length of t.he <-:arcinOl'na, and its macroscopic 

Shape; the locat.ion and length of t.he carcinoma are f'stablislwd froIll a Gastroscopic 

examination of the oesophagus. Oesophageal carcinoma) nnfort.Hnat.cly, is associated 

with a poor Life expectancy. The presence of an oesophageal carcinoma in addition 

influences a patient's quality of life. For example, dependent. upon its lengt.h and 

macroscopic shape, an oesophageal carcinoma may hlock t.he Passage of food tJu:olIgh 

t.he oesophagus, wit.h considerable Weightloss as a consequencc. In t.he presence of 
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Necrosis (seriolls decay of t.issue), moreover, mayan oesophageal carcinoma give rise to 

a Fistula. (an infiltration, resulting in an open connection) into the trachea and bronchi. 

In the presence of a fistula, food, upon swallowing, may ent.er into t.he patient's t.rachea, 

causing choking and extensive coughing. 

\Vhile establishing the presence of an oesophageal carcinoma in a patient is rela

tively easy, t,he selection of an appropriate therapy is a' far harder task. The effects 

aimed at by instilling a therapy include removal or reduction of t.he patient's primal)' 

tumour and an improved Passage after therapy of food through the oesophagus. The 

various different therapeutic alternatives available differ in the extcnt to which thcse 

effects can be attained. In~t.i1lation of a therapy further is expected to be accompanied 

not just by beneficial effects but also by variolls, possibly serious, complications. The 

effeds and complications to be expected from a therapy depend on the characteris

tics of the patient's carcinoma and need be weighed carefully before deciding upon a 

specific therapy for the patient 

In onr simplified influence diagram, we consider the possible effects and compli

cations of just three therapent.ic alternat.ives; t.hese are a surgical rcmoval of the oe

sophagus, positioning an endoprosthesis or stcnt into the oesophagus, and \\'ithholding 

trcatment. A surgical procedure is aimed at removal of t.he primary t.umoUl' and, thus, 

at a prolonged life expectancy. Only if upon surgery all tumour cells are removed and 

no Residual cancel' remains, will a prolonged life expectancy be attained for t.he patient.. 

The procedure brings a high mortalit.y risk, especially for older patients. Positioning a 

prosthesis in the oesophagus is aimed primarily at. an improved quality of life after ther

apy. The prost.hesis serves to improve the passage of food t.hrough t.he oesphagus and, 

in the presence of a fistula, in addition serves t.o cover the fistula, thereby alleviating 

associated problem~. Positioning a prost.hesis, however, is not without. risk. Especially 

if a patient's carcinoma is associated with necrosis can positioning t.he prosthesis calise 

a Pe1foration of t.he oesophageal wall; also) a patient may suffer from l\1igration of the 

prost.hesis. 

The digraph of the simplified influence diagram representing the decision problcm 

of therapy selection for oesophageal carcinoma is shown in Figure 7.1. The chance 

nodes are depided as circles, the decision node is represented by a box) and t.he utility 

node is drawn as a hexagon. 

Associated with each chance node in the influence diagram is a set of conditional 

probahilities describing the joint influence of values for its predecessors 011 the probabil

ities of its o-wn values. For example, for t,he chance node Necrosis, the diagram specifics 

t.he following conditional probabilities for the presence of serious decay of tissue in t.he 

oesophageal wall, indicated by the value yes: 
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Figure 7.1: The digraph of the Oesophagus influence diagram, 

Pr(Necrosis = yes I Shape = polypoid, Length < Gem) = 0 
Pr(Necrosis = lI(8) Shape = polypoid, Length ;?: Gem} = 0.25 
Pr(Nec1'Osis = lies I Shape = scil'rheus, Length < Gem) = 0 
Pr(Nccrosis = yes I Shape = scirrhclls, Length ~ Gem) = 0.10 
Pr(Necrosis = yes) Shape = ulcerating, Length < Gem} = 0 
Pr{Necrosis = yes I Shape = u.lcerating, Length;::: Gem) = 0.85 

Gastro 
/ocl.llion 

For t.he influence diagram, a total number of 217 probabilit.ies have been specified. 
"'ith the utility node of the influence diagram is associated a set of utilities, I)pec

ifying for each combination of values for the node's predecessors a number indicating 
desirability. Fol' exam pic, fol' a patient. in whom t.reat.ment has not resulted in a pro
longed life expectancy the diagram specifies t.he following ut.ilities: 

u(Lije e;cpectancy = same, Passage after therapy = improved, Migration = 110) = 0.80 

u(Lije c[,JlCctal1cy = same, Passage after therapy = improved, .Migration = yes) = 0.75 
. u(Lije expectancy = same, Passage after therapy = same, .Migration = 1/0) = 0.60 

u(Lije e;cpectancy = same, Passage after therapy = saltw, Af(qrafiorl = yes) = 0.35 

u(Lifc e:qJectrl1lcy = same, Passage ,after therapy = W01'Se, .Migration = rIO) = 0.20 

u(Life expectancy = same, Passage after therapy = worse, Migration = yes) = 0.05 

For the diagram, a total number of 18 uWit.ies havc been specified. 0 

The condit.ional probabilities of an influence diagram provide all informat.ion necessary 
for uniquely defining a joint. probability distribution on the statistical variables in the 

diagram t.hat. respects t.he independ~nces portrayed by t.he diagram's qualit.at.ive part.. 

This property is stated more formally in the following proposition. The notation IX::::l. 
is used to indicat.e t.hat., in t.he preceding formula, the variables in the set. X take the 
combination of values :1:. 
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Proposition 7.2.3 Let ID = (GIP, u) be a.n influence diagram with lhe chance nodes 
C(G) and the decision node D. Then, fol' each decision alternative dj of D, 

Pr(C(O),D = dj ) = II p(C; I1fG(C;))ID~d 
C;EG(G) J 

defines a joint probability distribnl;on PI' on C(O) that respects the independences por
trayed by the digraph O. 

From the previolls proposition, we have t.hat. the part of an influence diagram that 

is induced by its chance nodes provides for probabilistic inference conditional on any 

decision alternative. By taking the various utilities associated with the utility node 

into consideration, t.he diagram provides for computing the decision alt.ernative with 

maximnm expected utility. This property is st.at.ed more formally in the following 

proposition. 

Proposition 7.2.4 Let ID = (G,p, '11) be an influence diagram with the chance nodes 
C{O), the decision node D, taking one of the values ell" .. , dm, m;::: 1, and the utility 
node U. Let. 0 C;; V(O) be the set of observed chance nodes in 0 and let 0 denote 
the corresponding observations. Then, the decision alternative with maximum, e:r,pected 
utility, denoted dmax , equals 

elmox = arg max (eu{D = dj 1 0 = 0)) 
djE{d\, ... ,dm } 

where, for each decision alternative dj of D, we have that 

eu(D = dj 10 = 0) = L Pr(1fa(U) I D,O) ·u(1fdU)) In ~dj 
iia(U) 0=0 

In t.he following, we illustrat.e compnting the preferred decision alternat.ive for our 

example influence diagram. 

Exanlple 7.2.5 "'e consider the Oesophagus influence diagram from Figure 7.1. \Ve 

are interested in the decision alternat.ive wit.h maxilllulll expected utility for a llillety

two year old patient who has not suffered from any weightloss and in whom the ahsence 

of necrosis and a fistel have been established; the observations for the set of observed 

variables 0 = {Age, Weightloss, Necrosis, Fistula} will be indicated by o. We start 
by computing the expected ut.ilit.y of positioning an endoprosthesis in the patient's 

oesophagus. From Proposition 7.2.4, we find that 

eu( endopmsthesis I 0) = L Pr(1f(U) I endoprosthesis, 0) . ll(1f(U)) 
n{U) 

where t.he set 1f{U) comprises t.he chance nodes Life expectancy, Passage after therapy, 
and /i.ligration. The posterior probabilit.ies Pl'{Life e:cpectancy, Passage after therapy, 
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j\ligration I endoprosthesis, 0) are computed from the diagram for all valueR of the t.hree 
variables involved. The variables Life expectancy and Passage after therapy take the 
valnes improved, same, and worse; the variable l11igmtion takes the values yes amI 
no. Posit.ioning all clldoprosthesis in a patient's oesphagus only serves to improve the 
passage of food and has no effect. Oil life cXpedaIll:Y. The posterior probabilities of t.he 
outcome scenarios involving an improved or worsened life expectancy therefore equal 
zero. Now, inselting 1,he computed posterior probabilit,ieR and the various utilities 
involved in t.he equation above, we find 

eu(endopr08lhcsi8 I 0) ~ 

= Pr(LE=s, Pass = i, Mi,l}l' = 7/0 I endoproslhesis,o) . u(LE=8, Pass = i, Mig'/' = no) 
+ Pr(LE=s,Pass = i,liIigr = yes I cndopmsthesis, 0) , u(LE=s,Pass = iJlfigr = yes) 

+ Pr(LE=s, Pass = s,l11igr = 110 I c1u/uprosthesis,o) , u(LE=s, Pass = s,l11igl' = no) 
+ Pr(LE=s, Pass = .'I, Migr = yes I endoprostliesis,o) ,u(LE=s, Pass = s, .Mi,qr = yes) 
+ Pr(LE=s,Pass = w,Mi,ql' = 110 I endoprosihcsis, 0) 'lI(LE=s,Pass = w,Afigl' = 110) 
+ Pr(LE=s,Pass = w,Milll' = yes I entioprosthcsis, 0) , l1(LE=s,Pass = W,All,l]/' = yes) 

~ 0.283 . 0.8 + 0.0230·0.75 + 0.'158·0.6 + 0.0372 . 0.35 + 0.175 . 0.2 + 0.01,12·0.05 

~ 0.567 

abbreviat.ing t.he names of t.he variables and valucs for readabilit.y, For t.he two decision 

alternatives surgery and no treatment, we analogollsly find 

Cll(surgerll I 0) ~ 00495 

and 

eu(no treatment I 0) ~ O.G 

From the expected ut.ilities for the three decision altel'llat.ives, we have t.hat. for our 

ninety-t.wo year old pat.ient t.he decision alternative to refrain from treatment has max

imum expect.ed ut.ilit.y and, hence, is the preferred decision ait.el'1lative, 0 

For computing from an influence diagram t.he decision alternative with maximum ex

pect.ed ut.ility, variolls different. algorit.hms are available [Shachter, 1986, Cooper, 1988], 

The algorit.hm by R,D, Shachter operates directly on an influeIlce diagram by recur

sively reducing the diagram and combining probabilities and ut.ilities [Shachtel', 1986], 

The algorit.hm by G,F, Cooper, on the other hand, t.rallsforms an influence diagram into 

a Bayesian belief network and subsequently performs probabilistic inference [Cooper, 

1988], Since in t.he sequel we \vill build upon Cooper's algorithm, we briefly summarize 

its essence. 

The basic idea of Cooper's algorithm is t.o t.ransform an influence diagram into 

a Bayesian belief net.work by converting both t.he decision node anel the utility node 
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into a challce node and transforming the ntility function t.o a probabilit.y function. In 

converting the decision node D into a chance node, its incoming arcs are removed. The 

various decision alternatives (/1"", dm, rn 2: 1, of t.he decision node arc t.aken for t,he 

new chance node's valuC's. These values arc assigned an even probability distribution. 

The utility uocle is converted into a binary chance node taking one of t.he truth valnes 

true and false. \Vit.hunt-loss of generalit.y, we assume that the utilities for the diagram's 

utility node lie between zero ann one, where zero is t.he ut.ility for the worst possible 

outcome scenario and olle is the utility for the best outcome scenario .. For the chance 

node U modeling the original ut.i1it.y node, a set. of conditional probabilities p(U I 
7I"c(U)) is defined wit.h 

p(U = tr,," I1fG(U)) = 11(7I"c(U)) 

For any decision alternative dj , j = 1, ... ,111, t.he post.erior probability Pr(D = dj I 
U = t.rue,O = 0) given the observations 0 and given the instantiation t.rue for U 
can now be shown to be equal to t,he expect.ed ut.ility ell(D = dj I 0 = 0) of dj • 

Determining the decision alternative t.hat maximises expected utility therefore amounts 

t.o establishillg the decision alternative that yields t.he maximulll posterior probability 

given the available observations and t.he value t.rlte for U. 

7.3 Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivit.y analysis is a general technique for investigating t.he effects of t.he inaccura

cies in the paramet.ers of a mat.hematical model on this model's output [Habbema el 

al., 1990, .Morgan & Hendoll, 1990}. The analysis basically amounts to systematically 

varying t.he valu('s of a number of parameters of the model under study and computing, 

for each of the combinations of values considered, the outcome of the model. For an 

influence diagram, sensitivity analysis amounts to varying the assessments for one 01' 

more conditional probabilit.ies or utilities, termed parameters, of the diagram':;; quan

titative part sinmltaneously. The eH·ect. of t.hese variations on t.he expected utility of 

each decision alternative aud, in particular, on the decision alternaf,ive wit.h maximum 

expected utility is studied. In fact" t.he effect. of varying assessments 011 t.he decision 

alternative with maximulIl expected ut.ility can be established from the observed effect 

of t.hese variations on the expected ut.ility of each alternat.ive. Having est.ablished the 

relation between the expect.ed ut.ilit.y of each alternative and t.he parameters under 

st.udy, it can he computed how much the original assessments for these parameters 

should be changed to alter t.he decision alternative with maximum expect.ed ut.ilit.y 

from t.he formerly preferred alternative to any other alternative. \Ve are. interested 

in det.ermining the minimum deviation in t.he paramet.er assessments that. causes this 

change in preferred decision. This minimum deviation is a measure of the robust.ness 
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of the influence diagram to inal:curacies in its parameters; it gives an indication of t.he 

diagram's reliability. 

The simplest. type of sensitivit.y analysis is a one-way sensitivity analysis. In a DllC

way sensit.ivity analysis of an influence diagram, the assessments fur the conditional 

probabilities and ut.ilities in t.he diagram are varied olle at a time, keeping all other 

assessments fixed. A one-way sensit.ivity analysis thus reveals the independent effect. 

of deviation from the assessment of a single conditionul probabilit.y or utility. To 

assess t,he joint. elleet. of variolls conditional probabilities and utilities together, higher 

order sensitivity analyses arc required. In this chapter, we discuss tw(}-way sensitivity 
analysis, in addition to one-way sensit.ivity analysis. In a two-way sensitivity analysis, 

t.he assessment.s for t.wo condit.ional probabilit.ies or utilities are varied simultaneously, 

keeping all others fixed. Such an analysis reveals how the two parameters under study 

int.eract in t.heir eHect on expected utility. In principle, a t.hree-way or higher order 

sensitivity analysis is also possible. However, t.he results of such an analysis are hard 

to interpret.. In clinical decision analysis, it. is cust.omary t.o perform one- and two-way 

sensit.ivity analyses; the results of t.hese analyses can be represent.ed graphically and 

are, t.herefore, easier to lise. 

In principle, in a one-way and two-way sensit.ivity analysis of an influence dia

gram, every single assessment. and every pair of assessments in the diagram is in

vestigated. The analysis call be carried out by simply varying t.he assessments step

wise using a sufficiently large number of steps and, subsequent.ly, evaluating t.he in

fluence diagram for each st.cp. Howevcr, such a straight.forward sensitivit.y analysis 

is far too t.ime-consuming. Even for rat.her small influence diagrams, easily tCIIS of 

thousands of evaluations would be required. Unt.il now, to our knowledge, no efforts 

have been undertakcn to increase the cfficiency of pcrforming a sensitivity analysis of 

an influence diagram. For belief networks, however, an efficient method is available 

[Castillo et al., 1997b, Coupe & Van del' Gaag, 1998] (see also Chapter '1). As inftu

Cllce diagrams are dosely related to belief network.s, we briefly review this method. It, 

forms the basis of the research presented in t.his chapter. 

In a sensitivity analysis of a belief network, the effed of varying parameter assess

ments on' a prior or posterior probabilit.y computed from t.he net.work is investigated. 

\Vith resped to the result!) of such an analysis, Coupe and Van del' Gaag, and Cast.illo 

et al. identified two important properties. Firstly, the independences refleded by t.he 

qualitativc part. of a belief nct.work allow for idcntifying, by simple visual inspection, 

conditional probabilit.ies t.hat. cannot affect. the probability of interest. in the network. 

These condit.ional probabilities can be excluded from t.he sensit.ivity analysis. Secondly, 

t.he rcmaining conditional probabilities relate to t.he probability of interest. as a quot.ient 

of two mult.ilinear functions. \Ve will detail t.his short.!y. 

Coupe and Van del' Gaag use the term sensitivity set to refer to t.he sct nodes whose 

condit.ional probabilit.ies may aRect t.he probability of int.erest.. To identify t.he sensi-
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tivit,y set., they propose COllst.nlctillg an auxiliary 9raph. To that end, to every node in 

the network an auxiliary parf!nt is added, Intuitively said, an auxiliary node represents 

t.he inaccuracy in the conditional probabilit.ies of its child. Then, t,he sensitivit.y set. 

for the node of interest, t.hat is, t.he node to which the probability of interest relates, 

consists of those nodes in the network for which t.he auxiliary parent. is not, d-separat.ed 

from the llllxiliRry parent of t.he node of interest. For details in d-separatioIl, we refer 

the reader to [Pearl, 1988]. The remaining auxiliary nodes are d-separat.ed frolll the 

auxiliary parent of the node of interest anci, as such, their conditional probabilities 

do not aH'ect t.he probability of int.erf'st.. Not.c that, in addition to these uninflucntial 

probabilit.ies t.hat are identified by qualitative considerations only, there are conditional 

probabilities t.hat, canllot affect the probability of interest because t.hey spccify values 

that do not. correspond wit.h the observations. 

As t.he conditional probabilities for nodes ill the sensitivit.y set. may influence the 

probabilit.y of interest, it. is useful to perform a sensitivity analysis with respect. t.o t.hese 

probabilities. \Vhcn varying t.he assessment. for a condit.ional probabilit.y under study 

in a 8ensitivity analysis, t.he assessmeuts for t,he net.work's probabilitie8 that pertain to 

the same condit.ional probabilit.y distribution have to be adjust.ed sllch that. the slim 

of all probability assessments in t.his distribution again equals one. The assessments 

that. have to be adjusted are called co-varying probabilities for the probability under 

stUdy. Assume, that we have a probabilit.y under study :1: = p(ai I IT') that pertains 

to the value (tj of t.he variable A and t.he configuration IT' for t.he parents of A. The 

possible values for the variable A are at, ... ,aI,:, It .::::: 1. The co-varying probabilities for 

:/: then are the condit.ional probabilit.ies p(aj I IT'), j #- 1. The SUIll of t.he assessments 

for the co-varying probabilit.ies, here called the residual probability, equals 1 - :c. Now, 

in varying the assessment. for :r, the assessments for these co-varying parameters are 

adjusted by t.he rat.io of the new residual probability 1 - ;/; and t.he original residual 

probability 1-p( (Ii In'). COllRidcrillg p( a j In') as a [nnction o[;e, denoted p( (lj In')(:I;), 
we have that. 

( I ') () (I' 1 - ;c p (lj J[ ;/; =)J "j n)· (I) 1 - ]J (fi IT' 

for all j = 1, ... , h, j #- i. If more than one probabilit.y from t.he saIlle probability 

distribution is invest.igated in a sensit.ivit.y analysis, t.he residual probability equals OBe 

minns t.he sum of t.he assessments for these probabilities. 

Under the assumption t.hat. syst.emat.ic variation of the net.work's probabilit.ies is 

carried out as described above, in general, a probabilit.y of intun_'st can be expressed as 

a quotient. of t.wo multilinear functions in an arbit.rary number of probahilities ulltier 

st.udy [Cast.illo et. al., 1997b, Coupe & Van der Gaag, HJ98j. For one-way sensitivit.y 

analysis, we t.hen And a quotient of t.wo functions liuear in the single probability ullder 

st,udy. \Vriting Pr(Vlo) for the posterior probability of t.he node of int.erest. V given 
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the ohservations 0 and ;J; for the condit.ional probability under study, we have that 

P"Wlo) = 0·,,:+1> 
c ':r +d 

For a t.wo-way sensitivity analysis with respect. to t.he conditional probabilities :/: and 

Y, t.he relation is 

P"Wlo) = o· ":lI +"·:r + c· II + d 
C . ,ell + f '.?: + g . II + h 

Coupe et. al, and van del' Gaag show t.hat., for nodes in the network that are not 

observed and have no observed descpndants, the relation between the probahllity of 

interest. and one or two of their conditional probabilities is simply linear or bilinear, 

respectively. 

The two properties of sensitivity analysis of belief net.works reviewed above aBow 

for considerably more effident sensitivity analysis t.han by performing straightforward 

variation of aSSf'ssments. Nodes that arc not in the sensitivit.y set are excluded from 

the analysis and for the remaining conditional probabilities it, suffices to establish the 

coefficients in t.he functional relation. To establish t.hese ,coefficients only a limited 

number of network cvaluations is required; aIle for each coefficient This gives a syst.em 

of linear equations which is easily solved t.o give t.he required coefficients, 

As belicf networks are closely related t.o influence diagrams, the properties described 

for belief net.works can be used in developing an efficient met.hod for sensit.ivit.y analysis 

of influence diagrams. In the previous sect.ion is h('l:S been ment.iolled that an influcnce 

diagram can be t,ran:sformed t.o ('I belief network using Cooper':s tran:sformat.ion. Of the 

resulting belief net.work only the probability distribution of t.he utilit.y node is mean

ingfuL The cxpected utility of a specific deci:sion alt.ernat.ive in thc illHucnce diagram 

equals the po:sterior probability of t.he value true for the utility node conditional on 

t.his decision alternat.ive', The concept of t.he sensit.ivit.y set, now allows for identifying 

conditional probabilit.ies that. do not, affect. expected utilit.y. Furthermore, for one- and 

t.wo-way sensitivity analysis of an influence diagram, equivalent fnnctiOlml relat,ions 

hold as given above, This allows llS to efficient,ly compute t.he effect of varying proba

bility aSSl'l;sments on t.he preferred decision alternative, that is, it allows for efficiently 

comput.ing t.he minimum deviation required t.o change t.his init.ially preferred decision 

alt.ernat.ive to any other alt.ernat.ive. In t.he ncxt. sectioll, we focus OIl computing t.he 

minimum deviation in one or t.wo of a diagram's conditional probabilities t.o change 

the preferred decision alternative, In sect.ion 5, t.his is donc for sensitivity analysis 

with respect to t.he utilit.ies in an influence diagram. As for the ut.ilit.ies in an influence 

diagram, t.he functional relations observed obey addit.iOlml constraints compared to 

t.he fundional relations in terms of condit.ional probabilities, we will discuss sensitivity 

analysis with re:spect. to ut.ilitirs in more detail. 
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7.4 Sensitivity analysis with respect to 

probabilities 

An indicated in the previous section, the concept of sensitivity set can be used to identify 

the conditional probabilit.ies in an influence diagram that cannot ati'cct expected ut.ility . 

. More precisely, in the belief network derived froIll this inA lienee diagram, these arc the 

conditional probabilities pertaining to the nodes that. are not in the sensitivity set. of 

the ntility node. \Ve use the notation Sefl,(U, {D,D}) to indicat.e t.he sensitivity set of 

the utility node given the set of observed nodes 0 and the instantiated decision node 

D. The following example illustrates the concept of the sensitivit.y set. in an influence 

diagram. 

EXatllpie 7.4.1 'Vc cOllsider ollce again t.he Oe8oplwgl1s diagram. \Ve are int.erest.ed 

in t.he set. of nodes whose condit.ional probabilit.ies may influence expected utility of 

any of the decision alternat.ives. To t.hat. end, we first. construct t.he bolief-network 

represent.ation of the Oesophagus diagram. 

Now, consider a patient. aged ninety-two who has no fistcl and an impaired passage. 

This patient has also been observed t.o have no necrosis. The scnsitivit.y set. for t.he 

node Utility given t.he set. of observed nodes 0 = {Age, Fistula, Necrosis, Passage} and 

t.he decision node Therapy equals 

Sen( Utility, {O, Thera)JY}) = {Migration, Life e:rpee/aney, Passage after 

therapy, Per/oration, Residual, Passage, Length, Shape, Fistula, 
Necl'Osis, Location} 

Upon performing a sensit.ivit.y analysis of t.he Oesophagus diagram, t.herefore, t.he COll

ditional probabilit.ies for t.hese eleven nodes' need be investigated. The probabilities 

pertaining to t.he nodes Age, Gastro length, Gastl'O location, and lVeight. loss havc no 

influence on expected ut.ility. Note, t.hat t.he nodes t.hat are not in the sellsitivit.y set 

are not. necessarily d-separat.ed from t.he ut.ilit.y node. Given t.he set. of observed nodes 

0, for example, we sec that. the ullinfluential node Weight loss is d-separatcd from the 

node Utility, bill, t.he node Gastro location is not d-scparatcd. Since Gastro location is 

not observed and has no observed descendants) however, this node ~allnot exert, any 

diagnostic influence via its parent, Location on utility. 0 

For t.he conditional probabilities of an influence diagram, there exist simple functions 

describing t.he relation bet.ween expected ut.ilit.y and a single conditional probability 

t.hat is varied in a olle-way sensitivity analysis. These functions are the s~me as in a 

belief net.work. In a one-way sensitivit.y analysis, expected utilit.y is a quot.ient of two 

functions depending linearly OIl a conditional probabilit.y under st.udy. \Ve illust.rate 

t.his wit.h an example. 
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EXalnple 7.4.2 \\'e cOllsider again the Oesophagus diagram. For t.he pat.ient intro

duced in Example 7.4,1, we have investigat.ed t.he sellsitivity of the recommended t.her

apy. From Example 7.4.1, we have that the probabilities for the nodes Age, Gastl'O 
length, Gastro location, and fYeight loss have no effect on expected utility. The condi

tional probabilities for the remaining Hodes may be influential. Now, npon performing 

a sensitivity analysis of t.he Oesophagus diagram, it. became clear that expecteci utilit.y 

and {,he recolllmended dedsion are hardly effected by varying t.he conditional prob

abilities in the diagram independently. Carefully studying both the structure of t.he 

diagram and its probability assessments revealed t.hat. t.he st.rengt.h of t.he observat.ions 

blocb; t.he influence of many conditional probabilit.ies. For condit.ional probabilit.ies 

t.hat. do aHect expected ntility, the effective change in t.he expect.ed ut.ilit.y of each de~ 

dsion alternative do(>s most.ly not lead to a change in recommended decision. These 

findings result from t.he fact. t.hat. we chose t.o simplify the origillal Oesophagus diagram 

considerably in order to obtain a practical example with a limited number of variables. 

In t.his small network, shown in Figure 7.1, observations easily cause blocking of in~ 

fiuences. Sensitivity analyses of t.he original network, however, did reveal the typical 

curve", t.hat describe expected ut.ility in t.erms of a conditional probabilit.y. To illist.rat.e 

these typical effects here, we modified our patient profile; we assume t.he variable pas-
8age t.o be unobserved. Instead, we take t.he observation no for t.he varia hie lVeight 
loss. Alt.hough the resulting profile is not a realistic: pat.ient profile) we will use it 

t.hroughout the example to illust.rat.e onr t.heoretical results. 

Now, for a patient. aged ninet.y-t.wo who has no fistel) no weight loss and 110 necrosis) 

only the t.hree nodes Age, Gastro lcn.f}th, Ga8tro location are not included in the sensi

tivity set of the ut.ility node given t.he set. of observed nodes 0 = {Age, Fistula, Necrosis) 
Pas8age}. The conditional probabilities for t.he remaining nodes in t.he diagram may 

affect. expected ut.ilit.y. \Ve now invest.igat.e t.he functional relation bet.ween expect.ed 

utilit.y and t.he conditional probability:/; = p( IYeight 1088 = no I Pas8age = impaired) 
for the node Weightloss E Sen(Utilitl/, {O', Therapy)). We will write 0 fOl' the combi
nation or values for the observed nodes. For each t.reat.ment. alternative) in Figure 7.2, 

t.he relation bet.ween expected ut.ilit.y and the condit.ional probabilit.y under ~tlldy is 

shown. From Figure 7.2, we see that t.he expected ut.ilit.y of posit.ioning an endopros

t.iwsis in t.he pat.ients oesophagu", shows a relat.ively high sensitivity for t.he condit.ional 

probability p( IYeight loss = 710 I Pas8age = impaired) at. t.he original point. est.i

mate of 0.1. Varying t.his estimat.es wit.h lrss than +0.1 changes the decision alt.er

nat.ive wit.h maximum expected ut.ilit.y from no t.reat.ment. t.o endoprost.hE'sis. As all 

endoprost.hesis is positioned in t.he oesophagus with the primary objective to improve 

the passage of food t.hrough t.he oesophagus, t.hi", result. is not. surprising. Increasing 

p( H'eighl loss = no I Passage = impaired) llot only increases the chance for a patient 

wit.h an impaired passage to keep his normal weight.\ but. also increases t.he chance that. 

a patient. wit.h llormal weight) that is, a pat.ient. who is apparently not. seriously affect.ed 
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Figure 7.2: The functions relating t.he expected ut.ilities for t.he decision aitcl'Ilativ('s 

endopl'Osthcsis, sumer!l, and no treatment to the conditional probability under study 

:1: = p( Wei.'!h! loss = 110 I Passage = impaired). 

by the tumour, has indeed an impaired passage. As such, no weight loss is no longer a 

cont.raindication for positioning an encioprost.hesis. 

In fOrHlUla, the fUllctional relation between the expected utility of positioning an 

endoprostJlf'sis and the probability ,1: is 

0.7050':1: + 0.0696 
eu(endopm"the"is 10) = ~="-"--'--.:== 

:r + 0.1470 

For the dech;ion alternatives sw:qcry and no treatment, t.he functional relations are 

and 

CU(S111:qery 10) = 0.5353':1: + 0.0688 
:r + 0.1470 

( I) 
0.6':1: + 0.0882 

eu no t.reatment 0 = .1: + 0,1470 = 0.6 

The constants in these relations can be determined by evaluating the diagram t.hree 

times for t.hree different values of t.he probability under study x. The resulting system of 

linear eqnat.ions is solved to give t.he required const.ants [Conpe & Van der Gaag, 1998]. 
o 

III a bvo-way sensitivity analysis, expected utility is a quotient of bilinear functions in 

hvo conditional probabilities uuder study. The following example illust.rat.es two-way 

sensitivity analysis of the Oesophagus diagram. 

Exanlple 7.4.3 \Ve discuss a t"wo-way scnllitivity analysis of the Oesophagus diagram, 

that is, we investigat.e the effect of varying two conditional probabilities simultaneollsly 

on expected utility. \Ve take t.he same obscl'yation~ 0 for t.he ~et. of observed nodes 0/ 
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Figure 7.3: The functions relating the expected utility of the decision alternatives 

ellt/opras!hesis (a) and surgery (b) to t.he conditional probabilities under st.udy "' = 

1'( Weiyht loss = liD I Passaye =. impaired) ant! y = p(Lellgth < G em). The original 

assessments for :1: and lJ) indicated by t.riangles, are 0,1 and 0.3, respectively. 

as in Example 7.4.2. The two probabilities under study are p( fYeight loss = no I 
Pussaye = impaired) and 11= p(Lellgth < Gem). 

In Figures 7,3a and b, the relaUon between expected utility and the two probabilities 
under study is 8hown for the decision alternative to position an endoprosthesis in 
the oesophagus and for the alternative to perform surgery. The expected utility of 

no treat.ment is not. affected by varying any of the two probabilities under st.udy; it 
invariantly t.akes the value 0.6. The cont.OUl" lines in t.he figures connect combinations 
of values for the two probabilities under study that. result in the sallle value for the 

expected utilit.y. Note that the distances bet.ween the cont.our lines differ, indicatil.lg 
that. varying t.he two probabilities simultaneously has a joint effect on expected utility 

beyond t.he effects of their separate variation. 

Comparing the t.wo figures reveals that, whatever combination of values the two 
conditional probabilities take, t.he expected utility of positioning an endoprost.hesis is 
always larger t.han the expected value of operating. Using furthermore the knowledge 

t.hat the expected ut.ility of no t,reat.ment is 0.6, we see from Figure 7.3a that changing 
the value of p(Length < 6 em) t.o values lower than about. 0.08 changes t.he decision 
alternative wit.h maximum expected utilit.y from no treat.ment to endoprost.hesis. Shn

ilarl)" changing the value of p( Weight loss = liD I Passage = impaired) to valnes 

higher t.han about. 0.2 changes t.he preferred decision from no treatment t.o endopros
thesis. This latter effect. was ·also observed in Example 7.4.2, Figure 7.2. It is related 

t.o the predictive value of observing 110 weight loss for a patient. wit.h a tumonr in t.he 
oesophagus. The former effect simply describes t.hat, as t.he chance of having a large 
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tumour increases, it. become1S more favourable to positioll an endoprosthesis compared 

to no treat.ment. This b explained as follows; the larger a tumour in t.he oesophagus 

is, the larger the chance becomes that it. will cause problems for the passage of food. 

An encloprost.hesis t.lllls becomes more desirable. 

and 

o 

In formula, the relations bet.ween expected ut.ilit.y and :J:: and yare 

( I I
· I) 0.7050':1:' Y + 1.7565·:1' + 0.397<1· Y + 0.0751 

eu en< oprost lCSIS 0 = -----'C--c;:-;-:c---:-:-::-:=:---'C-:-:=--
:I: • 11 + 2.4915 . '1' + 0.8588 . 11 + 0.1528 

eu(swyery 
I 0) = 0.7216· 'l: • Y + 1.2778 . :I' + 0.4288 . Y + 0.0635 

:t· 11 + 2.4915':1: + 0.8588· 11+0.1528 

( I) 
0.6·:r·!J + 1.4949':1: + 0.5153· Y + 0.0917 6 

ell no trealment 0 = . 2 4915 . 0 88. a 1'28 = o. " . y +. . .1. + .85 . !J + . 0 

So far, we have focused Oil t.he functional relations that hold between expected 

ut.ility and each single conditional probability or each pair of conditional probabilities 

in an inHucnce diagram. These functional relations describe the effect, of one or t,wo 

conditional probabilities all each decision alternat.ive in isolation, As the out.come of 

interest in an influence diagram is t.he decision alternative with highcst expected ut.ilit,y, 

st.udying t.he effed of varying one or two probabilities on each decision alt.ernative in 

isolation docs not. suffice. The effects of variations Oll all decision alternat.ives are t.o 

be considered ill relation to each other. For t,his pnrpose, we foclls on the minimum 
deviation. The minimum deviation is t.he smallest. change in the assessment(s) for 

one or two probabilities under study t.hat. leads t.o a ('hange in t.he preferred decision 

alternative. 

\Ve stal't.-wit,h t.he computat.ion of t.he minimum deviation in a one-way sensitivity 

analysis. \Ve observe t.hat the expect.ed ut.ility of each decision altcl'lIative can be 

represented as a line or curve. Now) exploiting the funct.ional forlll of t.hese curves, 

t.heir points of intersect.ion can be comput.ed, The values of the probability under 

st.udy at t.he int.ersections are called critical vailles, The minimum deviat.ion now is 

t.he smallest change in the original assessment. for the probabilit.y nndcr st.udy that, 

is rcquired t.o reach a critical value. If the probabilit.y undcr st.udy surpasses this 

critical value, the preferred decision alternative changes to the alternative to which the 

line pertains that. int.ersects with the Iiue for the formerly preferred alt.ernativc. The 

following proposition details the computation of the minimum deviation more formally, 

Proposition 7.4.4 Let I D be "n influence diagram as defined in Definition 7.2.1. Let. 

D be the diagram's decision node taking one of the values {dl , ' , . I dd. Let 0 be the set 

oj observed nodes and let 0 denote the corresponding obsCI'vat.ions, Let Sen(U, {D, O}) 
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be the sensitivity set for utility node U given D and 0, and let ," = p(c, I n') be a 
conditional probability pertaining /0 node C, E Sen(U, (D, OJ). Let a, b, c, and e be 
constants such that the expected utility of the pre/erred decision alternative dmaI equal", 

a' x+ b 
eu(d",,,. I 0) = --

c· x + e 

For each di E {till"" elk}, di # dma,,! let ai, bi ! eil and ej be constants such that the 
expected utility of di equals 

( I I ) - °i . . x + bi 
ell (i 0 -

Ci '.'C + Ci 

Then, lhe minimum deviation .Gmin required to change the decision alternative with 

maximum e.'Cpected utility is 

min 
d; E D 

d; t dmar 

b-b 
(---' ->;0) 

a - ai 

where :l:o is the original assessment of :1: and 0 ::::; :1:0 + .6.min .::; 1, 

Proof. In t.he following, we first. show t.hat the denominators in the expressions for 
clI(dmoT I 0) and eu(di I 0) ill terms of :1: are equal, up to a constant. factor. The 
minimum deviation in thc parameter :c required to change t.he decision altcrnative 

with maximum expected ut.ility then is given by t.he difference between t.he original 

assessment for ;c and t.he point. of intersection of t.he two curves fol' eu(dlllG1· I 0) and 

eU(di I 0). 
Using Cooper's t.ransformation, the expected utilities of the decision alternative 

d/T!(J,r; and any other alternative di can be wriU,en as 

( I) ( I ) Pr(U = true, d",,,., 0) 
ell dlll(JI 0 = PI' U = true dm(J,f) 0 = ( ) 

Pr dm(Jl:' 0 
(7.1 ) 

and 

Pr(U = true d· 0) 
eu(di I 0) = Pr(U = true I di , 0) = p.( f. ; " 

I (IJ 0 

(7.2) 

where PI' is t.he joint probabilit.y distribution defined by t.he belief network that resnlts 
from CooperJs t.ransformation of J D. From Proposition 7.2.3 and the property of 

marginalizatioll, we have t.hat both the numerator and the denominator in t.he above 
equat.ions can be written as a sum of products of conditional probabilities. In the two 

denominators, most conditional probabilities in t.he products are t.he same. Only t.hose 
probabilities diner t.hat pertain t.o t.he chance node D or t.he direct descendants of D. 

For computing Pr(dma .n 0) and Pr(dh 0), t.he joint. probability dist.ribution of the belief 
net.work is marginalized oyer all variables except those contained in {DJ O}. Since, 
by conventionJ none of the descendants of D is observed, marginalizing oycr these 
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variables amounts to llllllt.ipiyillg by one. Conditional probabilities pertaining t.o these 

unobserved descendants therefore have no effect OIl PI'(dnw'T1 0) and Pr(dil 0). As for the 

prior probabilities pertaining t.o node D itself, it. is easily seen t.hat, all terms in both the 

llumerator and t.he denominator ill each of the two equations above contain the prior 

probahility of the chosen value for D. This prior probability t.herefore cancels out in 

the division. 'Ve conclude that the denominators ill t.he functional relation expressing 

cll(dlllor 10) and clI(di I 0) in t.erms of:/: arc the same up to a constant fador; as sHch 

t.he constants, in t.he denominator can be taken the sallle, t,hat is, c = Ci and e = Ci. 

Now, the critical value of :/'\ denoted :rcrih for which the expected ut.ilities of dl7l(P: 

and di are eqnal can be comput.ed from 

n • :t:cril + b (ti • ;!:ait + iii 
c, ;I:rrit + e C, :Ccrit + e 

We lind thaI 

Tn order to change the decision alternative wit.h maximulll expected utility from dlltal' to 

(h, the original assessment :1.'0 for parameter:t: shonld be varied rnore than the deviation 

.6. i required to obtain equal expected utilit.ies for both alternatives, 

The minimulll deviation .6.min t.hat, clwngcs t.he decision altcrnat.ive with maximum 

expected utility from dnHlr to an other decision alternat.ive, now, is t.he minimum of 

the deviations .6." required for each dedsion alternative iii, di i dmG.l" 

o 

lllin 
d, E D 

d; i dmu 

b- bi (----:1:0) 
a - (Ii 

'Ve iIlust.rat.e computillg t.he minimum deviation in one-way sensitivit.y analysis of 

an influence diagram with our running example. 

EXaIuple 7.4.5 COIlRider the one-way sensitivity analysis of the Oesophagus diagram 

that is present.ed in Example 7.4.2. In the example, the functional relations expressing 

expected utility in terms of the conditional probability :r = p( Weight 108s = no I 
Passage = impaired) are given. In Figure 7.2 these functions arc represented graph

ically; t.he figure shows that. increasing the assessment of :1: can change t.he preferred 

decision alt.ernat.ive from no treatment to endoprosthesis. 
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Now, the erit.kal vallie ;(:crit for which t.he expected ut.ilities of elldoprost.hcsis and 

no t.reatment. are equal call he computed from the fUllctional relations describing 

eu(endoprosthesis I 0) and (-;11(110 treatment (0) in t.erms of :C. 

0.7050· '!:,d' + 0.0696 
:I:('fil + 0.1470 

0.6 . '!:'Yil + 0.0882 
:l:ait + 0.1470 

Solving this for :I'a;' yields '!:"iI = -(0.0882 - 0.0696)/(0.6 - 0.705) = 0.177. In 
ot.her words, if the original aSSl't:lsment. of 0.1 for ;r is increased by at. least 0.077, then 

the preferred decision alternat.ive changes from no treatment to endoprosthesis. The 

recommended decision is thus quit.e sellsitive to changes in the assesslIlent for:c. 0 

To determine the minimum deviation for two probabilities under study in a two-way 

sensitivity analysis, a similar procedure is adopt.ed. The functional relation between 

t,he expected ut.ilit.y of each decbion alternative and t.he t.wo conditional probabilities 

under study can be represented as a surface. Now, exploiting the functional form 

of thC'se surfacC's, their int.ersection litlf's can be computed. These intersection lines, 

called r;riUcallille8, connect the combination of valuc/) of the pl'obabilitie/) under st.udy 

for which t.he expected utilitics of two decision alternative/) are equal. The minimum 

deviation then is t.he smallest change in the original assessment,s of the probahilit.ies 

under study that is required to reach a critical line. The minimnm deviation thus is a 

vedor whose length is the distance from the point indicating t.he original assessments 

perpendicular to that line. If two probabilities under study are varied by less than the 

minimnm deviation, the preferred decision alternat.ive remains t.he same. For variations 

larger than t.he minimum deviation, the preferred decision lllay change. However, 

whether or not the preferred decision alternat.ive actually changes depends not only on 

the length of t.he vector representiug the minimum deviation but also OIl t.he direction 

of this vector. 

Proposition 7.4.6 Let.JD be an influence dia.IJram a8 defined in Definition 1.2.1. Let 

D be the diagram's deci8ion node t(1/':i1l9 one of the values {d1, ... ,dd. Let 0 be the set. 
of observed nodes and let. a denote the corresponding observations. Let. Sen(U, {D, O}) 
be the 8en8it.ivity set. for utilitll node U given D ([w! 0, and lel :t = p(cB I 1[') and 

y = p(c, 11f") be conditional probabilities pertaining to nodes C'" C', E Sen(U, {D, OJ). 
Let (1, b, c, c, j, .Q, h, and I be constants such thal the expected utility of the preferred 
deci8ion alternative elmo1, is 

(I I) a'''''y+b,,,,+c'y+e 
eu (I/W£ a = f . '" . !I + .II • ,,, + h . !I + 1 

For each eli E {d l , ... ,rh..}, iii 0:1 dmo,n lel ai, bi, Ci, Gi, ii, gi, hi, and Ii be constants 
such that the expected utility of di equals 

( 1 I) 
a; . ,!: . Y + b; . ,!: + C; • Y + e; 

ell (i a = 
/; ·.T . !I + .II; • '" + h; . !I + I; 
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Then, the minimum deviation reiJllired to change the preferred decision altemaUve from 
dmax to any other decision alternative equals nmin where 

II6.mi,1I = min l16. i ll 
d; E D 

d; ¥- dmax 

and where, for each di ) we have that 

6.
i 

= ( J;ail - "0 ) 
Yuit - Yo 

where Xedl is a solution to 

with 

J(x) = 
(b - bi) .:t; + (e - ei) 
(a - lIi) . J; + (c - c,) 

and Yeril equals !(:ccrit), and :1:0 and Yo are the original assessments for :c and lJ, re
spectively. 

Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 7.4,4, it can be shown that the constants 

I, g, h, and I are equal, up to a constant factor, to the constants iiI [ii, hi) and [i- As 

such, the critical line at which the expected utilities elJ,(dmar I 0) and eU(di I 0) are 

equal is expressed by 

a . x . y + b . ::I; + C • Y + e = aj . x . y + bi • ~; + Ci • Y + ei 

\Vriting y in terms of X, we find 

V= 
(b - bi) '.?; - (e - ei) 
(a - ai) . x - (c - ei) 

For ease of expositioIl, we write f{:t} to denote this funct.ion. Now, in order to change 

the decision alt.ernative with maximum expected ntility from dmo .;: to db the original 

assessments for X and y should be varied until they lie on this critical line. The 

minimum change ill ::-c and ]I required is given by the dist.ance perpendicular to the 

criticallinc, The line t.hrough (:rod/o) perpendicular to the criticar'linc is 

-1 
V = Yo + (:I; - :co) . J'(:I;) 

where 1'(x) is t.he derivative of J(x). This perpendicular line and t.he crit.ical line 

intersect. at the critical point CVCfil, ]luil), where Xerit is a solution t.o 

-1 
Yo + (;rO'it - :co) . i'e' _) = J(:CO'it) 

·t:crlt 
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and ]jeril = f(j;ait). Now, t.o change the preferred decision from rlma1, to diJ the original 

assessments for the probahilities :r and y thus need to be varied by at, least :Ccrit ~ Xo 

for probability ,7: and Yeril - Yo for probabilit.y y. The minimum deviation for decision 

alternative eli is t.he vector 

L'l, = ( 1:"" - ":0 ) 
!leril - Yo 

The minimum deviation required to change t.he preferred decision aitcl'l1ative from dma.,; 

to any ot.her alternative t.hen is given by fl.j) where D.j pertains t.o the decision alterna

tive dj ) j = 1, ... , k, dj #- limon for which the lengt.h lI.6. j Jl of vector D.j is minimized. 0 

Tn the following, we illust.rate t.he computation of the minimum deviation for a 

two-way sensitivity analysis of the Oesophagus diagram. 

Exanlple 7.4.7 Consider the two-way sensitivity analysis of t.he Oesophagus diagram 
discussed ill Example 7.4.3. The probabilities uuder st.udy are :(: = p( TYeight loss = 
no I Passage = impaired) and z = ,,(Length < 6 em). From t.he example, we 
saw that no treatment is the prefered decision alternat.ive at the original assessments 
of 0.1 aad 0.3 for 1: and Y, respect.ively. By varying the assessments, the preferred 
decision alternative may change to endoprostliesis , but never to operation. Now, we 
are interested in t.he minimum deviation in J: and lJ required to change the preferred 
decision from no t.reatmcnt to endopl'Osthcsis. The expected utilities for these t.wo 
decision alternatives are equal if 

0.7050· X· 11 + 1.7565· x + 0.3974'1/ + 0.0751 0.6· ''', 1/ + 1.4949· x + 0.5153'1/ + 0.0917 
X'1/ + 2.4915· x + 0.8588'1/ + 0.1528 :C'1/ + 2.4915· x + 0.8588'1/ + 0.1528 

or 

Y= 
0.262· ," - 0.0166 

0.105· '" - 0.118 

This expression represent.s the critical line bet.ween no treatment. and endopl'Osthesis. 
It is shown in Figure 7 A. 

Now, t.he minimum distance from (:l:Ol Yo) to t.he crit.icalline bet.ween no !.reatment 
and enriopl'Osthesis is in t.he direction perpendicular t.o t.his crit.ical line. Thus) we 

const.ruct a line perpendicular to t.he critical line, t.hrough the original assessment.s :1:0 

and Yo: 

Y = 0.3 + (,,: - 0.1) . 
(0.105.:r - 0.118)' 

0.0292 

This perpendicular line and t.he critical line int.ersect at t.he crit.ical point, (:Ccrill Yail) 

where :t:ail is a solution to 

0.3 + (,,: _ 0.1). _-,-{0_.1_0_5_. ~J:,,,,"~t ",-_0_.1_1-,8),-' 
0.0292 

0.262· :l:ail - 0.0165 
0.105· ;):crit - 0.118 
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Figure 7.4: The critical1inc where the expected llt.ilit.y of positioning an cndoprost,hesis 

and no t.reat.ment are equal. Left, from t.his line, the optimal decision is t.o t.reat. At 

the right of this line the optimal decision is t.o position an endoprosthesis. 

Solving t.his quartic equat.ion gives two imaginary and two real solutions. Only one 

real solution lics oetween zero and one, namely a:crit = 0.176. Filling in :l:CI'il in the 

equation for the critical line gives Vcrit = 0.298. The minimulll deviat.ion then equals 

Llmin = (:I:cril - :1:O, 'Veril - Yo) = (0.076,0.002) 

The minimum distance ti'om (:ro, Yo) to t.he critical!ine thus is )(0.0762 + 0.0022 ) = 

0,076. Recall from Example 7.4.5 that the minimulll deviation when varying only :~: is 

0.078. 0 

The properties of one- and two-way sensitivity analysis wit.h respect to the probabilities 

in an influence diagram, as presented in this sectioll, allow for considerably reducing the 

computational bunlcn of such an analysis. The functional relations between expected 

ut.ility and one or t,wo conditional probabilities in the diagram can be established with a 

limited number of diagram evaluationR, Furthermore, these functiolls can be exploited 

to efficiently compute t.he minimum deviation in one 01' two conditional probabilities 

for which the decision alternative wit.h maximum expected utility changes from the 

formerly preferred decision alternative to another alternative. This minimum devia

tion is a measure of the sensitivity of t.he diagram to variation of the assessments for 

its condit.ional probabilities. From the example of the computation of the minimum 

deviation in two-way sensitivity analysis, however, it will be obvious that, t,he com

put.ation of t.he minimum deviation becomes very complicat.ed if several conditional 

probabilities are considered simultaneously in a sensit.ivity analysis. In gcneral, the 

problem amounts to determining the minimum distance of a point in an n-dimensional 

space to a surface in this space that satisfies a Humber of constraints. In Chapt.er 5, 

we address comput.ing t.he const.ants that establish the shapc of t.he surface efficient.ly. 

To det.ermine t.he minimum distance, efficient methods are still being sought. 
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7.5 Sensitivity analysis with respect to utilities 

In a onc- and two-way sensitivity analysis with respect. t.o t.he utilities of an infiuence 

diagram, in principle, the effe<-:t on expected utility of varying every single utilit.y and 

every pail' of utilities is investigat.ed. As the utilities in an influence diagram correspond 

with the conditional probabilities of t.he utility node ill the belief network derived from 

the diagram by Caoper'l:; t.ransformation, sensit.ivity analysis with respect to utilities, 

in principle, is equivalent to sensit.ivity analysis with respect to prohabilities. However, 

t.here are several differences. Firstly, unlike for t.he conditional probabilities in an 

influence diagram, it is not possible t.o exclude utilities from the analysis on t.he basis 

of the digraph of t.he diagram. Since the ut.ilit.y node is the node of interest in the belief 

net.work derived from an influence diagram and is nninst.antiatedl it is comprised in the 

sensitivity what.ever observations are considered. As all utilities pertain to the utility 

node, each single utility may thus affect. expected utility as well as t.he preferred decision 

altel'1lative. Secondly, the functional relation expressing expected ut.ility in terms of one 

or two utilities of the diagram is considerably simpler than this relation for conditional 

probabilities. Sensitivity analysis with respect. t.o the utilities of an influence diagram 

can t.herefore be carried ont. very efficiently. Finally, and most, important.ly, unlike t.he 

diagram's probabilities, t.he set of utilit.ies usually contains an underlying structure. 

This is called a preference st.ruct.ure on the possible outcomes of t.he decision problem; 

in a sensitivity analysis wit.h respect to utilit.ies, t.he various assumptions concerning 

this preference structure may be st.tldied in detail. 

This sect.ion is structured as follows. In Section 7.5.1, the essent.ials of multi

att.ribute utility t.heory (IvfAUT) are given .. Mult.i~at.t.ributc utility theory is concerned 

with the specification of a utility flinction establishing preferences oyer olltcomes t.hat 

are described in t.erms of morc than one attrihute, The simplest type of utility fUllc

tion, in which holistic assessments are lIsed l is presented. Furthermore, it, is discussed 

how the utility function can be obtained from combining component utility fUBctions. 

One specific forlll of such a combined ut.ilit.y function, the additive utility fundion, is 

detailed. In Section 7.5.2, then, one- and two-way sensitivit.y analysis wit.h resped. to 

holistic utility assessments is discussed. In Section 7.5.3, we discuss one- and t.wo-way 

sensit.ivit.y analysis with respect. t.o the components of the additive utility function. 

7.5.1 Multi-attribute utility theory 

j'vIlIlti-attribute IIWit.y t.heory provides a framework for establishing a utility function. 

A utility function reflects preferences over outcomes. The possible out.comes of a de~ 

cision problem can usually be expressed in t.erms of a number of attributes that. are 

directly relat.ed to the objectives to be achieved. III a complex medical decision prob

lem, for example, oftcn the quality of life has t.o be weighed against. the gain in life 
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expectancy that. can be obtained. The at.t.ributes t.hat measure t.he different. objec

tives have to be combined int.o a single-valued ut.ility function. This ::lingle-valued 

utility function provides for computing t.he preferred decision alternative; it. is t.he 

alternative that maximizes t,he utility function [VOll Neumann & ~vIOl'genstern) 1944, 

ehernon' & Moses, 1959, Raiti'a & Schlaifer, 1961], 

In principle, it. is possible to specify t.he ut.ilit.y of each possible combination of values 

for all att.ributes that. jointly describe an outcome, as a whole. A ut.ilit.y for a combi

nat.ion of values for all at.t.ributes is called a IlOlist.ic utility [Keeney & Raiffa, 1976], A 

set. of holist.ic utilities, jointly representing the utility fUllction for the problem uuder 

st.udy, reflects the preferences of t.he decision maker. However, in a holist.k ut.ility func

tion, t.he st.ructure of t.hese preferences is only implicitly given. Often) it. is possible 

t.o explicitly det.ail t.he preference structure of a decision maker. To that. end, a ut.ility 

function is const.ructed ill whkh t.he preferences over values are detailed for each at.

t.ribute separately, A ut.ility function for a single aU.ribute is called a component 'utility 
jlOletion. The overall utility function, called a multi-attribute utility junction, now, is a 

combinat.ion of t.hese component. utility function:;;. Such a multi-at.t.ribut.e utility func

tion gives insight. int.o t.he preferences for each at.tribute separat.ely, in the importance 

of each at.tribute to t.he OVel'allllt.ilit.ies, and in possihle interactions bet.ween attributes. 

In general, a multi-attribute utility fUllction u(H'J, ... , IVq ) takf's t.he form 

u(TV)"", IV,) = J(u(TVd"", u(TV,)) 

where n'i, i = 1,"" q, are t.he attributes that. jointly descrihe t.he possible outcomes 

and II(H'i) are the corresponding component. utilit.y functions. In [Keeney & RaiHa, 

1076J, various types of combinaUon function are discussed together wit.h the conditions 

under which ,t.hey are valid. Here, we will discuss t.he form t.hat i8 used most, that. 

i8, t.he additive utility function, The addit.ive ut.ility function assumes no int.eraction 

bet.ween the various attributes. For a specification of the required conditions and ot.her 

details, we refer the reader to [Kccney & Rairi'a, 1976], 

The addit.iye utilit.y function takf's t.he following forlll: 

U(TVIo"" TV,) = I: Ie" u(W,J 
i:;;:l, ... ,q 

Each component utilit.y function U(H'i), i = 1,"', fj) is llormalized sHch that. the utilit.y 

of the least. preferred yaille of att.ribut.e lVi, wi, equals zero) that is I1(w?} = 0, and t.he 

nt.ilit.y of t.he most. preferred YHlue, w;, equals one, t.hat. is, ll( wi) = 1. Furthermore, the 

multi-attribute utilit.y funct.ion is normalized by u(wr, ... , wg) = 0 and u(w;) ... , w,;) = 

1. The scaling const.ants are given by ki = tI(w?, ... ,W~_l)W;,W~+l, ... )Wg), i = 

1"", q; they add up to one to ensure llormalisat.ion of the mult.i-at.t.ribute ut.ility 

fUBction. 

In t.he follmving, we prrsent an additive utility function for the Oesopha,fJlls diagram 

that is base~ on component. ut.i1ity functions for t.he variolls' attributes involved. 
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Example 7.5.1 V\'C consider again t.he Oesophagus diagram from Figure 7.1. From 
the figure we see that the possible outcollles considered arc det.ermined by t.he three 
attributes Life eJ;pectancl/, Passage after therapy, and ]J,lig1'l1tion. Now for each of 
these t.hree attribut.es, a component. ut.ility fUllct.ion, describing the preferences of each 
of its values, has been assessed. As the variable l1figmtion has only two values, the 
utility function is straightforward; t.he utilit.y of t.he least preferrerl value yes is zero 
and the utility of the most preferred value no is OIlC. For the variable Life e;1;]Jectancy, 
the utility of the value same relative to the utilities of the least preferred value Ulorse 

and the most. preferred value improved has been established at 0.5. For the variahle 
Passage after therapy, taking the values improved, same and worse, the utility of the 
intermediate value Same is assessed to be 0.8. \Ve thus have 

u(Life expectancy = improved) = 1 

u(Life expectancy = same} = O.GO 

u(Life e:/;pectancy = worse} = 0 

ll(Passage after' therapy = improved) = 1 

u(Passage after' therapy = same) = 0.80 

u(Passage after therapy = worse) = 0 

u(J.i1igration = 110} = 1 

u(lHigration = yes) = 0 

For combining these three utility functions into one multi-attribute lltilit.y function, 
three scaling constants, kLE , kPAT , and k,u, describing the importance of the attributes 
Life e,r,pectancy, Passage after theraplJ, and lHigrat.ion, respectively, have been assessed 
at: 

kLE ~ 0.75 

kPAT ~ 0.24 

ku ~ 0.01 

The multi-at.t.ribut.e ut.ilit.y function for the Oesophagus diagram has been fully specified 
by these component IItilit.y functions and scaling constants. As an example, we establish 
the ut.ility of an improved life expectancy with the same passage of food through t.he 
oesophagus as prior to t.herapy and no problems of migration; 

D 

u(Life expectancy = improved, Passage after therapy = same, .Migration = no) = 
= kLE' u(Life expectancy = improved) + kpAT' u(Passllge afler therapy = same) 

+ k,u 'u(liIigratioll = no) 
~ 0.75 . 1 + 0.24 . 0.8 + 0.01 . 1 ~ 0.9 

A major advantage of the use of a multi-attribute utility function compared t.o a holis

Uc ntilit.y function is t.he fact. t.hat. sensit.ivit.y analysis can be performed on the separate 
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components of the function. As such, sensitivity analysis can reveal the effect of vary

ing preference assumptions and can indicate which components of the utility function 

are responsible for inaccuracies in expect.ed utility and in the preferred dccisioll alter

native. For the additive utility fuuct.ion, in a sensitivity analysis t.he eO'ed of varying 

assessments for the component ntility functions and scaling const.ants is investigated. 

If a holistic utilit.y function is specified, it are the holistic utility assessments t.hat. will 

have to be varied in t.he sensitivit.y analysis. 

7.5.2 Holistic utility estimates 

Sensitivity analysis with respect. t.o holistic utilities in an infiuence diagram amounts 

to varying t.he assessments for OIle or more of these utilities systematically and keep

ing the ot.her ones fixed. \Ve recall that upon t.ransforllling an influence diagram to 

a belief network, the ut.ilit.ies for the ut.ilit.y Hode be<-:ome the condit.ional probabilities 

for associat.ed chan<-:e node in t.he belief network. As discussed in Sect.ion 7,3, in a 

belief net.work, the relat.ion between a probability of interest. and a conditional proba

bility pertaining t.o an unobserved node without. observed descendants is simply linear. 

The relat.ion between expeded utility in an infiuen<-:e diagram and a holistk utility is 

t.herefore linear. \Vc illust.rate t.his wit.h an example. 

Example 7.5.2 \Ve consider again t.he Oesophagus diagram in which t.he observations 

o for the ninet.y-t.wo year old pat.ient also addressed in previous examples are entered. 

\Ve investigat.e t.he functional relation between expected utility and the ut.ilit.y :1: = 

II(Lifc e:l:pec!ancy = same, Passage ajtcr = same, lUil/ration = no). In Figure 7.5, 

the efl'ect. of varying :1: on t.he expected utilit.ies of positioning an encioprost.iJ('sis ill t.he 
oesophagus, of sl1l'gery and of refrainillg from treat.ment. is shown. From t.he figure, 

we see t.hat. varying t.he llt.ilit.y :c, having as initial assessment the value 0.6, to smallcr 

values can change t.he decision altel'llat.ive ,vit.h maximum exp6.;t.ed ut.ilit.y from no 

t.reat.ment. t.o clldoprosthesis and even to surgery. This i11ustrates t.hat., as t.he value 

attached by t.he decision maker t.o a sit.uat.ioIl where t.here is 110 improvement. nor 

det.eriorat.ion decreases, it. becomes more desirable t.o t.reat.. 

In formula, t.he relation between expected utilit.y and :c is 

",,("ndo)ll'Osthe,,;s 10) = 0.4579· ,,; + 0.2925 

cu(sw:qery 10) = 0.1329· ;1; + 0.415G 

and 

clI(no treatment 10) = '" 

o 
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Figure 7.5: The relation between the expected utility of the decision alterna

tives endoprosflie8is) surgery, and no treatment and the holhitk utility under study 

Il(Lije c:t;pectallc,1J = same, Passage after = same, llfigration = no), 

As is the case for t,vo conditional probabilities pertaining to an unobserved node with

Ollt. observed descendl:u1ts, the relation between expected utility and two holistic utility 

assessments is bilinear. However, two different holistk utilities specify values for the 

predecessors of the utility node that necessarily exclude each other, t.hat, is, two differ

ent utilities refer to different. OUt.COllH'S that can ncycr occur simultancously. As such, 

the functional relation describing cxpected utilit.y in t.erms of t"i'O holistic ut.ilities can

not contain all interaction term. III general, Oms, for two holifll.ic utilitiPfI :c and lJ, 'a 
decision alternative (h, and observations 0, wc find that 

el/(d, I 0) = ,,·;>:+b·!I+c 

\Ve give an cxample of a t\yo-way sensitiyit.y analysis wit.h respect. t.o t.wo holistic 

utilities for the Oesophagus diagram. 

EXa111ple 7.5.3 "'e consider again thc Oesophagus diagram in which the observations 

o have bccn entered. \Ve are interest.ed in t.he sensit.ivity of expected utility to t.he t.wo 

holh;tic utilities :1: = u(Life e;cpecfancy = same, Passage after = same, lHigration = 

no) and y = u(Life e:r;pectanc,1j = samc,Passage after = improved,lHigration = 

no). III Figure 7.6, t.he effect. of varying t.he assessments for the two utilities on the 

expected uOlity of positioning all cnuoprosthesis of surgery and of refraining from 

t.reat,ment. is shown. The figures show that hot.h holist.ic ut.ilit.ies havc an (indcpendent) 

eITect. on the expected utilities of t.he deciflion alternatives endoprosthesis, operation, 

and no treatment. As there is no interaction between t.he t,wo holiflt.ic ut.ilities under 

study, t.he contour lines connecting combinations of values for t.hese utilities that. give 

t.he t;ame expected ut.ilit.y are parallel. Figure 7.6a showfl that. varying 1I0lit,y :r has 

a larger effect. on t.he expected utilit.y of posit.ioning an encioprosthesis than utility 

y, On t.he expected lIt.ility of flnrgery, t.he effect of varying :1: and 11 ifl comparable. 
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Figure 7.6: The functions relating the expected utility for the decision alterna

tive endoprostilesis, 811rgeryt.o t.he utilities tinder study :1: = ll{Life e.1:pectancy 
same, Passage after = same,l\1igration = no) and y = 'Il{LiJe e,tpcctancy 
same, Passage after = improved, l\ligration = no). 

Figure 7,6e shows that t.he holistic utility y has no efrect. on the expected utility of no 

treatment; it 0111.'1 depends on the value of :r. At the original values of the two holistic 

utilities under study, :r = O.G and y = 0.8, t.he alternative no treatment has the highest 

expected utility. Comparing t.he t.hree figures, furt.hermore, revcals t.hat decreasing t.he 

assessmcnt. for :c, increasing t.he assessment. for 1I, or both decreasing ;1; and increasing 

.1J simultaneously may change the prefcrrcd decision altel'llativc to endoprosthesis and 

evcnt.ually to sumery. Increasing t.he assessments for bot.h :c and y may changc thc 

decision alternative to endoprosfhesis, but. nevcr to S1lrgery. 

In forlllula, the effect of .'1; and y on expected utility is, 

e"(endopm,,I"e,,;s 10) = 0.4579·:/: + 0.2833· Y + 0.0658 

e"(81l1:qcry 10) = 0.1329·:l: + 0.1243· Y + 0.3161 

and 

e,,(no treatment 10) = 'c 

o 

From the example of t.wo-way sensit.ivity allalysis wit.h respect to holist.ic utilities, we 

saw that the contour lines connecting combinations of values for the utilities that give 

the same expected utility are cquidista"nt. This ~'Cflccts that there is no int.eraction be

tween t.wo holistic ut.ilities, as is also expressed hy t.he general funct.ional form describing 
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expect.ed ut.ilit.y in terms of t.wo utilities. As such, a t.wo-way sem;jtivit.y analysis with 

rc~pect to utilities is simply a combination of t.wo one-way sensitivity analyt:;es. In 

essence, such a two-way sensitivity analysis contains no new information, aJt,hol1gh it. 

does give a compact representat.ion of t.he joint. eO'eet. of t.wo uWitieR, 

Using the functional relations ill one- and two-way sensitivity analysis, the mini
mum deviation in one or two holistic ut,ilities HIlder st.udy t.hat canses a change in the 

preferred decbion alternative can be computed. For Ol~e-way semiitivity analysis with 

respect t.o a nt.ility, t.he compnt.ation of t.he minimulll deviation is completely analogolls 

to the computation of this deviation for one condit.ional probabilit.y under st.udy. The 

minimum deviation for olle condit.ional probabilit.y was detailed ill Proposition 7.'1.'1. 

"'e illustrat.e the computation of the minimum deviation for a utility with an example. 

EXaluple 7.5.4 Consider the one-way semdtivity analysis discussed in Example 7.5.2, 

From Figure 7.5, we see that. varying the aSSf'ssment. for t.he holistic ut.ility :1: = 

II(Life Cl:pectancy = same, Passage after = same,l\ligration = no) to smaller 

values causes the preferred decision alt.ernative to change frolll no treatment to endo
prosthesis. Using the funct.ional relations presented in Example 7.5.2, we find that t.he 

expected utilitie-s for bot.h t.reat.ment. aiternatiws are equal if 

0.<1579, :rcrit + 0.2925 = :I:uil 

Solving t.his equation gives ;1;rril = 0.54. The original assessment. for J: is 0.0. The 

minimulIl deviation in :1: t.hat causes a change in the preferred decision alternative thus 

is -0.06. As sHch, we conclude t.hat. t.he recommended decision alternat.ive is quite 

sensitive to changes ill 11 (Life e.1;peci.ancl/ = sauw, Passage after = same, ilfigration = 

no). 0 

The computation of t.he minimum deviation for t\vo conditional probabilit.ies t.hat. 

are varied in a t.wo-way sensitivity analysis is detailed in Proposition 7.4.6. In a t.wo-way 

sensitivit.y analysis wit.h respect to holistic utilit.ies, the (;omputation of t.he minimulll 

deviat.ion is somewhat simpler. This is a result, of t.he fact. t.hat. holistic llt.ilit.ies cannot. 

interact. in their effect. on expeded utility. 

Proposition 7.5.5 Let I D be an influence diagram as defined in DefiniUon 1.2,1. Let 
D be the diagram IS decision node taking one of tlte values {(it, ... , (h}. Let () be the 
set of observed nodes and let 0 denote the corresponding observations. Let J: = 11(1[') 
and 1I = '11(1[11) be two holistic utilities pertaining to the uUlit.y node U. Let a, b, and c 

be constants such that the e:qJected utility of the preferred decision alternative dllHlT is 

e1l(d",,,·1 0) =1l':l:+b'!I+c 

For each di E {d1, ... ,dd, di I- dIllQ .1'I let ail Vii and Ci be constants such thal the 
expected utility of di equals 

e/l(di 1 0) = 1li . ,>: + bi '!I + I'i 
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Then, the mininwm deviation required to change the preferred decision alternative from 

dmo..l' to any other decision alternative equals .6..min where 

di E D 

and where, for each di] we have 

with 

"i = A. ( n - "i ) 
b - bi 

A= (a - a;) . "'0 + (b - bi ) • Yo + (c - c;) 
(0 - a;)' + (b - bi)2 

and J:o and liD are the original values for ;1: and y, 

Proof. The proof of this proposition is very similar to t.he proof of Proposition 7.4.6. 

Using t.he functional reIat,ions expressing expected utility in terms of the t.wo holistic 

utilities under study, we And for the critical line 

y= 
(a - ail ·:c + (c - ei) 

(b - bi ) 

Substituting J(:d in the proof of Proposition 7.4.6 with this expression gives the above
mentioned minimum deviat.ion. 0 

The following example illustrat.es t.he comput.ation of the minimum deviation in two 

holistic utilities that causes a change in the preferred decision alternative. 

Exanlple 7.5.6 Consider again the two-way sensitivity analysis of t.he Oesophagus 
diagram presented in Example 7.5.3. The two ut.ilities under study are 

:i; = ll{Life e:cpectanclI = same) Passage after = same) lHigratio71 = no) and 

y = u(Life e.TpeclanclJ = same) Passage after = improved, lHigration = no). At. the 

original assessments fOI':1: and y, that. is, at. ;1,'0 = 0.6 and Yo = 0.8, the expecteel ut.ilities 

for cnt/0pl'Osthesis, SllfgerlJ and no (.reatment are 0.567, 0.495, and 0.6, respectively. 

From Example 7.5.3) we saw that varying the assessments for :/; and y first. changes 

t.he preferred decision alternat.ive fwm no treatment to endoprosthesis and eventually 

to S1l1:qerll. The minimum deviation thus concerns changing t.he optimal decision to 

eru/opl'Osthesis. The expected ut.ilities of no lreat,menl and clldojJl'Osthesis are equal if 

0.4579· :/: + 0.2833 . !I + 0.0658 = :I: 
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or alternatively 

-0.5421 . 1: + 0.2833 . Y + 0.0658 = 0 

This expression represents the critical line bet.ween the decision ait.ernativ('s no treat
ment and endoprosthesis. Now, the minimum distance from (:vo J Yo) to this critical line 

is the distance perpendicular to this line. The line perpendicular to t.he criticailille is 

given by 

( 
1; ) ( Xo ) + A' ( -0.5421 ) 
Y Yo 0.2833 

The value of A for which the criticallinc and the perpendicular line cross is given by 

-0.5421· (:>;0 + ,\ . -0.5421) + 0.2833· (Yo +,\·0.2833) + 0.0658 

Solving this equation for ,,\ gives -0.088. The minimum deviation thus equals 

~ . = -0.088. ( -0.5421 ) = ( 0.0476 ) 
""" 0.2833 0.0249 

Note that the preferred decision alternative thus is very sensitive to changes in :r and 
y.D 

In this section, we have assumed that, when varying one or two holistic utilities, the 

remainder of the utilities is kept fixed at their original values. This is not. vcry realistic, 

as the remaining utilities concern outcomC's that are .closely related to the outcomes 

for which the utilities are varied. As such, the remaining utilities should co~vary; a 

higher order sensitivity analysis is required. This lies outside the scope of this chapter. 

However, we will briefly come back to this in t.he next. section. 

7.5.3 The additive utility function 

In this section, we assume the utility fUBction in an influence diagram to be an additive 

utility function. Explicit. knowledge of the preference structure allows for varying, hI 
a sensitivity analysis, not the utilities t.hemselves but rather t.he various component 

utilities and scaling cOllstants. As snch, the results of a sensitivity analysis reveal the 

effect of varying assumpt.ions all the preferences over the values of each single attributc 

and t.he importance of each attribute. 

As for a holistic utilit.y, a one-way sensitivity analysis with respect to eit.hel' a 

component. utility or a scaling constant again shows a linear relation. Although a 

component ut.ility refers to several outcomes, namely all outcomes that specify the 

same value for the attribut.e to whieh the componcllt utility under study pertains, 

it affects expected utility linearly. This is a result of t.he fact that, in general, an 
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uverall utility depends linearly on a component ut.ility nnder study and that expected 

ut.ility, in turn, depends linearly on each overall utility. For a scaling constant the same 

holds. In a two-way sensitivity analysis with respect. to two component utilit.ies or two 

scaling constants, the functional relat.ion is bilinear wit,hunt an int.eraction tenn. As 

shown for two holistic utilities, two component utilities or two scaling constants cannot 

iiltcruct as they refer to diA'ercllt. out.comes that. cannot. occur simultaneously. For a 

t.wo-way sensitivit.y analysis with respect to both a component utility and a scaling 

constant, hOWCVC1\ an interaction term is included; in t.he additive ntility functioll, the 

overall uWit.y of an outcome is a s'um of the product. of component. utilities and scaling 

constants. These relation are detailed ill the following proposition. 

Proposition 7.5.7 Let JD be an influence diagram as defined in Definition 7.2.1. 
Let D be the diagram's decision node taking one oj the values {dl, ... ,d,,.}. Let 0 
be the set of observed nodes and let a denote the corresponding observaf.ions. Let the 

utility function u(W1 , .•. , Wq) ovcr the variables {WI,"" IVq} E 1f((f), be additive. 
Let U(H'i), i = 1, ... , q, be the component utility function for variable lVi, and lel ki' 
i = 1, ... , q, be the corresponding scaling constants. Then, Jar any value dr of D, we 

have thai. 

• eu(D = dr I 0) = a';/; + b, for every component lIWii.y ;/: = u( Wj) of each variable 

H'j1 where (I and b arc constants related to the value Wj of H'j; a similar property 
holds for every scaling constant;r = k j of variable H'j, j = 1, ... , q; 

• eu(D = d,·1 0) = a·" + b· y + c, Jar every pail' of component utilities:c = u(Wj) 
and y = 'II ( wm) Jar H'j and H'm, j, In = 1, ... ,q, where (I, b, awl c are constants 

related to tlte values Wj oj H'j and Wm of n'm; a similar property holds for every 
pail' of scaling constanis ;1; = k j and y = km of each pair of variables H'j and B'IIl; 

• eu(D = d, 10) = a . :cy + b· :1: + c, Y + d, for every component IItilitli :l' = u(Wj) 
for H'j, j = 1, ... ) q, and 8caling constant km for H'lIl1 m = 1, . ,. ) q, where 0, h, 
c, and d are constants related to tlte values Wj of H'j. 

Proof. In t.he fonowing, we show t.hat. t.he first. of the abovementioned properties holds. 

The remaining propert.ies are proven analogously. 

From Sect.ion 7.5.2, we know t.hat. expected utilit.y can be expressed as a bilinear 

function in two holistic utilities. This bilinear function contains no interaction terms. 

Generalising t.his functional relat.ion t.o all overall utilities for node U, we find t.hat 

expected ut.ilit.y can be expressed as a Illultilinear funct.ion wit.hout. int.eraction terms 

in all overall utilities. That is, 

eu{dr I 0) = L CIlII , .. ,Wq • U(Wl,"" wI[} (7.3) 
Wl, .. ·,W~ 
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'where E'Wl, ... ,lVq arc constants that. depend on t.he combination of values for all variables 

H't, ... ) lVq • Each utilit.y 1.I(Wl 1 ••• , wq ) is the weighed sum of the component utilities 

ll(wd, ... ,u(wq), that is, 

"(WI,.'" wq) = klu(wd + ",,,(w,) + ... + k,,"(tv,) 

From this sum, we have that varying component. utility lI(Wj) linearly affects all overall 

utilities for which H'j takes the value Wj' That is, l1(H'lJ"" n'j_l,Wj) n'j+l"." IVq) 
takes the forlll A·:c + B where x = "II(Wj), A = kjj and B is built from the compo~ 

nent, utilities and scaling const.ants for all parents of U except. IYj . Overall ut.ilities 

for which node IYj takes a value other t.han Wj arc constant with respect to variations 

in ll{t.llj). From Equation 7.3, we then see that, as each utility 1/(tO - 1"." wq), ill 

general, depends linearly on t.he component utilit.y u(Wj) under study, expected ut.ility 

also depends linearly on 'll(Wj). Using a similar argument, it is casily seen t.hat t.he 

same holds for a scaling constant km IInder study. 0 

As noted in the previous section, a two-way sensitivity analysis without an int.erac

tion t.Cl'lll provides no additional information to two one-way sensitivity analyses with 

respect t.o t.he component ut.ilities or scaling COllstallts under st.udy. Except for the 

purpose of compactly representing informat.ion, we may thus refrain from performing 

such a two-way sensitivity analysis. A two-way sensitivity analysis with respect to bot.h 

a component utilit.y and a scaling constant, on t.he ot.her hand, contains an interaction 

fol' the t.wo paramcters varied. In t.hat. case, a t.wo-way sensitivity analysis is useful t.o 

reveal the joint effect of t.he t.wo parameters in addition to t.heir scparate effect. 

Using t.he functional relations that hold between expected utility and one or two 

component utilities and/or scaling constants, t.he minimum deviation in the assessments 

for these component utilities and scaling constants that changes t.he recommended 

decision can be easily computed. For t.he first functional relation in Proposition 7.5.7, 

the minimum deviation is comput.ed as in Proposition 7.t!.4. For t.he second and third 

functional relation, t.he minimum deviation is computed as in Proposition 7.5.5 and 

Proposition 7.4.6, respectively. In t.he following, we give an example of one- and two

way sensitivity analysis with respect to component ut.i1it.ies uno scaling con~tant.s in 

the additive utility function of the Oesophagus diagram. 

Exatnple 7.5.8 Consider again the Oesophagus diagram, depicted in Figure 7.1. \Ve 

invest.igat.e the sensitivity of expected utility in view of the observations 0 for t.he 

ninety-bvo year old paticnt addressed in previous examples. For the utility node of 

the diagram, an additive utility fUllction has been est.ablished; t.his utilit.y function 

is given in Example 7.5.1. 'Ve first investigat.e the sensitivity of expected utility for 

the component ntilit.y :t: = 'll(Life expectancy = same) for t.hc parent Life expectancy 
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Figure 7.7: 'I'he relation between the expected utility of the decision alterna

tives cndoprosthesis, s1l1:qery and no treatment and the component utility :1.: 

a(Li1' e."peetalley = same) (a) and the scaling constant y = kLE (b), respect.i"ely. 

of Utility. In Figure 7.7a., the effect of varying J; on the expeded ut.ilities of the 

decision alt.ernatives enrioprosthesis, sumery and no trealment. is shown. At the original 

assessment for x, ;1:0 = 0.5, the alternative no treatment has the highest expected 

utility. However, t.he recommended decision alternative is very sensitive to changes in;r. 

Varying:/: to only slightly smaller values changes the preferred decision alternat.ive from 

no treatment to sll1JJery. This signifies that) as the value attached by the decision maker 

to an unchanged life expectancy decreases slightly compared t.o t.he value at.tached t.o 

an increased life expectancy) the benefits of performing surgery) that is) expected years 

of life gained, out.weigh the rhiks of an operation. 

In formula, the relat.ion hetween expected utility and :r is 

,u(elldopl'Osthesis 10) = 0.743 '1: + 0.179 

eu(surgery 10) = 0.226·:r + 0,451 

and 

eu(no treatment I 0) = 0.750· 1: + 0.202 

From t.hese linear functions) the minimum deviat.ion in :r t.hat. changes the preferred 

decision alternative from no treatment. t.o operation can be comput.ed, The critical 

value at. which the expected nt.ilities of the two alternatives are equal b :l:rril = 0.48. 

Thus) the minimum deviation in :1; is 0.02. 

Now) we invest.igate t.he sensitivity of expected utility with respect to a scaling con

stant ill the additive uWit.y funct.ion. \\Te take y = kLE for t.he parent. Life ca;pectancy as 

the scaling constant under tltudy. In Figure 7.7b) t.he relation between expected utilit.y 
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Figure 7.8: The joint. efrect. of t.he component ut.ilitY;1; = u(Life e:Dpectancy = same) 
and t,he scaling constant. 1I = kLE on the expected utility of the decision alternat.ives 

entiop1'Osthesis, :mrgery and no treatment. 

and y is shown. The figure shows that, whatever value 1I t.akes, t.he decision alternative 

no treatment has the highest expected ut.ility. Alt.hough expected utility is affected 

by the importance attached to'the three objectives of t.he decision problem, namely 

to improve life expectancy, to improve t.he passage of food and t.o avoid migrat.ion of 

t.he endoprost.hesis, t.he recolllillended decision remains unalt.ered whatever valucs arc 

t.aken for the scaling constants. 

In formula, the relation bet.ween expected utility and lJ is 

cII(endoproslhesis 10) = -0.223·:/: + 0.718 

ell(surgery 10) = -0.257·:/: + 0.757 

and 

cII(no treatment 10) = -0.308·:7' + 0.808 

Finally, we consider a two-way sensit.ivity analysis in which ;/: and !I are varied 

simultaneously. The effect of t.he joint variation of component utility :c and scaling 

constant yon expect.ed utility is shown in Figure 7.8. In formllla, t.he depicted relations 

are given by 

cII(endoprosthe.,is 10) = 0.99·:/:· II - 0.718· 11+0.718 

cII(sumerll 10) = 0.301 .:/:. II - 00408· II + 0.757 
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and 

",,(no treatment I 0) = J: . Y - 0.808· !I + 0.808 

At the orginal values for :r and y, :l,'O = 0,5 and Yo = 0.75, the expected utilities of 

positioning an endoprosthesis in the oesophagus, of performing surgery and of not 

treating are 0.551, 0.564, and 0.577, respectively. At the original assessments, thus, 110 

treatment is the preferred decision. From the figures, now, it is difficult. t.o est.ablish the 

effect. on the preferred decision of joint.ly varying :1.: and 'V, as the expected utilities of 

all three decision altcl'l1atives hardly differ. Using the functional relations, we start by 

computing the minimum deviation in :r and y that is required to change the preferred 

decision from no treatment to surgery. The expected utilit.ies for these two decision 

alternativef> are equal if 

0.301 . J:' Y - OA08· Y + 0.757 = J:' Y - 0.808· Y + 0.808 

or alternat.ively 

-0.0514 
Y = - ::-::=-~--:-c:: 

0.699·:c - 0.40 

This is t.he expression for t.he critical line between no treatment to surgery. Now) we 

compute the minimum distance from (:t'o) Yo) perpendicular to t.his crit.ical line. The 

line t.hrough the original assessments xo and Yo perpendicular to the critical line is 

given by 

Y = 0.75 + (x - 0.5) . 
(0.699· :1: - 0.40)' 

0.0359 

This perpcndicular line and the critical liue intersect at the crit.ical point. (:1:cdh Verit) 

where Xedl is a solution to 

0.75 + (x,,,, - 0.5) . 
(0.699· X"it - 0.40)' 

0.0359 

-0.0514 

0.699 . ":"it - 0.40 

Solving this quartic equation gives two imaginary and two real solutions. Only one 

of two real solutions for Xedl gives a value of Yerit t.hat lies between zero and one, 

namely :rcrit = 0.475. Filling in :1:eril = 0.47 in t,he equat.ion for the critical line gives 

Yeri! = 0.753. The minimulll deviation then equals 

L':. = (J;ait - Xo, Yait - Yo) = (0.025,0.003) 

The minimum distance from (':0, Yo) to the critical line thus is -/(0.025' + 0.003') = 

0.025. 

Computing the intersection of the critical line between no treatment and endopros
thesis and its perpendicular line through (:1:01 Yo) reveals that there is no solution for 

:t' and y between zero and one. As such) the prefcrred decision alternat.ive can never 
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change to endopl'Osfhesis as a result of jointly varying the assessments for :t: and y. The 

minimum deviation thus is .6. lIIill is (0.025,0.003) ano it refers to a change in recom

mended decision alternative from no treatment to surgery. \Ve see t.hat the preferred 

decision alternat.ive is very sensitive to variation in the assessment.s for ;1: and y. 0 

Recall from the previous section that, in varying holist.ic ut.ilities in a sensitivity 

analysis, all remaining utilit.ies arc kept fixed at. t.heir original valucs. As this is un

realistic, higher order sensitivity analysis is needed. Varying a component utility or a 

scaling constant, however, dors not only affect one overall utility, but simultaneously 

affects all utiliUes fol' the outcomes to which this component utility or scaling constant. 

refers. As such, a one- or two-way sensitivity with resP.cct to component utilities 01' 

scaling constants can, in fact, be seen as a higher ordcr sensitivity analysis with respect 

to all affect.ed overall ut.ilities. As sUl'h, sensitivit.y analysis with respect to the com

ponents of a multi-attribute utility function is a more realistic investigation into t.he 

effect of varying preference m;sumptiolls on expected utilit.y and Oil the most preferred 

dp,c·jsion alternative. 

7.6 The joint effect of probabilities and utilities 

UnW now, we have addressed the sensitivity of an inHllCllce diagram to variations in 

either one or t.wo of thc diagram's conditional probabilities or in one or two ut.ilities. \Ve 

showed t.hat. expected ut.ilit.y can be expressed as a quotient of t.wo functions that are 

lineal' or bilinear in olle or two probabil~ties, respectively. For one or two utilities, we 

have shown that this relation is ~imply Iincar or bilinear. In addition to considering the 

diagram's probabilities and utilit.ies in isolation, it may also be worthwhile investigating 

t.he joint effect. of varying a conditional prohability and utilit.y simultaneously. From 

Proposition 7.2.4, \ve have that. expected utilit.y is a weighed sllm of the ut.ilit.ies of 

t.he diagram; each utilit.y for a specific outcome is weighed by the posterior probabilit.y 

of that ontcome. The posterior probabilit.y of a specific out.come can, in general, 

be expressed as a quot.ient. of t.wo functions linear in a condit.iollal probability under 

study. The denominator in this expression refers t.o t.he probabilit.y of t.he observat.ions 

in the diagram and is t.herefore t.he same whatever outcome is considered. Expected 

utility t.hus is a sum of products, where each product is a quotient. whose numerator 

is bilinear in the condit.ional probability under st.udy and whose denominator is linear 

this conditional probability. rdoreover, the denominators in each product. are the same. 

In general, thus, the relation bet.ween expected ut.ilit.y of a decision alternative db given 

observations 0, and a conditional probabilit.y :c and ut.ility y under study is 

( I ) - a . 'D!! + b· :r + c' Y + d 
eu eli ° - f c ·;c+ 
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Figure 7.9: The joint effec!. of the conditional probabilit.y ,: = p( Weight loss 
no I Passage = impaired) and t.he holistic utility y = u(Life e1:pectancy 
same, Passage after = same, Aligration = no) on the expected ntility of the decision 

alternatives endoprosthesis, sm~qerlJ and no treatment. 

Exploiting these functional relations for the expected utility of each decision alterna

tive, in the same way (1.R presented in Section 7 A the minimum deviation in both -the 

conditional probability and utility under study that leads to a change in t.he preferred 
decision alternative can be est.ablished, As extending t.he results from previous sections 
t.o sensitivity analysis with respect. to both probabilities and utilities is straight.forward, 

we refrain from giving technical det.ails, '\Ie rest.rict t.he discussion to an illustratioll 
taken from the Oesophag'us diagram, 

Exmnple 7.6.1 Consider the Oesophagus diagram, 'Ve again investigat.e t.he sensi

tivity of the recommended decision for the ninety-two year old patient who was also 
addressed before, The two parametcrs undcr study in the network are t.he conditional 

probability" = p( Weight /os" = no I Passage = impail'C<l) and t.he holist.ic ut.il
it.y y = Il(Life expectancy = same, Passage aftcr = same, Afigration = 110). III 

Figure 7.9, the joint effect. of varying probability :r and utility y simultaneously on 
the expected utilities of positioning an endoprosthesis in the oesophagus, performing 

surgery and not. treat.ing the patient. is shown. At. the original assessments for :r and lj,' 

Xo = 0.1 and Yo = 0,6, the decision alternativc no treatment. has the highest expected 

utility. Varying x to larger values while keeping y fixed at. its original assessment leads 
to a change in preferred decision alternative from no treatment to endopmsthesis. This 

was also seen from Examplc 7.4,2, 'where a one-way sensit.ivity analysis with rellpcct to 

this conditional probability is discussed. Likewise, as in t.he onc-way sensitivity analy
sis presenteo ill Example 7,5.2, Figures 7,9a, b, and c show t.hat. varying lJ to Ilmallcl' 
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values at :t: = 0.1 leads to a change ill preferred decision from no treatment to endopros
fhesis and finally even to S111:rJer!f. Simultaneously increasing :r and decreasing y affects 

the preferred decision in a similar way. 'To measure t.he sensitivity to joint. variation 

of x and Yl we compute the minimum deviat.ion required to change the recommended 

decision from no treatment to endoprosthesis and from no treatment to surgery. "'e 

usc the functional relations describing cxpeded uWity in t.erms of J; and y; 

( I · 1)° _.::::2_31_' ,_" -,' V,--+:c::c:0--,.5cc6-,-7_. "-:l:-'+7°'---·_08_9_·~V'__+_'____0_.0_1:c:c56 ell endoprosf leS18 0 =-
,,+ 0.147 

( I) 0.0355·:,,· V + 0.514· ,(: + 0.029· V + 0.0517 
ell. Burgeri; 0 = 

. • :I: + 0.1,17 

en{no treatment I 0) = II 

After having established t.he criticallinc bet.ween 1/0 treatment and enrloprosthesis and 

between no treatment and .'Hll:qery, t.he minimum deviation in :1.: and y to reach these 

crit.icallilles from t.he original point (xu, Yo) is computed; 

~l = (:lco·;, - 'Co, .'I,,;, - Yo) = (0.028,0.033) 

for changing t.he rec.;olluuended decision from no t.reatment to cndopl'Osthesis and 

~2 = (:c,,;, - .1'0, 11,,;1 - Yo) = (0.023,0.116) 

for changing the recommended dedsion from no treatment to surgery. The lengt.h 

of vector .6.. 1 equals 0.043 and t.he length of vector .6..2 equals O.llS. The minimum 

deviation thus is .6.. mill = 0 and it refers t.o a change in recommended decision alt.er

nat.ive from no lreatmcnt to cndoprosthesis. \Ve conclude t.hat the preferred decision 

alternative is quite sensiUve t.o variation in t.he assessments for :r and y. 0 

7.7 Conclusions 

The assessments for t.he various paramet.ers in an influence diagram, that is, the dia

gram's conditional probabilities and utilities, inevitably are inaccurate. These inaccu

racies influence t.he reliability of the diagram's output. An integral part of iuvestigating 

the reliability of an influence diagram is to study its sensitivity. To this end, a sensi

tivity analysis of t.he diagram is carried 0111" A sensitivity analysis can be performed 

by varying the assessments for one 01' more of t.he diagram's parameters syst.emati

cally. Uufortunately, for illfluence diagrams of realist.ic size, t,his approach is too timc

consuming. In this chapt.er, we have shown t.hat. sensitivity analysis of an influence 

diagram wit.h one decision node can be carried out more efficiently by exploit.ing its 

properties. 
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\Ve have discussed t.hat., by qualitative considerations, conditional probabilities can 

be identified t.hat cannot. affect expected utilit.y in the diagram. As slIch, these con

ditional probabilities also have no effect 011 the OUt.PIlt. of the diagram, t.hat is, the 

optimal decision or decision with maximum expect.ed utility. A sensitivity analysis 

wit.h respect to these probabilit.ies can t.hus be omitted. Furt.hermore, we showed that 

expected ut.i1it.y can be expressed as a simple mat.hematical funct.ion in the parame

ters varied in a sensitivity analysis. \Ve detailed these functions for Olle- and two-way 

sensitivity analysis in which one and two paramet.ers, respectively, are varied simulta

neotlsly. In general, expected utility relat.es to a tiingle conditional probability under 

titudy via a quotient. of two functionti linear in t.his probability. For t.wo conditional 

probabilities under study, expected utility can be expressed as a quotient of two bi

linear functions in t.he two probabilities. For t.he utilities in an influence diagram, t.he 

fundional relations are simplified. Expected utility can be expressed as a linear func

tion in one utility under study and as a bilinear function ill two utilities under study. 

These functional relations allows for increasing the efficiency of performing a sensitivity 

R1w.lysis of an influence diagram considerably; to establish the diagram's sensitivity, is 

suffices to establish the constants in these functions. 

As the output of an influence diagram is a recommended decision, studying t.he effect 

of varying paramet.er assessments on the expected ntility of each decision alternative 

in isolation doeti not suffice. 'Ve are interested ill how much a parameter or pail' 

of paramet.er assessments can be varied wit.hout inducing a change in recommended 

decision. In thiti chapter, we int.roduced the minirn1l1fl deviation as a measure of the 

sensitivit.y of t.he diagram'ti output. Jt, is t.he smallest change in the assessment(s) for 

one or t.wo paramet.ers under study that. leads to a change in recommended decision. 

\Ve showed t.hat. t.his minimum deviat.ion is easily obtained from t.he functional relations 

expressing the expected utilit.y of each decision alternative in t.erms of the one or two 

parameten) under study. 

In this chapter, we have limited onrselves to st.udying the sensitivity of t.he out.put. 

of an inHuence diagram for variations in a single parameter assessment or ill a pair of 

parameter assessments. As sHch, t.he effect of interaction bet.ween at most t.wo parame

t.ers is covered. To obtain inf)ight into higher order interactions between the parameters 

in an inHuence diagram, higher order sensit.ivit.y analyses arc required. Howevel', the 

results of a sensitivity analysis in which morc than two parameters are varied simul

t.aneously are difficult to interpret; the result are not. easily represented graphically. 

1'\'lo1'eove1', t.he more parameters are considered, t.he lllore involved t.he functional rela

tions expressing expected utility in .terms of these parameters are. Although an efficient. 

met.hod to establish the constants in these functions is given in Chapt.er 5, it. is not 

clear how t.o llse these functions to compute t.he minimum deviation efficiently. This 

issuc deserves att.ent.ion in future research. 

Finally, ill this chapter, we focllsed on illfiucllce diagrams with one decision node. 
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To obtain a more general method for ~ensit.ivit.Y analysis, our results should be extended 

to influence diagrams containing several decision nodes. In an influence diagram with 

more than one decision node, the relat.ion between expected utility and one or more 

parameters in the diagram is not given by a single cont.iUtiOliS function but by a contin

uous function that is defined int.ervalwisc. l'vIcthods for sensitivity analysis of influence 

diagrams with several decision nodes still have t.o be developed. The results presented 

in this chapter provide t.he building blocks for developing such a general method. 
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Chapter 8 

General discussion 

Dccbion-t.heorctic net.works are a pot.entially valuable framework for modeling and sup

porting medical decision maldng, but met.hodologies for their const.ruction and eval

uation are needed. In this thesis two objectives were pursHcdj the development of 

efficient. methods for sensitivity analysis of decisioll-theoretic networks and invC'stigat

ing the applicability of these met.hods for efficient.ly qlmntifying a decisioll-t,heoretic 

net.work. In Section 8.1, the first objective is addressed. The results achieved with 

r('spect to t.his objeltive are snmnuuizcd and discllssed in the light of previously pub

lished work in t,his field, Furthermore, wit.h resped to this first. objective, we point out 

sOllle issnes t.hat to our opinion require addit.ional research. In Sedioll 8.2, in a similar 

way, t.hc second objective is addressed. The chapter ends wit.h some broadcr diredions 

for further research in the field of decisioll-t.heoret.ic networks iIi Section 8.3. 

8.1 Efficient sensitivity analysis of decision

theoretic networks 

Sensitivity analysis is an important. technique for invest.igating the robust.ness of a 

mathematical model wit.h respect to variat.ions in its parameter assessments. For 

decision-t.heoretic networks to be of pract.ical nse for clinical dechdon support., tech

niques for performing sensitivity analysis are esscntial. Performing a sensit.ivity anal

ysis of a decision-theoret.ic net.work of realistic size in a straightforward manner, t.hat. 

is, by varying a number of nctwork parameters (conditional probahilities and utilities) 

systematically over a plausible int.erval, is comput.ationally not feasible. The main task 

in developing methods for seIlsitivity analysis of a decision-theoret.ic net.work, therefore, 

is to limit. computat.ion t.ime. In Section 8.1.1, we review the methods t.hat. were devel

oped in this dl('sis for efficient. sensitivity analysis of helief networks. In Sedion 8.1.2, 

likewise, the methods developed for influence diagrams and belief net.works enhanced 

with the t.hreshold model for decision making, are reviewed. 
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8.1.1 Sensitivity analysis of belief networks 

In Part. II of this thesis, efficient. methods for sensitivity analysis of belief networks 

arc addressed. Chapt.er 4. focuses on one-\"a)' sensitivity analysis of a belief net.work; 

in a one-way sensitivity analysb of a belief net.work, a single probabilit.y assessment 

is varied at a time while keeping all the other assessments fixed. The eH'cct of t.hese 

variations on a probability of interest, computed from the network, is investigated. 

\Ve showed that there arc several properties of ollc-way sensit.ivity analysis of a belief 

network t.hat. can be exploited to perform slich an analysis more efficiently than by 

straightforward variation of all probability assessments. Firstly, the illdcpcndences 

represent.ed by the qualitative part of a belief net.work allow for identifying conditional 

probabilities that canno!, influence t.he net\vork's probabilit.y of interest. Secondly, 

conditional probabilities that may affect t.he probability of interest are found to relate 

to the probability of interest via a quotient of two functions t.hat are lincar in t.his 

probability. A one-way scnsitivity analysis of a belief network can t.hus be perforllled 

by focusing 011 t.he influential probabilities aud for these, t,he coefficients in the funct,ion 

relating the probability of int.erest. to each single network probabilit.y can be det.crmined 

from a small Humber of net.work evaluations. The computational gain achicved by using 

these properties is considerable. In ollr experielll:C, comput.ation time is reduced by 

about, a fact.or ten, l:ompared to straight.forward variation of probabilit.y assessments. 

The computational gain is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 5, n-way sensitivit.y analysis of a belief net.work is addressed. In an 

n-way sensitivity analysis, the joint, effect. of 11, n :;:::: 1, nctwork probabilities on t.he 

probabilit.y of int.erest. is st.udied by varying thc assessments for t.hese probabilit.ies si

multaneously. Thc rclat.ion bet.ween a probabilit.y of int.erest. in a belief network and n 
network probabilities again is a simple function. A prior probabilit.y can be expressed 

as a lIlultilinear function in the 17 network probabilities; any posterior prohability is a 

quotient of such multilinear functions [Castillo ct af.) 19971>]. To assess n-way sensit.iv

ity, it. suffices t.o determine the coefficicnts in t.hese multilinear functions. An efficient 

and elegant IIlcthod for n-way sensit.ivity analysis has been designed. The method 

builds upon t,he junction tree represent.ation of a belief nct.work for it.s computational 

archit.ecture, Basically, t.he method prescnted is an adaptatioH of a standard evidence 

propagation algorithm. Thc messages sent through the junction t.ree are vectors of co

efficients. These coefficients are processed locally per clique in the jUllction tree and arc 

accumulat.ed t.o yield t.he coefficients in t.he required n-way sensitivity function, describ

ing {,he probability of interest. in tcrms of t.he n probabilities under st.udy. Although at. 

prescnt) Ollr met.hod has not. been tested on large real-life belief nctworks) we believe 

t.hat it has the potential to become a valuable tool for pcrforming sensitivit.y analysis. 

The method provides a framework for sensitivity analysb, elegant.ly int.egrated in an 

exist.ing propagation schemc, t.hat is easily extended and furt.her optimized, 
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\Vith respect. to one-way sensitivity analysis, in t.he past other researchers have un

dertaken eHorts t.o develop efHcicnt met.hods tailored to t.he belief-net.work framework. 

In Chapter 4, most of t.hese methods are reviewed and compared to Ollr OWIl work, 
Here, we will not. repeat this elaborat.e comparison. However, one issue deserves some 

Illore attention. In iHenrion ct al., 19961 and iPradhan et al., 1996]' it is stated that 

the output of a belief network is highly insensitive to inaccuracies in the assessments 

of their conditional probabilities. Their st.atement. is remarkable, ill particular since it 

contradicts experience in classical decision analysis based on decision trees. rv!orcover, 

their cOllviction is a possible cause of the fact. that. current.ly lit.tle research is done Oil 

this topic. However, as a measure of robustness, they used the average probability 

of true diagnosis, resulting from varying conditional probability assessments by draw

ing a value from a predefined probability densit.y function (a second-order probability 

distribution of the inaccurate parameter assessment). It is not the average probabil

ity of true diagnosis, though, which measures robustness, but the variation in these 

probabilities. Therefore, from their investigation, it is not possible t.o draw conclusions 

with respect. to the robustness of their network. In our experience, in fact, inaccura

cies in a helief networles conditional probabilities can have a very large efl'ect on the 

outcome of the network. The nnmber of conditional probabilities that is highly influ

ent.ial, however, is limited. In Chapter 3, \ve showed that. some eighty percent of the 

probabilities in the VSD network have litHe or no efl'ect on the probability of interest.. 

Among the influential probabilities, on the other hand, t.he gradient of the probability 

of interest reached a maximum of five. So while, all average, t,he efl'ect may be small, 

inacclIl'acies in t.he crucial net.\vork probabilit.ies can have serious consequences. Similar 

observations were done for t.he Oesophagus network [Van del' Gaag el at., 1999]. They 

found t.hat sOBle fifty percent of t.he probabilities were influent.ial, with a maximulll 

gradient. around seven. From t.heir investigation, Pradhan et al. concluded that. ill 

construct.illg a belief network, it is important. t.o establish the structure of the network 

well; t.he condit.iollal probabilities are only of minor importance. From Olll' experience 

wit.h the VSD network, we indeed found t.hat the structure of the net.work is cruciaL It. 
determines, for a large part, which conditional probabilities are influential. "Te would 

t.hus like to add t.o the conclusion of Pradhan el al. t.hat, in addition to assessing 

t.he structlll'e of t.he net.work carefully, it is important t.o accurat.ely assess t.he most 

influent.ial probabilities. To OUI' opinioll, therefore, sensit.ivit.y analysis should be given 

a prominent role in huilding belief networks. 

In Chapt.er 2, we analysed the comput.at.ional gain achieved by exploit.ing t.he prop

ert.ies of one-way sensitivit.y analysis of belief networks, instead of simply varying prob

abilit.y assessments. \Ve found, as also stat.ed above, t.hat an increase in efficiency 

in t.he order of a fact.or t.en is obtained. Our method was implemented in Allegro 

Common Lisp as an extension of Ideal, and network evaluation was carried out using 

.Jensen clust.ering [Jensen, 1906]. Using t.his implementat.ion, on a SUIl Spare Ult.ra 5, 
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3GO rvIHz, a full one-way sensitivity analysis of the VSD network, wit.h 38 nodes and 

738 probabilit,ies, for a specific set of observations required between seven and thirt.een 

minutes. For the Oesophagus network, with 40 nodes and almost 1000 probabilities, 
between five and t.went.y minutes were needed for a full one-way sensitivity anai;,{sis. 

Unlike straightforward sensitivit.y analysis, which may lake hours of computat.ion HIlle, 

our method thus is of practical usc, even as part of a belief network application running 

in a medical setting. 

A even more efficient. met.hod for one-way sensitivity analysis of helief networks has 

been developed by now. Building on Ollr idea of exploiting t.he properties of sensitivity 

analysis of belief net.works, U. Kjeerulff and L.C. van del' Gaag developed a met.hod 

for sensitivit.y analysis t.hat uses the comput.ational archit.ecture of t.he junction t.ree 

[Kjrerulff & Van del' Gaag, 2000]. Basically, thc idea is t.o compute the coefficients in 

t.he functional relat.ion between the probability of interest. and each single network 

probabilit.y in the clique in the junction tree in which t.he conditional probabilit.y under 

study resides. To our knowledge, this is the most efficient met.hod for performing 

one-way sensitivity analysis of a belief network that. is currently ~l\'ailahle. As one

way sellsitivit.y analysis is now well feasible for belief net.works, fnrt.her research eA'orts 

should be directed towards other t.echniques useful in building belief networks, rat.her 

than all developing even' more efficient met.hods for one-way sensitivity allalysis. This 

issue is addressed ill Section 8.3. 

\Vit.h respect to n-way sensitivity allalysis of belief net.works, an extensive compar

ison with related research is given in Chapter 5. Here, we briefly review the work by 

E. Castillo et al., as it. is closely related t.o ollr work. Using symbolic propagation t.o 

perform sensitivity analysis, E. Cast.illo et al. recogllized t.he mathematical form of the 

function expressing a probability of intcl'f'st. in a belief network in terms of thc con

ditional probabilities ill t.he network [Castillo et at., 1995]; the function expressing a 

probability of interest. in terms of n paramet.ers, called all H.-way sensUivity junction, is 

a quotient of two multilinear functions. Note that. j in Chapter 4, we analytically derived 

this functional form for one-way sensitivity analysis of a belief nct.work. Exploiting t.his 

knowledge, in [Castillo ct ol.j 1997b] an algorithm for computing t.he coefficients ill an 

n-way sensitivity function is proposed. Their method is nearly idcnt.ical to our method 

for one-way sensitivity analysis. First., the structure of the belief network is Ilsed to 

identify those conditional probabilities t.hat. may affect. the probahilit.y of interest and 

those that. cannot. Subsequent.ly, for t.he influential conditional probabilities, t.hey pro

pose computing the coefficient.s by assuming different combinations of valnes for these 

probabilities. One different combinat.ion of valnes for each coefficient. is required. ~or 

each combinat.ion of values the belief network is evaluated using allY standard propa

gation method. As a result., a system of linear equat.ions is obt.ained which is solved t.o 

give t.he required coefficients. 

The method we present. in Chapt.er 5 builds on the ideas put. forward by Cast.illo et 
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at .. As discussed ill Chapter 5, in its most simple forIll, our method performs equally 

well as t.he optimal version of the method presented by E. Castillo et at .. The substan

tial advantage of QUI' method, however, is that. it. is integrated in an existing propagation 

scheme, It therefore provides a framework for sellsitivity analysis t.hat can be easily· 

extended and optimized. lvloreovcr, any optimization of the propagation algorithm for 

junction trees automat.ically benefits t.he efficiency of Olll' method for n-way sensitivity 

analysis. In Chapter 5, we briefly presenteo various possibilities for opt.imizing Dill' 

method. In the fut.ure, these possibilities should be investigated in more detail and in

tegrated in our method. As t.he computational complexity of n-way sensitivity analysis 

increases exponentially with the number of condit.ional probabilities considered in t.he 

analysis, such optimizations are particularly useful when larger number of conditional 

probabilit.ies are considered simultaneously. 

Finally, until now, our method for n-way sensitivity analysis has been t.ested on 

small artificial belief netvlOrks only. Also, only small numbers of probabilities under 

study were considered. Therefore, it is too early to conclude upon t.he strengths and 

weaknesses of our met.hod. In t.he near future, sensitivity analyses of the VSD network 

and the Oesophagus network \vill give more insight int.o t.he charaderist.ics of our 

method. 

8.1.2 Sensitivity analysis of influence diagrams 

In Part III, t.he methods presented for sensitivity analysis of-a belief network arc ex

tended to include decision making under uncertaint.y. In Chapt.er 6, sensitivity analysis 

of a belief nehvork in vicw of t.he threshold model for decision making is addressed. 

Building on t.he properties presented in Chapter 4, a method for sensitivity analysis is 

presented t.hat provides for t.he computation of bounds between which a net.work's pa

rameter assessments can be varied without. inducing a change in recommended decision. 

Basically, t.he method amounts to t.he following. Using j for example, expert. opinions, 

various threshold probabilit.ies of disease are established t.hat. divide the probability 

~lCale into intervals where a specific decision alternative is optimal. loor example j t.he 

treat.ment threshold probabilit.y of disease is the probability at which the expert. is 

indifferent. between t.reating and not. t.reating. For higher probabilities of disease j t.he 

pat.ient is given treatment. and for lower probabilities, t.reat.ment is wit.hheld. Now, llS

ing the method proposed in Chapter 4, the functional relation between t.he probability 

of disease and a specific conditional probahilit.y under st.udy is est.ablished. Combining 

this fuuctional relat.ion with t.he t.hreshold prohabilities of disease allows for the com

putat.ion of the minimum deviation in the asspssment(s) under study that does induce 

a change in the cHrrently recommended decision. For smaller deviations, the proba

bilit.y of disease compnted froIll the net.work does not. pass au established t.hreshold 

probability; t.he recommended decision tlms remains the same as at t.he original value 
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of t.he probability under study. For larger deviatiolUi) t.he preferred decision changes. 

The minimulll deviatioIl, which is easily computed using this method) is a measnre of 

t.he robust.ness of t.he belief network in view of the threshold model for dc<-:bion making. 

In Chapter 7, sensitivit.y analysis of influence diagrams is considered, In a sensi

t.ivit.y analysis of an influence diagram) the parameters to be considered consist. of t.he 

conditional probabilities pertaining to the stochastic variahles ill the influence diagram 

and t.he ut.ilities pertaining to t.he utility node. 'Ve showed that, for all paramet.ers in 

all influence diagram, similar properties hold as for t.he conditional probabilities in a 

belief net.work. In an influence diagram, expected utility can be expressed as a quo

tient of two functiolls lineal' in a single paramet.er under st.udy. As for belief networks, 

t.hese properties provide for efficiently performing sensitivity analysis of an illfluence 

diagram. Using these fUllctiollal relations, furthermore, t.he minimum deviation in a 

single probability assessment (or set. of assessments) that would induce a change in 

recommended decision can he computed. To t.hat. end, the functional relation between 

each possible decision alternative and the probabilit.y under st.udy is est.ablished. These 

relations are Hsed to comput.e at. which deviation of the probability under study t.he 

expected ut.i1ity of the currently preferred decision alternative equals t.he expected util

it.y of any other alternative. If t.he probability under study is varied lllore t.han t.he 

miuimulll of t.hese deviations, the preferred decision changes. Again this minimulll 

deviation provides a measure of the robustness of the influencc diagram. Chapt.er 7 

presents, t.o our knowledge, the fin;t. investigat.ion int.o efficient methods for sensitivit.y 

analysis of influence diagrams. Until recently, no such methods were available. 

Sensitivity analysis of a belief net.works enhanced wit.h t.he t.hreshold model for deci

sion making closely resembles sensit.ivit.y analysis of influence diagrams. Bot.h provide 

for the computation of bounds between which a parameter assessment. can be varied 

without inducing a change in recommended decision; the measure of robustness is the 

minilllulll deviation. In a belief net.work enhanced wit.h t.he t.hreshold model for deci

sion making, howevcr) sensitivity analysis is performed wit.h respect. to t.he conditional 

probabilities in t.he belief net.work only. Inaccuracies in the decision model cannot be 

inVC'stigated as t.hey are implicitly integrat.ed in t.he t.hreshold probabilities of diseasc. 

This concerns the risks and benefits of the decision alternatives considered, t.he ut.ilities 

by which t.hey are weighed, and t.he t.ypical risk behaviour of t,he assessor of the thresh

old probabilit.ies. In an influence diagram, t.hese elements of t,he decision model are 

explicitly represented. Sensitivity analysis of an influence diagram, therefore, allows 

for investigat.ing t.he effect. on t.he preferred decision of inaccnracies in all t.hese dements 

iudependently. 

In the introduction of this thesis, the similarities and differences between influence 

diagralll and decision trce's were discussed. 'Ve not.ed that. any influence diagram can be 

translated into a decision tree and vice versa. As such) the functional relation bet.ween 

expected ut.ilit.y and a set. of parameters under st.udy in an influence diagram holds 
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equivalently in a decision t.ree. To Ollr knowledge, these functional relations in decision 

trees have never been llsed ill t.he way we propose for influence diagrams. Clearly, this 

is a result of t.he difference in scale between the two representat.iolls. \Vhereas semd

tivit.y allalyt:ds of all innuencc diagram is nearly impossible wit.hout. efficient. methods, 

sellsitivity analysis of dcchdon t.rees can be carried Ollt by st.raightforward variation of 

probabilities and utilities. \Ve would like to st.ress, however, that the type of relations 

we found are not unique to influence diagrams. 

III this t.hesis, t.he study of sensitivity analysis of influence diagrams has been lim

ited t.o exploiting the fUllctional relations bet.ween expected nt.ility and t.he diagram's 

parameters in order to comput.e t.he minimum deviation for one or hvo parameters. 

To compute t.he functional relations in an influence diagram for higher order sem;it,iv

it.y analyses, t.he met.hod for n-way sensitivit.y analysis developed for belief networks 

can be applied. To that end, t.he influence diagram is t.hen first. transformed t.o a be

lief net.work [Cooper, 1988]. It. has not. been investigated, however, how to determine 

the minimum deviation in higher order sensitivity analyses efficiently. The problem 

amounts to deterlilining the minimum distance of a point, in lI-dimensional space t.o a 

surface ill this space. 1<'01' t.his problem, probably, a quite different. approach from t.he 

one present.ed in Chapter 5 has t.o be t.aken. Furt.hermore, in this t.hesis, we focllsed 

all influence diagrams wit.h one decision node. To obtain a more general met.hod for 

sensitivity analysis, our results should be extended t.o influence diagrams containing 

several decision nodes. In an inHucllce diagram with more t.han one decision node, t.he 

relat.ion bet.ween expected utility and olle 01' more paramet.ers in t.he diagram is HOt. 

given by a single cont.innous function but by a continuous function t.hat. is defined in

tervalwise. :~vlet.hods for sellsitivity analysis of iufluence diagrams wit.h scveral decision 

nodes still havc t.o be developed. 

8.2 Using sensitivity analysis in building a belief 

network 

In t.his sect.ion, t.he second ohjective of this t.hrsis - using sensitivit.y analysis for efH

cienUy quantifying a decision-t.heoretic network - is addressed. In Chapter 2, for this 

purpose, an iterat.ive procedure is suggested. Alt.hough the procedure focllses on effi

cient. quantificat.ion of a belief network, it applies equally well t.o influence diagrams. 

The procedure sets out with initial, probably highly inaccurate, assessment.s for all 

probabilities in a helief network under cOllst.ruction. These assessments are, for exam

ple, obtained from experts. Subsequent.iy, a sensitivit.y aualysis of t.he belief network is 

performed to obtain insight into t.he possible effects of t.he inacclll'acies involved. Some 

probabilities are likely t.o have considerable impact while ot.hers will hardly reveal any 

influence. 1''01' t.he I('ss influential probabilit.ies, t.he initial assessments may suffice. For 
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the more influential one, refinement may be required. To that eud, more elaborate elic

itation t.echniques to obtain unbiased, sufficiently acclIl'ate assessments from experts 

or statistical data can be employed. \Vc envisage a procedure of iteratively performing 

sensitivity analyses and refining probabilities uutil satisfactory behaviour of a belief 

network in the making is obtained, until the costs of further quant.ification efforts OUt.

weigh the benefits of higher accuracy) or until higher accuracy can no longer he attained 

due to lack of knowledge. In Chapter 3, an empirical investigation into the viabilit.y 

of such a procedure was presented. The results of this investigation will be reviewed 

in Section 8.2.1. Subseqllent.iy, in Section 8.2.2, it is argued that sensit.ivity analysis 

can be also lIsed for detecting erron; in the qualitat.ive part. of a belief net.work. This 

idea originates from experience with performing sensitivity analyses of a belief net.work 

developed for the diagnosis of I-Filson's disease. Finally, in Section 8.2.3 we propose 

t.o apply t.he above-mentioned uses of sensitivit,y analysis t.o handle t.he problems en

conntered in building a belief network for ovulatory disorders. The topirs discussed in 

Sect.ions 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 were not covered before ill t.his t.hesis. 

8.2.1 Efficiently quantifying a belief network 

In Chapt.er 3, t.he results of a preliminary evaluation of t.he quantification procedure 

proposed in Chapter 2 are presented. As a case st.udy, the VSD net.work was cho

sen. For t.he quant.ification of t.he VSD net.work, subject.ive probability assessments 

were obtained. The main ohjective was to establish whether it is possible to reduce 

t.he number of probabilities t.hat. have t.o be estimated by experts by using t.he above

mcnt.ioned procednre. To that end, three net.work quant.ifications with diffcrent. levels 

of 'informedlless' were constrnct.ed. The term informedness refers t.o t.he level of ex

pertise of t.he person supplying t.he assessments. Two poorly informed quantifications 

were improved by replacing the most influential probabilities wit.h t.he corresponding as

sessments from t.he well-informed (expert) quant.ificat.ion. The influential probabilities 

were fOllnd by performing one-way sensit.ivity analyses. The results of the replacements 

were investigat.ed by comparing network predictions. 

The results of our investigat.ion suggt'st. t.hat. a t.wo-step procedure of only improving 

influential probabilit.y assessments leads to sat.isfactory results: part.ially refined, poorly 

informed quantificat.ions give predictions t.hat are comparable t.o a well-informed quan

tification, Ideally t.he two-step procedure should be repeated several t.imes. Inst.ead 

of making a final network quant.ificat.ion on t.he ba8is of a single sensit.ivit.y analysis, 

it is probably better t.o have a few alt.ernating steps of sensitivit.y analyses and im

provements of t.he quant.ification. This approach takes into considerat.ion that. by each 

refinement, the set of highly influential probabilities may change. 

Furt.hermore, t.he accuracy of probability al;scssments can be involved in the pro

cedure. As a measure of accuracy a confidence interval can be assessed, either by 
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an expert. or from data. To allow for incorporating confidence intervals est.imat.ed by 

experts, the Bayesian interpretation of a confidence interval is taken, that is, the :r% 

confidence interval of a network probability is the interyal within which t.he real value 

of probability is supposed to lie with a certainty of :r%. These confidence intervals are 

taken into aCCOllnt. in a sensit.ivit.y analysis by using the variation of a sensitivity anal

ysis' curve over a confidence interval instead of t.he gradient at the original assessment 

as a measure of the probability's illHucllce. Then, probability assessments with high 

expected accuracy (Le., having small confidence intervals) will only be reconsidered 

when t.he semiit.ivity analysiR' clll've is extremely Rteep over the confidence intervaL 

\Ve would like to note that in the investigat.ion of Chapter 3 a rat.her artificial 

situation waR created, in which the best quantification was the one provided by an 

expert.. For real applications, t.he usage of objective sta{,ist.ical sources is likely to 

he indispensahle t.o obtain a sufficiently reliahle net.work quantification. [\,loreove1', in 

the medical field it is often possible to collect. databases of considerable size. Note, 

t.herefore, that t.he proposed procedure is not. limit.ed t.o t.he usc of subjective expert 

assessments. 

Currently, a second evaluat.ion of t.he procedure is being carried out. It COI1-

cerns t.he quantification of an illfiuence diagram for treat.ment planning in patients 

with oesophageal carcinoma [Van del' Gaag et al., 1999]. The influence diagram iR de

veloped at t.he department. of Computer Science of Utrecht. University ill coopera

tion with the depart.mcnt. of Internal ;'vIedicillc of the Net.herlands Cancer Institute. 

Since the quantification procedure has not. yet been completed, it is t.oo early t.o 

draw decisive conclusions. However, the results so far are encouraging. In partk

ular, the bnilderR of t.he model designed a new method for rapid and easy elicita

tion of t.he initial probabilit.y assessments with which t.he it.erative procedure sets out 

[Renooij & Wit.teman, 1999, Van ocr Gaag e/. ai., 19991. The method presents the con

ditional probabilities as fragments of t.ext and provides a scale for marking assessments 

with both numerical and verhal anchors. Furthermore, t.he authors arc presently work

ing on a method for coml~inillg expert assessments in order to refine the network on 

the basis of t.he results of the sensit.ivit.y analyses. Finally, from t.heir experience wit.h 

the construet.ioll and quantificat.ion of an influence diagram for oesophageal carcinoma, 

L.C. van del' Gaag et ol. found that obtaining t.he required utilities for an influence 

diagram is a task at least as difficult. aR obtaining all probability assessments. It seems 

t.herefore wort.hwhile t.o focus future research efforts into t.he dcvelopment of an efficient 

elicitation met.hod for utilities. 

8.2.2 Detecting modeling errors 

The resnltR of a sensitivity analysiR may reveal errors in both the qualitat.ive and 

quantitative part. of a belief Hetwork. This was concluded from elaborate sensitivity 
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analyses of a belief network for the diagnosis of \\Tilson's disease. \VUson's disease is 

a recessively inherited disorder of the liver. It. is associated with low levels of serllm 

caeruloplasmin and progressive copper accumulation in the liver. Event.ually, the ca

pacity of the hepatocytes to store copper is exceeded and release into the blood and 

uptake in extrahepatic sites occurs, causing extrahepatic disease. In aduJt, life, "Tilson's 

disease almost invariably presents with nenrological manif('stations, such as personality 

change and, if not t.reat.ed, dementia. In patients who are diagnosed early, treatment 

can usnally improve the liver function and stop further progression of the disease. Pa

tients presenting wit.h serious symptoms, stIch as hepatic failure or cirrhosis have a 

poor prognosis. A belief network for the diagnosis of "'ilwn's disease was derived from 

a rule-based expert. systcm for the diagnosis of disorders of the liver and the biliary 

tract [Korver & Lucas, 1993[. 

Extensive sensitivity analyses of the network, for variolls diHcrent paticnts, revealed 

some t.ypical features of the net-work IvIost striking was the fact. that. for cases t.hat. 

should be easy to diagnose, in partkular, patients presenting with Kayser-Fleischer 

rings, varying each probabilit.y in the network from zero to one could not. raise the 

posterior probability of \Vilson's disease much. The maximum value attained for t.he 

posterior probabilit.y remained t.oo low considering the st.rength of the evidence. Ac

lmowledgiug this phenomenon, the builders of the model dramat.ically increased t.he 

prevalence of \Vilson's disease in t.he net.work to one in two hundred, which is very 

high evcn for an internalmedicinc cliuic. Lower prevalences would result. in even lower 

posterior probabilities for patients present.ing with clear evidence of \Vilson's disease. 

These findings suggest. that the independence relations between t.he relevant vari

ables are not. correctly modeled. From careful inspection of the qualitative part of the 

net.work, \ve deduced t.hat. a possible reason for the observed phenomenon could he 

missing ar('s bet.ween variables in the net-work. For example, t.he diagnostic strengt.h 

of t.he observation of Kayser-Fleischer rings in t.he network would increase significantly 

if there is more t.han only one mechanism relat.ed to \VUson~s disease that can cause 

t.his observation. Current.ly~ in the net.work, Kayser-Fleist'her rings is modeled t.o be re

lated to \Vilson's disease through elevat.ed levels of copper concent.rat.ion only. Adding, 

for example, a direct. causal link between the variable \Vilson)s disease and Kayser

Fleischer rings) circumventing the variable hepat.ic copper, increases the diagnostic 

value of observing t.hese rings. 

Another reason for the low posterior probabilities found may be missing variables 

represent.ing other disorders t.hat. Illay cause similar symptoms as \Vilson's disease. In 
particular, adding variables that. represent. causes of high hepatic copper, other than 

\Vilson's disease, and t.he possible eH'ccts of these causes call increase the impact. of 

observing Kayser-Fleischer rings. Having observed Kayser-Fleischer rings then induces 

a dependence between t.he likelihood of having \\Tilson's disease verSHS these other 

canses. If additional evidence renders t.he ot.her causes unlikely, Kayser-Fleischer rings 
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become a strong indicat.ion for \Vilsoll)~ disease. A:) other causes of increased copper 

levels, it could be considered to add variables for chronic dlOlestasis and primary 
cirrhosis to t.he network. 

A second characterist.ic of the network that. was revealed by the sensitivity analysrs 

is the high number of extreme assessments for lllallY probahilities in t,he network. \Vit.h 

all extreme assessment, a zero 01' one is meant. As a result of these extreme assess

ments a large percentage of the prohabilities canllot influence the posterior probabilit~, 

of having \Vilson's disease. In fad., what happens is that in t.he presence of obser

vations for leaf variables, t.hese ext.reme assessments calise informational blocking of 

intermediate variables. Since most of t.he variables in the network for \Vilson 's disea~e 

that. contain t.hese extreme assessments are nat.urally cont.inuous variables, it i~ unlikely 

that a chosen threshold dividing the range of vaItH's into low and high should produce 

sHch extreme probabilHies, Using more moderate estimat.es ill the net.work might well 

result. in more acceptable posterior probabilities. 

From this experimental investigat.ioll, we conclude that sensitivity analysis not only 

provides an aid in the efficient. quantification of a belief network hilt. also in the st.ruc

turing of the network. \Ve gave an example of t.he contribut.ion of sensitivit.y analysis' 

results in detecting missing arcs or variables and in revealing possible errors in the COIl

ditional probabilities of the network, 'Ve assn me t.hat there are more characteristics of 

a belief net.work that. can be studied from a sensitivity analyt;j~' resuits. This requires 

further investigation. It. would be valllahle to develop a kind of protocol t.hat. st.ructures 

t.he variolls characterist.ics that. can be discovered by performing a sensitivity analysis 

and t.hat. describes how t.o interpret t.he ff'SUitS found. Note, t.hat .such a protocol would 

not. ju~t. apply to belief networks, but. to influence diagrams as welL 

8.2.3 Using sensitivity analysis to improve a belief network 

for ovulatory disorders 

In Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2,2, it. was argued that. sensit.iyity analy.sis can be used to 

facilitate t.he quantification of a decision-t.heoretic network and to detect modeling 

errors. III the following, we will discllss how these two usages of ~ensit,jvit.y analy

sis can be exploited to improve an initial belief network for ovulatory disorders. An 

ovulatory disorder is a dist.urbance in t.he menst.rual cycle of a woman. It refers to 

the absence of a cycle, called ump-nOrl'llOea, 01' a cycle of 35 days or more, called 

oligomenorrlwca. One subclass of cycle disturbances, referred to as 'VHOIl (accord

ing to the crit.eria of t.lw "'orld Health Organizat.ion) is charact.erized by normal 

concent.rations of t.he hormOllf'S FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) and E:l (oestro

gen). In t.his group, t.ypical findings are a high concent.ration of androgens and LH 

(Iutinizing hormone), and large ovaries containing many immature follicles. In or

der to provide optimal treat.ment. of 'VHOIl pat.ients wishing t.o have children) it. 
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is import.ant t.o know t.he chance of unassisted conception and the expected effect 

of varions t.reatments. For t.his purpose, variolls stat,ist.ical prediction models have 

been developed [Fauser et al., 1992, Fauser & Van Hcusdeu, 1997, Imalli el at., 1098, 

Imani et at., 2000, Collins et al., 1995, Snick ct ai" 1997]. 
Hecognizillg that t.he faclors describing t.he functioning of t.he hormone system 

are strongly causally relat.ed, it was suggest.ed that the problem domain of ovulatory 

disorders can be modeled wit.h a belief network. The expected advantage of using a 

belief network is t.hat. prediction b not Iimit.ed to only one outcome variable of interest 

at. a t.ime. In one belief network, various outcomes of interest can be combincd) for 

examplc) unassist.ed concept.ion, ovulat.ion} assisted eonecptioll) life birt.h. A pilot, st.udy 

int.o t.he feasibilit.y of building snch a belief net.work was undertaken at t.he Depart.ment 

of Public Health (Center for Clinical Decision Sciences) of t.he Erasmufi Universit.y 

in Rot.terdam in eoopcration wit,h the Department, of Gynaecology from t.he Dijk~igt. 

Hospit.al in Rot.t.erdam. Alt.hough currently only preliminary results are available) the 

modeling efforts undertaken yield useful insights into t.ypkal problems encountered. 

Initially) the problem of modeling ovulatory disorders in "'HOIl patients was tack

led by graphically reprcsent.ing hormonal changes. Indeed, t.he int.eraction bet.ween 

various endocrine feat.ures can be described in terms of causal influences. Hmvevel\ 

modeling hormonal changes in t.he menst.rual cycle} which consists of numerous stim

ularol',Y and feedback loops) rcsulted in directed cycles in t.he network)s graph. This 

lead to t.he recognit.ion t.hat, I,he problcm should be viewed from a different. perspec

t.ive. Instead of modeling the functioning of t.he hormone system) its dysfllnctiolling 

should be t.he basis for t.he belief net.work. For prediction and treatment. planning) 

it. is relevant how variables are related in this dysfllnctioning hormone system. In t.he 

Held of arl,ificial intelligence) in fad} t.his question whether to model proper functioning 

or dysfunct.ioning is an ongoing discussion [De Kleer & "'illiams) 19S9, Poole, 19S9]. 

Alt.hough the decision to model t.he dysfunct.ioning of t.he hormone system indeed pro

vided progress in t.he elicitation of t.he helief network)s qualitat.ive part) it also brought 

a second problem to the fore: a lack of detailed and agreed-upon knowledgc) as is t.he 

case for many medical problems. 

The dysfunct.ioning of t.he hormone system is, as yet., only partly understood, Con

sider for exarnple t.he polycystic ovary slJndro1llc (peOS), which is by far t.he largest. 

group wit.hin "'HOIL As t.he name indica.t.es} it COllCel'llS a syndrome} that is} t.he clin

ical picture is described in tcrms of t.he clinical feat.mes t.hr.ough which it. manifesls 

itself) rather t.han in t.erms of t.he underlying disease process. The reason is l,hat. t.here 

are mult.iple diseases t.hat. may canse the syndrome. Possible causes are mainly found 

in the ovaries} but. also in the brain. This lack of detailed biological knowledge makes 

it. a difficult. task t.o construct. a reliable belief net.work. 

At. this point, we have the following steps in mind to improve upon t.he current 

version of t.he network, Firstly, t.he network should be quantified wit.h rough, prohably 
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inaccurate, probability assessments given by experls in the field. For this purpose, 

the met.hod described in [Renooij 8.:, \ViUcman, 1999] can be employed. Subsequently! 

with the method described in Chapter 4, the set of conditional probabilities that are 

uninfluential given a specific patient profile can be est.ahlished. Feedback of these UIl

influential probabilities to the expert will hopefully result in the identification of errors 

in the qualitative part of the network; probabilities indicated to be uninfluelltial while, 

in fad, the experts expect. t.hem t.o be important. can be used to identify missing arcs. 

After adding these missing arcs to the network, a sensitivity analysis can be performed. 

\Ve snggest to start with t.he simplest type of sensitivity analysis, a one-way sensitivity 

analysis, as was also proposed in Chapt.er 2. The results of t.his analysis will indicate 

the most. influential probabilities. These again should match the expectatioIls of the 

experts and can be nsed, as \vas discussed in Section 8.2.2, to identify modeling errors 

in the qualitative part as well as the quantitative part. At a later stage, probably, 

higher-order sensitivity analysis can be carried out, to ident.ify interactions between 

variables. Finally, since a considerable amount of dat.a on ovulatory disorderR is avail

able, t.hese data can be IIRed to refine influential probabilitieR and/or to validat.e the 

predictions of the helief network. As discussed in Chapt.er 2, the steps described above 

can be carried out iterat.ively, to gradually improve the network. 

8.3 Topics for future research 

Unt-illlow, relatively little research has been done into t.he development of t.echniques 

t.hat support t.he construction and evaluation of decision-theoretic networks. In clinical 

decision analysis, a large body of such techniques are available to build lIlore classical 

decision models, such as decision t.rees. To support. t.he lise of decision-theoret.ic net

works, the concepts and techniques of the field of decision analysis should therefore 

be t.ranslated to the framework of decision-t.heoretic networks. In t.his t.hesis, we have 

focllsed attention on t.he technique of sensitivity analysis. Efficient. methods tailored 

to t.he framework of decision-theoretic networkR have been developed and it has been 

invest.igated how sensitivity analysis can support the construction, and in part.icular 

the quantification, of a network. \Ve believe that the research in this t.hesis provides 

both new and useful methodologies. However, the work only is a first. step in making 

decision-theoretic networks a practical framework for medical decision support. Ot.her 

concepts deRervillg attention are, for example, uncertainty analysis, t.he expected value 

of perfect informat.ion and the expected value of perfect cont.roL 

Uncertaint.y analysis amounts to varying t.he assessments for all parameters 'of the 

network's quant.itative part. simultaneously. To t.his end, for each parameter, values 

are drawn from some continllous probability dist.ribution [ivIorgan & Henrion, 1990]. 

The result of an uncert.aint.y analysiR is a cont.inuous, second-order probabilit.y dist.ri-
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bUtiOll of t.he network's out.put, that is, a probability of interest. 01' expected ut.ilit.y. It. 

reveals t.he overall ullcertainty in the out.put.. Apart. from t.his estimat.e of overall un

certainty ill the ontput, the results of all ullcertainty analysis also allow for establishing 

t.he perccntagewisc contribution of the ullccrtaiHty (assumed to take the specific form 

of a chosen probabilit.y distribution) in the separate parameters to the overall Ullcer

tainty. Uncertaint.y analysis of a decision-t.heoretic net.work is very t.ime-consllming. 

Usually, tens of t.housands of valnes are drawn for each ullcertain parameter; the 

out.put. t.hus also has to be comput.ed from t.he network tem; of t.housands of times 

[Pradhan et ai., 1996, Henrion et al., 1996). It would therefore be valuable to have el~ 

ficicnt met.hods for uncertainty analysis of decision-theoretic networks, Possihly, t.he 

propert.ies of sensitivity analysis of net.works t,hat, are presented in t.his thesis provide a 

useful basis. It might be possible, for example, to find mathemat.ical relations express

ing uncertaint.y in t.he out.put. in t.erms of t.he uncert.ainties in the network's parameter.s. 

In that way, the number of network computations could be reduced to just t.hose t.hat 

are required to est.ablish t.he valnes of t.he coefficients describing the continuous, sccolld

order distribution of the output from the coefficients in the distributions of t.he sampled 

network paramet.ers. 

An approach for investigating uncertainty in the network's out.put. t.hat. is related 

to ullcertainty analysis is presented in [SpiegelhalteI\ 1989]. As in our method, D.J. 

Spiegelhaltcl' proposes t.o const.ruct. an auxiliary graph from the graph of a belief net.

work by adding an auxiliary parent to every uode. The auxiliary parent. now capt.ures 

the uncert.aint.y in, t.he conditional probabilities of its child hy discret.e second-order 

dist.ributions, Using st.andard propagation algorit.hms, the effects of the specified un

certainties on a probabilit.y of int.erest. are readily comput.ed. In fact, t.ile result of this 

analysis is a discrete, necond-order probability dist.ribution of the probahility of int.er

est in the network, As t.he way in which uncertainty is represented and quantified ill 

this method is equivalent to the way inHueutial relationships brt.ween slochastic vari

ables are represented and qnantified in a belief network, the properties we describe in 

Chapt.er 4 apply equally well to these uHcertainty Ilodt's. As such, for t.his manner of 

investigating uncertainty, the functional relations holding in a belief network between a 

probability of int.erest and network probabilities can be exploit.ed t.o develop an efficient 

method. 

\Vith respect. to t.he concepts of expected valne of perfect information and ex

pected value of perfect control, currently, no methods are available, In [Howard, 1990, 

lvlat.heson, 1990] elaborat.e descript.ions are given of the practical value of these COIl

cepts. Associated algorit.hms tailored to the framework of decisioIl-t.heoret.ic networks, 

however, are still t.o be developed. 

Apart from iIltegrating existing decision-analyt.ic techniqucs in the franlework of 

decision-l,heoretic net.works, it, is imporlant to invest.igat.e how statistical data can be 

used in const.ructing and qnant.ifying a decision-theoretic network. Until HOW, t.he 
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focus hRS been on exploiting expert. knowledge in building networks. Howc\'cr, in 

particular in t.he medical field, large collections of valuable statistical data are avail

able. This data can be exploit.ed t.o build the structure of the net.work (Buntinc, 1996, 

Cooper & Herskovits, 1902] or to qU3n{,ify a network. Usiug statistical data to quantify 

a decision-theoretic network has, until now, been proven to be difficult" Usually, essell

tial information is missing to estimate precisely t.hose probabilities that. afe required 

in t.he network. It would he useful t.o develop methods t.hat allow to incorporate the 

data without requiring a full specification of t.he probability distribution; that. is, the 

data are used to formulate cOllst.raints on the joint probabilit.y dist.ribution represented 

by the network. This issuc has been addressed ill [Dl'llzdzel & Van der Gaag, 1995]. 

F\Il'thcl'more, it may be possihle to use statistical dat.a in parts of a decision-theorctic 

network for which expert knowledge is lacking. For example, if the structure of a part 

of t.he network is difficult, t.o estahlish berause the influential relations between the 

variable/) concerned are unclear, but statistical data are available for those variables, 

then the net.work can be enhanced wit.h a (logistic) regression model for {,hat. specific, 

problematic part. Looking back at the problems encount.ered in building the /)tructlll'e 

of a belief net.work for ovulatory disorders, t.his idea may provide help. 

Finally, practical experience wit.h building decision-theoretic net.works for clinically 

relevant problelm; is very important .. Firstly, carefully evaluating experience will guide 

research efforts as it reveals problematic issues for which techniques arc still lacking. 

Secondly, only such experience will give det.ailed insight. int.o the added value of decision

theoretic net.works ill clinical practise. It, would be interesting to evaluate how decision

t.heoretic network/) perform in clinical practise compared t.o, for example, decision t.rees, 

decision rules or logist.ic regression models. Another interesting issue is how clinicians 

experience t.he llse of decision-theoretic networks for medical decision support.. In 

my opinion, especially t.hese latter r('searrh quest.ions concerning the applkability of 

decision-t.heoret.ic networks constitut.e the challenge in fut,ure research in t.his field. 
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Summary 

PART I 

Decision-theoretic networks 

To support medical decision making, a ·wealth of techniques is available. Recent.ly, 

t.here is an increasing int.erest in decision-theoretic networks. There are two t.ypes of 
decision-theoretic network, t.ermed belief networks and influence diagrams. Both t.ypes 

of network are llsed to construct. a model of reality. A belief network is a model of the 
relations bet.ween a number of events and states. Ii is used to compute the probabilit.y 

t.hat. a certain event. will Deem (prognosis) or t,h.at a specific state is true (diagnosis). 
All illfiucl1t:e diagram is a model of a decision problem in which various risks and 
benefits have to be weighed in a situation of ullcert.ainty. An iufluence diagram is llfled 

t.o compute an optimal decision. 

l'vIathemat,ically, both types of network consist of a graphical structure and a set of 
parameters. In a belief network, the graphical structure consists of nodes and arrows. 

Each node in t.he graph corresponds to a chance variable. "'hen there is an arrow 
between two Hodes, the variable at the head of the arrow is an effect of the variable 
at t.he tail of the arrow. For each variable in t.he graph) t.he probability of its values 

are given for every possible combination of va\uC's for its 'parents' in the graph. These 
probabilities arc the parameters of a belief nct:work. From a belief nehvork, the proba

bility of any variable can be comput.ed. Suppose, for example, that. we have a specific 
patient. for whom the values of some of the variables in t.he network are observed. From 
the belief net.work, t.hell, the probabilities of the values of t.he remaining variables can 

be comput.ed for t.his patient.. This gives, as an outcome of t.he net.work, a diagnosis or 
a prognostic assessment.. 

Infiuence diagrams resemhle belief networks. In addition to chance variables, an 

influence diagram contains decision nodes and a utilit.y node. The decision nodes 
represent the various decisions t.hat have t.o be taken ill the decision problem that is 
addressed. The utilit.y node represents t.he possible outcomes (in terms of, for exam

ple, mortality and morbidity) of t.he decision problem and t.heir associat.ed utilities. 
These utilities are the values t.hat the decision maker attaches to the outcomes of t.he 

decision problem. Thus, t.he parameters in an influence diagram arc, in addition to 
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t.he conditional probabilities for the chance nodes, the utilities belonging to t.he ut.ility 

node. From an influence diagram, t.he expected aluc, also called expected ntility, of 

each decision 01' sequence of decisions can be computed. The out.come of the diagram 

is the optimal decision for a specific pat.ient; it is t.he decision for which t.he expected 

utili ty is maximal. 

Traditional decision analytic techniques 

In statistical analysis and decision analysis, tedllliques exist that perform similar tasks 

as decision-theoretic networks. Regression analysis, for example, provides a formula 

that. is used to compute a probability of interest usillg a set observations for the pa

tient. under consideration. Decision tree/) arc used t.o compute, 1'01' a specifi<-: patient., 

the optimal decision in a decision problem. Regression t.echniques aud decision trees 

are widely used in dech;ion analysis nowadays. They are practical tools t.hat arc rela

tively easy to underst.and and to work wit.h in medical practise. However, when large 

and complicated problems are considered, for example, ,vith complex interactions be

tween variables, decision trees and regression models may fall short Dedsion-theoretic 

networks can handle these problems because of t.heir compact graphical representation. 

Problems concerning the use of decision-theoreUc networks 

Until now, the number of dedsion-t.heoret.ie networks in use for supporting medical 

decision making is limited. This is mainly due t.o t,he fact that building these net.works 

is difficult.. The most problematic part is the quantification of the net.work, that is, 

finding the required assessments for all parameters. Usually, not. enongh patient. data is 

available to estimate all paramet.ers. ~v1edical experts can also provide t.he assessments, 

but this is a t.ime-consuming task and the resulting assessments may be quite inaccu

rate. To increase t.he practicability of decision-theoretic netwol'ktl, therefore, methods 

for efficient quantification are needed. 

A second problem in using decision-theoretic networks for medical applications is 

t.he fact that, presently, there are not lllany techniqnes that support. the analysis of 

decision-theoretic networb. For example, an important. aspect of a model for decision 

s-upport is the robust.ness of the results and recommendations of the model to inac

curacies in the model's parameters. Robust.ness can be investigated with a sensitivif,y 
analysis. In a sensitivity analysis, the asscssments for one 01' more inaccurate parame

ters in a model are varied simultancously over a plausible int.erval and the cfrect of these 

variations on the outcome of t.he model is studied. If varying a parameter assessment 

over its plausible int.erval has a large effect. on the ontcome of the model, it, is important 

to know it.s value accurately. For decision trees, techniques for sensitivity analysis are 

available, but these techniques arc too time-consuming for decision-theoretic networks. 

To make decision-t.heoretic networks a pract.kal tool for medical decision support, it. is 

thus important to develop an efficient technique for sensitivit.y analysis. 
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The mUollaie jor this thesis 

The two issues described above provided the motivation for the research presented 

in this thesis. Efficient methods for sensitivity analysis of decision-theoretic networks 

were developed and it was investigat.ed how the technique of sensit.ivity analysh:i can 

be used to facilitate the quant.ification of such net.works. In t.he following, the research 

presented in this t.hesis is summarized. 

PART II 

In Chapters 2 to 5, constituting Part II of this thesis, the fOCllS is on belief networks. 

Chapters 2 and 3 address the use of sensitivity analysis to facilitate the quant.ification of 

a belief network and Chapters 4 and 5 present. efficient methods for sensitivity analysis. 

Using sensitivity analysis to quantify it belief network efficiently 

To quantify a belief network efficiently, we develop in Chapter 2 an iterative procedure. 

Our procedure set.s out with a net.work that is quant.ified roughly, that is, only a limited 

amount of time is spent on t.he assessment of t.he parameters and t.hese assessment.s can 

be very inaccurat.e: Subsequently, a sensitivity analysis of the net.work is performed. 

The results are used to discriminate between parameters t,hat arc highly influent.ial 

and parameters that, arc not. Since t.he assessments for t.he influential parameters 

are crudal to t.he outcome of the network, t.hey should be estimated with care. The 

following st.ep of t.he procedure therefore is to refine t.hese assessments. The refinement 

can, for example, be achieved by using advanced techniques t.o obtain assessments 

from experts, to collect, data or t.o conduct. a literature study, The resulting refined 

assessments are supposed t.o be more accurat.e t.han the original assessments. The 

two st.eps of sensitivit.y analysis and parameter refinement. should be repeated until 

satisfactory behaviour of the network b obtained. 

In Chapter 3, the quantification procedure of Chapter 2 is tested using a belief 

network describing t.he pathophysiology of the congenital heart disease knowll as ven
tricular septal defect. For the network, t.hree quantifications were obt.ained. These 

quantifications differ with respect. to the level of expertise of t.he person who sup

plies the assessments for the network's parameters. The supposedly best quantifcat.ion 

was given by an expert cardiologist. The other quantifications werc improved upon 

by applying t.wo steps of the quant.ificat.ion procedure. First, the influent.ial parame

ters in each net.work quantification were identified by performing sensitivity analyses. 

Subsequent.ly, these influcntial parameters were refined by stepwise replacing t.he corre

sponding assessments wit.h the assessment.s from the expert. quantification. The results 

of the replacements were investigated by comparing network predict.ions for a number 

of different. patient profiles with the predictions of the net.work in which all parameters 
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were est.imated by the expert. It. was found that it Inay be sufficient to gather a limited 

number of accurate assessments t.o obtain an adequat.e network quantification. 

EJJicient methods for sensitivity analysis 

In Chapt.er 4 and 5, efficient methods for sensitivity analysis are presented, The naive 

way to perform a sensitivity analysis of a belief net.work is to vary parameter assess

ments stepwise and in a systemat.ic way. .For every st.ep, t.he outcome of t.he belief 

network is to be comput.ed. As evaluating a net.work is computationally expensive, 

performing sensitivity analysis ill t.his way is far too time-consuming to be of practical 

lIse. 

Chapter 4 focllses OIl one-wall sensitivity analysis of a belief network, In a ouc

way sensitivity analysis, the effect of inaccuracies in a tlingle parameter assessment 

is studied. Our method for one-way sensitivity analysis uses the informat.ion that it:; 

contained in the graphical st.ructurc of the net.work. For a given patient, for whom 

certain variables arc observed, the st.ructure of t.he network reveals t.he parameters 

t.h~lt cannot illHuence t.he network's outcome. These parameters can be excluded from 

further analytlitl. Furthermore, we showed that., due t.o t.he structure of t.he net.work, 

the outcome is .a simple mathemat.ical funct.ion of t.he one parameter that. is varied in 

a one-way sensit.ivit.y analysis. Knowing t.he form of thit:; functioll, sensitivity analysis 

simply amounts t.o etltablishing t.he coefficients in this function. These two properties 

make one-way sem;itivity analysis of a belief network computat.ionally far more efficient. 

In Chapter 5, our met.hod for one-way sensit.ivit.y analysis is extended to sensitivit.y 

analysis wit.h respect. to an arbitrary number of paramet.ers. Sensitivity analysis in 

which a number of parameters are considered t.ogether reveals possible int.eract.ions 

bet.ween t.he inaccuracies ill t.he assessments fo}' t.hese parameters. For example, it. 

may happen t.hat. varying t.wo paramet.er assessments independently has no effect. Oil 

the outcome of the net.work, whereas the outcome changes dnunat.ically if t.he t.wo 

parameter assessments are varie'd at the same t.ime. In a sensitiyit.y analysis ill which 

several parameters are considered simultaneonsly, it can be shown that t.he out.come 

of t.he network again is a simple function of t.hese paramcters. To know t.he joint 

effect. of these parameters, it. is t.herefore sufficicnt t.o est.ablish thc coefficients in t.his 

function. In Chapt.er 5, we const.ruct a comput.ational framework t.hat is used t.o collect. 

all information in the network t.hat is necessary t.o compile the required coefficients. 

PART III 

In Part ITI, consisting of Chapt.ers G and 7, the fOCliS is on decision making, that is, on 

influence diagrams alld on belief networks t.hat. are used for decision making. 
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SensitivitlJ anall/8is of belief nelwol'ks enhanced with the threshold model 

Delief net.works ('an be used for decision making by using t.he tJll'eshold Illodel. An 

expert sets, for example, a t.hreshold probability for operation mortality, such t.hat. t.he 

patient. is operated if his operation mortality, computed from t,he helief Het.work, is 

below the t.hreshold and not operat.ed if his operation mortality is above the threshold. 

Sensitivit.y analysis of a belief network used for decision making, now, shows whether 

inacl:uracies in a parameter assessment. ('an change t.he decision that is recommended. 

As a measure of sensitivity, we int.roduce the concept of t.he minimum deviation; it 
is the minimum l'hange in a probability assessment under study t.hat. does induce a 

change ill t.he currently recommended decision. In general, the smaller t.he minimnm 

deviation for a paramet.er) t.he lllore import.ant it. is to know the assessment. of that 

parameter accurat.ely. In Chapt.er 6 j we t;how how to compute t.he minimum deviation 

efficiently) using the method for t;eut;it.ivit.y analysis presented in Chapt.er 4. 

Sensitivity anaillsi8 of influence diagrams 

In Chapt.er 7, decit;ion support wit.ll influence diagramt; is considered. The outcome of 

an influence diagram it; an optilllal dedt;ioIl, t.hat is, t.he dedt;ion t.hat. has the maximulIl 

expected value (or expected ut.ilit.y). Sensitivit.y analyt;is of an influence diagram serVCt; 

t.o find out. whether changing the value of one or more paramet.er assessments can 

change t.he optimal decision. In Chapt.er 7, we usc again t.he concept of t.he miuimum 

deviation as a measure of sensitivit.y. \Ve present. a met.hod that efficiently comput.es, for 

each paramet.er independently, this minimum deviation for changing t.he recollllllended 

decision. The method is closely relat.ed t.o t.he method in Chapter 4. In fact, similarly to 

our met-hod for sent;itivit.y Hllalyt;is of belief net.works, we exploit the fact t.hat expected 

utility in an influence diagram is a simple mathematical functioll of a parameter t.hat. 

is cont;idereci in a sensitivit.y allalyt;is. 

PART IV 

The work present.ed ill this t.hesis focUt;(>s all t.he t.echnique of sensitit,y analysis. \Ve de

veloped efficient methods t.hat. make sensitivit.y alllllyt;is of decision-t.heoretic uetworks 

feasible. Furthermore, it is described how sensit.ivity am\lyt)is can be used t.o facilit.at.e 

the difficult. task of quantifying a network. As such, t.his t,hesis bring8 dccbioll-theoret.ic 

net.works one st.ep closer to their practical use in medical decision making. However, 

much work remains t.o be done before decisioll-theoret.ic net.works ,vill be a commonly 

llsed (Iecision-analytic tool. Additional techniques support.ing t.heir const.ruction and 

evaluation) such as techniquet; for uncertaint.y amllysis and for yalidatioll, should be 

designed. And last. but not least., t.here is t.he great, challenge to obtain practical expe

rience wit.h building decision-theoretic lIetwol'h for clinically relevant problems and t.o 

evaluate t.heir merit in daily medical practise. 





Samenvatting 

DEEL I 

Besiiskundige nei.lverken 

Om mcdischc be~lissingen i.e ollderstellnen is er een scala aan techllieken beschikbaar. 

Sindf:i kort is er een toenemende int.eresse in besliskundige net.wcrkcn. Er zijn twee typen 

beslislmndigc nctwerken, het belief network, wat ook weI vertaald wordt met probabilis
tisch netwerk, en bet influence diagram, hier vert-aaid met. beslisdiagram. Beide typell 

net.werken wordell gcbruikt om eell model van de realiteit te maken. Ecn probabilist.isch 

lletwcl'k is cell model vall de relat,ies tussen cen aalltal t.oestandell en gebellrtenisSCll. 

Het \vordt gebruikt. om t.e berekenen \Vat, de kans is dai, cen bepaalde t.oest.and werke

Iijkheid is (diagnose) of dat een bepaalde gebeurtenis zich zal voordoen (progllose). 

ECll beslisdiagram is een model van een beslisprobleem waarin een aantal Vaal's cn 

legens afgewogen marten worden in een onzckerc situatic. Ecn bcslisdiagram wordt 

gebruikt om uit tc rekenen wat de optimale beslissing is. 

\Viskundig geziell bestaan be ide t.ypcn nct.werken uit. een grafische strlldllur en 

een set parameters. In cen probabilistisch llctwcl'k bestaat. dc grafischc stl'llcluul' uit 

knopen en pijlen. Elke knoop correspondeert met een kansvariabele. Een pijl tusscn 

t.wee knopen betekellt. dat. de variabele aan de kop van de pijI eell eiTed is van de 

val'iabclc aan dc staart. van de pijl. Voor elke val'iabele is de kans op elk van zijn waarden 

gegeven, en weI voor elke combinatie van waarden van de 'ouders' van deze vadabele in 

de grafische st.rllct.uul'. Deze kRnsen z.ijn de parameters van een probabilist.isch netwerk. 

?vIct. hct nct.wel'k kan de kansverdeling van elke variabele uitgerekend wordCll. Laten 

\vc bijvoorbeeld een specifieke patient nemen van wie we de waarden weten voor cell 

Rant.al variabelell in het netwerk. Uit het llctwerk kan dall, voor dczc pat.ient., de kans 

uitgcrekclld worden op de waarden van de overgebleven variabelen. Als uitkolllst. van 

het. net.werk levert. clit. clan cell diagnostisehe of prognostisehe sehatting op. 

BeRlistiiagrammell lijken up probabilistischc llct.wcl'kell. Behalvc kansvariabelen be

vat eell beslisdiagram beslisknopen en een llWit.eitsknoop. De beslisknopen vertegeIl

woordigen de verschillclldc bcslissingcn die genomen mocten worden in het. desbet.ref

fende beslisprobleem. De ut.iliteitsknoop vertegenwoordigt de mogelijke uitkomstcn 
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van het beslisprobleem (in termen vau, bijvoorbeeld, mortaliteit. en mOl'biditeit) en 

de daarmee geassocieerde ut.ilitciten. Dezc utiliteiten gevcll weer welke waanJc uc 

beslislmndige hech!. aan de uitkomst.en van het. beslisprobleem. De parameters in cell 

beslisdiagram zijn dus, behalvc de kanscn yoor de kansvariabelen, de nt-HitcitcH bc

horende bij de utilit.eitsknoop. lvlet cell beslisdiagram kan de verwaeht.c waarde, of wei 

verwachte uWit.cit, berekend worden van elkc beslissing of elkc reeks beslissingen. Dc 

uitkomst van eell lwslisciiagram is de optimale brslissing Vaal' cen gcgcvell. patient; het. 

is die beslissing waarvoor de utilitcit maximaal is. 

Traditionele bcsliskundige i-echnieken 

In de statistiek en de besliskunde hestaan techniekell die vergelijkbarc taken uit.voe

ren als besliskundige netwel'ken. Regressieanalyse levert bijvoorbeeld een forl1luie op 

die vervoigens gebruikt wordt om de kans waarin men gelnt.eresseerd is uit. t.e reke

nen aan de hand van een set van waarnemingen voor een specifieke patie.nt.. 13eslis

bomen worden gebl'uikt om de opt.imaie beslissing ill een beslisprobleem uit te rekenen. 

Regressiet.echuieken en beslisbomen worden veel gebruikt. in de hllidige besliskullde. 

Het zijn praktische methoden die rclatief makkelijk tc begdjpen 7,ijn en waarmee in 

de medische prakt.ijk goed gewerkt kan worden. \VanHeel' het echter gaat, Olll zecI' 

ingewikkelde problemen, bijvoorbeeld problem en waal'bij er een complcxe interactie 

t.ussen de vcrschillende varia belen is, schieten beslisbomen en regressiemoclellen soms 

tekort,. Beslisknudige lletwerkell 7,ijn in dat. geval geschikt vanwege hun compacte 

grafische weergave van het. probleem. 

Problem en betreffende lIet !leuntik vlIn uesiiskllndigc netwerken 

Tot nn t.oe is het aautal besliskundige net.wel'ken dat. gebruikt wordt t.el' ondersteuning 

van ll1edische beslissingen zeer bepel'kt. Dit komt met name doordat. deze lletwerken 

moeilijk t.e bouwen Zijll. Het meest lastige is de kwantificatie van een net.werk, dat wil 

zeggen, het. vinden van de benodigdc schattingen voor aIle paramet.ers. lvleestal zijn 

el' niet genoeg patient.gegevcul) beschikbaal' om aIle parameters te schaUen. De schat

tingen kunnen dan gcgeven worden door experts. Dit is echt.er een tijdrovClld karwei 

en de reRulterencle schattingen kunnen zecl' onnauwkeurig zijll. Om de bruikbaarheid 

van hesliskundige Ilct\verken t.e vergrot.en zijn el' dus met.hoden nodig VOOl' efficiente 

kwant.ificat.ie. 

Een tweede problcem in het. gebl'llik van brsliskundige net.werkcn VOOl' medische 

t.oepassingen is het feit. dat er op dit moment lliet veel t.echniekell beschikbaal' 7,ijn die 

de analyse van besliskundige netwel'ken onderst.euncn. Een belangrijk aspect is bijvoor

beeld de robuustheid van de resllltat.en van cell beslissingsondcrsteunend model voor 

onnauwkellrigheden in de parameters van het. model. De robllUSt.hcid van een wiskundig 

model kan onderzocht. worden met. een sensitiviteitsrwa1yse. In een sensit.iviteitsanalysc 

worden de schattingen voor cen of meer parameters gelijktijdig geval'Werd over een aan-
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nemelijk interval en wordt het effect van deze variaties op de uit.koll1st van het nctwerk 

bckeken. Als het vurii:hen van cell parameter eell groat effect lleeft. op de uitkolllSt. van 

het. model is het belangl'ijk de waardc van deze parameter nauwkeurig i.e keHnell. Voor 

beslishomen bcstaan e1' t.echnieken VOOl' sensit.ivit.eitsanaiyse, Jllaar deze t.echnickcll 

zijn te tijdrovelld yool' besliskundigc netwerkcll. Om van \)esliskulldige nctwcl'ken eell 

bruikbaar in:-;t.rumcllt te makcll voor de ollderstenning van medische bcslissingen is het 

heiaJlgrijk eell efficielltc techniek yoor sensitiviteitsanalysc tc olltwikkelcll. 

De motivering vaal' dit proef'ichrift 

De twee bOVcllstaande aspccten yDrIIWll de mot,ivatic yoor het onderzoek clat. in dit 

proefschrift is beschrevell. Enerl':ijds zijn er efficiente methoden Vaal' sensitiviteitsana

lyse van besliskundige net.werken ont.wikkeld en andcrzijds is omlerzocht hoe de tech

niek van sensit,iviteitsanalyse gebl'uikt. kan wordell am de kwantificat.ie van dergelijke 

nctwerken t.e vel'gemakkelijkcll. HieronJcl' voIgt een samenvat.{,ing van het onderzoek 

dat. bcschreven is in dit. proefsehrift. 

DEEL II 

Deel II, bestaande nit. de hoofdst.ukken 2 t.ot. Cll met 5, deht zich op probabilist.ische 

nctwerken. De hoofJstukken 2 ell 3 hebhen bet.rekking op het gehruik vall sensitivil.eits

analyse om de kwantificatie van cell probabilistisch netwerk te vergemakkclijken. In 

de hoofdstllkkeu 4 Cll 5 worden cfficiente IIlct.hoden VOOl' sCllsit.iviteitsanalyse gepresen

teenl. 

Efficiente kwantijiudie van een }Jl'Obabilistisc/t. netwerk 

In hoofdstuk 2 is eell it.erat.ieve procedure ont.wikkeld om eell probabilistisch netwerk 

efficient, t.e kwallt.ificeren. Dc procedlll'c start met eell netwerk dat, slcchts grof gekwan

t.ificeerd is. Oat. wiI zeggell dat. e1' Illaar een bepcrkte hoeveellwid tijd bestecd is aan 

het schat.t.en vall de parameters en dat. clezc schatt,ingcll erg onnauwkcllrig kllnnen ;r,ijll. 

Vervolgells wordt er eell scnsitivit.eitsaIlalyse vall het netwel'k uitgevoerd. Dc resul

taten, van dezc analyse wordell gehruikt. am onderscheid te makell t.ussen paramet.ers 

die erg invloeddjk zijn en parameters die dat. niet zijn. Aallgezien de schattingen 

Vaal' de invloetirijke parameters cruciaal zijn voor de uitkomst. vaH hot netwe1'k llloetCll 

ze zorgvllidig geschat. worden. De volgende stap van de procedure rieht. zich daarom 

op het verfijnen van deze schattingen. Oeze verfijning kan bijvoorbccld bereikt wor

den door lIet gebrllik van geavancecrde techniekcn voor het. vCl'krijgen van schatt.ingen 

vall experts. Andere mogelijkheden zijn het verzamelcll van data of het uitvoeren 

van eell literatuurst.udic. De zo verkregen verfijllde schat.t.ingen worden vcrondersteld 

nauwkeurigel' te zijn dan de originele schattingen. De t.wce stappen van sensit.ivit.eits

analyse en het, verfijncll van parameters moeten herhaald worden tot.dat een voldoende 
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go cd functionerenci netwerk verkregen is. 

In hoofdst.uk 3 worelt, de kwalltificatieprocedure van hoofdst.uk 2 getest. Hiervoor 

wordt een netwel'k gebruikt tIat de fysiologie beschrijft van de cOllgcnitaie hartafwij

king vertrikelseplumdefect. Er werden dl'ie kW8ntiHcaties van het. netwerk ycr~ameld 

die van elkaar verschillcll wat betreft, de deskundigheid van de pcrsooll die de parame

tenichattingcll gaL Dc best veronderst.elde kWl:lntifil:atic wmel gegeven door een expert.) 

een cardioloog. De andere twec kwantificaties werden verbetel'd door twee Rtappen van 

de kWl:lntificatieproccdure t.oe t.e passen. Allereerst werden de invloedrijke parameters 

in elke kwunt.ificatie gerdcntificccrd door het. uitvoel'en van eon b'cl1siti\'iteitsanaly~e, 
Vervolgens werden deze invloedrijke parameters verfijnd door de desbetl'cffcnde schat.

tingen stapsgewijs te yervallgcn door de schat.t.ingen uit de expcl'tkwantificat.ie, Het re

sultaat van de vervangingen werd YOOl' cen aant.al verschillende paW~ntprofielen onder

zocht, De voorspellingcn yan elk verfijnd netwerk werden yergclckcn met de voorspellin

gen van het. net,werk waarin aile paramcters door de expert, waren geschat, Uit, deze 

shIdie werd gecollcludecrd dat. het, yoor het yerkrijgen yan ecn adekwate netwerkkwan

tificatie waarschijnlijk yoldoende is OIll cen beperkt, aantalnauwkeurige scJUlttingen te 

yerzamelen, 

Efficie'nte metllOden 11001' sensWviteiisanalllse 

In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 worden cfficicnt.e met.hoden yoor sensitiyitcitsanalyse gepresen

teerd, De nwest. eenvolldige manier om sellsitiviteitsanalyse van een probabilisf,isch 

net:werk nit te yoerell is door he!. stapsgewijs en systematisch val'ieren van parametel'

schaUingen. Bij elke stap wordt de uit.lwlllst. van het netwerk bercl~cIHl Aangezien 

het cvalucrell van een probabilist.isch netwerk ycel comput.ert.ijd vergf" is het uit.voeren 

van een sensitiviteitsanaiyse op deze manier te tijdrovend DIll nag praktisch bruikbaar 

tc zijn. 

Hoofdst.uk 4 richt zich op een-wegs sensUiviteitsanalyse yan cen probabilistisch 

netwcl'k, ?vId een p-en-we{/s sensitiviteitsarwiyse wordt. het. en'ed van ollnauwkeurighe

den in cen enkele paramct.erschaU.ing best.lldeerd. Onze met.hodc voor ep-n-wegs sen
sitiviteiisanalyse gebrllikt de illfol'lllatie die illt.rinsiek in de grafische st.ruct.l1l1r van 

een probabilist.isC'h netwerk besloten ligt. Uit de struct.uur van het. net.werk kan, voor 

een gegeven patient., afgeleid worden welke parameters de uitkolllst van het net.wel'k 

niei. kunnen heinvloeden, Deze parameters kUllncn venier Imit.en beschouwillg gelaten 

wordell, Va arts hehben we lat.en zien dat de uitkomst., dank~ij de st.rnduul' van het. 

nef,werk, een simpele wiskundigc fundic is van de ene parameter die gcvarieerd wordt 

in eell een-wegs sensitivit.eitsanalyse. Kellllis van de VorIll van deze fundic rcduceert. 

het Ilit,voeren van eell sensitivitcitsallaiYRe t.ot, het bepalen van de coefficient.en in deze 

fuuetie. Deze t.wee eigenschappen makcn ecn-wegs sensitivit.eitsanalyse aan~ienlijk ef

ficientel'. 
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In hoofdst.uk 5 wordt onze methode voor een-wegs sCllsitiviteitsanalyse uitgebreid 

Baal' sen.sitiviteitsanaiyse met bet.rekking tot een willekeurig aantal parameters. Een 

sensitiviteitsftnalyse waarin een aantal parameters tcgclijk gevarH~erd wordt, Iaat 1110-

gclijke interacties ~ien tussen de onnauwkeurighecien in de schattingen yoor deze para

meters. Het kan bijvoorbeeld gcbeuren da!' het. val'ieren vall twee parameters Oll

afilunkclijk van elkaar gcen effect heeft op de uitkomst van het netwerk, t.erwijl de 

uitkomst drastisch verandert. wauncel' de twee parameters tegelijkertijd gcvarieerd wor

den. In cen sensitiviteitsal1alyse met. betrckldng tot een wilIekcurig aalltal parameters 

kan wederom aangetoolld worden ciat de uit.komst. van het netwcl'k cen eenvoudige 

funetic is van deze parameters. Om het. gemeenschappelijk effect van deze paramcters 

te meten is het dus voldoeude om de cOEHficientcll ill deze fundie t.e bepalen. In hoofd

st.l1k 5 COllstrueren we eell rckenkundig raamwerk dat gebrnikt. wordt om aUe informatie 

in het net.wel'k die no dig is om de gewenste coefficienten te berekenen te verzamelen. 

DEELIII 

Deel III, bestaandc uit. de hoofdstukken 6 en 7, richt zich op beslisdiagrammen en 

probabilistischc net.werken die gebruikt worden VOOl' besliskllnde. 

Sensitivit.eiislHwlyse van besliskllwlige probabilislische netwerken 

Probabilist.ische netwerken kUIlnen Vaal' besliskunde gebruikl wordell door ze Hit. t.e 

l)l'eiden met het drempclwaarde model. ECll expert bepaa)t, cell dl'empelwaardc VOO1\ 

bijvoorbeeld, de operatiemortaliteit. De patient wordt geopereerd als :;djll operatiemor

taliteit., berckend uit het. netwerk, lager is dati dcze drempelwaarde, Als de operat.iemol'

taliteit hager is dan deze drempelwaarde wordt. de patWnt niet geopercerd. Sensi

tiviteitsanalyse van een besliskundig probabilist.isch nct.werk laai. zien of ollnauwkellrig

heid in de schat.ting van een paramet.er de aanbevolen beslissing kall veranderen. Ais 

eell maat van sensitiviteit introduceren we het concept van de minimale de via tie; dit 

is de minim a Ie verandering in cell kHI1Sschat.Ung die cen verandering in de huidige aan

bevolcll, beslissing veroorzaakt. In het. algemeen geldt. dat hoe kleiner de minimale 

deviatie voor een parameter is, des tc belangrijker het is de waarde van die parameters 

nauwkeurig te kennen. In hoofdstllk 6 latcll we zien hoe deze minimum deviatie ef

ficient ucrekend kan worden door gebruik te maken van de mcthode die in hoofdstuk 4 

gepresenteerd is. 

Sensitiviteits(malllSe van beslisdiagrammen 

In hoofdstuk 7 komt beslissingsondersteuning met. behulp van beslisdiagrammen aan 

bod, Dc uitkomst van een beslisdiagram is een optimaie beslissing. De opUmale b('slis

sing is die beslissing waarvoor de vel'wachte waarcle (of vcrwachte IItiliteit) mHximaal is. 

Sensit.ivitcitsHnalyse van cell beslisdiagram ll€eft tot. doel om crachter te komcn of het 
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varWrCll van eell of meet' parameterschattingcll de optimule beslissing lean vcranderen. 

In hoofdst.uk 7 wordt. wederom het concept van de mini17lalc dCliiatie als maat YOOl' de 

sensitiviteit gebruikt. ,Yo present.eren een effidcntc met.hode die voor elke afzonderlijke 

parameter uitrckcnt. wai de minimale dcviatic is die nodig is om de optima Ie beslissing 

te cioen veranderell. Dc methode vert.aont vcel overecnkomst.en met de methode in 

hoofdst.uk 4. "'e maken gebrHik van het fcit. dui. de verwuchtc utilitcit in een beslbdia

gram cen eenvoudige wiskulldigc fundie is van de parameter die onclerzol'ht wonH in 

de sClIsitivitcitsanalyse. 

DEELIV 

In het. onderzoek dat besrhrevcll is in <lit. proefschrift ligt. de nadrllk op de techuick van 

sensit.iviteitsanalyse. \Vc hcbben effieiente method en ontwikkeld die sensitivitcitsana

lyse van hesliskundige net.werken haallmar maakt. VerdeI' IwbbclI we onderzocht hoc 

sensitiviteitsanalyse gcbruikt. kan worden am het kwantificeren van eell llet.werk te 

vergemakkelijken. Dit. proefschrift brcligt. hesliskundige llctwcl'kcn hiermee een stap 

dichtcr bij hct praktische gehrnik ill de mcdische hesliskunde. Er is cchter nog veel 

werk t.e verzeU,en voordat besliskulldige net.werken een algcmcen gebruikt besliskundig 

instrulllcnt zullcn zijn. Aanvllllende techllicken die hun bouw en evaluatie ondersteu

nen, zoals t.echnieken voor onzckerheidsanalyse en techlliekcll VOOl' valida tie, Illoeten 

nag ontwiklwld worden. Tenslot.te ligt CI' de grot.e nitdaging om praktische ervaring op 

t.e <ioen met. het. bOllwen van bcsliskundige net.werken vaal' Idinisch relevante problem en 

en am hUll toegcvoegde waarde in de lllcdische praktijk te evalucl'en. 
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